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Abstract
This thesis describes the pattern of the daily life of the people of Biboki in West Timor Eastern Indonesia - in terms of their efforts to affirm the ' roots ' of their lives. The core claim
of this study is that oral traditions form the basis from which local people both trace their
origins and at the same time endeavor to conceptualize their relationships with their fellow
human beings and with the cosmos. In this respect, oral traditions are a fundamental tool for
people in establishing their roots of life within a community and in assisting their efforts to
establish authority and success within society. The chapters of the thesis present a range of
genres of oral traditions, in conjunction with detailed exegesis and linguistic analysis, in
order to demonstrate the fundamental role of these traditions within the life of the people of
Biboki.

According to Biboki people, the root of life is considered to be the ancestors and the Supreme
Being represented in the heirlooms that kept in traditional houses. Life in society should be
based on performing rituals at the traditional house as a vital way to create and preserve a
flourishing community. At each performance at the traditional house - and also at other
traditional sites where people hold rituals - oral traditions become a key factor in maintaining
links with the past. This is considered as the ' trunk' (uj) that becomes the foundation for the
'branches' (tlaej) and ' sprouts // flowers ' (sufa II kaun). People believe that the fundamental
issue in performing oral traditions is the juxtaposition of the notions of locality and belonging,
in order to identify the nature of the 'name group' (kanaj) with its 'land and water' (pah ma
nifu).

Although oral traditions are not the only source that may be used to trace history or to
identify something with accuracy, such traditions can be a pathway to uncovering the layers
of a region' s history. Importantly, oral traditions place a strong emphasis on the importance
of human dignity and people draw on these traditions to provide the background to the
relationships between human beings and the cosmos. Oral traditions become a beacon for
human beings and have a specific role in highlighting the splendour of human achievements:
past, present and the future. So the recitation and observance of oral traditions become the
roots for Biboki society, and accordingly must be recorded with accuracy and treated with
respect by researchers, officials, and the people themselves.
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ORTHOGRAPHY
Uab Meto consists of eight dialects 1 which encompass Biboki, Manlea, Molo, Amanatun,
Amanuban, Miomafo, Amarasi, Kupang and Manulai. The following explanation
concentrates on the Biboki dialect, known as uab Bibokis.
The uab Meto discussed in this thesis is referred to as 'the dialect of Biboki' . This
dialect contains three sub-dialects characteristic of the [1] northern, [2] southern, and [3]
center of the area. In general terms, the first refers to the tendency of people of northern
Biboki who mix uab Meto and Tetun Terik of Belu. The second sub-dialect is used in the
southern Biboki region, which is similar to that of the people of Insana. The third one is
known as 'the middle of Biboki' (Biboki tnana nae), referring to the settlements of the
north coast (Kecamatan Biboki Anleu) and the villages on the borders of northern and
southern Biboki. This thesis mostly uses this second dialect.
Table a.i: The Vowels of the Biboki Dialect

1

Sound
[a]
[£]

Spellin~
a
e'

Description o_f sound
As in cut
As in pet

[_~]
[i]
[OJ
[o]
[u]

e

As in her
As in eagle
As in nor
As in taught
As in tool

1
0
0

u

Example and meanin~
kase = foreigner
hele = so that/in order, eno
belak = to store, bale = place
em = come
in= he or she
kolo = bird
tot = to burn, bi5ni5n = to call
uki = banana

--

door,

John Bowden, who worked together with a student of the University of Canberra, Rayimundus Aluman,
provided this information to the Department of Linguistic, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies
(RSP AS), The Australian National University. This material later was publi shed on the web site
http :/rspas.anu .edu.au/linguistics/U abMeto.

Table a.ii: The Diphthongs of the Biboki Dialect
DiphthonKs
[a:i]
[a£]
[au]

SpellinK
a1
ae'
au

Description of sound
As in I eat
As in hyphen
As in ammonia

[aO]
[iu]
[ia]
[i£]
[iO]
[oe]
[O:i]
[£a]
[ei]
[£0]
[eu]

ao

As in ouch or cow
As in cucumber
As in ear or here
As in he+ air
As in he+ or
As in law + air
As in boy
As in air+ are
As in lake
As in air+ oh
As in air+ oh

lU

1a
.'
1e
10

oe
01

'
ea
e1
'
eo
eu

Example and meaninK
msaije = to touch
haefes = once
amaun 'a= h/she who is
angry
aoka = body
kiuba = tamarind
skiama = thighbone
naiek = sharp
iokna = tail
poe lne = to throw
moinnan = have lived
pean 'a [pena} = maize
neiknan = to bring with
maneo = it is true
meunoka = tomorrow
mornzng

Table a.iii: The Consonants of the Biboki Dialect
Consonants
[b]
[f]
[h]
[dz]
[k]
[l]
[m]
[n]
[p]
[s]
[t]

SpellinK
b
f
h
J
k
1
m
n
p
s
t

Description of sound
As in b in gobble
As in fin father
As in h in hot
As in g in generation
As in c in calm
As in l in lamp
As in min man
As in n in norm
As in b in book
As ins in spot
As ind in dog

Example and meanin,~
bale= place
fafi = PiR
hu musu = grass
ije = this
kalobes = after
leka' = when
mumtau = qfraid
noela = flood
pisi = scatter
sekau = who
ton= year

Metathesis is a cormnon pattern of uab Bibokis, as in other dialects of uab Meto, as can
be seen among the people of Amanuban when using uab Banamas. 2

2

See McWilliam 2002; xvi and also see for further discussion the work of Schulte-Nordholt section Note
on Timorese Sp elling, 1971 : VII.

XIX

1. The word 'pig' (fafi) changes to 'piglet' (faef ana) and the word 'chicken' (manu)

changes to 'wild chicken' (maon Jui).
2. The word 'bird' (kola) changes to 'cockatoo' (kol kita); the word 'maize' (pena)
changes to 'the long ear of maize' (pen pune mnanu); and the word 'tail' (ikon)
changes to 'the long tail' (iko mnanu); and 'child' (liana) changes to 'orphaned'
(lian manat).

3. The word 'banana' (uki) changes to 'the flower of banana' (uik aposet); and
'sugar cane' (tefu) changes to 'the flower of sugar cane' (teuf sufa).
4. The word 'stair' (elak) changes to 'the silver stair' (el noni).

There are two uab Meto words that require particular care in writing: these are mane
(male) and mane ' (outside). The first word is written simply as mane, while the second
one is written by adding a final apostrophe as mane'.
In the formation of negatives, people add ka as the prefix and sometimes also add the

suffix fa. For example, 'have no father // have no mother' can either be expressed as ka
ma ama II ka ma aina, or as ka ma ama fa II ka ma aina fa.

xx

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This thesis is based on one year of research among the Biboki people in west Timor,
eastern Indonesia from June 2000 - June 2001. I also use in this study all the materials I
had collected before conducting this research. Some memorable episodes that have
affected my long academic journey to complete this endeavor will be raised as a
foundation on which to base my current academic career in undertaking this research.
This preliminary material will be followed by an overview of several works by pioneers
on the oral traditions of Timor Island in general, and an elucidation of the theoretical
orientation that has inspired this current work. The final section will summarize the
succeeding chapters of the thesis.

COMING TO A DECISION
The first event that had a strong influence on my research and subsequent thesis was an
unforgettable meeting with Professor Dr James Fox in Canberra on 8 October 1997 at the
Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies of the Australian National University
(ANU) in Canberra. At this meeting I asked him to be my Principal Supervisor during my
doctoral study at the ANU. However, at that time I did not have any intention yet to focus
on oral tradition as the specific subject of my research proposal. In a long discussion, and
after making a decision to study oral traditions, Prof. Fox initially proposed to me to do
research on the Mutis of West Timor, but I, however, explained that the materials that I
had collected already mostly came from the Biboki. So he accepted my preference to

pursue a study of the oral traditions of the Biboki people, and directed my attention to
several books and articles, among which two particularly caught my interest. The first
book was To Speak in Pairs, Essays on the Ritual Languages of Eastern Indonesia (Fox
1988a), containing an interesting article by Fox about the people of Roti entitled "Manu
Kama' s road, Tepa Nilu 's path: theme, narrative, and formula in Rotinese ritual
language" (1988d: 161-201); the second was Gary H. Gossen's work entitled Chamulas
in the World of the Sun, Time and Space in a Maya Oral Tradition (Cambridge, 1974).

These two works gave me insights into how these writers set out to interpret the meaning
and values underlying oral traditions in these very different cultural contexts. They also
introduced me to the scholarly discussion of people's everyday lives based on oral
traditions as a methodology to trace local people's point of view.
After spending some time thinking over these helpful sources, I remembered my
own early attenipts to gather data about Timorese culture which gave me some
inspiration to settle on this topic. 1 When I was a child growing up in Biboki, my parents

1

Let me briefly go back to recall another earlier experience that contributed to my interest in this topic. At
the end of 1979 I did an assignment to finish my high school examination which involved writing an article
entitled Para Petani di Desa Luniup, Biboki Selatan (The Farmers of the people of Desa Luniup, in
Southern Biboki). The central issue of this paper was to point out the significance of a particular expression
of the local people, 'work together, one breast // one heart' (tmeup tabua, ansaof mese II nekaf mese),
which expresses a very strong characteristic of the people of Biboki in creating their social life. Later, this
paper gave me the inspiration to write an article from a phenomenologi cal view, Tmeup Tabua: Nekaf mese
ansaof mese (Work together: one breast and one heart), which was published in Agenda Budaya Pulau
Timar 2 (The Agenda of the Timor Island Culture) 1992a: 139-147. Before that I had also written on
another related topic entitled Feta Mone, Konsep Keadilan Menurut Masyarakat Biboki (Feta Mone: a
concept of justice among the people of Biboki) in whichfeto-mon e was identified as a very basic term used
by Biboki people in articulating their way of life (Isaak Servulus (ed.) 1985: 77-82). To continue this line
of analysis, I wrote an article about headhunting, Hasae Ai Kakaluk: Ritus Pelantikan Pemimpin Perang
pada Masyarakat Fialaran (Hasae Ai Kakaluk: A War-Head ritual of the people of Fialaran) which
outlined the role of war rituals for a 'big warrior' meo naek (Agenda Budaya Pulau Timar 1, 1990a: 120129). The serial journal Agenda Budaya Pulau Timar was conceived and published by Fr. Piet Manehat
SYD, who died in April 2000, with the major intention of publishing collections of studies of Timor
cultures. In early 1986 Father Piet Manehat visited me in Ledalero, Flores, and further discussed this
ambitious scheme to regularly publish about Timorese cultures. Four years later (1990), he and I organized
local mentors in Timorese cultural heritage to produce the first series of this publication. The second series
was published in 1992 with several contributors.

2

and the elders of the hamlet guided me to an appreciation of the significance of oral
literature. My parents always told me stories of our ancestors while we were working in
the garden- 'clearing the grass' (tof naba), and 'fencing the garden' (bah lele) - and also
local people of the hamlet would speak in metaphors in expressing the moral ethics of our
ordinary life. I understood that their teachings were designed to benefit the younger
generation by incorporating these values into their daily lives. I also remember the joys of
being together with friends when we took part in certain games and shared simple
legends, fables, and sayings which were based on the past lives of our ancestors. All these
early experiences developed my interest in pursuing this journey into the cultural heart of
the Biboki people that now comes to reality in the writing of this thesis. 2
So my early interests seemed to me to form a foundation for my academic journey
of research on Biboki, for two main reasons. Firstly, there is very little information about
this area. As noted in The Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsch Oost-Indie (1917), very little
informatio:q_ is available about Biboki as "It is one of the areas least known". 3 Secondly,
this thesis could begin to explore the role of oral traditions, which is so fundamental to
peoples' lives. Based on these two reasons, I resolved to investigate the beneficial effects
of maintaining the oral traditions in the land of the Biboki in central Timor.

2

My wonderful experiences during the first few years of my priesthood at SYD in various places such as
East Timor (1989-1992) and West Timor (1992-1997) have given me a good chance to regularly collect
more materials about the local cultures. All those years were a beautiful opportunity for making
explorations with the people of Timor into their origins. Sometimes I drew attention , on asking questions
about people' s origin places, to links with their neighbors. When I was placed at Studio Radio TirilolokSuara YERBUM, an electronic media owned by SYD Timor Province (1992-1997), as Deputy President to
run all the programs of this radio station, I had a golden opportunity to start analyzing all these materials.
So at least two years before coming to Australia (1995-1996), my major concern was already focused on
the oral literature of the people of Biboki.
3
See further Paulus (1917: 344 ), and also Kruyt ( 1923: 366) who writes that he never visited Biboki,
perhaps because the area was so difficult to reach. Fox (1980a: 2) in the introduction of his work Th e Flow
of Life comments that the cultures of Timor, Sumba and Flores are noted for their lively and di verse oral
traditions. He then says, " ... but they are equally, and perhaps even more importantly, noted for the cultural
importance attached to dyadic speech."

3

The second remarkable event occurred when, at one stage of my research, I joined
some local experts at Kuan Abun to discuss the significance of oral tradition both in their
everyday lives and also at the special time of performing rituals. It was a seminal moment
for me when an old man proclaimed loudly, 'We can live and grow for there is someone
who looks after us and opens [the door for us]' (main ma natal natuin asetal ma afaat). 4
In one way, this expression specifically refers to the habit of telling the oral traditions

within everyday life, in which the whole community seems to have the responsibility to
pass such traditions on to the next generation.
Originally, this expression was based on local beliefs about the ancestors as the
source of life, 5 on which people can base their daily lives. Explaining this, John Tnesi, 6
one of my local mentors, recounted a particular story of the ancestors, further explaining
that people will understand nothing if such stories about the early times are not based on
a reliable authority, namely both local experts and the ancestors. 7 The expression is also
used to affirm that revelations about oral traditions should come from the power of the
ancestors. Thus not every person can recount the ancestors' lives using oral traditions;
only a specially qualified person can correctly perform such oral traditions.
During this meeting, there was an interruption from a close friend who tried to
draw the others' attention by saying: 'Our discussion means nothing, because from the
4

This expression explains that contemporary people can convey the oral traditions because the ancestors
give them power to do so. The uab Meto word asetol can mean 'he who supports' by giving both a special
power to be able to do something (to support) and then to further understand the good point of view, which
later can be a goal of such an act. The second term , afoat, strongly refers to the role of a person - in this
sense, the ancestors - to initiate a better action for life, which then opens the way for directing peoples '
efforts.
5
In this context, ' source of life' is expressed by the uab Meto words asetol and afoat, which in both daily
discourse and ritual texts refer to the past generation who gave life to the current generation.
6
Regarding my informants see further the introduction of Chapter II (footnote 1) about the Cultural
Discussion Group.
7
As examples, see T-12 and T-13 in Chapter VII, T-14a in Chapter VIII, T-18 Appendix 2, and T-21
Appendix 5. Chapter III will further discuss genres of oral traditions, one of which should be performed by
those who got power from the ancestors, see the section General classification.
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beginning our ancestor did the same; [we] cannot replace it' (hit molok ije luman, fitn le
ije na'ka kobaha sin bei nai; kanabei he tputle). 8 Oral traditions according to these people

are the property of the ancestors which should be inherited by the next generation and
passed on to future people. Otherwise, people will have troubles in their lives. In relation
to this expression to refer to the ancestors' time, there are numerous other expressions
that I frequently heard while recording oral traditions: (a) 'That is ours' (nane haija); (b)
'this is our custom' (ije hai alta); 9 (c) 'the ancestors always acted in this manner' (bei
nai sin nmoen onle ije); and (d) 'this is secret/sacred, do not ask trivial questions' (ije leu,
kaisa mtoet huma-huma). The first and the second expressions refer to the declaration of

people that oral tradition is their property. The third expression is used to justify basing
oral tradition on the practices of the ancestors, 10 which can be claimed as the foundation
of life of the present people. The last expression refers to the sacredness of some oral
traditions that should be performed in a traditional house. 11 Within the frame of these
notions, I was motivated to describe and discuss the oral traditions of the people of
Biboki with the primary intention to trace their ideas about the origins of life and to
discuss how they conceptualize both the networks among human beings and all the
aspects of the world of living beings.
The third significant event occurred in October 2000 when I was attending an
inspirational meeting with the raj a of Biboki and his assistants and all his family as well.
This meeting was based on the belief of the local people that performing a certain
8

I heard this statement several times while conducting my research; it was expressed in the hope of
respecting the original version of oral traditions. People reminded me several times to record exactly what
they were saying.
9
The local term a/ta is the translation of the Indonesian word adat 'custom'. Sometimes people just use the
phrase ' from the beginning ' (na 'kakobaha) to refer to custom or tradition.
10
Because of that, people always continue to inherit oral tradition, even though they may not understand it.
11
See section Level of sp eech and meaning of genre name in Chapter III.
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ceremony is the only way both to ask permission from the ancestors and the approval of
the raj a. Regarding asking permission from the ancestors, before entering the gate of
Tamkesi palace - the place where the raj a of Biboki lives and where there is a shrine of
the Biboki people - it is said that all people should come first to Haubulan, which is the
cemetery of the former raj a of Biboki. Here, under the supervision of the raj a, everybody
should 'shake hands' (tsiom neoj) with the deceased raja by touching their forehead on a
stone close to the chest of the tomb of the raja. 12 During this performance, the raja of
Biboki or some other elder makes a few preliminary remarks to the ancestors in order to
tell them about the purpose of the current visitation. While uttering these speeches, the
raj a placed areca-nut and sirih leaf at the head of the burial place and took a 'bamboo
cup' (tio) with 'palm-juice' (sopi, or tuak). These were then put together on the grave
with an amount of Indonesian money (rupiah), which is an expression of politeness,
known as 'to place areca-nut and betel' (tatek puah ma manus). This performance is
known as 'to open the path and to alleviate the feet' (tasoen lalan ma thanafa haeka),
which means that, by acting so, nobody will disturb the good will for this present
visitation made to ask for help from the ancestors.
With the approval of the raj a, I attended the following performance. Generally at
this moment people (who are 1naking the visitation) have to provide a white goat and two
roosters - one with white hair, and another red - to offer to the raj a, and I did so. I also
provided a sirih box in which I put a Dutch coin - one ringgit (lukton mese) - and some
Indonesian rupiah, together with the areca-nut and betel. This decorated sirih box was a

12

I performed the same action of touching my forehead on the stone as the way to shake hands with the
deceased raj a Biboki of Tabes Boko at Tfeka Taseon in the northern coast of Biboki. Charles Usboko, one
of my informants, explained that this was the first home of raja Biboki before coming to the current
Tamkesi.
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symbol to respect the raj a and all his assistants, and it also symbolized the pure heart of
people who are coming to ask for help from the raj a. After an elder offered this sirih box
to the ruler, I promptly came and knelt in front of the raj a and his assistants. While
clutching the Dutch coin, the raj a placed his two hands on the crown of my head for more
than ten minutes in silence, and then he blew on my forehead to give 'natural power' to
me. Soon after that, raja Biboki put the Dutch coin into my pocket as a sign that his
presence will be with me, while the Indonesian rupiah money was kept by the ruler.
Many people questioned me - as a Catholic priest - about my involvement in the
performance of such rituals, which were banned by the Catholic Church. For instance,
they asked: Has Father Gregor left his priesthood by asking for blessing from the ruler
who is not yet baptized? 13 Why is Father Gregor supporting the local people's patterns of
life and a return to their animist style of life? 14 What is the purpose of letting people go
back to their ancestors' time? Will the Catholic Church be angry with the conduct of
priests who support the people's traditions, as Father Gregor has done? The second
question was based on rumors that spread during my research time that I had encouraged
the people to return to animism by performing their rituals. 15 All these questions troubled

13

The reason, said my local source, that the Catholic Church banned this ritual is because of the
performance by the ruler of 'giving blessing'. According to the view of local people with a strong Catholic
background, giving a blessing is only permissible to someone who is ordained, namely a priest. In this
respect, people were really confused about my presence before the ruler to ask for his blessings.
14
Another similar question arose: 'Why is Father Gregor wasting time in studying a culture that is almost
dead?'
15
In several places, not only in the fieldwork site but also in Insana, Miomafo and even TTS , I took part in
traditional rituals, together with the local people. On these occasions I was deeply involved in the killing of
animals, which is totally banned by both Catholic and Protestant Churches. At these animal sacrifices I just
wished to know exactly the essence of performing such ceremonies and, also, I wanted to know about the
phenomenon of power that comes at once to the people who are performing such a ritual. I found the killing
of an animal to be the expression of cultural heritage and not just a way to register their religious emotion.
In relation to this point - cultural heritage - sacrificing an animal is ari important part of the social life of
the people in terms of how they can express their social proximity with their ancestors. The key purpose of
killing an animal is to know more about the future , called 'have a look for the signal' (tae lilo) in the heart
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me for a long time, and still do, but they have also given me further inspiration to sharpen
the focus of my investigation in order to better understand the background of those
people who were asking these questions. 16
Later when preparing to write this thesis, I felt that these questions could provide
a useful framework from which to further decipher the condition of people who on the
one hand are Catholics but still keep in touch with animistic practices and rituals. A
valuable tentative conclusion that came to my mind is that the performing rituals have
become an inseparable part of their daily lives. I was, therefore, motivated by these
questions to explore the background of those people who were constant performing such
ceremonies. For this reason I visited many specific centres for performing rituals.
Most of my research time was spent, therefore, in the traditional houses in order
to learn directly from first hand information about the local peoples' interest in
performing traditional rituals. In addition, I wanted to hear how people told stories
dealing with their ancestors' traditions. 17 Sometimes it is extremely problematic to trace
the tradition of the ancestors of people from the fieldwork site, since some elements of
the traditions are not clear enough to be understood and because the people mix together
different ways of expressing their religious emotion. Also since some basic elements of

of a pig or the intestines of a hen or rooster. For further information about tae lilo, see Middelkoop (1963c:
134-135).
16
I actually realized that those questions could be a good starting point for making a study about pastoral
discourse, or developing a missiological discussion based on an applied theological approach. I sometimes
questioned in the depth of my heart why most of my people still retain a strong belief in their traditional
culture and perform the rituals in the traditional house, even though they knew very well that these were
banned by the Catholic Church. I have deferred any reflection on this interesting point until finishing the
current study, after which I intend to do further research on these questions dealing with the theological and
pastoral issues that arise in these situations.
17
I heard an extremely pointed question when I visited the traditional houses, 'Does Fr Gregor go against
the Catholic Church by drawing the people's attention to the traditional house?' This question was based on
a misunderstanding of several local people who mistakenly claimed that the Catholic Church banned
people from visiting the traditional houses.
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the traditions were transformed 18 by the introduction of Christianity, 19 it can be hard to
trace the original style of the rituals. What I have learned from attending the rituals and
ceremonies of the Biboki people is an understanding of the values underlying the
performance of the various oral traditions. In practice, people often draw on traditional
stories, myths, and tales, including amusing comments in recounting their own history,
when performing their rituals (Locher 1988: 26-27). 20
Regardless of these questions, I have sufficient proof to recognize that those
people who were asking these questions did not actually reject what I was doing in
collecting data about the life of the ordinary people. Some good news came to my ear that
several elders from Biboki and other areas of the Atoni region - Insana, Miomafo and
18

Parera wrote that during the initial introduction of Christianity - Catholic and Protestant - Timorese
culture was denounced as something bad and dirty, and that was when most of ordinary peoples ' culture
was damaged or destroyed (1994: 26). According to my findings in Biboki, Insana, Miomafo, and other
areas of Atoni Pah Meto in Southern Central Timor - Timor Tengah Selatan - and Kupang district, there
were several ceremonies - which can be categorized as cultural heritage - that were banned, including
' scattering rice' (pisi mn es) while uttering the intention of asking for the ancestors ' help; 'killing animals'
(tlol) , ' looking at the mark' (tae lilo) ,· 'putting blood on the stone and tree ' (os e' na neu fatu ma hau),
' picking up the hair of animal ' (tfek mui 'ta in naofna) , and so forth. Yet even though these ritual practices
were banned, many people quietly continued to perform them. Regarding the specific performance of
scattering rice, see Schulte-N ordholt (1971: 144), who explains about two types of sacrificial posts.
19
From the time of the arrival of the Church there was in fact no need for tension at all between
Christianity and local culture in general. In a lengthy exegesis of this point of relationship, the Catholic
Church through the Vatican II Council - which was held from 1963 to 1965 - notes, "The joys and the
hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men (all the people, red.) of this age, especially those who are
poor or in any way afflicted, these too are joys and hopes, the grieves and anxieties of the followers of
Christ. Indeed, nothing genuinely human fails to raise an echo in their hearts" (see further Gaudium et Sp es,
Pastoral Constitution of the Church in Modem World No. 1). Based on this foundation of the teaching of
the Catholic Church, I would suggest that at the very beginning of the introduction of Christianity in the
Timor Island, the Church did not respect the local traditions. A retired Bishop of Atambua, Mgr. Theodor
van den Tilaart SYD - Indonesian name: Th eodorus Sulama SVD - who died in 1991 , told me in an
interview in 1989 in Atapupu that the beginning of Christianity on Timor Island was simply too crude in
banning all traditions and cultural heritage. He then encouraged me to collect the cultural heritage from the
ordinary people. Regarding this task, he proposed to me that I should investigate thoroughly the original
performances of rituals and ceremonies. In relation to this concern he emphasized the need to make good
and human approaches to the hamlet heads in the villages. He said, "You are really, indeed, respecting
human dignity if you actually humbly respect the ordinary peoples ' culture" (anda sudah sesungguhsungguhny a menghargai nilai kemanusiaan, kalau anda benar-benar menghargai harta budaya orangorang sederhana). I later published this interview, entitled "Prospek Karya Misi di Pulau Timor"
(Prosp ects of Mission-work in th e Island of Timar) [1990: 249-259].
20
Locher did his research in Molo and Miomafo of Western Timor in 1940-1941 , and most notes of his
coll ection were lost during the war (1956: 170). He found that, for Timorese, myth had a strong influence
on the way they interpreted their world , and that they acted accordingly (1988: 26).
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TTS - agreed that it is really important to know better what has been banned by the
Church. 21 They asked me to write a book to give a thorough explanation that what they
are performing did not contravene the teaching of the Catholic Church. A more serious
issue underlying these questions was actually the fact of the people's complaints about
the suffering caused by the damage to their culture. 22 Regarding such questions, it was
interesting to hear particular comments about my research methods from a group of
people from the central town of Biboki (Tamkesi). They said, "The white-skins 23 have a
pure heart. If they hear our speech, they then write what we have said. Their recording is
fast and they just follow what we say" (Kaes muti, nekna namneo. Kalu sin nnen hit
molka, lo ntui natuinaha le molok nane. Sinan nhuk bo, lolabaha, lo natuinaha hit
molka). This comment reveals the hope of the ordinary people that I too would record

their words and then write them down without altering or subverting the integrity of their
sayings. 24 Meanwhile, one unknown ·elder from a village of the district honestly said:
"Even though the recorder is one of our people, he is a priest. And a priest cannot lie to

21

Regarding this positive comment about valuing rituals and traditions, people from the fieldwork site were
very happy when, even though I am a priest, I joined them in performing the ceremonies in the traditional
house. They said, "This is the new way to value the properties of the ancestors" (ije on !al feu mese he
tpanat bei nai sin bnaka) . I myself witnessed during my year of fieldwork that the ordinary people always
opened their hearts to share with me what they really believe about their traditions. I therefore believe that
the way that we as researchers should operate is to respect them fully in our own hearts.
22
I heard from Biboki people in Abun village that parish priests commanded the catechists of the area to
collect and then destroy the entire cultural heritage in the traditional house. Similar very sad stories came
from Faothao of Insana, and also Nilulat and Oeolo. For example, there was the complaint of the local
people of Oeolo who had a serious problem with the Catholic Church relating to their bell , which was taken
over for the business of the local Church. This bell , according to Tarsi Opat who is the hamlet head (kepala
des a) and the speaker of the area, belonged to the name group Opat and was used in their traditional house
to request special blessings from the ancestors and the Supreme Being. In relation to this case, I avoid any
direct naming of those individuals whom the people blame.
23
According to the local discourse, the term 'white-skin' refers to European people, while local people
refer to the Chinese as kaes siansa. The uab Meto kase is used to refer to foreigners who are from outside
the area. Sometimes the 'white skin' is also called 'foreigner, the cat eye' (kase, mat meo) or 'white
foreigner, cat eye ' (kaes muti, mat meo). The uab Meto term kaes is a metathesis of kase. For further
discussi on of the uab Meto word ka es muti, see also Mc William (1996: 130 and 2002: 91).
24
The background to this comment is that some local government researchers came and recorded data from
the same place. However, their writing was not true to the original materials that were told to them.
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us." (Maski ahuk lasi ije hitaha, mai in neik uis paid Lo uis pael ka nputal kliun kitfa).
These comments suggested that people who earlier were doubtful about my efforts to
collect oral traditions were now satisfied with my approach, and that my endeavor to
positively assure people of my good intentions had been successful.
I regarded each meeting 25 as a valuable opportunity for recording ethnographic
practice. Some oral traditions really caught my attention and these have formed the basis
of my current study. Several times people told me simple stories about their origins of
place, where their ancestors came from. They told me, for example, that poetry had
become an effective tool for them not only to recount their history and to promote
healing, but also to express the presence of the ancestors within the current community. 26

In this context, people have a saying, 'stories present the ancestors to our community life'
(nuun nahakeb na 'Jani bei ma nai sin nok kit ok-oke). This expression encouraged people

of the fieldwork site to maintain oral traditions in their daily practice of life and, based on
this expression, I have endeavored to probe deeply into the heart of the local peoples
traditions.

25

Sometimes I just had meetings with the hamlet heads from different villages and also with the villagers
without the presence of the hamlet head. Randomly, I recorded what people recounted from their own
experiences. Later, I presented these accounts in a discussion group called The Cultural Discussion Group
(CDG). For this group, see further section Introduction in Chapter II.
26
In this meeting I also told them that a long time before doing my current research; I had collected data
not only about Biboki but also from different communities throughout Timor Island, including East Timor,
Belu, Miomafo, TTS and Kupang. More than six years before the present research on Biboki - June 2000
to June 2001 - I had collected data from those areas without any plan at all to make use of these materials
systematically in the frame of any serious studies. With the help and approval of Fr.Yosef Sievers SYD,
the Congregational leader of the Divine Word of the Timor Province, Indonesia (1993-1999), I later began
a systematic pursuit of my studies. Not only during his period of leadership but also before that, he always
challenged me with analytical questions regarding the collection of cultural data about the people of Timor
and the best strategy to develop an effective recording system. An important point he proposed to me in
relation to the recording of the ordinary people's culture was his critical concern to make accurate
transcriptions; for example, how to write a person's name properly and how to record information correctly.
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CENTRAL FOCUS OF THE THESIS
The focus of this thesis is the identification of features of oral traditions throughout the
Biboki community which reveal fundamental ideas which shape people's daily lives. The
thesis aims to investigate the claim that oral traditions can lead people to the origins of
life: both the origin place that the ancestors came from, and the identity of the ancestors
of the people of the area. Another important issue at the core of this thesis is to show that
the discussion of oral traditions can become a way to trace the expressions of people's
conceptions of life. Based on these intentions, all the chapters of the thesis are centred on
the passages or texts of people's speeches and also on particular expressions which are
used to demonstrate the fundamental position of oral tradition within people's lives.
The main question of this thesis is: why are oral traditions so fundamental in
people's lives? The following chapters of the thesis will deal with this question in terms
of showing that oral traditions and expressions are the best way to present the knowledge
of local people in terms of their understanding about the origin places and the
identification of the ancestors from the past, and at the same time to generate a thorough
portrayal of the essence of how people deal with their conceptions of life.

ORAL TRADITIONS OF THE BIBOKI PEOPLE
I begin with an overview of the oral traditions of the people of Atoni Pah Meto in
general, as well as noting a few points about Belu and East Timor, as the starting point
from which to proceed to the heart of my study on the significance of Biboki's oral
traditions. In this section I deal with the work of pioneers who have undertaken research
on Timor in general, and which forms the basis for my ~urrent study.

12

First of all, let me address the work of Rev. P. Middelkoop entitled Head Hunting
zn Timar and its Historical Implications ( 1963 ), which has been produced in three

volumes. The content of this study was mostly based on the stories of the local peoples
collected in order to identify the background of the practice of head hunting within the
Atoni Pah Meto name groups. This practice has served as a sort of self-identification of
the ordinary people of Molo area of west Timor.
Part One of this work provides information about the understanding of the
'warrior' (meo), which is fundamental for a thorough discussion regarding the concept of
'journey' that has inspired the work of the current thesis. Middelkoop explained in great
detail the official role of a warrior in relation to the phenomena of sacred objects, in the
context of warfare among several named groups of Atoni people. 27 He, for instance,
mentioned the enemy magic, war-customs or meo-costumes, and a kind of long head-tape
hanging down the back of the head as noteworthy aspects of the performance of a local
warrior of the Atoni (1963a), which were fundamental for a warrior to have in order to
taking part in a battle. This volume also overviews the structure of the local people's
language, called uab Meto, in general, including a fine translation of the text, in terms of
analyzing conceptions of the local people in the past which continue to influence the
current inhabitants. I am particularly interested in this method of investigating the nexus
between explanation of the local discourse and a text which was generated from a story

27

Kruyt writes that, in the old times, Timor Island must have been continuously disrupted by small wars
(1923: 432). Biboki people tell about "The Time of War and Fighting" in T-19 Appendix 3 and "The War
Between Biboki and Belu" T-25 Appendix 9. See as well Middelkoop (1963a-b- and c). People of Abun
village mentioned a hard time known as 'the time for breaking the gun' (alas tepon kenat). SchulteNordholt describes the traditional political structure of name groups of the Atoni Pah Meto in relation to the
phenomenon of warfare (1971: 326-332). I recorded a tale from Inbate village, on the border of Miomafo
and Ambeno, which related that in the past there was the event of a 'trunk gun' (Peristiwa Ken uj) between
people of the area (Miomafo, west Timor) and the Ambeno people of East Timor. The same story was also
recorded from Oekusi of East Tim or.
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of the past. In this sense, there is a connection between the ancestors' life and the current
people.
Parts 2 and 3 ofMiddelkoop's work (1963b-c) cover texts recorded firsthand from
the mentors of the traditions of the area. These texts provide a valuable source of
knowledge about people from the fieldwork site. Dealing with the work of Middelkoop,
the Catholic missionary Father Vincent Lechovic SVD in his unpublished collection
entitled Bonet Dawan 'The Dance of Dawan People' ( 1971) 28 commented in the
introductory section that Middelkoop was a creative writer who had worked hard for
years to demonstrate values from the oral traditions of the Atoni Pah Meto. 29 Lechovic,
who spent several years in West Timor, has also done much to record the cultural
heritage of the people. In relation to oral tradition, he has drawn widely on such sources
in his pastoral work when writing prayer books, a local song book, and translating the
Bible from English into uab Meto. 30 An important point to be noted in relation to these
works of Father Lechovic is that he indeed clearly valued the oral traditions of the people,

28

To complete this work, Father Lechovic SYD received help from another Divine Word Missionary
priest, Fr. Stef Mite SYD [died 1991 ], and a well-informed lay person, Piet Ena.
29
Lechovic refers to Middelkoop's article about bonet in the Putain region of TTS , which was published in
M.N .Z. LXXIII , 1929a: 4 7-59 entitled Bon et. The text includes the following observation, "in dit 'bon et '
jlitsen zijn van de Timoreschen geest, di e uit het binnesste der Atonis oplichten en daarom belangwekkend "
(within bonet [folkdance and folksong of the people of Atoni Pah Meta] one can reach the deep brightness
of the deep heart of the people).
30
During the early years of his priesthood, Father Lechovic SYD worked among the ordinary people in
Soe-TTS where, according to a witness of the local people, he became deeply interested in oral traditions.
Whenever he made a pastoral visitation , he always spent time listening to the ordinary people's accounts of
their stories, myths , legends and expressions of the common speech. He did a translation of the Bible into
uab Meta entitled Sulat Knino (The Sacred Book, 1966a). He also wrote prayer books entitled Katekismus
In Nes an (The Seed of Catechism, 1966b), and Oe Mat Nena (The Sacred Water Spring, 1969), Kumpulan
Bonet (The Dance of Dawan people, unpublished paper, 1971a) and the uab Meta song entitled Tsi Tana eb
Uis Nena (The Song Praise the Lord, 1971 b ).
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and he encouraged them to draw on these traditions to express their religious emotion of
. th e Supreme B e1ng.
. 31
trust 1n
Another significant work on oral tradition is Mc William's outstanding study
among the people of Amanuban in Timor Tengah Selatan. His book Paths of Origin,

Gates of Life (2002) is an extended version of his thesis (1989) presenting information
about place and precedence of the people from the area, based on recordings of the oral
traditions of the local southern Timorese (Atoni Pah Meto ). He analyses in great detail
the structure of Kolo Meo Feto's narrative and comes to the conclusion that 'narrating',
according to the people of Amanuban, is a metaphor that speaks both of the historic
journey of the ancestors and of the personal journey of one's own life.
Then there is the work of Julius Bria Seran32 (1986) on the oral tradition of Belu,
entitled Pantun Bahasa Tetun Timar (Poem of Tetun - Timor). This remarkable book is
based on the work of B.A.G. Vroklage SYD Ethnographie der Belu in Zentral Timar
(1953). The point that attracted my attention in this work is that Bria Seran has made a
very successful effort to record materials from the local Belunese. He adopted a very
effective strategy of natural recording, which will be explained more fully in the next
section of this chapter about Theoretical Orientation. Another important point to be
recognized in commenting on Bria Seran's work is his deep appreciation of the local
people' s oral literature. This can be seen in the way he made literal translations of the
texts which, he believed, was the best way to understand people's daily life and also a
method we can apply to appreciating the life of the present people.
31

I failed to identify other mission works by Father Lechovic SVD, which were only published in his
mother tongue, which was Czech.
32
He died in 2000, when I was undertaking my own research . It was in 1992-1996 when I was Deputy to
the Director of Tirilolok Radio Station that we several times discussed in depth the need to make recordings
of Timorese culture in general and most especially of the oral traditions. His particular interest was in the
oral tradition of theTetun people. Sometimes we together had meetings with Father Piet Manehat SVD.
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Let me now tum to the works of Prof. Fox in revealing the cultural heritage of a
very close neighbor of the Timorese: the people of Roti. Fox has published a series of
masterly studies which give new insights into the oral traditions of the local people.
Based on Rotinese oral literature, Fox has set out to overview the people of Roti's
understanding about all existing matter and space, considered as a whole within the frame
of the Rotinese perspective. For instance, his paper Manu Kama )s Road) Tepa Nilu )s
Path: Theme, Narrative, and Formula in Rotinese Ritual Language (1988d) has become a

classic work which offers new insights into the philosophy of life of the people of Roti.
The point that I gained from this work is how Fox worked to discover the starting point
for an exegetical approach to investigations based on the analysis of the pairing of the
local terms within the daily and ritual speeches of the people of Roti. 33
In the same vein, let me point out another influential work by Fox, Memories of
Ridge-Poles and Cross-Beams: The Categorical Foundations of a Rotinese Cultural
Design ( 1993c), which I consider to be a stunning exploration into the heart of Rotinese

culture in terms of presenting Rotinese scientific understandings about the origin and
development of the universe. In this article, Fox, based on a thorough exegesis of oral
tradition, worked on the cultural design and ritual understanding of the house in order to
make a specific reflection about the nexus between image, object and location. Later, he
focused on the local conceptions of origin in relation to ideas of place, through which he
postulated that the pattern of the ordering of a recitation of a sequence of place is
equivalent to the ordering of a genealogy, which later inspired him to write Place and
Landscape in Comparative Austronesian Perspective ( 1997 c) which highlighted the

33

As a better example, later in the section Th eoretical Orientation, I will further discuss this work along
with another of his articles in order to highlight his illuminating approach to the study of oral traditions.
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recognition that certain Austronesian societies regard topogenies as providing a
framework for the 'replacement' of more extended knowledge that can be called upon
when necessary (1997c: 13). For me, one important lesson to be drawn from these works
is the absolute requirement to make an analysis based on the local discourse which
respects the cultural heritage of the local people. 34 Put simply, the point that has really
given me a new insight is the need to make an analysis based on the thought inherent in
local people's daily lives, while always taking into account their continuing proximity to
the ecological system. 35
Such an approach can be compared as well to the recent work of J ardner ( 1999),
entitled Die Kuan-Fatu-Chronik, Form und Kontext der muendlichen Dichtung der Atoni
Meta (Amanuban, Westtimor), [The Chronicle of Kuan Fatu: Form and Context of Atoni

Meto Oral Tradition] which is a masterly analysis of the oral tradition of the Amanuban
people. J ardner' s interest is in the style of speech used in performing a 'poetic chant'
(natoen), while paying special attention to the mythology of the people of Kuan Fatu in

southern Amanuban. Based on Fox's work - on oral tradition of the people of Roti Jardner mentions the collections of the two pioneers, Middelkoop and Mc William, 36 from

34

In this respect, let me also mention Renato Rosaldo (1980) who worked on the Ilongot of northern
Luzon-Philippines . Rosaldo based his analysis of the typical social life of the people of the fieldwork site
by making an investigation of the oral traditions of local people.
35
Dealing with this important point about taking account of the people's proximity with the ecological
system, a comment by Leach on the work of Levi-Strauss is relevant. Leach criticized Levi-Strauss because
he never stayed in one place for more then a few weeks at a time and because he was never able to
converse easily with any of his informants in their native language. Therefore, according to Leach , LeviStrauss is insufficiently critical of his source material (Leach 1973: 18-19, 20, 28). Rather, a researcher
should remain for long time in one field site in order to be able to deeply think and to reflect on local
concepts within their natural context. On the other hand, it can sometimes happen that researchers may
spend a long time in fieldwork but they may still fail to develop a thorough identification with the people
from the fieldwork site.
36
There is an interesting discussion by Jardner of the work of Mc William , based on different sources of
information about the ' great warrior' or ' big cat ' (meo na ek) . The identification of the four feudal
commandants of Amanuban, namely Sole, Nome, Nabuasa and Tejlopo , became a core issue in interpreting
the concept of the ' great ' warriors of the area. Jardner 's informant, Ch. Z. Babys, refused to refer to
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which two important influences can be traced in his own work: firstly, he pays attention
to the different versions of meaning about the denoting of head hunters called 'great
warrior' (meo naek), which came from different sources with different backgrounds; and
secondly, he acknowledges the dynamism of local understandings about the role of the
name group (kanaf) within community life. In relation to this point, Jardner deliberately
collected materials from different sources among the Amanuban people from Kuan Fatu
(Jardner 1999: 25-26). His particular strategy for approaching people to record materials
will be explained in the following section.
To complete the list of my scholarly predecessors who have recorded aspects of
Timorese culture and most especially oral tradition, I should certainly acknowledge the
work of some Divine Word Missionaries priests: Frs. B.A.G. Vroklage, Wilco
Wortelboer, Jan Verschuuren, Thaddaeus Bartkowiak, Vincent Lechovic, Comelis Kooy,
Piet Manehat, Richard Dasbach, and others, who have gathered a lot of information on
oral traditions and myths from the people of Timor Island. Unfortunately, much of the
work of Lechovic and others has not yet been published.

Nabu asa as 'great warrior' (rneo na ek), because, according to the tradition of the district, the position of
rn eo na ek should be the first commandant, which is Babys. Jardner also said that the three younger
commandants - Nome, Nabuasa and Teflopo - later legitimated their position as rneo naek to change the
position of Babys (Jardner 1999: 18-19). It is beyond the scope of this thesis to pursue discussions of the
different perceptions of the position of those feudal commandants. However, this source can be used to
build up an alternative perception about the situation within the early community life of the people. On one
of my research trips I visited Oebesa, Soe and then Kie and several places around Amanuban , and thi s gave
me the opportunity to identify the origin of some name groups. According to Mc William (2002: 87 , map
3), the group name Nabuasa came from Saenarn (Miomafo ), which is the origin place of several name
groups in Biboki. This information gives insights to me about the links among name groups in Biboki who
claimed Mutis-Bobnain (that is close to Saenam) as the origin place of their ancestors. For further
information see as well Map 5 in the next Chapter II.
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THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
Oral traditions, even though not the only source available from which to write a history of
a specific region with accuracy, can be an important medium through which to uncover
the layers of a region's history. 37 In acknowledgement of the invaluable role of oral
tradition in all societies, I have undertaken this thesis in order to discover the cultural
values inherent in the oral traditions of the Biboki people. To do so, however, a range of
approaches and tools will be needed to support my attempt to develop a new perspective
within the frame of the various oral literatures of Biboki people. Let me first refer to the
work of some well-known experts who have done research on this topic of oral traditions
in different contexts.
Some readings, which I examined under the guidance of Prof. Fox, have been
particular! y helpful to me in completing this thesis by suggesting various approaches to
the study of oral traditions. It was not only the careful recording of source materials that
has assisted my own research, but also the previous development of a theoretical
discourse about oral tradition and its analysis (see Vansina, 1965; Fox, 1971a-b, 1975,
1977b, 1986, 1988a-b-c-d, 1989, 1996a-b; Gossen, 1974; Finnegan, 1977, 1992; Rosaldo,
1980; Traube, 1986; McWilliam, 1989, 2002, Kuipers, 1990, 1998, and Hoskins 1998).
Fox also suggested that I pay attention to J akobson's linguistic theory (Jakobson, 1956,
1962, and 1971 ), which has been helpful in guiding me in making a thorough exegesis of
the interpretation of the materials of the texts.
One significant influence on my study has been the 'human life' approach
developed by Prof. Fox and his colleagues. As mentioned in the preceding section, Fox
37

I will discuss this point about the use of oral traditions more fully in section Oral Traditions: Expressing
a Way of Life in Chapter III.
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has successfully elaborated his approach, based on the lives of ordinary people, which
seems an acceptable and valid basis for detailed fieldwork as it involves a sensitive
appreciation of the variations and particularities of various individual cultures and
societies. For a good example of this methodology, see Manu Kama's road, Tepa Nilu's
path: theme, narrative, and formula in Rotinese ritual language (Fox, 1988d: 161-201)

which shows the diligent efforts made by the writer to probe to the heart of the text. 38 For
instance, Fox made an analysis of the text for the widow and orphan that is dominant in
the funeral ceremonies of the people of Roti, and he further divided all the lines of the
text into sequenced episodes to pick up insights in order to reveal the heritage of such
texts (Fox 1988d: 165). The structuralism of Roman Jakobson is applied here to
emphasize the heritage of the local people's oral tradition. One year later Fox published
Category and Complement: Binary Ideologies and the Organization of Dualism in
eastern Indonesia (1989b), which focuses on the prevalence and importance of dyadic

structures. This article provides a useful methodology for studying the process of dual
classification in eastern Indonesian societies, in terms of two overarching semantic
elements which are paired in dyadic sets, structured in formulaic phrases, and expressed
as couplets or parallel verses. In this respect, the work of Fox in developing a
comprehensive theoretical approach to interpret oral traditions has inspired many
chapters of my own thesis. Like the Rotinese, the people of Biboki often resort to the
tradition of speaking in pairs in order to express their views to one another, to the
ancestors, and also to the Supreme Being. Similar to Fox's emphasis on taking the local
38

Let me mention once again the work of Rosaldo who, based on the Ilongot people's stories and tales,
successfully uncovered the local people's viewpoint about moral teaching, human sentiment, hospitality
and other key human values (1980: 14-16). See as well Vansina, who claimed that oral tradition can reveal
to the current people the wisdom of a society in earlier times (1965: 50). In this regard, I also refer to the
work of Middelkoop and Lechovic SYD.
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setting as the cornerstone in order to develop a more insightful analysis of oral tradition,
Renato Rosaldo, in his research on the Ilongot of Luzon, also provides some excellent
data regarding this phenomenon.
A similar approach is used by Mc William in his analysis of the Kolo Meo Feta
text (1989, 2002). For me, the passage in The Gate and the Path of Nabuasa gives a
valuable insight into strategies for identifying people of a certain place with a certain
activity. Based on Mc William's analysis of the Kolo Meo Feta's passage, one becomes
able to think not only about the past of the ancestors' time but, more than that, to
conceive of the beneficial networks existing between name groups in the frame of the
local discourse. Networks here refer widely to both the relationship between human
beings and the natural world, and that between the current people and the ancestors. An
interesting point here is the rediscovery of the source of life of the name group of
Nabuasa migrants. Mc William mentions the two sites Saenam39 and Oenam, 40 when he
claims Saenam as the original place of Nabuasa (McWilliam 2002: 87, see map 3,
Approximate path of Nabuasa migration). I am particularly interested in this story since I
can link it to stories recorded from Biboki, 41 where Oenaem is mentioned as an important
place for those people who for years have settled Kuan Abun, the main sites of my field
research in Biboki. This issue will form a central component of the analysis in my thesis.

39

According to my informant in Molo, Saenam is the real name for Molo. See as well line 5 of T-8 The
Passage about the Origin of Tamkesi in section The Unique Characteristics of Tamkesi in Chapter V. The
people of Molo and Mimafo always mention Saenam and Oenam together. According to the Amanuban
people, Onam is Amanatun, Banam is Amanuban, Saenam is Molo, and Oenam is Miomafo. Middelkoop
in his recording of head hunting in Timor widely refers to this origin of the name of the people of Molo
(1963b: 202; 1963c: 285).
40
Oenam refers to the name place that the Biboki people call Oenaem. See further line 5 of T-8 The
Passage about Origin of Tamkesi in section The Unique Characteristics of Tamkesi in Chapter V, line 92
of T-9 The passage 'In The beginning ' in section The Authority of the Ancestors in Chapter VI, lines 3-5,
24, 28, 363-365 ofT-21 Appendix 5 in section Building a traditional hous e in Chapter VIII.
41
See furtherT-19 Appendix 3, T-21 Appendix 5.
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Turning again to Jardner' s work, his most important contribution to my thinking
is his survey of a style of language based on the poetic text as both literature and the
artificial text of local speech. The main textual focus for his analysis was the Amanuban
myth of Kuan Fatu, through which he tried to tap as an historical source of importance to
the local people. He says,
The passing on of historical events through the text of the Kuan Fatu chronicle is tied to a
compositional ' [canon form]' , which James Fox describes for Roti with the term,
' canonical pervasive parallelism' (Fox 1971b, S. 215). With respect to the tonis-poem,
this canonical understanding relates to the form of the poems (as being very formal) and
to the historical themes. Ideally, the poet-speaker [ensures that] nothing can be added to
or omitted from either the form or the content of his poems ... (Jardner 1999: 90). 42

Then, basing his approach on Fox' s work (1974) about the concept of ' words of the
ancestors ', he analyzes the tonis-poem of the Amanuban people by presenting a detailed
explanation of the identification of poet-speaker and chorus. He has also tried to develop
the discussion of the genre literature of the southern Amanuban that was earlier
conducted by Mc William (1989) in his analysis of the regional history of the Nabuasa
name group. Jardner claims that Mc William here followed the initial study conducted by
Middelkoop, which afterwards was continued by Parera (Jardner 1999: 33). An important
motive of J ardner, which I have also attempted to follow, is his determination to make an
accurate translation of the text based on the local Amanuban dialects uab Banamas. For
this purpose, he spent much time with different people in the fieldwork site in order to
translate the text of the poem correctly and to present the poet's work in the most natural
translation. Based on the source of myth and history of Kuan Fatu' s text, Jardner
identified people from the area.

42

The original text of Jardn er's work is written in Germ an and thi s is a translation.
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In relation to valuing oral traditions, let me also mention the work of Rev. Tom
Therik among the Belunese of central Timor. He has made admirable recordings of
"homage language" (lia rik) and several other texts including "language of the earth" (rai

lian), "true language" (lia tebes), and "story to be remembered" (ai knanoik), which make
frequent references to the self-identification of W esei-Wehali 43 while also emphasizing
the role of Liurai and others (1995: 264-314, Appendix of the thesis and also 2004: 231270). I consider that Therik really followed what Fox indirectly proposed to all his
students: an approach which was expressed in his seminal work Our Ancestors Spoke in

Pairs: Rotinese Views of Language, Dialect and Code (Fox 1974: 65-85), which
emphasized the importance of working more closely with the ordinary people, so that as a
recorder we can mirror the true intentions of the speaker. In this sense, Fox encourages
all his students to endeavor to decipher the 'natural meaning' of expressions through the
perspective of the ordinary people's view. Following the lead given in Therik's work, as
well as that of Rosaldo (1980), it now seems feasible to rely on oral traditions to create a
tentative history of the people, a methodology which has been applied in my own
recording among the Biboki people. In this sense, of course, we cannot speak about the
history of Biboki solely based on ritual language, but this mythic version can be used to
depict the ancestors' style life in the past.
Before concluding this brief section introducing the theoretical orientation for the
thesis, I have to note the work of Gossen (1974) on Chamula Maya of Mexico. He
43

Regarding this important name of W esei-W ehali, it should be located together in a detailed network of all
the name places of the Timor Island as follows: Kopan-Olain, Babaun-Panmut (Kupang, west Timor),
Paenono-Oenaem, Mutis-Bobnain , PaEna-Tu' Fuf, Pipmau-Sa'Tab (TTS, TTU, west Timor), TulaikaAenmat, Loelkas-Mata'homa (Ambeno of East Timor), Wehali-Wewiku, Wetoh-Maubesi (southern Belu
of West Timor), Suai-Kamanasa, Welaku-Hahuduk (southern and northern Belu of West Timor), UrubaunWeluli , Manuaman-Lakaan (northern Belu of West Timor), Luca-Viqueque, Aesusu-Aesahe (southern East
Timor), Lautem-Koforenu, Lospalos-Supailoho, Caikeri-Pesawali (northern East Timor). For further
discussion see Parera (1994: 238-239), and Neonbasu (1997: 196-197).
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presented a classification of genres derived from 'ordinary speech of local people' to
depict in great detail the nexus between the present use of language and the idea of the
ancient words. Such an excellent classification conducted by Gossen inspired my own
efforts to classify the genres of Biboki oral traditions. Within this model of classification,
I will proceed to discuss several examples of Biboki oral traditions (see further all the
Appendixes and the passages cited in the chapters) in order to show how the indigenous
people identify their ancestors' life with the former place from which they came and also
how they depict how they then arrived at the current area. In this regard there are at least
three focal points which will be highlighted in the thesis: (a) the inter-connection between
oral tradition and social organization; (b) the relationship between the living and the dead
through ritual performance; and (c) the relationship between oral traditions and the
ecological system.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHAPTERS
Following the general introduction to the thesis given in this first chapter, Chapter II
presents the ethnographic setting. This chapter begins by describing the physical
geography, demography, and administrative structure of the field site. It also includes
discussion of the ecology and environment, through which some understanding of the
land, landscape, climate, flora, fauna, shifting cultivation farming and food crops
becomes possible. This chapter also considers the self-identification of the people of
Biboki, which is based on an early source regarding the first settlers of the area.

Chapter III consists of a discussion of oral tradition and its genres. Here I seek to
trace the language basis of oral traditions that are so fundamental to people' s daily life in
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Biboki. The first part examines the various genres of oral tradition of the local people
which they have inherited and reproduce from the past. The second part of the chapter
discusses oral tradition in relation to creating a way of life. Two main points will be
emphasized in this section, which are an analysis of the role of language in general in the
context of Biboki people, and the role of traditions as the bridge by which to express a
way of life.
In analyzing the structure of oral tradition, this chapter takes into account the local

people' s expression, ' our discussion means nothing, because from the beginning our
ancestors did the same' (hit molok ije luman, fun le ije na 'ka kobaha sin bei nai; kanabei
he tputle). When hearing this expression for the first time, I was intrigued because

although oral traditions are fundamental to people's daily lives, at times people do not
appear to respect them. This chapter discusses such phenomena which require serious
consideration in order to achieve a thorough understanding about the very close
relationship between oral traditions and the daily life of the people. Other matters for
analysis include the role of oral tradition in the development of people's social and
cultural identity.
In Chapter IV the ideas of origins and the conceptions of life are examined. This

chapter focuses on two fundamental issues: ideas of the origins of life and an overview of
the continuum of life. In the first part I consider the Biboki use of idiom, metaphor and
simile, which are integral parts of common speech and also provide an avenue by which
to consider ideas of origins of life. Some key expressions will be elaborated to portray the
habitual speech forms used by the people, and a compendium (see Table 4.1) of various
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forms of precedence will be given in this section to explain the approaches used by local
people.
The second section of this chapter focuses on the local people's concept of life,
where I have again based my analysis on two major passages which are often used in
local funeral ceremonies. These passages are 'song while pounding paddy' (pangkalale),
and ' lament' (kae nitus). The significance of this analysis is that it reveals the relationship
between human dignity and the cosmological networks that create and uphold ideas of
harmony in people's daily life. In this respect and based on these two passages, one can
meditate on the nobility of the local people's views about life.
Drawing on local discourse, the only way to know more about Biboki is to
recognize the remarkable significance of the site of Tamkesi. Chapter V deals with this
concern by examining Tamkesi as a symbol of unity. Two important points will be taken
into account: firstly, the unique figure of Tamkesi, and secondly, Tamkesi and the raj a of
Biboki. The first section makes an attempt to decipher the following issues: the features
of Tamkesi as a specific location for people of the area, and also the depiction of this
precinct as the heart of Biboki traditions. The second part examines the centre of power
of the area in relation to the presence of the raj a. Information relating to the raj a will be
highlighted as it becomes one of the important justifications that makes Tamkesi such a
powerful location for Biboki people and also for their near neighbors.

Chapter VI is about domain and hamlet. The chapter focuses on the notion of
locality and belonging, two concepts that are very important in the lives of the Biboki
people. It begins by analyzing the concept of the domain in the frame of the local view of
the efforts of the ancestors to expand their domain, as well as how the center of the world
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was considered and the notion of establishing a certain place for settlement was reached.
This chapter also portrays the hamlet as a dwelling place for all the people. This section
deals more particularly with the traditional house by tracing the steps of building a
traditional house and its symbolic significance. At the time of drafting this chapter, an
unexpected question arose: ' Why has this discussion placed the explanation of hamlet for
the present people first, and not after that for the past?' This question leads me to explore
Biboki people' s customary understandings about the past and their point of view which
usually involves a general knowledge about past, present, and future, but, according to
the local discourse, these inseparable features of time can best be explained by starting
from the frame of the present. Adopting this perspective, I would question people in the
present, from which the past and the future are projections.
Chapter VII provides a portrayal of the important topic of name and its meaning.
Three issues will be the focus here: an explanation about the name of a person is followed
by discussion of name group and then the name of the Supreme Being. Examples to
clarify key Biboki concepts are taken from Biboki texts presented in the Appendices. All
these explanations are based on expressions and passages recorded from people of the
fieldwork site.
Chapter VIII provides an introduction to the Biboki concepts of house and stone.
Numerous scholars have discussed the house of the Atoni Pah Meto, including Kruyt
(1923), Schulte-Nordholt (1971 , 1980), Cunningham (1964, 1966), McWilliam (1989),
and Fox (1993a-b, 1995b, 1997a-f and 1998). Based on these works, this chapter
examines the role of the traditional house, which has a such profound significance for the
Biboki people. The first section of the chapter examines the meaning of house by
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considering various common Biboki expressions. This chapter pays particular attention to
understanding the role of the traditional house in the life of the people. This
understanding lays the foundation for further analysis of the symbol of a traditional house
as the root of life through which one can trace the local people' s concept of life by
conceptualizing the presence of a traditional house as a person. Another important issue
analyzed in this chapter is an explication of the following three inter-related concepts:
water, tree and stone, while particularly emphasizing the presence of stone in both
traditional and ordinary houses.
Chapter IX deals with mamage and social life. Just as van Woeden (1968)
pointed out that marriage as the 'pivot' of the eastern Indonesian social system (quoted
from Fox 1980a), Biboki people consider that a society has never existed without
marriage. To elaborate this fact of life there is an expression, 'banana and sugar cane
have their trunk; maize and paddy have their owners' (uki ma tefu nmui in una, pena ma
ane nm.ui in tuana), which highlights the significant role of marriage practice and kinship

within the social life of the people of Biboki. Based on this saying, this chapter analyses
marriage practices by discussing three issues: images of marriage, types of marriages, and
the accompanying features of bridewealth, areca-nut and betel. The core matter to be
considered here is how the Biboki identify their knowledge about marriage, based on the
foundation of expressions and sayings recorded from the ordinary people at the fieldwork
site.
This second section of this chapter provides insights into three inseparable
concepts: ' the sacred things ' (leu), ' secret knowledge or ordering' (nano) , and
'proscriptions' (nuni), which mark a person as being fully part of community life.
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Another two issues that are investigated in this section are rank-networks and terms of
relationship.
Chapter X is the conclusion of the thesis, in which I not only pull together the key
findings of the study but also justifiably and confidently re-emphasize my major
contention that oral traditions are fundamental to people's daily life. The centrality of oral
traditions in Biboki culture is clearly manifest in ordinary people's lives, when telling
stories within the traditional house, when guiding their efforts in the field, and when at
home. Given their remarkable and pervasive place in the everyday lives of ordinary
people, the sensitive exploration of oral traditions must also be recognized as an
invaluable tool for gaining a deeper understanding of traditional concepts of origin and
cosmology.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SETTING

INTRODUCTION
The people of Biboki have an expression which they use to identify themselves, 'We are also
people; even though we are poor, we have our own character' (Hai msat atoni kai; masi
mimlaleu bo lo ala on hai kim). 1 This expression refers to the feeling of local people who are

proud of their identity as members of the domain of Biboki. Based on local discourse, such an
expression directs people to respect their neighbours, ancestors, the land and the Supreme
Being as their cultural heritage. 2
This chapter discusses the physical geography of Biboki, its administrative structure,
ecology and environment. This is then followed by a discussion of the origins and identity of
the people of Biboki. One passage, which is linked to several stories (T-8 Chapter V, T-9
Chapter VI, T-18 Appendix 2, and T-21 Appendix 5) will be used to trace the origins of the
people of the fieldwork site. Finally the chapter will consider the matter of the first settlers of
Biboki.

1

This common idiom is often used to make an explicit identification of people from the area. It, however, is also
used to express the paradigm of a place with people who are settled there. This phrase was the first expression I
collected when starting to record data from my fieldwork site. At the beginning of my previous research [19901994] I formed a discussion group called The Cultural Discussion Group (CDG), which was further extended
during my current research. The CDG consisted of five permanent members: a secretary and another four
persons. Not only did those people come to the meetings but some local mentors also attended to give their
support as well. At this stage idioms were collected that are useful to the current thesis. Mathias Subani, the
secretary of the discussion group, helped me to contact the Biboki Saentesan Foundation (BSF) and all its
mentors. The BSF holds materials about all the districts of the Atoni Pah Meto including the Biboki people. The
head of BSF, Charles Usboko (40), a descendant of the Raja Biboki, is an authority on the narratives of the
district. As well as giving me access to the Biboki data collection, he also introduced me to the raja and his very
closest descendants.
2
This expression, however, is sometimes translated incorrectly. Some people just consider those who utter this
expression as arrogant.

PHYSICAL GEOGR APHY3 AND ADMIN ISTRAT IVE STRUCTURE
Biboki is a domain in North Central Timar. Its northern border is contiguous with the
Sawu Sea, known in Atoni 4 as the Female Sea or Feminine Sea (Tasi Feta, or Taes Feta).
Its south border intersects with East and Central Malacca (both districts of Belu), and also
with the sub-district of Insana. Its eastern border intersects with East and North Tasifeto
(both districts of Belu); its western border also intersects with Insana.
Map 1: Indonesia
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Geographically, H.G. Schulte-Nordholt in his work The Political System of the Atoni of Timar (1971) paid
special attention to identifying the political situation in the entire Atoni Pah Meto area, including the people of
Biboki. Based on some geographical notes, he gave a detailed analysis of many important names that played a
special role in the structure of local political life. The following list is a good starting point for a thorough
understanding of indigenous west Timorese ideas: Heijmering (1844), Bijlmer (1929) , Kruyt (1923),
Middelkoop (1931 , 1960, 1963a-b-c), Boxer (1947, 1948 , 1985), Vroklage (1953), Ormeling (1957), Parera
(1971 , reprint 1994), McWilliam (2002). I would like to highlight The Flow of Life (Fox, ed. 1980) which
contains papers by ethnographers who lived for considerable periods on Timor: B. Renard-Clamagirand, S.
Forman, G. Francillon, C. Friedberg, H.G. Schulte-Nordholt, and E. Traube. There are also unpublished theses
by Ataupah (1990), Cunningham (1966a-b) , Francillon (1967), Friedberg (1980), Hicks (1973) and RenardClamagirand (1980). The work of Jardner (1990), and Therik (1995 , 2004), should also be mentioned.
4
The pioneers used the term Atoni Pah Meto 'people of the dry land'. See Cunningham in Koentjaraningrat
(1967), who followed Ormeling [1957] in using the name Atoni, also Middelkoop (1960) and Schulte-Nordholt
[1971] who noted that this name implies that their life is centered entirely on the interior and that they have no
dealings at all with the coast or the sea. See also Mc William 1996: 130. This term is used to refer to all those
who settled in three regencies of west Timor, namely North Central Timor, South Central Timor and Kupang. I
myself would like to replace the term with Meta, which is used to denote those people from the area. However I
have discussed this with Prof. Fox who proposed I use Atoni Pah Meta for this thesis, because the term A toni
Pah Meta is commonly used and widespread in much of the literature (see also Fox 1998: 32).
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Map 2: Tim or Island
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The coastal region north of Biboki lies on the Sawu Sea, which local people call
the 'place for making salt and catching fish' (maes 'a hanan ma ik'a tifkaina). It is here
that people make a living preparing salt and catching fish not only for everyday
household needs but also for other purposes, as for example, for sale to obtain the money
necessary to put their children through school and to build houses.
From the Indonesian point of view, Biboki has few favorable qualities because the
area is far from the centre of power and the provincial capital of East Nusa Tenggara, Kupang.
The Biboki people, however, treasure their cultural heritage and value their ways of thinking.
Historically, on 12 July 1962, the Governor, Level 1 Regional Head of East Nusa Tenggara,
issued a regulation SKP No. 8/up.1 /5/164, which among other things replaced the term

swapraja "district " with the term kecamatan [B.I.]. 5 Biboki was divided originally into two
kecamatan, which comprised North and South Biboki. Kecamatan North Biboki, however,

5

B.I. stands for Bahasa Indonesia.
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was later further divided into two parts, one of which was originally called the Kecamata n
Assistant [Kecamatan Pembantu} but in the year 2000 became Kecamata n Biboki Anleu.

Thus the people of Biboki nowadays are found in three sub-districts (kecamatan): (a) North
Biboki (Kecamatan Biboki Utara) with Lurasik as its centre; (b) South Biboki (Kecamatan
Biboki Selatan) with Manufui as its capital; and (c) Biboki Anleu with Ponu as its capital.

The area contains 37 villages (desa) 6 and, according to the 2000 census data, the population
of the area was 40,694 people (see Table 2. 1). 7 The following Table 2.2 provides details of
the Biboki area:
Table 2.1: Population of Biboki District Year 2001
CATEGORIES
OF YEAR

MAN

Biut - Bisel -

WOMAN

TOTAL

Bian

Biut - Bisel Bian

Biut

Bisel Bian

0-4

744

1246

810

705 1134 897

1449 2384 1707

5-9

720

1246

777

759 1145 795

1479 2347 1572

10 -14

617

1089

596

673

883 595

1290 1972 1191

15-19

570

760

441

533

887 632

1103 1647 1073

20-24

389

622

383

494

761 466

883 1383

25-29

466

584

411

566

852 632

1031 1436 1043

30-34

379

596

467

454

791 490

833 1387 957

35-39

438

662

419

409

677 505

847 1339 924

40-44

331

527

355

288

621 359

619 1148 714

45-49

262

482

283

245

411 259

507

893

542

50-54

198

351

217

180

391 178

378

742

395

55-59

178

317

185

159

321 143

337

638

328

60- 64

145

264

115

147

240 111

292

504

226

65-69

96

189

95

96

159

74

192

348

169

70- 74

62

108

59

82

98

40

144

206

99

75 etc.

97

98

25

101

99

68

198

197

93

Total
Total

5692

9097 5638

20.427

5891 9474 6085
21.450

849

11583-18571-11723
41. 877

Source: TTU Dalam Angka 2001, BPS Kab. TTU p. 4
Note: Biut stands for Biboki Utara, bisel for Biboki Selatan and bian for Biboki Anleu.
6

Cunningham (1966a) and Schulte-Nordholt (1971) translate kuan as both 'village' and ' hamlet' . In this thesis I
use kuan only in referring to 'the hamlet' . See further the section Hamlet in Chapter VI.
7
Kecamatan Biboki Selatan Dalam Angka (1998/1999).
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Table 2. 2: Biboki: its Kecamatan and Desa
District [Kecamatan]

Village [desa]

Capital town

01

Biboki Utara

.................. ................
01. Tualene
02. Biloe
03. Hauteas
04. Boronubaen
05. Lokomea
06. Naku
07.Makun
08. Taunbaen
09. Sapaen
10. Kuluan
11. Manumean
12. Birunatun

Lurasik
Inggareo
Neufana
Hauteas
Lurasik
Barseon
Kukinu
Makun
Oenali
Sapaen
Non
Manumean
Birunatun

02.

Biboki Selatan

. .................. .......

Manufui
Opo
Nikat
Tuamese
Tuatoo
Sufa
Taisnenis
Naileku
Haumeni
Banulu
Unina
Tole
Mena
Manufui
Oenopu
Supun
Kaubele

13. Pantae
14. Oenaem
15. Oerinbesi
16. Oekopa
17. Tautpah
18. Tunbesi
19. Tokbesi
20. Sainiup
21. Tunbaen
22. Luniup
23. Matabesi
24. Kaubele
25. Upfaon
26. T'eba
27. Supun
28. Oepuah
03.

Biboki Anleu

................... .............
29. Nifutasi
30. Sifaniha
3 1. Kotafoun
32.Ponu
33. Oemanu
34. Maukabatan
35. Nonotbatan
36. Motadik
37. Tuamese

Ponu
Nifutasi
Oenitas
Kotafoun
Ponu
Oemanu
Maukabatan
Nonotbatan
Motadik
Tuamese

Within a village, which comprises several hamlets, there are further divisions into RT (Rukun
Tetangga). The RT of the desa in Biboki is the smallest administrative unit and usually
incorporates one or two hamlet clusters. Each desa has an LKMD (Lembaga Ketahanan
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Masyarakat Desa) which is the council , or Village Commu nity Security Organisation. This
LKMD is ideally supported by a second institution that is the LMD (Lemba ga Masyar akat
Desa, Village Commu nity Organization) which represents the elders of the community. 8
Many people do not understand the meanin g of LKMD and LMD, but even though these
terms are not familiar in the local discourse, the people howeve r cannot avoid operating
within these institutions in their social life. When I asked why they had these commu nity
organizations, they explained, 'It is the government's order, so we have to follow' (nane lisa,

hai lo mitatuinaha). If they do not follow the government's order, they are punished. This
concept is an extremely strong influence on people's daily life.
As a former indepen dent swapraja, 9 Biboki itself was divided into five kefetoran,
namely Bukifan, Ustetu, Oetasi, Taitoh and Hameno . The detailed list of the five districts
of Biboki with their sub-districts 10 (temukung) can be found in Append ix 1. Even though
this system is not formally used in current government, it still influences the daily affairs
of the people of Biboki. For instance, if somebo dy faces a serious problem, often the best
way to solve it is by handing it over to local heads such as the fetor or the temukung, who
used to be called hamlet heads. Generally, the descendants of those who were heads of
hamlets for a long period of time have a special position in social life. It is said that they
are descendants of the rulers or they are noble people. It is polite for the ordinar y people
8

Kecamatan Biboki Utara Dalam Angka (1999), Kecamatan Biboki Selatan Dalam Angka (Ibid.). As
McWilliam notes, the two local institutions, LKMD and LMD, exist primarily in name only. These two
committees do not function optimally because the influence from Jakarta is too strong. Even though people in
the district - such as desa, kabupaten and propinsi - have their own ideas about local arrangements, the policy
always came down from the top. People in the district should follow what the centre says: harus ikut apa yang
datang dari pusat ' should follow what comes from the centre' (see also Mc William 1999 "From the Lord of the
Earth to Village Head: Adapting to th e Nation-State in West Timar ", which gives an explanation for the terms
used during the New Era of the Indonesian Republic).
9
Swapraja and temukung are constructions of colonial Holland. Once when I was with the Raja of Biboki, he
told me that, politically, all the colonial administrative changes, such as f etor, temukung and so on, were
strategies to divert people' s attention away from the power of the raj a.
·
10
The main focus in Ormeling's work (1957: 10-11) in his description ofTimor ese administrative units is on the
categories of sub subdivision, swapraja and kef etoran, which reported to the Dutch administration. Other units
of the Dutch government were temukung including tamuku ' naek, tamuk ana ', nakaf, mafefa, tobe, manlol and
p eople. I believe that studying all these administrative units of the Atoni Pah Timor will lead to a clearer
understanding of social life among these indigenou s people.
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to keep a physical distance from them. This is expressed as ' they are the ruler' s
descendants; do not come closer to them' (nane uisfin, ka nabei mpaumake). When
referring to this group of people, within this text, the term 'noble people' will be used. 11
Usually, this group of people have a privileged position in social life, which elicits the
respect of the ordinary people and gives them a special role in daily affairs. For instance,
if there is a feast, they are accorded the first place; and in a public place, people always
give them a special greeting.
Every year, all five kefetoran of Biboki have an obligation 'to offer the gifts', 12

(tatama maus ma hu sufa) to the Atupas 13 in Tamkesi. Symbolically and ritually,
Tamkesi

14

is a place where everything is right and complete. The offering is an

acknowledgment by the community of the power of the raj a. The offerings also signify
the people's loyalty to the raja of Biboki (Koko Biboki) as a holy person. Meanwhile the
raja gives a blessing which shows his approval of 'the gifts' (maus ma hu sufa), by
reciting a blessing from the Supreme Being to the whole community. The blessing is
called 'the good mist and the best clouds' (habu alekot ma nope amliat). 15

11

Based on local discourse , those who are involved in the noble category are the descendants of the ruler - in
Biboki context known as Atupas - and each Klunin boes ma baat boes (see the explanati on about this kin group
name, and also each kefetoran in Appendix 1) has its noble group. Within local discourse , those who are of the
noble group form a high caste in daily social life.
12
More than that, tatama maus becomes a bridge for the current living generatio ns to obtain blessings from the
ancestors and the Supreme Being. In this regard, local people believe that even though the offerings are
addressed to the raja, they are also directed to the ancestors and the Supreme Being. Literally, tatama means to
give, to offer; maus means the first harvest, gift or goods,· and hu sufa means the flower of grass, which is the
first fruit of the harvest. Sometimes people not only bring the first harvest but also other personal property such
as garments , pigs, cows, hens and money.
13
Atupas literally means he who sleeps only. This is used to refer to the raja of Biboki. Schulte-N ordholt
(1971:200) notes that the Atupas may also be called ' the son of heaven' (neno anan) and dealing with ritual he
is called ' the son of the sun, the son of the moon' (n enba ana, funa ana). This matter will be explained in detail
in the section The Raja of Biboki in Chapter V.
14
The role ofTamke si will be explained in Chapter V.
15
Habu refers to moving clouds which come closer to the people; and nope refers to moving clouds which are in
the sky.
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ECOLOGY 16 AND ENVIR ONMEN T
Land and landscape
An 835-km square area filled by mountain s is the ecological context wherein the Biboki
community performs its annual and everyday social rituals. The name groups who live in this
area are identified and have an historical backgrou nd strongly linked to the environmental
system and the moral universe. Humans have a harmonio us relationship with their
environment. That is why the ordinary people say ' look after your foot and hand' (mpao

haem ma nimam).
Biboki is a hilly region consisting of a central mountain range, ranging in height
between 500 and 900 metres. The landscape is covered here and there by different types of
trees, and consists of 'hills' (nuuf-nuu f ma autuf-autuf) that look splendid but always cause
problems because every year the people suffer from shortfalls in their harvest. The
mountainous region of Soanmah ole is about 910 metres high, Kuluan and Taito are 678
metres, and Hameno and Nipumna si are 797 metres. There are other mountain ous regions
such as Non, Hameno, Tai'to, Tamkesi, Tapenpah , Fatubibi, Saknae, Nipumna si, Tunbes,
Latan, Teuftalan, Bifemnasi, Lunion and Nokas.

16

Generally, the people of Biboki are very familiar with their local ecology and, on the basis of an intensely
intimate relationship ; they are distributed over a large area of the western part of Timor Island. Ataupah (1990)
cleverly portrays the structure of the ecosystem of the Atoni region by writing in great detail about land,
topography , rivers, forests and savanna together with information related to local knowledge and the close
relationship between the environmen t and the life of the Atoni Pah Meto . Proof of the ecological interest of the
Atoni Pah Meto can be seen in their everyday terminolog y and vocabulary, in which the proximity between
humans and things, nature, the social environmen t, and the world of the dead and God are formulated. For them,
the world is always a link in a chain that joins all aspects of life.
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Map 3: Detailed map of Biboki
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Map 4: Sources of Biboki
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The soil conditions in the whole Biboki area are generally poor and stony. There are
some wet rice fields along the North coast, such as Ponu, Mena, Kaubele, and also in the
southern Biboki: Lurasik, Oekopa, Oerinbesi and Oelima (see further Map 4), but the people
are not able to produce enough rice using their traditional agricultural practices. 17 In the
central area of Biboki there is a large area of erosion which causes many problems for the
people. In this regard, landslides damage small-scale farming, while new hills are formed
from the loose soil by the heavy rain.
Savanna plains lie across the central region of Biboki, and farmers graze livestock
there. The condition of the natural environment here is not very different from that in West
Timor as a whole where grassland covers the landscape and the bush is usually burnt off in
the dry season to encourage new growth on which livestock can feed. Several forested
regions are found in areas such as Saknae, Taito, Oenitas, Manumean, Nipumnasi,
Soanmahole and Nokas (see Map 4). 18
According to the people of Biboki, the Raja owns the land. 19 Informants in the
discussion group (CDG) explained that originally the raj a of Biboki divided the entire area of
Biboki into 'ten pillows and ten roots' (klunin hoes ma baat boes) 20 and also assigned a

17

This situation will be discussed later under the title "Shifting cultivation - farming".
When I conducted research for a year (June 2000-June 2001) among the Biboki people, there was almost
no
good-quality forest left. The transient system of farming employed by transmigrants from outside of the
area had
added to the destruction of the forest by the traditional system of farming. Not only does the habit
of making
fields and moving on decrease the forest, but it is also detrimental to the conservation of soil.
19
Formally, the Indonesian Government (in this case through the Basic Agrarian Law) introduced the
category
of communal land in 1962. Most local people, however, find this too hard to apply in their daily
life. Even
though people in the village accept the government regulation, it is not easy for them to follow it. Leonard
Saka,
SH a former government employee at Bureau of Land Affairs of East Nusa Tenggara Province, spoke
about
Tanah adat and Undang-Undang Pokok Agraria saying "Hukum Tanah Adat, y ang tidak tertulis, merupa
kan
hukum asli, dan meliputi bagian terhesar tanah di Indonesia", that is "Traditional land rights and Agraria
n Law:
Law pertaining to traditional land rights is based on unwritten customary laws, which encompass the greater
part
of land ownership in Indonesia." There are two paragraphs of Peraturan Menteri Pertanian and Agraria
n Law
Number 2/1962 (3 and 7) that highlight the Indonesian Govern ment's attitude towards tradition
al law and
communal land as mentioned above. Formally, the government recognised the landlord as the owner of
the land.
Therefore the raj a of Biboki had the power to claim the area as the owner.
2
Klunin hoes ma haat hoes is the formal ' ten name-groups' who form the local structure under the
Raja of
Biboki. It will be explained later, see section Name Group in Chapter VII.
18

°
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certain group of names (kanaf} to this land. As people say, 'each name group has its land and
place to settle' (kanfes nok naen in naijana ma haekna). 21 They believe that when the raj a
divided the land, he requested the approval of the ancestors and also the Supreme Being, who
gave a special blessing to a certain area of land and, of course, to all those who settled the
area. For this reason, land became the property of a name-group, thus 'Each name has its
land' (kanfes nok naen in naijana or in Indonesian tanah adat or tanah suku). Later on, this
traditional land was divided by the 'hamlet head' (kua tuaf) between the families of the
original owners. Here, the owner of the land was no longer the raja; it belonged to those
families. Today many people can still trace links with particular pieces of land.
Even though families and name groups own the land, the raj a still has authority over it.

It is believed that 'the spirit of land' (naijana in smanna) always remains under the authority
of the raj a. Thus 'even though [people own the land], the spirit of the land is in the hands of
the raja' (maski onme bo, naijana ina smanna nabal koko in nimna). Among the ordinary
people, there is an expression, 'even though we are poor, we should look after our land for
land is the principle of life' (lo maski hai onale i ... bo, alaha hai afu naijan, hele mhalit

namaon ma mtokotam kia). This indicates that they identify themselve s as part of the land.
Land becomes a thing through which one can have self-esteem. Land for these people is not
only patches of earth, but also is a link between the ancestors from the past and the present
generation.
Those who are from the outside can obtain a piece of land called 'the land of milk and
cassava' (naijan susu laku), 22 which is the special gift of land as a result of marriage. This
21

This notion is quite strong among the ordinary people. Sometimes this idea is expressed as follows , 'Each
name group has its land and place to settle' (kanfes nok naen in naijana ma bael toksa) . The raja gave pieces of
land to name-groups (as their property). People, then, perform annual offerings to show that all the land belongs
to the raj a of Biboki. The concept of name (kanaj) will be discussed in section The name of a person in Chapter
VII.
22
This idiom refers to noble people (who come from outside) who marry a descendant of the raj a. They settle on
'the special gift of land' , which was given by the raja as a sign of the good relationship with others, called ' the
iron ear and the special cotton' (luek noni ma abnon melu), which marks the very close relationship between the
raja - and his family - in Biboki and those who are from the outside the area.
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sort of land becom es proof of the relationship with others from outside. People see it as a
bridge to remind them of the relationship betwe en two descendants of the ruler. There is also
a way of speaking about pieces of land given to the close family of the descen dants of a raj a.
This is 'the land of thigh and back' (naijan pusuf sahaj), 23 which is consid ered to bind the
relationship betwee n descendants of the raj a and outsid er nobility. Those who settle on naijan

susu laku and naijan pusuf sahaf should create a site, known as a 'place for sitting ' (tok 'o), to
commemorate the presen ce of the raj a in that place and to remind all the families that the
raja' s authority is always with them. People also offer variou s sacrifices at this place. 24 In
political terms, this is a good strateg y to attract noble people to settle the Bibok i area.
Regard ing the tradition of mainta ining a good relatio nship with the enviro nment , there
is a saying, 'look after land and it will save you' (muleko 'paha, hele ' paha npao ma npainoet

ko). 25 In this context, the uab Meto term pah or paha can mean land, and also can mean the
ecological system and nature or the realm. In the light of the second meani ng and based on
local discourse, there is a belief that 'every thing is provid ed by nature to all the people of the
area for the well-b eing of the realm' (sa'saa on nasaonte ma nana'te neu kit, on alekot ma

amliat, fun paha ma nifu in nekan amnaut ma ansao ma 'tani). A signifi cant notion here is the
nexus betwee n ecolog y - the univer se - and the behavi or of the people within society. The
Biboki people believ e that the univer se - and of course the ancestors - looks after them;
therefore each person should show their respec t . by venera ting the natural realm. An
important thing to be noted from this perspe ctive is that the people of Bibok i regard the realm
(and land) as a person. For this reason people always cherish the attitude of 'sister- brothe r'

23

In fact, the Raja of Biboki gave this sort of land to the Chinese , who for several generations married
the
daughters of the exalted Raja of Biboki. In this case, this land automatically belongs to the people from
outside .
24
Charles Usboko and John Tnesi told me about the nature of this kind of land, which is usually
given to
daughters of the Raja who married people from outside the area.
25
When I was with the Raja in Tamkes i, an old man told me that the people of Biboki are close to the
natural
environment. He then explained in great detail about the living environ ment, both physica l and spiritua
l, that
constitutes an inseparable part of the entire process of their life. In this regard, the Raja traditionally
offers an
annual sacrifice to protect this relationship between people and the universe.
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(feto-mone) and ' young er-elde r' (olif-tataj) not only among each other but also betwe en
. surrou d.
humans an d th elf
n 1ngs. 26

Climate
Like the situati on genera lly in Timor , 27 Bibok i has two season s a year, a 'rainy season '

(oefata) and a ' dry season ' (faknaisa). During the rainy season people concen trate on
working in the fields, plantin g seeds and lookin g after their crops until the harves t time
arrives. This is called ' the time for being outsid e of the hamle t' (alas ma tabu tpoi toko

kuana). 28 At the beginn ing of the dry season they usuall y gather the harves t and then move
back to the hamle t to organi ze village feasts.
The Bibok i people mark the transit ion from the dry season to the rainy season of the
year by ' the first rainfal l' (ul saon feu) . Prior to this they usuall y find new shoots on the

kusambi tree [Schleichera oleosa} in the forest. There is genera lly a mist around the area
(nenba 29 nhaob). The people also know the rains will soon come from the sound of a
particu lar bird, known as kol Tatiub 30 or kol ulan that sings at the time of change. Those who
have observ ed all these signals inform neighb ours of the approa ching time to prepar e the
fields for plantin g com and paddy (tmantonan neu fun olsa npaumaken he taloitan bale neu

pena ma ane). 31 For those who are close to a traditio nal house, 32 it is a good time to perfor m
rituals.
26

For further discussion, see Goldstein who elaborates the idea of human beings always experiencing
their
oneness with the world (1960: 7-8), see as well Fox 1998 and Neonba su 1985 , 1987).
27
Schulte-Nordholt describes in great detail the climate of Timor Island by noting temperatures from each
place,
and the tremendous variability of the rainfall (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 29-33).
28
During this period all the people - women and men - are busy in the fields. It is rare for them to
be in the
village or their house. They have to be in their field looking after it until the seeds grow bigger
(see T-24
Appendix 8).
29
The uab Meto term nenba is a metathesis of neno meaning 'sun', or ' day' .
30
People call this kind of bird kol ulan meaning the rain bird. Its call marks the beginning of the rainy
season.
All kinds of birds not only link people to the realm of the dead but also to the people' s daily affairs.
According
to the local point of view, the sound of a bird can signal an event which will happen. The sound
of a bird
becomes the bridge between the living and the dead.
31
Not only when I did my research but also when I was a child, in this transitional time I noticed people
would
shout joyfully to welcome the new season. They know well that these two seasons influence their life;
therefore
people should make special gestures as a kind of greeting to receive these seasons.
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There are various names for different periods in the rainy season. The first rain is ul
saon feu.

33

It falls with thunder and is sometimes mixed with hailstones (ul sen sene).

Between December and January, there is the rain for 'kapok flower' (ul nek sufa), which is
directly followed by 'rain for planting the seed' (ul senat). Not long after the first rain, there
is a long period of rainfall which is called ul upu. This is the time for millet-rain (ul up saina),
which is marked by continuous rain for two or three weeks until the millet harvest period
arrives. During this time there is rain for mango flowers called 'rain for the flower of the
putty tree', [bunga gala-gala B.I.J (ul up sufa or ul kaen sufa). When harvest time approaches,
there is sometimes continuous rain, called 'the old rain upu' (ul upu mnasi), which sometimes
damages maize, paddy and other crops in the fields. This sort of rain is called 'damag ing
maize rain' (ul pen punu). Generally rain lasts for one or two weeks, then stops for several
days or a week before beginning again.
The influence of the monsoonal winds is extremely strong on Timor. When the dry
season begins, the trees lose their leaves. The dry season begins in April and lasts until
November, while the rainy season runs from November/December to April/May. Signals for
the transition from the wet season to the dry season are the strong winds. For further
information, see Table 2. 3 below.
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The traditional house here is called uem Jam, uem suku, uem leu, in which the heirlooms of the ancestors are
placed. Those heirlooms are handed down from generatio n to generation. People also perform rituals in this
place. See section House for the ancestors in Chapter VIII.
·
33
The people of Insana use the same term for the first rainfall. They also use another term 'the first rain falls '
(ulan sab tak pea), while the people of Miomafo use 'the wild rain' (ul keul fuija) and also ' the first rain falls
which cleans the garden' (ulan sab punu). Some villages on the border of Biboki and Arnbenu use ' rain for
growing the taro - in the forest' (ulan natolob mae) as after the first rain, the taro will grow. The people of Belu
use udan suhu rai ulun (see also T-24 Appendix 8: lines 931-934. 941-952)
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Table 2. 3: Seasons in a Year
Season

Time

Rain and Wind

1. Dry season

April
May
June
July
August

ordinary wind
ordinary wind

typhoons are possible (ani pepa)

2. Transition time

September
October

typhoons possible
* typhoons possible
* at the end of month will be "the
first rain" (ul saon feu) or "rain with
hailstones" (ul sen sene)

3. Wet season

November

* the

second rain, time for planting
the seeds (ul senat)
rain for flowers (ul nek sufa)
* strong wind
* millet-rain (ul up saina)
* strong wind
* rain for mango flower (ul up sufa)
or rain for the flower of gala-gala (ul
up kaen sufa)
* much rain (ul upu mnasi).
* there is "damaging maize rain" (ul
penpunu).

December
January
February

March

In the dry season, winds blow towards the land. In the rainy season, on the other hand, winds
blow from the land to the sea. Generally, in the dry season the wind comes from Australia. At
the same time, ' the pigeon pea flower' (tuin sufa) has already begun to bloom and forms a
bud that will become a pigeon pea fruit ready to be picked and cooked. This sort of wind
often destroys the pigeon pea crops, so the term ' the pigeon pea flower wind ' (aen tuin sufa)
or ' the coolness of the pigeon pea flower ' (manik tuin sufa) is commonly used by the Biboki
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people. Thus the change in seasons is always marked in advance by certain ' signs ' (takaj) and
'marks ' (malak). 34
The list in Table 2.4 below sets out the activities of men and women in a year. There
1s no strict distribution of tasks by gender in practice, which means men and women can
perform all these activities. So, from April until June on one hand people harvest in their
fields and on the other hand they also collect food in the forest, with both men and women
participating together.
Table 2. 4: People's Yearly Activities
Season

Time

Activities of Man

Activities of Woma n

1. Dry Season

April -June

*harvest time
*store all the harvest
in the granary
*thanksgiving time
*free time (attending
village feasts)
*searching for other
work
*go to the forest to
obtain food
*feed the cattle
*arrange new field
*work in the field

*help the men
*collecting cotton

July-A ugust

Sept. - mid. Oct.

2. Transitional
Season
3. Wet Season

late Oct. - Nov.

Nov. - December
Dec. - April

*prepare new field
*provide the seeds
*working hard in
the field
*stay at the field
*look after the
plants
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*spinning cotton
*making string bags

*go to the forest to obtain
food
*weaving
*weaving
*cooking wild beans (pes
koto)
*weaving

*making string bags
* help the men

Maneha t SVD, Piet "Laes To es Neu Takaf-T akaf' [Belief in the signs, red.) in Agenda Budaya Pulau
Timar
(1): 1990: 130-136. This article provides a good explanation of the symbols and their uses
within the
perspective of the people of Biboki. People identify everything with symbols; among the people of
Biboki there
is a belief that ' everything has its sign' (sa 'saa nmui ina ' takfa). When I enquired why they often use
imagery,
they explained it is not only because of their proximi ty to the world around but also because they travel
widely
and harmoniously. Also, it is not customary to explain directly why something happens . They have to
wrap it up
using imagery, which is ' metaph or' (laes lete). In some cases, for a number of reasons , people rely
on signs to
direct their future (see T-24 Appendix 8, lines 963-968). Regarding metaph or, see further section
Idiom and
Metaph or in Chapter IV.
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*rarely stay at
home
* feed the animals
* clear the grasses
* replace the fences
* help the women
Note: Between December and the beginning of January, the people of Biboki may possibly face
starvation or extreme hunger, so most Biboki people go into the forest to collect nuts, taro, and
various kind of fruits which can be eaten. Sometimes people go to hunt wild animals.

Flora
There is a greater variety of flora than fauna in this region. The pupils of SDK Sufa, where I
began my primary education (1968-1973), could, with the help of teachers and parents, name
670 kinds of trees in Biboki. The names of animals amounted to just 53. These data indicate
the richness of Biboki' s surroundings. 35 One conclusion that could be drawn is that the
Biboki people are closer to the plant world than to the animal world since their vocabulary for
animals is limited.
Among the tree species, the following trees are of special significance: 36
(a) Sandalwo od (Hau Meni, [Santalum indica - santalum album}) has an economic value.

Sandalwood grows in almost all the forests of Biboki. People earn money from selling
this kind of wood. The wood is also used for toothache.
(b) Eucalyptus (Hau Huek, [eucalyptus platilphyla]) has an economic value through the

production of eucalyptus oil. In daily life, people often use this kind of tree to prevent
disease.
(c) Red wood (Matani [Pterocarpus Indicus}) is a very strong and beautiful tree. The people

use the wood for building houses.

35

The ability of the people to list the name of various trees can be seen as proof that trees have a special position
in their daily affairs.
36
I asked the local people how they knew all the trees mentioned in folk-tales and stories. They told me that the
ancestors used all these sorts of trees not only to build houses but also for rituals and for medicinal purposes.
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(d) Gewang (Tune [Coryphaelata Roxb.]) grows in abundance in Biboki. During times of
unusual shortage, people consume the pound ed and boiled pith of this tree as a daily food.
When this time of severe hunger comes, the only way for people to survive is by eating

. pup.
1 37
thIS
(e) Casuarina (Aijaoba [Casuriana junghu hniana }) has very hard wood and grows very high.
The wood is used for digging sticks/planting sticks for the sowing of rice and com seed.
It is also used for carving.

Most forest property has been marke d as prohib ited forest (naes tala). This is designated
as government proper ty and may not be worke d by the people. Recen tly this system has
caused frequent problems, beginn ing at kampo ng and village levels and reachi ng higher, for
example to the kecamatan, kabupaten and provincial levels. One of the main proble ms that
the people face is confusion about the regulations regarding forest and land management. In
recent years people argue more and more frequently about land and forests. 38
There are three authorities that claim the forest as their property. Firstly, local
government claims that all the forests - includ ing the land - belong to them. In fact,
according to the Basic Agrari an Law (1962), local govern ment must consult with the ordina ry
people in matters relating to forest management. However, proble ms still arise becaus e
government employees often do not know about the two paragraphs of provisions relating to
traditional law. Secondly, traditionally the raj a of Biboki claims that all the land in the area including the forest, of course - is his property. From the beginn ing the raj a divided the land
among the people in order to cultivate it. 'Each - group of name - has his forest and field' (es
37

People from my fieldwork site told me that if attacked by serious hunger, they also go to the forests
to seek
yam (laok Jui), kidney beans (!wt Jui [Datura Fastuosa}) and wild animals (kan mui Juija nbi naes
tala). See
further T-18 Append ix 2.
38
One such instance occurre d in October and Novem ber 2000, when I was in Ponu and Heut'utan. At
that time
several groups of people (kanaj) came togethe r with the Camat of Biboki Anleu, Petrus Damian Afeanp
ah SPd,
before the raj a of Biboki to try to solve the problem of forest and land management. The informa tion
I collected
from the raja and his assistants at that time indicated that the problem of forest and land rights in
Biboki had
become critical. I witnessed that the current governm ent has no power at all to solve problem s regardin
g land
rights. From my notes during my travels through the entire region of the Atoni Pah Meto group ,
it seems that
conflict over land rights occurs everywhere, not only in Biboki.
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esat in tala ma ina semo). Thirdly, sometimes people of a certain name-group may make
J

claims against the authority of the raja. I found that several name-groups who came from
Belu and settled on the border of TTU tried to challenge the power of the raj a regarding
forest property (and land as well). However, they did not succeed, because the entire
population of Biboki still believes in and respects the power and authority of the raj a. 39
On the topic of forest management, it should be said that tall trees have significantly
decreased in number. The govern ment's new program of settlement together with the local
people 's system of shifting cultivation has destroyed the old forests. What forest remains is
often overgrown with lantana. The fast-spreading lantana has, in more then seventy years, .
gained dominance throughout the forest regions of Timor as a whole and of Biboki 1n
particular. 'Alang -alang grass' (hu musu) can also be found throughout the entire area. In
several bare areas, only 'gewan g trees' (taen tune) or 'lontar palms ' (noe Jka) grow. For over
ten years, the local government has promoted reforestation or re-greening projects, but these
have sometimes failed because people do not welcome the projects. Local people always
consider that such projects are imposed by the government.

Fauna
In Biboki, the domesticated animals are horse (bikase), water buffalo (bijae meta), goat (bibi),
pig (fafi), chicken (manu), duck (hebe)) cat (meoba), dog (asu), and the Bali cow (bijae molo ),
which has succeeded in replacing the water buffalo (bijae meto). 40 Some of these animals, for
example the cattle, goats and pigs, are kept in pens. The people do not use a system of
39

I witnessed during my period of research that all the problem s about land and forests could most
easily be
solved by the raj a ofBibok i. The three heads of Kecama tans in Biboki always come before the raj a to
ask for his
assistance and also his advice.
40
Thomas Hartanto, a Chinese busines sman from Kefamenanu, told me more details about the Timor
water
buffalo. According to him the price of the water buffalo is better than the Bali cattle. Howev er, he support
s local
government moves to increase the Bali cattle supply at kabupaten level. He has a herd of Bali cattle
in a place
not far from Kefamenanu. He took me to visit this place and there he explained in more detail
about good
strategies for looking after the cattle.
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separate housing as in the early days but now they make livestock pens in a comm on, larger
area. Generally, in the mornin g they let the animals out to roam freely and at night they put
them back inside the pens after feeding them with food prepared in the house. People usuall y
sing songs not only to entertain their fellows in the vicinity but also to tell the people about
how, before they came to their current place, their ancestors also did the same sort of work.
Stories like this inspire them to identify their work and labor - such as lookin g after the
animals, - in order to meet their daily economic needs. 41
The animals that live in the forest are considered 'wild anima ls' (mui' fuija). The
people usually go to the forest to hunt (naon he napoan) or to look for animals to fulfil some
of their food needs. If a large numbe r is obtained, then the surplus is sold. Anima ls found in
the forest include monke y (belo), wild chicken (maon fuija), squirrel (aukma), deer (bib lusa),
green snake (saoba), python (luksaela), 42 bush pig (faeffuija, amnah ut fuija) and honey bee

(oen nasu - a bee that nests in holes in stones or wood, and a bee whose nest hangs from tree
branches).

Shifting cultivation-farming
The Biboki region has infertile soil that does not contain enough nutrients for continual
farming. There is, however, some fertile soil, mainly in Oerinbesi, Lurasik, Mena, Kaube le
and Ponu (see Map 4). The system of workin g the fields in Biboki is still relatively simple

41

The rearing of livestock on the north coast of Mena and Ponu that was handled by PT Timor Livesto
ck
Company (Timlico ), which was owned by Ibnu Sutowo, is now completely finished. I was told that
for almost
25 years the enterprise in question produced no benefits whatsoever for the Biboki people. When
I was in
Heut'utan in October 2000 with the raja Biboki, he, together with the hamlet head, told me about the
promise s
Timlico made but never kept. (The ordinary people of the area always identified Timlico as an
Australian
company). Tirnlico promised to establish a hospital , schools and all sorts of informal courses , creating
many
expectations for the Biboki people, none of which were fulfilled. The livestock rearing potential is almost
nonexistent , except on the coast of Mena, Kaubele and Masi-naeka. There is no system of livestock rearing
that can
fulfill the wider market' s requirements, and it is carried on only for everyday needs, and to raise money
to send
children to school and to fix houses.
42
In the forest, where is a river, crocodile (be 'j a) can be found. Crocodile lives as well in the coast (ocean).
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because of the lack of farm-equipment. People' s knowledge about cultivating the land relies
on a system predominantly influenced by traditional patterns.
The life of the people is determined and measured by farming and raising livestock. In
the life history of an Atoni Pah Meto, livestock raising is generally only peripheral work
because more importance is placed on agricultural production. It is only recently that
livestock products have become economically important and the village people have begun to
direct their attention to raising the quality of their economic life by developing their livestock
activities. The people farm and prepare their garden (poan, etu, Zele) in a system of shifting
cultivation, moving annually or every few years. The crops sown are mixed, so as 'to plant
everything together' (sen nabuab huma-huma).
There is a perspective behind this system that the various plants which grow in a
particular place reflect the milieu within a society. Therefore the willingness and action of the
society to undertake farming activities correlate with an eagerness to grow together in the
society. They have respect for all the plants in the farm because they are valuable and
necessary. This attitude is the key which encourages them to appreciate the plants as a high
and precious gift and grace from Supreme Being. Therefore, they acknowledge their respect
by looking after the plants in their garden.
There is no specialization of crops in any one garden. While this type of husbandry
makes it easier for the people to harvest in the dry season, it also greatly limits the area of
land that is worked. The products of farming are used to meet everyday needs in the
household and to produce income for other needs like children ' s school fees and, sometimes,
larger requirements like new houses and ceremonial feasts (life cycle rituals). The farming
region is planted with ' rice' (ane), 'millet' (sain), ' com' (pena) , ' cassava ' (laok hau) , ' sweet
potato ' (laok lole) , ' eggplant' (kau neko) and ' lotto cherry tomato ' (kau Ziman) which,
according to Fox (1977a, 2003), were all brought to Timar by the Dutch and Portuguese
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colonizers. The people also plant 'pumpkin' (henas), 'red onion' (pio mtasa) and 'garlic' (pio
aija). In relation to all these plants, see Table 2.5. in the section below, which enumerates the
various plants in the Biboki garden.

Food crops
A smart informant from the fieldwork site gave me a list of all sorts of plants that one can see
in the local people' s fields as the stock for their daily needs. The main food is 'boiled com'
(pen pasu, Zea mays) and 'rice' (mak ane, Oryza sativa). 43 People from several places in
Biboki told me that generally they eat rice, although some people from villages eat boiled
com and cassava44 for everyday sustenance. For those people, rice is often only used when
they conduct a feast. They have a saying 'we are going to the feast to eat rice and pork' (tnao
tatuin fesek, he tah mak ane ma teuk sis Jaji). In this case, eating rice and pork becomes the
most important part of a feast, and therefore any scarcity of these two main items can cause
much shame to the host; such supplies increase the dignity of those who have taken care to
provide the feast with a proper menu.
The Biboki people also have 'foreign maize' (pen kase), which is called ' sorghum '
(pen buka). Pen buka is also referred to as the 'Rotine se maize' (een loetsa or pen lotes, or
jagung Rote, B.1). 45 As regard to com, the Biboki people use it as the basis of various meals
such as 'pounded com' (pen pau, or mak pau [pounded rice], jagung base [B.1.J), 46

43

Culturally, rice (mak ane) provides a way to welcome a visitor. Providing a meal with rice represents the
kindness of those who welcome a visitor. It is really against good manners if rice is not provided on such an
occasion as people always respect visitors and strangers.
44
Those people who obtain their food from com and cassava are called stupid people (atoin amontin) because,
in fact, they keep rice just for performi ng feasts (or welcomin g visitors) and do not use it for everyday needs.
45
Based on his research in East Timor, Fox wrote an excellent article dealing with food crops in the area entitled
"Drawing from the past to prepare for the future: responding to the challenges of food security in East Timor"
(2003: preparation for coming publication). This work can give more information about the spread of sorghum
in the 15 and 16 th century and the spread of maize in the 17 th century.
46
It is very common for local people to use the term 'pounded rice' (mak pau) for 'pounded com' (pen pau),
which is provided as the main meal when there is a meeting.
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'granulated com' (pen tutu), 47 'boiled com' (pen pasu), 48 'fried com' (pen seka), 49 and
' smooth com' (ut saku). Meanwhile the Biboki people have 'black rice' (aen metan), ' yellow
rice' , and 'red rice'. Apart from rice and com, they have cassava 50 and various kinds of tubers,
which are listed in Table 2. 5. They also have pigeon pea and some sorts of nuts, papaya, taro
and hot chili, as well as sugar cane, as will be mentioned in a later chapter.
The interesting case in regard to com and rice yield is that while on the one hand they
are consumed as daily meals, on the other hand they are sold for cash to meet additional
needs such buying household goods, paying for children's education, and meeting health
costs. In order to achieve these purposes, the people always have a big garden planted
according to a traditional system. The most strategic areas for food plantation are found in the
north, such as Kaubele and Ponu. We also can find some in the east, such as around Lurasik.
Under the national program of rice intensification, people of Biboki have changed the
traditional pattern of paddy planting with the modem systems of agricultural management. 51
Similar to way com and rice are served in different kinds of meals, the Biboki people
also treat cassava the same way. They have 'sliced cassava' (laok pini), 'boiled cassava' (laok
hana), 'burned cassava' (laok tunu), 'pounde d cassava with tamarin d' (laok taluk nok kiu or
laok nopo), and 'bakery cassava' (laok fualili). These are commo n and easy meals for the

Biboki people. They can take cassava for traveling, picnics and camping. At present, cassava
is a secondary food after com and rice, and in some cases it is used for feeding cattle, pigs or
chickens. It is the same strategy as with the use of pumpkin, which is eaten on its own or

47

The 'granulat ed com' (pen tutu) is provided to the elders who cannot eat pounded com or boiled com because
they have teeth problems. It is known as 'granulat ed com for those who have no teeth' (pen tutu neu nis moko
ma fef afa). Sometimes this kind of meal replaces rice, which has higher respect as a polite meal.
48
For the ordinary people, boiled com is the main menu, which is simply provided to everybody. It is a saying,
'we eat boiled com with papaya leaf (hai mia p en pasu nok ut kaut), which is mixed with tomato and chili.
49
Fried com is usually provided when a person has to travel to a distant place.
50
If people are in a time of extraordinary hunger, they usually go to the forest and fell a gewang tree (op hon
gewang, B.I.) to get its trunk and the cut it into pieces. After drying it, women pound it to get its powder known
as ' sago ' (puta). See further T-19 Appendix 3 lines 169 - 205.
51
Fox' s description (2003) of the development of a system of irrigation in East Timor is parallele d among the
Biboki in their effort to increase com and rice yield production.
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mixed with other foods. As the main meal, people just boil the 'meat of pumpk in' (h en f ua, or

hen hana), or if people have it as a vegetable, people only use ' its tip ' (h en tuna) and ' its
flower ' (h en sufa). People very often mix maize with the tip and the flower of the pumpkin.
l'

Another interesting pumpk in recipe is to fry its seed, which is then pound ed into powde r and
mixed with rice or any other main food, known as hen fukal.
It is interesting, as shown in Table 2. 5 that the Biboki people not only have cassava,

but also ' sweet potato ' (laok lole), 'laok fui' (wild yam), 'yam' (laok aiti), and 'yam bean'

(laok fuakase), which are originally food crops of the Biboki people. This Table lists various
types of ' sweet potato ' (laok lole), which are 'the big leaf of sweet potato ' (loel no ' naeka) ,
' yellow sweet potato ' (loel molo) and ' the ordina ry sweet potato ' (lole sepe). Similarly,
various types of yam are listed, which are laku poat, laku se 'u, and laok toa ike. For more
detailed information, see the following table.

Table 2. 5: Various Plants in the Biboki Garden
Uab Meto [local languag e]
pena
* pen kase
* pen buka
ane
* aen maela
* aen molo
laok hau
* laok lole
- loel no ' naeka
- loel molo
- loel sepe
* laok fui

* laok aiti/laku mliana
- laok poat
- laok se'u
- laok toa ike
* laok fuakase
sam
kaijuna
tunis
koto
* koto fui
* kot leko
*kot bijae lolef
* kot sisi

Translation [English]
corn, maize [Zea mays]
* swallow maize
* sorghum [Andropogon sorghum Brat.}
paddy, rice [Oryza sativa}
* rice field
* yellow rice
cassava [Manihot utilissima]
* sweet potato [Ipomeea Batalas}
- the big leaf of sweet potato
- the yellow sweet potato
- the ordinary sweet potato
* yam (wild yam) [Discorea eculeata, D.
esculenta}
* yam [Discorea elata}

* yam bean [Pachy rrhizus angulatus}
millet [Panicum viride/S etaria italica}
cashew nut [Anacardium occidentale}
pigeon pea [Cajanu s indicus}
black gram [Phaseolus mungo}
* lima bean [Phaseolus lunatas}
* French bean [Phaseolus vulgaris}
* cow pea [Vigna sinensis}
* soja [Glycin e hispida}
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fue
* fue panni
* fue nutu
* fue kase
* fue mtasa
tefu
* tefu mtasa
* teuf muti
okam
* ok timun
timun
lali
* maela
kauliman
unus
* un fua' naeka
* un melu
kaut
* hau kase
uki
laka
ekam
upun
p10
* pio aija or pio muti
* pio mtasa
* pio naeka
henas
* hen muti
* hen mtasa
* hen molo
kau loto
* kau lot fua naeka
* kau lot fua ana
huki
kaen ka-a

bean
* bonavist bean [Dolichos lab lab}
* green bean [Phaseolus radiatus}
* peanut [Arachis hypogaea}
* red bean [Phaseolus vulgaris}
sugar cane [Sacchrum officinarum}
* red sugar cane
* white sugar cane
cucumber [Cucumis sativus}
* cantaloupe [Cucumis melo}
watermelon [Citrullus vulgaris Schrad}
taro [Colocasia esculenta}
wild taro [Alocasia maerrorhiza}
tomato [Solanum lycopersicum]
chilli [Capsium annuum}
* big chilli
* small chilli [Capsium frustescens]
papaya [Carica papaya}
* fruit from outside
banana [Musa paradisiacal}
j ackfruit [Artocarpus heterophyllus}
pineapple
mango [Mangifera indica}
onion [Allium spp}
* white onion [Allium sativum}
* red onion [Allium Cepa}
* big onion [Alliumfistulosum}
pumpki n [Cucurbitacea moshulata}
* white pumpin [Lagenaria leucantha}
* red pumpki n [Cucurbita moschate}
* yellow pumpki n [Cucurbita pepo}
eggplant [Solanum melongena}
* big eggplant [Cyphomandra betacea}
*small eggplant [Solanum lycopersicum}
turmeric [Curcumaviridifora}
ginger [Zingiber officinale]

From this list we can appreciate how hard Biboki people work to collect food and that they
have a rich menu in their daily meals. However, it is a problem to develop a system for
protecting all the plants in the garden so that they can remain productive.
They also have a traditional system of planting some strong trees along the outside
fence, using 'kapok tree' (neke, Ceiba pentandra), 'candl enut tree' (fenu, Aleuri tes
molucana), 'cocon ut tree' (noah, Cocos nucifera), 'betel' (manus, Piper betel), 'areca- nut'
(puah, Areca catechu), 'castor-oil plant' (paok toba, Ricinus Communis), 'bread -fruit' (kulu,
Artocarpus altilis), 'mang o' (upun, Mangifera indica-M. caesia), 'jambo tree' (kijabas,
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Eugenia, E. equea), ' lemon tree' (lelo, Citrus medica, C. hysteri, C. aurantifolia, C. sinensis),
' tamarind ' (kiu, Tamarindus indica), ' sugar palm' (tua noek, Areng a saccharriferi), 'gewan g
tree' (tua bone), 'the dedap tree' (paku fnuna, erythina spp.), and ' the kelump ang tree' (nitas,

Sterculia foetida).

WHO ARE THE PEOP LE OF BIBO KI?
Self-identification
Very little is known about the people of Biboki. 52 Like other Atoni Pah Meto, the people of
Biboki are farmers who usuall y think and act practically. They have a comm on saying 'we
are the people of Bibok i' (hai atoin Biboki s kai), 53 'from the beginn ing, our life has been like
this' (na 'ko un unu naen, hai moin'min onle ije), or 'we are the people of Bibok i, our lives are
just as we are now' (hai atoin Bibokis kai, hai moin'min onle ije ben).
The people of Bibok i say of themselves: we are 'the people of Bibok i who have selfesteem' (hai atoin Bibokis kai, hai msat ma upa'kai). 54 Generally, they are proud to be a
people from the area, for this remind s them of being togeth er in their links with the ancestors.
There is an expressed belief that 'from the past our ancestors provid ed this land to the presen t
52

Even though Schulte-Nordholt wrote about Biboki (1971: 232. 239-255), he defined Biboki from the
outside.
I would like to carry out an investigation from the inside, through which I go into the heart of the
region to
decipher the true nature of these indigenous people by telling the story of the history of the area
and their
identification with it. See also Paulus, J. in Ency clopaedie van Nederlandsch Oost-lndie - Tweede
druk who
mentions Biboki in relation to the explanation of the beginni ng of Christianity in the area (Paulus 1917:
344)
53
People from outside, for instance the neighboring Atoni Pah Meto groups, use the term 'people of
Biboki '
{Biboiksin) to identify all those who are settled in the area. Sometimes they are called 'people of Biboki,
who
are from the village ' (Biboki tnana nae). This carries the connotation 'Biboki people are hothead
s ' (Biboik
amaun'in). Linked to this, Biboki people say of the people of Insana, they are the 'people from Insana
' (Insanas
[sing.] or Insansin [pl.], and for the people from Miomaf o , they use Meoma fos (sing.) or Meomaofsin
(pl.). The
people of Amanu ban are called Atoin Amnub 'in (sing.), and Amnub sin (pl.). 'They are the people of
Amaras i ' is
expressed as Atoin Amraes'in (sing.), and Amraes sin (pl),· and then ' they are the people from Amanat
un ' Atoin
Amnaot'in [sing.]), (A mnaot sin (pl.), they are the people of Amben u-East Timor Atoin Ambeun 'in
[pl.]) and
Amsila sin [pl.], they are Rotinese (nae atoen Loetsin) ; they are the people of Belu (nae Beulsin),·
they are the
people from Flores (nae Atoen Flo elsin) . White skinned people are called ' the people of Laban from
oversea s'
(A toen Laban panin nae), or 'people from the developed land' (A tone noko pah maeik 'a), or ' the
white skin
with an eye like a cat' (Kaes muti mat meoba).
54
See a detailed explanation in the section about Th e nam e of a p erson, in Chapter VII.
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generation and it will be passed on to the next generation' (na'kobaha un unu palmelu, hai
bei ma nai sin nabela naen kai naijan ma nifu le ije, on neu kai ma neu tete amnemtina). This

expression aims to encourage the younger generation to respect the area as their cultural
heritage and, most especially, to value the land. For the people of Biboki, land is a precious
value. As they say, 'we have nothing, if we have no land; the land is fundamental for our
lives' (hit lo luman, kalu ka on hit naijana kuk, a fun le ije onle hit haelka ma tnanka).
Another expression is 'even though we are poor people ' (masi mimlaleu bo), 'we just rely on
our efforts' (lo ala on hai kim). They also sometimes use these idioms to refer to the
precedence of the first settlers of the area. In this respect, they have another expression, 'from
the beginning, we are the people as we are now' (lo na'ka kobaha, hai onle ije ben), which
can also be used to emphasize this point.
When the people of Biboki refer to people from outside, they generally just use the
expression 'those who come from outside' (amnao mnemat) They also address those - from
outside - who are government employees as 'foreig n' (kase). 55 The people of Noemuti in
Miomafo use bikeun 'in, which to the ear of Bibokinese means 'friend ' (abiat, aok biak).
Sometimes, in polite speech, even though those who have no connection at all with local
people can be called 'our brother, or they are part of us' (hit aok biaka, nane hitna, nane ka
maet'afa). There is a comm on term of address for 'those people who travel the ocean' (atlak
tasi) and 'peopl e from behind the tree' 56 (atone noko hauba biana), and 'peopl e from behind

the hill' (atone noko neten naela), and those whom they do not know at all are referred to as
'we do not know' (nane mat bute), or simply 'foreigners are not our people ' (nane ka hitafa ).
55

If one uses 'foreign ' (kase) to address somebody, it means this person is from a wealthy country: 'people
from
prosperous country, eat and drink delicious meals' (atone noko paha leokna, es nah namin ma niun
aleokten).
However, the term kase is also used to refer to those who are involved in politics (kase aputakliunin),
or those
who do not have a certain place for living (kase abukekot), or those who are from town and deceive
ordinary
people (kase a'sau malo, tukang jual obat, [B.J]). This term is also used to refer to those who wear
modem
clothes; for instance 'those who wear long trousers' (nana kaesna). The idiom known as 'strange r who
has eyes
like a cat' kase mat meo, refers to those strangers from Europe. In daily life, if someone has a deliciou
s meal, it
is called mnah kase. See also Mc William 1996: 130.
56
'People from behind the tree' has become a commo n expression to call both all the neighbors and those
who
come from outside of the area.
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There is a strong tradition among the people to honour the raja. This is quite different
from people from other districts within the Atoni Pah Meto group, such as the neighboring
Miomafo and Insana. The Biboki people still retain a strong respect for the raja. However
among the people of Miomafo and Insana, the raj a is not respected to the same degree. The
Biboki base this respect for leadership on an old pattern of life that calls for 'respect to
others' (nek leko tok atoni bian). In this regard, the older generation educates the younger
generation by saying 'neither ability nor beauty is useful for achieving happiness, it should be
respect to others' (mahina ma hum amasat ka nfeko fa moen alekot; sumak alaha hum atoen).
By putting such sayings into practice, people highlight the importance of living together in
the spirit of 'sister/ / brother' (feta II mane and 'young er// elder' (olif II tataj). They work
hard together for the wellbeing of the family (hit kanka ma 'upa, lo ala tmeup ma 'tani,·
literally meaning 'our family, our name - kanaf, 57 are worth a fortune, therefore we have to
work hard'.
From another perspective, there is a stereotype which identifies the Biboki as 'the
people who wear yellow sarongs' (atoin abtai bet molo), 58 a general term given to those who
are backward villagers whose level of education is still quite low. 59 People who wear yellow
sarongs are considered dirty, and are known as 'people with dirty faces that carry areca-nut
and a betel bag' (atone hum Zeke ma asnin aluk). Such a term is used to describe the Biboki
people because, according to others in the Atoni Pah Meto group, the Biboki people are
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Regarding the meaning the 'name' (kanaf), see section Name Group in Chapter VII.
In daily life, is not polite to address people using this name.
59
Fox in his excellent work on Timor The Historical Consequences of Changing Patterns of Livelihoo d on
Timar (1988c: 259) overviews what the pioneers wrote about the island. For instance, the Dutch develope d
stereotypes regarding the Timorese peoples (the Atoni Pah Meto), who are characterized as ' suspicious ',
' closed', ' conservative' and 'resistant to change, whereas the Rotiilese were 'progress ive', ' adaptive' ,
'innovative', and 'open to change and development'. Ormeling similarly made a brief comparis on between
Timorese and Rotinese, claiming " ... the Rotinese ... are culturally more advanced than the Timorese proper"
(Ormeling 1957: 143). On the one hand, I believe, however, that since the Atoni Pah Meto were able to spread
over half of Timor Island, this stereotype cannot be accurate. If such a stereotype were true, then we would
expect the Atoni Pah Meto to be confined to just one small part of the island.
58
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backward and live in remote villages (Bibo ek atoin kuanin, orang dari da erah p edalaman,
B.1.).

As far as language is concerned, the Biboki people use what is called uab meta,
variously referred to as the Dawan language [Capell 1943a-b , 1944; Ormeling 1957,
Middelkoop 1960], Bahasa Dawan [Kusi 1990, Parera 1971 {reprint: 1994}], Dawanese
[Steinhauer 1996; Pain Ratu SYD 1973], Uab Meto [McWilliam 1989, Jardner 1999,
Bowden 2000] and laes Meto [Lechovic SYD 1971a-b, Dasbach SYD 1992]). 60 However,
nowadays most people use the Indonesian language as a lingua franca. The people in the
north have a similar dialect to the Belu group, although a few northern Biboki people also
speak Tetun (for example people from Ponu, Maukita, Oenitas Harneno, Kukinu, Taitoh,
Berseon , and Bukifan), like the Belunese. This is because their origins are Belu. 61

An early source
As a preliminary note to support this section, I present and rely on several versions of tales of
the origin of Biboki as the starting point from which to begin my travel back home; these
tales were collected from different sources but mostly from John Tnesi. 62
Firstly, many Biboki people identify themselves as an inseparable part of the Melus
people from Belu which, according an unnamed source 63 in northern Biboki, occurred as
follows. A long time ago there was a person known as Tae Dinik, who was the father of
eight children: (1) Luru Berek Taek, (2) Tetik Berek Taek, (3) Ae Berek Taek, (4) Hoar

60

These three terms - uab Meta, Laes Meta, and Dawanes e - are not equally widespread. The first, uab Meta , is
similar to the second Laes M eta, of which the first one is m~re familiar to the people from the area. The third
one is commonl y used in the Indonesia n understanding of the language used by such people.
61
Schulte-Nordholt notes in his work that the people in northeast Biboki are Tetun speaking (1971 : 240).
62
John Tnesi is a local mentor of Biboki culture who helped me so much with materials , as mentione d before.
63
I was asked to keep silent about this source of information because nobody is permitted to speak out to tell
others about the early source of life.
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Berek Taek, (5) Buar Berek Taek, (6) Fai Berek Taek, (7) Muti Berek Taek, and (8) Bui
Berek Taek. 64 Together they are called Samane Baudinik and they later scattered to all the
comers of the Timar Island. According to this tale, Luru Bere Taek, who was the eldest and
later changed his name to Boki Taek, went afterwards to the area which was later known as
Biboki. This version of the tale also mentions that, not long after that, a person known as
Mataus 65 settled around Dirma, who had eight brothers, who were Bara Mataus, Fore Mataus,
Ura Mataus, Lela Mataus, Kusu Mataus, Bubu Mataus, Meni Mataus and N ek Mataus. 66
These characters occupied the entire eastern area of Timar Island (East Timar). In a meeting
of goodwill between the descendants of Tae Dinik and Mataus, the settlement area of Luru
Berek was named Biboki. This naming system, said the informant, is designed in honor of the
first son of Bei Tae Dinik from east, 67 and so Biboki becomes the particular place of the first
son of Tae Dinik.

64

There is other informal information suggesting that these eight brothers are another version of the
eight
brothers from Mutis-Bobnain, who were Luru Berek Taek for Boki Taek, Tetik Berek Taek for Sana
Taek, Ae
Berek Taek for Natun Taek, Hoar Berek Taek for Nuba Taek, Buar Berek Taek for Rasi Taek, Fai Berek
Taek
for Foan Taek, Muti Berek Taek for Molo Taek, and Bui Berek Taek for Benu Taek. Further research
is needed
about the original names of these characters and also the relationships among these group names.
65
Therik just makes a literal note about Mataus as referring to the act of 'protect ing ', without giving
any
explanation about the origin of this name (1995: 250, 2004:219).
66
The following is a detailed note about these eight Mataus brothers. Bara Mataus settled the area
around
Maubara in East Timor. Fore Mataus and Ura Mataus went further to Dili, Parasa and Manatuto. Lela
Mataus
and Kusu Mataus went to the southern and northern coasts of Belu and then crossed the sea to Roti
and Sawu,
which later gave rise to the inseparable expression of the linkage of these three groups: Belu Mau,
Sabu Mau
and Timau. Parera mentioned this naming system as 'the triune, who has the supernatural power' (trilogy
sakti).
The ancestors of these three kin groups - Belu, Sawu and Timau - swore to have no disputes among themsel
ves.
Based on Heijmering, Parera said that later the people of Roti, Kisar and Semau would indicate this
union by
using the names: Roti Mau, Kisar Mau and Pus Mau (Parera 1994: 36). Bubu Mataus , Meni Mataus
and Nek
Ma taus just remained to guard their ancesto r's place of Dirma in Belu district.
67
Regarding the local understanding of east and west, John Tnesi told me that if local stories of the past
would
refer to ' the west', this should be understood as ' the east', and vice versa using ' the east' for ' the west'
. In this
case, local people believe that after the first settlers arrived in Biboki, they then turned around the sun
and the
moon, which means they switched ' the east' to the 'the west' and vice versa. That is why this source
of local
knowledge sees East Timor as the west, and then Mutis as the east.
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Map 5: Origin place of Biboki
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Note: This map shows the routes of the suppose d migrations from Mutis-B obnain to Biboki.
Abun people told me that their ancestors came from Suti-Bijaepasu, which refers to the
region of Mutis-Bobnain. The first traveler among the ancestors came through the region of
Oecussi of East Timar and settled there for years. The second source about such traveling of
the ancestors explained that at the time the ancestors of Kuan Abun came from Suti, there
was one person who made a journey from Saenam 68 to Suti-Bijaepasu, which also support the
claim of the migration route of the first traveler to Biboki.

Secondly, there is another myth of the Biboki people that recounts that several kin
groups of Mutis-Bobnain Babau-P anmuti used the name of Biboki to refer to those people
who first measured the extent of Timar Island. This account offers a folk etymolo gy based on
the literal meaning of Biboki, which consists of two phrases: bi meanin g in or at a certain
place, and boki meanin g size or scale. The mytholo gy of the origin of the name, Biboki,

68

According to McWillia m (2002: 79) Saenam is Miomafo , Molo for Oenam, Amanuba n (Banam) and
Amanatun (Onam). According to my informant, Saenam is Molo where the ancestors of the Miomafo people
came from.
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explains that in the beginning of the history of Timor Island there was unnamed kin group who were later, recognized as the ancestors of the Biboki people - who measured Timor
Island. According to this version, the first character began to do so from east to west and then
from north to south of the island with the help of the 'cord of the lord who cracks and hatches
// the stairs of the lord who cracks and hatches ' (tufe apean alikin II elak apean alikin) . This
equipment was given by the Supreme Being to the lord of Mutis-Bobnain in order to then
deliver it to the ancestors that had the charge of measuring Timor Island. However, for
uncertain reasons, this cord was severed and the stairs were broken.
To overcome this problem, the ancestors of Biboki changed to using the footstep of a
well-known giant character called Neonbali, 69 but this kind of measurement failed to identify
the borders of the northern, southern, western and eastern areas of the world. That is why the
ancestors quickly changed their measuring equipment again to using a 'piece of tree' (boki).
This was used to mark both the border of the area and every comer of the area. While this
measurement was being carried out by the one of the ancestors of Biboki, the land around
was switched from the north to the south, the west to the east and vice versa: the south moved
to the north and the east moved to the west. This unusual movem ent was known as ' the land
is movin g' (naijana nabokin). After this strange event, the first son of Tae Neno, 70 Boki Taek,

69

Parera identifies the charact er of Neanbali by another name Bali Nena Tlak Pah which also encomp
asses
others - there were six of them in all - as insepara ble figures in the early times of the Timor Island
(1994: 4546).
70
Regardi ng Tae Neno see the passage about the origin of Tamkes i, lines 11-12 (T-8 in Chapter V)
, in which
this characte r is paired with Malaof Neno. Accord ing to people from the fieldwo rk site, Tae Nena
came from the
east and Malafu Nena (usually pronoun ced as Malaaf Nena) came from the west. They met in the
centre of the
world - Biboki - to form the first commu nity in the area. It was said that before forming the early commu
nity, all
the people from every comer of the earth came and support ed this commu nity. Tae Neno , literally
, means Taek
(a person's name) from the sky. Tae Neno , accordi ng to Kruyt in his work De Timareezen (1923)
was the first
man to discove r rice. Kruyt wrote that in early times, Tae Neno and his wife lived like the animals
, because they
ate nothing but grass and herbs. Then Tae Neno began to desire other food. He went to visit Oesif
Nena (Uis
Nena, the Suprem e Being) and made his desire known to him. The Lord of heaven then ordered him
to kill his
wife, to grind her bones and flesh and to scatter this in the wind. When he had done as he was told
and the dust
of his wife had come down on the earth, there arose from this maize and rice (p. 473). I heard the
same story,
with slight variatio n, from the people of Oekusi, Amben o when I was a deputy parish priest there
in 1989 at the
St. Anthon y Parish of Oecusse , East Timor. The people of Amben o told me about the relation
ship between
Ambeno and Biboki, Bakitol as, Bitauni , Maubes i, Noemu ti and Tunbes i in TIS , based on this characte
r. In this
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arrived. 7 1 In local discourse, this character is generally known as the 'measur ement of the
lord who cracks and hatches ' (ukun apean alikin), and from that time on, the place that was
settled by Boki Taek and his descendants is named Biboki. 72
A third version states that the name of Biboki was given in reference to the good
cooperation among the 'three trunks II three roots ' (un teun II baan teun), which are the
paired kin groups ofWeha li 73 II Wewiku ll Nai Timuk and Belu Mau II Sabu Mau II Ti Mau.
All these names are seen as natural powers who own Timor Island and from which all the
people throughout the Timor Island can obtain strength to live. Based on this source, people
argue that the presenc e of Biboki really followed the will of the ruler of Belu Selatan, known
as Marom ak Oan, 74 and his other fellow rulers over Timor Island.
A fourth version of the passage recounts that a long time ago the Suprem e Being sent
Tae Neno to the land, which was Mutis-Bobnain, Babau-Panmut. Accord ing to this version
Tae Neno was called the ' Son and younger brother of Lord who cracks and hatches ' (Apean

Alikin in olin ma in tipun). People around called him 'Tae Neno II Tae Funan' (the sun Tae II
the moon Tae), or ' Tae Leu' (the sacred Tae). At the same time the Suprem e Being sent a
person named Malaof N eno to one place in the centre of the island of Timor. He was called
regard, in 2000 John Tnesi explained to me about Sni Boko [the daughter of raj a Biboki] who married Muskita
from Ambeno. Regarding the relationship between Ambenu - Biboki and Belu, Fr. Stanis Bessin SVD, the
former Congregation Leader of the Divine Word Missionaries of the Timor Province [1982-1987] told me as
follows. In late 17-18 th century, the Raja Jenilu [from Belu] took his wife from Laro Bauho 'the Raja Bauho '
[the border ofBelu and Biboki]. Raja Laro Dasi Bessin 's son took the daughter of the Raja ofBiboki . Later, the
son from this marriage took da Costa' s daughter , Petronela da Costa. See also Neonbas u 1997: 196-197.
71
Regarding the origin of Boki Taek, Therik explains that five groups of Dawan together started to make a long
j oumey from W ehali to the west. " ... one went to B iboki, one went to Insana, one went to Amanuba n, one went
to Amantun, one went to Amarasi" (ida baa iha Biboki, ida baa iha Insana, ida baa iha Amanuban, ida baa iha
Amanatun, ida baa iha Amarasi) . In the meantime the elder, according to Therik' s source, went to Likusaen
Bauboe (loro mane kwa 'ik ida baa iha Likusaen Bauboe), which located all the people of the Atoni Pah Meto
within networks with people in Belu (Therik 1995: 250-251 , 2004: 219 and Reference Text 3 in 1995: 282-283 ,
2004: 245-246)
72
Biboki in this sense means ' the middle of the land // the middle of the water' (paha tnanan //' nifu tnanan),
because it was exactly here the ancestors placed the scales that had been used to identify this place as the center.
73
According to Parera, Wehali - and with paired Wewiku - is the legendary name of the central area of Belu
district (Parera 1994: 229-230). Schulte-Nordholt identifies Wehale as follows , "Wehale was the seat of the
Meromak O' an [red. Maromak Oan] , .. ... " (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 233) . Therik explains in great detail about
Wehali as the trunk, the centre and the first to dry (1995: 259-260, 2004:230).
74
Maromak Oan, according to Schulte-Nordholt, is the son of God and was the ritual head and the custodian of
the sacred objects which were kept in the uma lulik (see further Schulte-Nordholt 1971 : 233. 238) .
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' Sue Neno ' (the star of the sun). From these two characters came the following figures: Boki

Taek, Sana Ta ek, Mafo Ta ek, Natun Taek, Bete Taek (Bete Naek), Bete Taek (Bete Ana), and
Buik Jkun. Nowadays people from the area refer to these names to define kin-categories as a
way to trace their origins.
Tae Neno and Malaof Neno brought the seed of life and planted it in the heart of the
earth. Later, from the earth not only grew new seed but also new generations of people who
settled the area and spread to all parts of the Atoni Pah Meto. The version goes on to say that
these two men mysteriously died. Nobody knows where their bodies are, for they were not
buried. They ascended into the sky: Tae Neno changed into the sun, and Malaof Neno
became the moon and stars (see further the passage about the origin of Tamkesi, T-8 lines 1125 , Chapter V). At that time the Raja of Biboki was called 'Biboki sky and Biboki moon '

(Nena Biboki ma Funan Biboki), 75 both to remind people of the story and to emphasiz e the
noble origins of the raj a of Biboki.
Regarding the name Tae Neno, Kruyt 76 considers that this character brought the first
seeds of rice. If I reflect on the backgrou nd of the passage, I find it not only establishes the
relationship between the Biboki nobility and the Atoni Pah Meto group but it also describes
the position of the Raja of Biboki (see Chapter V about the Raja). This passage (see T-8 lines
1-12 of the Chapter V) gives the backgrou nd of Tae Neno and Malaof Neno as the key
persons and extraordinary characters, who in earlier times were appointed to come to the
present place.
Another account of these origins - collected in the third stage of my previous research
in the area (1992-1994) - suggests the origin of the current raja of Biboki began with the
knowledge of the journey of ' the eight people and eight lords ' (atoni faon ma nai faon). It
75

Nena 'sun' refers to male andfunan 'moon' refers to female. Therefore, Nena Bibaki Funan Bibaki addresses
the role of raj a as representative of all the people in the area. This will be explained in more detail in Chapter V.
76
In the months October and November 1920 Kruyt traveled to west Timor, most especially to the Kapan
regions of Mollo, Camplong, Fatuleu, Amanuban and Amanatun. His work is a useful account of local people's
point of view about custom and tradition (Kruyt 1923:349).
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recounts how they conducted a long journey from the centre of life, although this account did
not mention where the source of life really was. These eight people were Tkeinai, Bannai,
Tfunain, Teunnain, Totnai, Tefanai, Hoinnain and Tnunai. 77 According to this story, these
eight characters represent people from every comer of the earth. The current raj a of Biboki,
as mentioned in the story, is a descendant of a warrior who came to the area with Bel Sikone.
A secret source 78 from Abun village (close to Manufui, the capital town of Kecamatan Biboki

Selatan) mentions that Bel Sikone was led by Meo Lopo-Masu (see T-21 Appendix 5).

The first settlers
Usually the notion of the beginning of life or the first settlers is connected to 'east', 'sunrise '

(mansa saena, neonsaet), or the 'place for the rising moon' (funna bolan). 79 Dealing with the
first settlers, some groups among the people of Biboki - (See Appendix 1 lines 10-23, 29, 3134, and 48-50) 80

-

came from Miomafo, 81 and some (lines 4, 6, 7, 38-43, 46, 47, 51) 82 came

from Belu. It is said that three temukung (lines 9, 30, 49)

83

came from Rote-Sabu. It is

interesting that some of the groups who settled near the middle of Biboki say that from the
beginning their ancestors were in Biboki and that they have no ancestors from outside. As a
group, they are known as 'the lords of the mushrooms and the lords of the toadstools ' (puu
77

C.J. Foenay (78), an informant of mine, told this long story, which is very complicated. I just quote the main
characters and highlight his explanation about the relationship between Biboki and Ambeno (East Timor), which
is that of ' sister // brother' (feta II mane). In local terms, they are aen luek noni ma abnon melu, meaning they
are close friends. These eight characters become the cornerstone of all the group names within Timor Island,
said this source.
78
John Tnesi told me that revealing the origins of the position of the raj a is secret. Only an appointed person can
tell the story about the raja and his ancestors. Generally, after a raja approves someone to talk about his
ancestors , then those people can do so in a special ceremony.
79
Chapter VI will examine this notion in detail. Also see further the section Ways to Trace the Origins of Life
in Chapter IV.
80
These include inhabitants of Oeroki, Manumuti, Manufui, Supun, Nikat, OeEkam (1 , 2), Oemanik in, Kaubele,
Haubesi (1 ,2), Neofmolo, Oekenat, Naileku, Fatubena , Sufa, Ni ' i, Taluik, Fatuleu, Matabesi , Tuamese , Ponu
and Kufeu.
81
Those who settled in the village of Abun (south Biboki) told me that they are the descendants of Babu-Bi fel.
This name is part of a famous group of Miomafo called Kono-Oematan, Babu-Bifel. They are the significant
paired groups of the area (Neonbasu 1989: 104). This also can be seen in the Meo Lopo text (T-21 Appendix 5).
In early times, Miomafo was still under the power of Mollo.
82
These include inhabitants of Feakmoro, Naitanu, Oenali, Fatunapi , Wehedan , Kukinu, Petu, Nunekat, and
Oekui.
83
These include all the inhabitants of Inggareo , Usapikole and Tuamese .
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tuakin ma boka tuakin), 84 see further the passa ge below, which is recited before perfo
rming

the main ritual at the front of masculine post. This text was given by John Tnesi and Charl
es
Usboko, with the help of Sako Usif of Tamkesi.
Text 1: A passa ge about the first settler of Bibok i
01. Afi unu 85
02. Pu'u tuakin
03. ma boka tuakin
04. sin nmoen nanin
05. nbi paha balan
06. ma nbi nifu balan

Long ago
the lords of the mushrooms
and the lords of the toadstools
came by themselves
to this land
and to this water.

07. Esle nak
08. nbi kolan ha
09. ma nbi siuf ha.

So it is said
at the four points of the compass
and at the four places.

10. Es on nan
11. sinan poe nanin
12. ma ntok nanin
13. nbi pah Biboki.

That is why
they are the first settlers
and they are the first people
in the Biboki region.

14. Ala naksin tnak
15. kolan ha ma siuf ha.

They are called
the points of the compass and four places.

16. On nak
17. a'asan ma a'seon.

This means
the first speaker and the first people.

18. Nane esle
19. Buku ma Taunb aen

20. Banu ma Anonat
21. Hanmina ma To'asu.

They are
Buku and Tunba en
Banu and Anonat
Hanmina and To'asu.

22. On ima

And also

84

It is a fact that the local people believe that nobod y plants mushr ooms and toadstools
(lines 2-3). They grow
by themse lves. Several group-names use mushrooms and toadstools as the symbol to
identify their positio n in
the area.
85
The term afi unu refers to the idea of time. In this case, the notion of time and event
are linked to each other;
time is always mentioned together with an event. This point of view always involv
es these two notions. 'Afi
unu' (yesterday, long time ago) is the term used to identify the origin of individuals, or
a group of people. There
are a numbe r of similar terms to express the past, such as afi neno unu (Mc Willia m, 1989),
' a long time ago ' (un
unu), ' like yesterd ay' (le afi; le [like] , afi [yesterday]) , ' long time ago ' (faimabe nae
[fai = night, mabe nae= a
long ago]), ' the world still had accidents ' (fe' pah ma'lelat [fe =not yet, pah=w orld, ma'lela
t=accident]), ' a long
time ago' (neno nae [neno= day, sun or sky, nae=a long time ago]), ' in the old times
' (nbi tabu mnasi [nbi=at,
tabu=time, mnasi=old]), ' according to a sacred issue ' (n atuin lasi kola [ndtuin =accor
ding, lasi=word or case, or
issue, kolo=sacred]), ' the origin of an issue' (lasi uf [lasi=c ase or issue, ef=origin]),
' a heavy mouth ' (fef
ma'fena, [fef=mouth, ma'fena=heavy]). Middelkoop (1960: 18) translated the term
afi as 'in the past'. When
analysing the content of oral tradition, this phenom enon has been widely identified
in my research. I include
another text about the use of afi unu, which was taken from the village of Abun
(see further as well T-19
Appendix 3 and T-20 Appendix 4) .
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23. Sele ma Nunuh
24. Kiut ma Tama'an
25. Nifu-Tola esle Amsikan.

Sele and Nunuh
Kiut and Tama'an
Nifu Tola, which is Amsikan.

26. On it neman neu ij e
27. esle Hanmina ma To'asu.

They came here
they are Hanmina and To'asu.

28. On it neu ije
29. Banu ma Anonat
30. Nuku ma Taunbaen.

And to this place
Banu and Anonat
Nuku and Taunbaen.

31. Nane nak
32. atoni pah balaf
33. ma atoni kua tuaf

They are
the first settlers of the land
and the lords of the settlement

The main idea of the passage can be seen in lines 32-33, which refers to 'the first settlers of
the land II the lords of the settlement' (atoni pah balaf II atoni kua balaf). Metaphorically
those people, who are described in lines 2-3 as 'the lords of the mushrooms II the lords of the
toadstools' (pu'u tuakin II boka tuakin), came by themselves (lines 4, and 11-12) and had
their place and lake (lines 5-6 and 8-9, 13, 15). The first time I undertook fieldwork, many
people told me about short and long texts and stories. 86 However, no one could explain to me
who the first settlers of the area were. 87 Even though telling someb ody about the first settlers
is a secret thing, which only an appointed person can do after first performing a special
ceremony, people do discuss it in considering their culture. From this passage it can be seen
that the name-groups: Buku-Taunbaen, Banu-Anonat, Hanmina-Toasu (lines 19-21), SeleNunuh, Kiut-Tamaan, Nifu-Tola (lines 23-25), 88 are called the first settlers of land. They are
in 'this place II this water' (nbi paha balan II nbi nifu balan) and 'the first settlers II the first
86

Each name group tried to focus my attention on their version of this passage without giving a
thoroug h
explanation of other versions. In this case, I did not care to judge these versions. I respectfully recorde
d all the
accounts from the people in their own versions.
87
According to Charles Usboko , the account of the first settlers of the area can be told in an annual ceremo
ny at
the palace in Tamkesi. Sometimes it is prohibited to say anything about the origin of the area.
Howeve r,
ordinary people often perform folksongs and mention their origins. Sako Usif (62), the speaker of the
palace of
Biboki, told me that some named kin-groups (kanaj) really do not want others to know their origin.
That is why
they secretly told me those stories to include in my record.
·
88
John Tnesi who is the Executive Secretary of the Founda tion, made thorough notes not only about Biboki
but
also about other groups of the Atoni Pah Meto. All these notes are helpful in tracing the links and relation
ships
among the groups of the Atoni Pah Meto. He also told me that the original inhabitants of Biboki
lived in the
interior of the Biboki region. I also recorded a story from people who did not agree to allow me to
mention the
name of their origin place near the village ofTautp ah. It is very close to Tamkesi.
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people' (poe nanin II ntok nanin) emphasizing that from the beginni ng, they were the first
settlers of the area (lines 5-6 and 11-12).
In relation to this notion, people also talk about bat eggs (teno sonbiko) 89 meanin g the
first people, who are also called 'people of the first mushro oms ' (atoni boka ma puu boka), a
phrase found in lines 2-3 (puu tuakin ma boka tuakin) of the text, which refers to the origins
of people who did not originate from anywhere else. The autochthonous group of Biboki is
the teno-sonbiko, who were born and emerge d of their own accord. Literally, in the social life,
'bat eggs ' has no meaning. The people, however, know that a bat has no eggs but is an
extraordinary kind of 'bird'. Therefore, the purpose of this metaph or is,firstl y, to identify the
first settlers of Biboki, whose origin nobody knows. Secondly, it explains that the historicity
of the first settlers of Biboki involves a secret, which only an appointed person can
thoroughly know. Thirdly, it affirms that to trace the origins of the first settlers of Biboki, one
should start from the Supreme Being.
Who does the term teno sonbiko refer to? They are Banu-A nonat and Buku-Taunbaen,
who are also mention ed as 'the lords of the land 90 and the 'owners of the hamlet' [of Biboki] '
(Atoen pah bala ma atoen kua tuaj).
Nena aknelo tuakin,
funan aknelo tuakin
ka ma ama, ka ma aina
ka manasa, ka matina.
Hai tla
miknelo neno
ma miknelo funna

Lord turner of the sun
lord turner of the moon
[they have] no father and mother
[they have] no cock and vagina. 91
We have
turned the sun
and turned the moon

89

Among the Atoni Pah Meto group , I did not find such a term. Only the people ofBibok i use it.
Accordin g to a local view, this cord of the bond landlord is directly linked to the following large named
groups, Buku-Ta unbaen, Banu Anonat, Hanmina -Toasu, Sele-Nun uh, Kiut-Tam aan and Nifu-Tol a. Sometim es
all these names claim that they are the first settlers of Biboki district. They always base this claim on the legend
that they are descende d from the ancestors together with ' the circle, fertility' (nano), 'source of water' (oe
makana), 'origin hamlet' (kua mnasi) and the cemetery of the ancestors (hai nitu).
91
Local people told me that it is impolite to mention the sex organs of a man and a woman; however , dealing
with the origins, the speaker does not mind directly uttering them in public. Dealing with this informati on,
Zonderva n described his meeting with people from the middle ofTimor saying, if he would ask them about their
origins, they would reply that their forefathers came from heaven, which means they have no real parents (1888:
342)
90
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These several lines explain both the identity of the first settlers, and their ability ' to tum the
sun II to tum the moon' (miknelo neno II miknelo funna). People told me that an important
thing to be noted here is not ' whether it is right or wrong' that the people had the ability to
tum the sun and the moon, but rather the local discourse indicating the mutual dependency
between humans being and their environment or between human beings and the universe.
They believe that since people respect the environment, they could arrange its system in
accordance with their purposes.
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CHAPTER THREE
ORAL TRADITION AND ITS GENRES:
CREATING THE WAY OF LIFE

INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the oral traditions of the people of Biboki, which can
provide a wider perspective covering all the people of the Atoni of Timor in west
Timor. 1 Two approaches will be used in this elaboration: (1) an overview of the
classification of the genres of oral traditions of Biboki people, and (2) an
examination of the role of oral traditions in tracing the way of life of the local
people. The first section aims to provide a general picture of the various genres of
the Atoni oral tradition. Local people have a variety of ways to maintain their
cultural heritage and to transfer it to later generations in their society. The second
section examines the content of oral traditions in relation to how they are
commonly employed by local people to express their point of view of life.

ORAL TRADITION
First of all, let me say that most of the local people' s traditions are inherited
through oral transmission. There are at least three main elements of oral tradition
in relation to its transmission, namely [1] oral tradition (statements either spoken
1

In this study of oral traditions of Biboki people, I have decided to start from the local people's
perspective to explicate both the Atoni Pah Meto ' s oral traditions and the cultural heritage of their
conceptions of life. In this sense, I feel strongly that by surveying a small part of a whole area
(Biboki) I can understand the oral traditions of the Atoni Pah Meto. A detailed study of Biboki
traditions will contribute to a comparative perspective that recognizes both continuities and
variations across Atoni systems.

or sung), which are [2] transmitted from one person to another [3] through the
medium of language (Vansina 1965). 2 Before discussing how local people
describe the various genres of these traditions, I would first like to examine some
general ideas about the meaning expressed through such traditions. A significant
characteristic of oral traditions is that they lose their meani ng if they are
considered out of context. In this regard, Vansina quotes Hamil ton's work (1955)
as follows
.... oral tradition ought never to be used alone and unsupported. It has to be
related to the social and political structure of the peoples who preserve it,
compared with the traditions of neighboring peoples, and linked with the
chronological indications of genealogies and age-set cycles, of documented
contacts with literate peoples, of dated natural phenomena such as famines and
eclipses, and archaeological finds. (Vansina 1965: 7-8)3

In terms of the transmission of oral traditions, Finnegan (1992) explains in great
detail the terms 'oral - orality' and 'traditi ons' in order to describe the meani ng
of oral tradition. She quotes Henige, who defines oral tradition as

2

Vansina ' s work, De la Tradition Orale, Esssai de Methode Historique published 1961, was
translated into English entitled Oral Tradition, A Study in Historical Methodology (1965) by H.M.
Wright. This work is based on his data collection in the Belgian colonial territory , among the
Kuba of the Kasai (Congo) , from 1953 - 1956 and in Rwanda and Burundi from 1957 - 1960
(V ansina 1965 : xii). He says that the main characteristic of oral tradition is its transmission by
word of mouth, and the relations between each successive testimony and the tradition itself.
3
See also Gosen (1974), who writes that oral traditions play a significant role in traditional
communities, in which people always use such oral traditions to portray and express their daily
condition of life. Regarding this concept , Gossen further says, "Yet people in traditional
nonliterate societies ordinarily learn and use a full complement of genres in their respecti ve oral
traditions" (Gossen 1974: vii) .
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... collections of the past that are commo nly or universally known in a given
culture ... [and] have been handed down for at least a few generations. (Finnegan
1992: 7)4

Finnegan also links oral tradition to folklore, which in this sense comprises the
traditional beliefs, stories and customs of a community passed on by word of
mouth. 5 Dundes, in his work The Study of Folklore (1965:2-3), refers to the work
of William Thomas who provides a lengthy discussion of the meaning of folklore,
a term which has provoked much debate and many differences of opinion since it
first came into use in 1846. According to Dundes, there are three main criteria for
defining folklore: firstly, folklore is a tradition without writing; secondly, the
spread of folklore occurs only from mouth to mouth; and thirdly, folklore passes
from one individual to another through gesture as well as speech. 6
In the Biboki setting, people always say, 'that is language' (nane uaba),
or 'that is the speech of human beings ' (nane lasi ntoman atoni) when they try to
identify the meaning of oral traditions. Another inseparable expression is
'performance like that [language] came from the early times' (moet le nan [uaba]
na 'ka kobaha palmelo). These three expressions basically refer to the tradition

4

See Henige (1982: 2).
Vansina (1965) argued that, by observi ng people' s daily lives, it is possible to underst and and
interpret all oral traditions.
6
For further discussion of the transmission of oral tradition , see also Botkin 1960, Vansina 1965,
Dundes 1965 , 1968 , and 1978, Coffin 1968 , Ben-Am os 1978 , 1981 , 1992, Dorson 1968 , 1973 ,
1978a-b-c, 1986, Kuipers 1990, Bauman 1992a-b , Blackin g 1992, Bao-Lin 1999 . Danand jaja,
who quotes from and expands on the ideas of Jan Harold Brunva nd ( a folklore expert from the
United States), argues that folklore is a part of the culture of a collecti ve of the people. It is spread
and passed down from generat ion to generat ion, regardless of the nature of the collective, both in
purely verbal form and with the use of body movem ents or mnemo nic devices (Danandjaja, 1994:
2-4). In this regard, oral tradition consists of popular languag e, traditional sayings, traditional
riddles, popular rhymes and poems, popular fiction in the form of myths, legends and fables, and
popular songs. Togethe r, these forms constitute the crystallization of a perspec tive, a body of
thought and spirit, and a strategy for the daily life of rural society.
5
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from the ancestors ' time. The word ' tradition' here suggests something connected
to the past, something which could vanish or is vanishing, and which must be
saved and revived. 7 In this sense, oral tradition is understood as the term used for
cultural heritage, which is handed down from generation to generation orally.
Two significant expressions in the local discourse of the people of Biboki are 'not
written down ' (ka matui fa), 8 and 'came from people's thought' (nem noko atoni
in mnauta). The first saying refers to all the traditions which the ancestors
bequeathed to the current generation. The second expression deals with the role
of 'mem ory', by which everybody can pass such oral traditions on to others.

Genres of oral tradition
I recorded examples of 27 distinct genres of Biboki oral tradition which, with the
help of local experts, I have categorized according to [1] name of genre, [2]
meaning, [3] level of speech, [4] appropriate performer, and [5] place in which
the genre can be performed (see Table 3.1). 9 A similar system of classification
was used for the first time by Gossen (1974, 1979) who offers a seminal analysis
of the cosmology, symbolism and verbal behaviour of the Chamula people in
southern Mexico, based upon his systematic collection of their oral tradition. 10
7

For further discussion of this point, see Anna- Leena 1999: 131.
Since it is not written down, people often say 'no charcoal and no name ' (ka ma-atu
ma ka makana) . In traditional custom , charcoal was used as a sign to remem ber an event.
9
This list was collected from local experts in the fieldwork site with the kind assistance
of Rafael
Baneo , Petrus Senu and Yosep h Afoan. These named genres of oral tradition vary
among the
Atoni Pah Meto depending on the dialect of uab Meta of the speake r; for instance,
'song while
pounding paddy ' (pangkalale), among the people of Insana - close neighbors of the
people of
Biboki - is known as mangkalalen (Usfinit 2003).
10
Gossen diligently classifies all genres within the framew ork of a folk taxono my in the
Chamu la
language. He distinguishes the following three general classes of language: firstly, ordina
ry and
conversation language (everyday language), which is restricted in use only by the
dictates of
everyday social situations, and by the gramm ar or intelligibility of the utterance;
secondly,
language for people whose hearts are heated , which is called the inspired language;
and thirdly,
8
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Three related words in the local language are significant in relation to the
people ' s categorization of the genres of oral tradition, as can be seen in Table 3 .1:
(1) ' language, speech ' (uab), 11 (2) ' information' (lasi), and (3) 'narrative' (etus).
Sometimes in everyday speech, people use these three words interchangeably,
and thus overlay the meaning of one word with that of another. Strictly speaking,
however, the first word, 'uab ', refers to speeches in general, while the second
word, 'lasi ', refers to the language of people who argue with others. According to
local discourse, lasi is often used to portray interactions between people who are
solving a problem. Put simply, the word lasi is used in relation to information
when people argue or debate with others to find a solution. Meanwhile, the third
word, etus, implies logically discussing a case in order to focus on the important
aspects.
Based on Table 3.1, a number of genres use the base form of 'langu age'
(uab), see nos.1-6: 'back language' (uab koetsa), 'humo ur' (uab manit), 'cynic al

language' (uab polin), 'origin account' (uab unu), 'advice, teaching' (uab noina),
and ' language of putting off trouble' (uab kaos ma 'fena). The following genres
incorporate the base form of 'information' (lasi)

12

:

nos.7-13: ' truth telling '

(talaes), ' problem solving' (laes piot), 'define a messa ge' (a 'at lasi), 'public

opinion' (lasi mfaun), 'origin argument' (lasi unu), 'mortuary affairs ' (talaes
nitu), and ' true information' (lasi bata). Two groups of genres are formed from

the base etus: no.14: 'narrative' (etus, or n 'eut), and no.15: ' origin myth of the
pure words or oral tradition (in contrast to everyda y language), which includes all the stable of
genres that comprise Chamul a oral tradition (see further pp. 50-51). He further categorizes these
genres in terms of time and space in order to provide an important key to understanding the style,
structure and perform ance of the people' s oral tradition (pp . 29-30).
11
According to local discour se, the word uab can mean ' language', as in uab Meto ' Meto
language ', and in this sense, means to give a 'speech ', or simply to ' speak'.
12
In uab Meto, the words laes and talaes are metatheses of lasi.
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land' (etus pah). Other genres, nos.16-29, use a variety of other terms, as can be
seen below in Table 3 .1.
Table 3.1: Named Genres of Oral Traditi on
Genre

Meanin g of
J?;enre name

Level of
speech

Perform er

Place

01. uab koetsa

back language

everyday speech

everyone

anywhere

02. uab manit

humour

everyday speech

everyone

anywhere

03 . uab polin

cynical
language
origin account

everyday speech

everyone

anywhere

extraordinary
speech
formal speech

extraordinary
person
hamlet head, or
elder and parent,
teacher
hamlet head or
elder

traditional house

04. uab unu
05. uab
noma

admonitions

06. uab kaos
ma'fena
07. talaes

language of
putting off
trouble
truth telling

08. laes piot

problem solving

09. a'at lasi
10 .lasi mfaun

defming a
message
public opinion

11. lasi unu

origin argument

12. talaes nitu
13 . lasi bata

performing
mortuary ritual
true information

14. etus/ n'eut
15. etus pah

ceremonial
speech
ceremonial
speech
formal speech

granary

traditional house

everyday speech

hamlet head or
elder
hamlet head or
elder
hamlet head or
elder
everyone

narrative

extraordinary
speech
ceremonial
speech
extraordinary
speech
everyday speech

extraordinary
person
hamlet head or
elder
hamlet head or
elder
everyone

16. mantekas

origin of the
land
riddle, puzzle

ceremonial
speech
everyday speech

extraordinary
person
everyone

anywhere

17. koat

shouting

everyday speech

everyone

anywhere

18. taben
/naben
19.nuun

folksong in
savannah
story, tale

everyday speech

adult

savannah

everyday speech

anywhere

20. kae nitu

lament

hamlet head or
elder
adult

21. ta'kobe

harvest song

22. pangkalale

song while
pounding paddy
[at the place of
mourning]
child
identification
song

23. tsi poin
anah

formal speech

ceremonial
speech
ceremonial
speech
ceremonial
speech

ceremonial
speech
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adult

granary
granary
appointed place
anywhere
traditional house
granary
granary
anywhere
granary

granary

adult [women]

Ibid and
garden
granary

adult

appointed place

also

24. ailaku
25. bonet
26. nsi loi
27 . takanab/
natoen

folksong and
folkdance
folksong and
folkdance
song of joy
poetic chant

formal
utterance
formal
utterance
formal
utterance
formal
utterance

poetic

adult

appointed place

poetic

adult

appointed place

poetic

hamlet head or
elder
hamlet head or
elder

appointed place

poetic

appointed place

The key purpose of this classification of oral traditions is to enable all Biboki
genres of oral traditions to be discussed through an analysis of their features, as is
further explained below. Following Gossen's approach (1974, 1979), I have
analyzed the genres into several categories which can be understood as the
dynamic of the tradition of the local people,

13

including several additional

features of genre classification.

General classification
Biboki people identify their speech as uab or molok to refer to the concept
expressed in English as 'language ' or 'speech'. They speak of 'daily language ' or
the 'daily version of language' (uab neno fai or molok neno fai) 14 when referring
to the kind of language that is used in everyday communi ty life. In this category,
the speech can be termed 'normal language' because of its use in people's daily
life. A number of genres: 1-3, 10, 14, and 16-19, are found in everyday language,
as can be seen in Table 3 .2 and Table 3 .5. The second level of speech in this
genre classification, 'ritual language ', does not merely refer to language used

13

This idea is inspired by Ben-Amos , who says that genres of oral tradition can be understood as
the dynamic of the tradition of local people. That is why, according to him, one who is learning
oral tradition should trace the origin of folklife of the ordinary people (Ben-Amos 19 81: xi, 215 ,
1992: 117). By arguing this, Ben-Amos highlights the importance of the context where an oral
tradition originated.
14
The uab Meto term neno fai literally means 'day-night' , which refers to everyday life. This term
can be replaced by neno-neno, which also means every day.
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during a ceremony 15 but also to all performances in a public place or at a formal
meeting. In this sense, ' ritual language ' can mean a speech which follows its way
or path' (molok natuin in lalan),

16

and includes ' extraordinary speech',

'ceremonial speech', 'formal speech' and 'poetry'. Numerous genres are
categorized in this respect, including 4, 5-9, 11-13, 15, and 20-27, as recorded in
Table 3.2 and Table 3.5.
The difference between the first and the second classification is merely
based on the time needed to make a proper preparation. One does not need much
preparation before employing the genres related to normal language. On the
contrary, before employing the genres of ritual language, one has to learn how to
express properly content of one's composition to an audience. Performance also
needs a sense of natural religion because most of these genres are used within a
ritual, and so they require preparation on the part of the performer. Since several
of these genres portray basic values important for many people in the community,
the performer has to learn their content and meaning.

15

Fox discusses in great detail the Rotinese ritual language (Fox 1971a, 1977b, 1988a-b-d, 1989a),
as does Kuipers for the Sumba (1990, 1998). In this classification, I would just like to introduce a
general consideration of both the daily version of language and ritual language. A detailed
explanation would actually need more research. This work is merely the beginning of long
journey into the recording of Biboki oral tradition.
16
This expression refers to the background of each play on language that is used when performing
a ritual or at any other formal meeting among the elders.
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Table 3.2: Genera l Classifi cation of Genres
Langua ge

G e

1. Normal Language

1. back language [uab koetsa} {l}
2. humor [uab manit} {2}
3. cynical language [uab polin} {3}
4. public opinion [lasi mfaun} {l 0)
5. narrative [etus, n 'eut} {14)
6. riddle, puzzle [mantekas} {16)
7. shouting [koat} {17}
8. folksong in savannah (taben, naben) {18)
9. story, tale[nu un} {19)

2. Ritual Language

n r e

1. origin account [uab unu} {4}

2. admonitions [uab noina} {5}
3. language of putting off trouble (uab kaos
ma 'fena} {6}
4. truth telling [talaes} {7}
5. problem solving [laes piot} {8}
6. defining a message [a 'at lasi} {9}
7. origin argument [lasi unu} {11}
8. mortuary affairs [talaes nitu} {12)
9. true information [lasi bata} {13)
10. origin of the land fetus pah] {15)
11. lament [kae niut} {20)
12. harvest song [ta 'kobe} {21)
13. song while pounding paddy [pangkalale] {22)
14. child identification song [tsi pain anah} {23}
15. folksong and folkdance [ailaku] {24)
16. folksong and folkdance [bonet} {25)
17. song of joy [nsi loi} {26)
18. poetic chant [takanab/natoen} {27)
This classification forms the foundation of further distinctive features, as can be
seen in the following analysis.

Level of speech and meaning of genre name
The key issue of this section is to analyze how local people express their thoughts
and feelings through the medium of articulate sounds. For this account, I have
classified all the genres of Biboki oral tradition into five categories: (1) everyday
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speech, (2) extraordinary speech , (3) formal speech , (4) ceremonial speech , and
(5) formal poetic utterance.

1. Every day speech

All the genres I classified as 'normal language' (Table 3.2) can be found in use in
daily life. Biboki people usually distinguish various genres of everyday speech ,
each of which will be discussed below.

a. U ab koetsa
The literal meaning of uab koetsa is back language, meaning a message that is
discussed in an informal way. That is why this genre could be named ' informal
information' . This is a specific type of common conversation where the truth is
not very much emphasized because the speaker is not brave enough to mention
the main point. This may be because the speaker does not know the exact details
about a recent issue. The main thought behind this genre is to direct people to act
carefully. The following are two examples of explanations of back language:
Example 1

01. Lo molka onle nane
02. fun bei ma nai sin

The speech like that
because [our] male ancestors and [our]
female ancestors
[We] never found anything [bad news)
[We] never found problems
but the speech like that
[We] have to be silent
[We] do not hear whisper
from the beginning
do not worry, the speech like that
It is not its cause

03. lo katitfa sa' nes
04. lasi-lasi katitfa
05 . mai ..... lo uabat
06. al aha he t' el aha
07. katitfa seof
08. na'ka kobaha
09. maut . .. lo lassa
10. ka onfa sa' a
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Examp le 2

01. F aim abe nae
02. lo ka sa'nafa
03. t'molka t'onne
04. kaisa tatatutan
05. fun le ahuntin
06. ontak bei ma nai sin

Long time ago
it was not its cause
speech was like that
do not expand [it to others]
because the earlier people
[our] male ancestors and [our] female
ancestors
passed it on to us
in order we ought not to disturb
[others]
[We] have to have a seat
do not lie

07. nateab naen sin neu kit
08 . he kaisa tmasepol
09. lo ala tokot buabok
10. kaisa tmabot

These texts indicate that even though the subject is not necessarily clear, the
speaker bases his/her speech on tradition by referring to the ancestors' acts and
things of the early times. The significant point to be noted here is that sometimes
the speaker does know the point of the speech, but he or she deliberately hides it
from the public.

b. _Uab manit
' Humour' (uab manit [2}) is a common type of genre that is deliberately intended
to make people laugh. This genre is an expression of self, and can be a type of
self-relief after experiencing the stress of difficulties in a community. There is no
formality in performing this humor. Sometimes humor can be a 'popular style of
language game' (aikalua) used in daily conversation. This is a form of joking and
is common among the people. This type of oral tradition is usually considered an
expression of joy and happiness between two or more people. It is also used to
express friendliness.
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Various expressions are linked to this genre, depending on the context of
the speaker. People simply say 'humour helps our work' (uab manit hele meppa
nao) , referring to the role of various of types of humour to support people' s

eagerness to work hard to strive for a better life in the future.

c. Uab polin
' Cynical language' (uab polin [3}) is a type of speech which involves symbolic
language. Sometimes it takes the form of sharp criticism which expresses certain
hidden meanings to the listener, who is encouraged to analyze and to understand
the meaning of the message. On special occasions, people use it as well to
'demean others in speech' (uab tamae atoni), which is a form of cynical language
that passes the message on to someone in front of other people in a cryptic way.
Therefore this genre aims to criticize certain figures of authority in society. This
genre is also used in a positive way, conveying good things through various
expressions. Often this genre is also expressed through the body language
(posture) of the person passing on the message.
The hamlet head may use this genre as an educational tool to teach people
about something meaningful and fruitful for life. The condition of the ancestors
in the early times can be portrayed in relation to the current situation just to
emphasize a particular point about community life. In this situation people use
' proverbs ' (laes lete), which occur symbolically in a community of people.
Twenty examples of uab polin are set out below.
Uab Meto
01 Titun kolo, polina belo
Ltr: guard bird, throw do wn monkey

Meaning
The relationship between a boy and a
girl with out first informing the
parents of both sides
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02. In onale maon amenat
Ltr: He/She is like a sick chicken

This is to describe a very silent and
sad person

03. Fit ma'koe , hae ma'nafa
Ltr: The diligent leg, the light feet

A person who is a diligent worker

04. Anin na'punu , hau noo natpen
Ltr: [We heard} the wind roar, the
leaves fly

This is to encourage people to save
their time and work hard

05. Faef ana ma'katu
Ltr: The small scabied pig

This is to describe a girl who is in a
proposed marriag e

06. Tasi nsae
Ltr: The full sea

Having a meal

07. N asenu sono f ane

Ltr: Exchange spoon and plate

The daily family life of a husband
and his wife

08. Sano na'noto , fane na'noto
Ltr: Spoons sound and plates sound

The daily problem s of a husband and
a wife

09. Hel tapoin noko nano nasi
Ltr: Withdrawing [someoneJ from
cliff and forest

This is to describe a successful
marriag e proposa l

10. Onal e asu f e ni taha tuana
Ltr: H elShe is like a dog having met
its master

A person who is very busy and
aggressive when handlin g specific
work

11. Onale beolna, tokotan mapius nok
un
Ltr: They are like monkeys for they
are always fighting

People who never live in peace

12. Nun ana nun asili, nasili natau
paha
Ltr: The small banyan tree with many
leaves covers all the land

The power of a hamlet head protects
all the villagers

13. Hi lo onale oni ntai hau
Ltr: They are noisy as the bees
gathering in a tree

They are very busy with a hard task

14. N aela onale bife anuin ike ma
atoni anuin fani
Ltr: That is like a woman who never

This portrays a very lazy person
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touches any spindle, and a man
who never touches any axe

15. Sekau es na'bae oe lof napet,
sekau es na'bae ail of nput
Ltr: Who plays with water will get
wet, and who plays with fire will
get burnt

Everyone must be responsible for
what he/she has done

16. Bife nae lulna onale kol kita lulun
Ltr: The lips of that woman are like
the parrot 's mouth

To describe a beautiful woma n

17. Meup on ate, tah on usif
Ltr: [We} work like a slave, [we} eat
like a king

Who works hard will obtain
satisfying results

18. Tnao tatuin opa, tapein alekot
Ltr: Walk on the road, [we} will get
good things

If you form a relationship with a
good person, it will be useful for your
future

19. N ahe nabenon, kabi namtek
Ltr: Mat is spread out, the sirih box is
presen t

The process of successful marriage
arrangement

20. Pua poat abit naija fatu
Ltr: The husk of the areca in a stone
land

This is to encourage the boys to
properly behave in order that they
can get a good woman in marriage

Notes: Ltr. stands for literal translation.
In contemporary society, this style of speech has strong moral implications for

those who listen. This genre is often used to attract people's attention. For
instance, if an elder is teaching a youth, he or she can use proverbs about a
particular style of animal life to encourage good behaviour in human beings.

d. Lasi mfaun
' Public opinion' (lasi mfaun [1 OJ) encompasses many issues. This style of speech
appears in particular phrases dealing with people in society. Sometimes people do
not totally believe a message expressed through this type of speech, even though
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it can contain some truth about the power of a name group (see T-19 Appendix 3).
People use 'various types of conversation ' (lasi neu huma- huma) to refer to this
genre. For instance, Aleks Manbait told me of the hard conditions in Biboki and
Insana in the early times when facing war 17 with the Belu people (T-19 Appendix
3). The following are 53 lines of this text.
304. Nbi oras ma tabu ma'neat nane
305. meo nako Biboki ma Insan
306. ka nabein fa ben

During that troubled time
the warriors from Biboki and Insana
could not attack their enemies

307. Oke
308. Maubes tuana noen ma nbonon
309. kanan usif-am af ma meo-meo
310. nbi pah Biboki ma pah Insan

Later
the ruler of Maubes summoned
all noblemen, elders and warriors
in the region of Biboki and Insana

311. N abuan nalali on nan
312. Maubes tuana naaiti lasi-mantotis
313. hit ok oke kit tmanlomin
314. he tnao teu Oenaem tuana
315. he toit tulun teune

After [they] had all gathered like that,
the ruler of Maubes said
we are all agreed
to go to the ruler of Oenaem
to ask help from him.

316. Fun to ma tafa,
317. amaf ma usif
3 18. oras 1e i
319. niun ma nah mate
320. nah ma'neat ma niun ma'neat

Since the people and community,
elders and noblemen,
during this time
drink and eat raw [things],
find it difficult to eat and drink.

321. Oke te

Then

17

Kruyt writes that in former times the island of Timor was continu ously disturbe d by small wars
(Kruyt 1923: 432). Previou sly, thirty years before, Zonder van (1888) wrote about Timor, of
which he mention ed a charact er in headhun ting known as ' Meo Lopo' (see as well T-21 Append ix
5). Zonderv an writes: "In deze oorloge n spelen de Meoe ' s, Orang-B ranie ' s of voorvec hters (bij de
Belonee zen Taux geheeten) eene belangr ijke rol. Hun naam ontleen en zij daaraan , dat de
maatreg elen tot en de beslissi ng van een gevecht grooten deels van hun beleid afhangen. Zij zijn
niet slechts aanvoer ders der krijgslie den, maar in zekeren zin ook priester s, omdat door hen de
troepen voor het begin van een krijgsto cht telkens gewijd worden. Hun aantal staat niet vast, maar
hangt af van de meerde re of mindere uitgestr ektheid van het rijk. In elk geval zijn er minsten s
twee: een Meoe Lopo , groote-, of oppervo orvecht er, en een Meoe Baoen of kleine voorvec hter.
Deze rangen, waaraan eenige voorrec hten verbond en zijn, zijn volgens Dr. Muller erfelijk. " [In
these wars the Meoe - red. Meo, meaning warrior - Orang-B ranies or champi ons (called Taux
by the Belunes e) play an importa nt role. Their name comes from the fact that the outcom e of a
fight largely depends on their leadership . They are not just leaders of the warriors, but in a certain
sense also priests, as they repeate dly bless the troops before the start of battle. Their number s are
not set, but depends on the size of the kingdom. In any case there are at least two: [1] Meo Lopo ,
great or upper champi on, and [2] Meo Baun or little champion. Accord ing to Dr. Muller, these
ranks, which carry some privileg es, are inherite d (Zonder van 1888: 355). T- 19 Append ix 3 and T21 Append ix 5 are passage s which deal with the identific ation of Meo Lopo .
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322. Maubes tuana nak
323. hit tleul sekau
324. he nao neu Oenaem tuana
325. es Noetoko
326. pah ma nifu Miom aof

the ruler of Maubes said
who are we going to send
to see the ruler of Oenaem
at Noetoko
in the land and the water of Miomafo

327. Ka titfa es
328. he na'hana'
329. ma ka tit fa es
330. he natae
33 I . Maubes tuana
332. oke te nakan ntein
333. hittat leul Pakaenoni
334. he nao neu Oenaem tuana
33 5. he nkae ma nikin
336. meo Lopo-Masu

Nobod y
said anything
and nobody
answered.
The ruler of Maubes
then said again
we will assign Pakaenoni
to go to the ruler of Oenae m
to cry and ask [for]
warrior Lopo-Masu.

337. Fun Pakaenoni lei
33 8. on atoni naek
339. ma on mone naek

Since this Pakaenoni
is a great man,
and as the eldest son.

340. Pakaenoni nan
341. onle take tak
342. monef ma atonef
34 3. nbi neno Maubes
344. ma funan Maubes

This P akaenoni
was addressed as
son and lord
in the sun Maubes
and moon Maubes.

345. Naheteb ma nakeseb lasi-toni

Once the talk was complete and
enough,
they all gathered.
[They] prepared
areca-nut and betel
placed in the betel and areca nut bowl
which was forwarded to
the sun Maubes and the moon Maubes
together with their sacred warriors
and together with their sacred people
who are Pupu and Tonbes
Fel and Taolin,
Hitu and Taboe

346. sin ok-oke bua-bua ok
347. Natua nan
348. maon mama ma pua mama
349. neu tio ma neu ok mama
350. ne' nanoebe neu
3 51. neno Maubes-funan Maubes
352. nok naen in meo leu'kin
353. ma nok naen in atoin leu'kin
354. es Pupu ma Tonbes
355. es Fel ma Ta'ole ,
356. Hitu ma Taboy
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This ·passage explains the challenge of the hard times in the Biboki and Insana
area (lines 304-306), based on sources among the people of Kuan Abun. 18 To
overcome the situation, the people of the two districts called a meeting (lines 307310) in order to raise the possibility of asking help from the ruler of Oenaem
(lines 311-315). The main reason to ask for the help was that the condition of the
people of Biboki and Insana was really difficult (lines 316-320). After deciding to
ask for assistance from the ruler of Oenaem, the people discussed who would go
to Oenaem (lines 321-330) and decided that Pakaenoni should becom e the
messenger (lines 331-334, 336-344). The passage then explains that the ruler of
Oenaem was asked to send one of his warriors, Lopo-Masu, (lines 335-336) to
join the local warriors of Biboki and Insana (lines 345-356). 19
On certain occasions, people have an expression that refers to public
opinion, 'the way to solve the problem cannot be found ' (tpi'be ka tapeinjefa). 20
This expression refers to a complicated and unresolved problem that confuses
people, usually because people have their own version of the issue. Thus it is said
that '[peop le have] various versions of language' (uaba huma-huma). 21

e. Etus
'Narra tive' (etus [14]) is a way of speaking with the single aim to let others know
about a significant message. The message can be about anything, especially
something interesting, exciting or encouraging, in the past or present or even in
18

Several name groups of Insana (Finsau , Metboki and Saijao) have different accounts of the hard
times of Biboki and Insana, which mention other warriors (Usfinit 2003).
19
The last ten lines (347-356) can be seen in the section Building a Traditional House, 5. animal
sacrific e in Chapter VIII.
20
There is another idiom to address this condition, ' we have no way out of the un-ending longing '
(pio-pio , mupeinko es me), which expresses a feeling of disappointment.
21
To prevent children from becomi ng liars, parents forbid their children to lie.
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the future. Etus recounts a continuous sequence of events. Etus also describes the
way people in a community share their own experiences with each other. There
are varieties of sharing, depending on the performer and the situation of the
people, but the person who leads the sharing needs to follow the traditions,
known as ' following the ancestors ' life style' (tatuin bei nai sin monin). Biboki
people believe that when someone explains something that happened in the early
times, the ancestors are present there among all the listeners. That is why people
should thoroughly prepare before performing this genre.
In local discourse, sometimes it is hard to tell 'public opinion' (lasi mfaun)
and 'narrative' (etus) apart. So the performer generally gives an explanation in at
beginning before proceeding to perform such genres. Below is a narrative
describing the hard times in Biboki, when the Belu people attacked the land of
Biboki and Insana, which is taken from the first 45 lines of T-25 Appendix 9
01 . Loro nok bai Hoar
02. Lakeku neonsaet
03. bah bes'a koten
04. biul bes'a koten
05. es neno saen ma funan saen
06. neno saen sakal ma funan saen
sakal
07. nok neno Biboki ma funan Biboki

Loro, with grandfather Hoar,
Lakekun sunrise,
behind the iron gate
behind the iron guard,
at sunrise and moon rise
at sunrise opposite and moon rise
opposite
jointly with the sun and the moon
ofBibok i.
Yesterday, taking over the land and
fighting the land,
the Biboki sun eats raw and drinks raw,

08. Afi nasikan pah ma natotan pah
09. neno Biboki nah mate ma niun
mate
10. natua nan maon mama ma pua
mama
11. neu tio mama mak ok mama

has offered betel and areca for eating

12. Nanoebe ben neu
13. neno Maubes ma funan Maubes
14. nok in moen leukina ma atoin
leukina
15. es Pupu ma Toenbes

[This news] has circulated to the
the sun/the moon Maubes ,
with their own sacred sons and sacred
people
such as Pupu and Tonbes ,

at the site of 'tio' and 'oko-mama '.
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16. Fel ma Taoli
17. Hitu ma Taboi

Fel and Taolin,
Hitu and Taboi.

18. N ok sin meo naekina ma sap a
Together with his great warrior and
naekina
great destroyer
19. es Meo Misa, Meo Keke, Meo Anin such as heroes Misa, Keke and Anin
20. Sumu ma Taslulu,
Suinu and Taslulu
21. Kase ma Tahmate
Kase and Tahmate.
22. Munoeba nfin
This news was further spread
23. meu ho biam ma ho talam
to your friend and partner
24. es neno Oenaem ma funan
which is the sun and the moon Oenaem
Oenaem
25. nbi leol nuku Oenaem
on the trunk of Oenaem orange
26. ma up nuku Oenaem
and on the trunk of Oenaem mango.
27. Nern mkaen kai ma niki kai
28. nbi noa bala ma pua bala

[He] came and wept and urged us
at origin place of coconut and the
origin place of areca
in the cave and foot-prints of Oenaem

29. nbi nupus Oenaem ma konot
Oenaem
30. le nasaleb nan ma nalukub nan

[came] to ask and to request.

31. Sin mane nu ma nai nu
32. es Us Olin ma Kaesnube
33. nok naen sin meonba ma sin
sapkina
34. nok amkina ma ainkina
3 5. on nefo ma on hala

They are two men and two lords
such as Us Olin and Kaesnube
with their own warrior and destroyer
with their own father and own mother
like mudhole and like a large group of
people
they walked, came and stepped
forward.
Until reaching the center of the land
and the center of the water
such as bounded doors and bounded
caves
the sharp buffalo horn and the sharp
horse nails
such as Subun and Atmen
Tika and Lapeo.
They have great heroes and great
guardians
they came earlier and appeared earlier
because the land has closed and the
water has closed
[they] came to the garden Obe palm

36. ona n'nao nemen ma ntael nem nen
37. Tea paha tnanan ma nifu tnanan
3 8. es eon mafutu ma toe mafutu
39. bijae sun a' iket ma bikaes kue
a' iket
40. es Subun nok Atmen
41. Tika nok Lapeo
42. Sin meo naekina ma sapa naekina
43. nu nahun nen ma ntael nahun nen
44. neu paha na' eka' ben nifu tna'
eka'ben
45 . neman ntea lel Obe ma tua Obe

JUlCe
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This passage is usually performed in front of the masculine post outside the
traditional house. The hamlet head explains that, in the hard times, Biboki people
had serious trouble with the Belu people (lines 1-7). Biboki land was occupied by
Belu, and warriors of Biboki fought against Belu's occupation (lines 8-11). To
overcome this local fighting, Biboki let their neighbour Insana know (lines 12-21),
after which both Biboki and Insana went to Noetoko in Oenaem (lines 22-26).
The narrative continues by explaining the delegation of the coalition of Biboki
and Insana who requested help 22 (lines 27-30). In response to this request, the
leader of Oenaem sent two nobles 'Us Olin' and 'Kaesnu be' (lines 31-36) to
support Biboki and Insana (lines 37-41 ). It is said before sending these two
nobles, the Oenaem leader first sent warriors to the area involved in the war with
Belu (lines 42-45). The narrative then continues to describe the hard times, as can
be seen in the rest of lines of the passage (see T-25 Appendix 9).
Another expression used to refer to narrative is 'explan ation' (talalap),
meaning to explain the details of a complicated series of events which has
occurred. Such a narrative can be used to explain a certain case or problem of a
person, a family, a name group, or people in society at large. The following is an
example of etus, which is also an explanation about the relationship between two
name groups, Neonbasu and Lakamnasi (see T-18 Appendix 2). Below are the
first 49 lines of this passage.
01.Lo hai Neonbasu mok Tua Laka es
ije
02. bonon kai mnak
03. Lakamnasi bo naleok
04. Neonbasu bo naleok

Yes, we are N eonbasu and Tua Laka
call us by name
Lakamnasi is also good
N eonbasu is also good

22

The narrator of this passage was Alex Manbait. That is why the 'us' in line 27 refers to the
Neonbas u name group. See further T-21 Appendix 5, and also the explanation about etus pah
below.
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05. kaha' te
06. Bi Kolo bo naleok
07. Bi Timo bo naleok
08. Tauab neu fun
09. Tua Laka in feasat nak
10. N ainoe he nanonbe,
11. natuin maneona, N ainoe ka
munon be fa.
12. Naino e mumta us Lakam nasi
13. fun natuin neu Bei Suni

or
Bi Kolo is also good
Bi Timo is also good
We talked since
Old man Laka occasi onally said
N ainoe is the one who guides them,
in fact, N ainoe does not guide them.
N ainoe is afraid of Lakam nasi
becaus e he 1s following Suni ' s
ancestors
walkin g out from Lanik' s ancestor.

14. poe nako N ai Lanik

Alex Manb ait
15. Lo maneo,
16. fun on sa' a,
17. N ainoe teka mtak
18. hit am'ina
19. Afoan N ainoe mane naek

That is right
for that reason
Naino e is called
our father
Afoan N ainoe was the eldest son

20. Un unu
21. ntokon bi Nokas -Kuatn ana23
22. oras lei
23. es Tutbaas
24. es nait bei Suni naek
25. in amfa Baneo Lakam nasi
26. in ainfa bei Pule mnasi
2 7. in feta naek
2 8. ne nahoin nan
29. feta nim ma mane teun
3 0. sin ok oke faon

Long ago
they sat at N okas and Kuatn ana
at this time
they lived in Tutbaas
[he] took Suni's eldest ancest or
the father is Baneo Lakam nasi
the mothe r is old grandm a Pule
she is the eldest daugh ter
she gave birth
to five daughters and three sons
eight of them in all

31. Feta nim nane esle
32. Suni Afoan Noe, Lupan Afoan
Noe,
33. Kusi Afoan Noe, Maol Afoan Noe,
34. Nena Afoan Noe.
35. Mone teun nane esle
36. bai Afoan Noe, Afoan Noe,
37. ma Beli Afoan Noe
3 8. me hi nuaki [Lakamnasi-N ainoe]
39. onle tak
40. hi maaiti n panim paen
41. man' aitin panim paen.

The five sisters are
Suni Afoan Noe, Lupan Afoan Noe

23

Kusi Afoan Noe, Maol Afoan Noe,
Nena Afoan Noe.
The three sons are
grandfather Afoan Noe, Afoan Noe
and Beli Afoan Noe
but the two of you [Lakam nasi-N ainoe]
have been said
to support each other
taking care each other.

This is the first place occupied by the people after the war against the Belu people.
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42. Oket in nansa'a t'nak moen feu
43. in bo nafe'as tnak moen feu
44. me on tak molok maneo-maneo
45. ka es in ama Nai Lopo
46. on ama Neonbasu
47. abitin Tubba-Ambau, ume Noaha24
48. mone i maneo-maneo
49. es mone nae: Abun -Saina25

But why is it called mother's brother
he often mentions mother's brother too
but the correct term is
supposed to be the lord Lopo
who is a N eonbasu tribe man
who lives at Tubba- Ambau , Noaha's
house
the true origins are
in outside there, at Abun Saina village

This passage explains the relationship between several name groups of Abun
village,

namely

Neonbasu,

Lakamnasi

and

Nainoe.

Based

on

the

misunderstanding of such relationships (lines 11-12), the speaker of the
Neonbasu name group gives a true account of the role of the Lakamnasi name
group (lines 13-14). To understand more about this connection, Alex Manbai t
explained the ancestors' lines for these three name groups, as can be seen in lines
15-49. The main purpose of this passage is to identify the relationship between
the Neonbasu name group and its close fellow name group the Lakamnasi, as can
be understood in the opening of the passage (lines 1-14). The passage then
explains further this networking by mentioning the current condition of life (lines
15-19) with links to the early times of the ancestors (lines 20-49). The portrait of
the networks between these two names groups can be compared to the analysis of
the 'marriag e inside' (matsao ntam) in Chapter VIII.

f. Mantekas

' Riddle' (mantekas [16})

26

is a puzzle genre that can be used anywhere and by

everybody. This oral tradition trains people to think critically and analogically,
24
25
26

This is the current eldest house of the Neonbas u name group.
This is the place where I recorded the materials.
See T-26 Appendix 10, which is elaborate d in the next chapter (Chapter IV).
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and to understand the real 1neaning or messa ge being given by the person telling
the puzzle. On the other hand, the tradition can be used as an instrument of
recreation to test people's skills. The following are several examples taken from
T-26 Appendix 10, 27 in which Q stands for question, and A for answer. After a
speaker asks a question, he/she promp tly says, 'what is that?'
Ql: Nsonu me ka soun' a fa
n'amb e me ka aomta fa
nsene me ka hau sen' a fa
Al: nitba

Sent but not as a consignment,
wrapped but not as a parcel,
planted but not as a plant.
corpse, mortal remains

Q2: A tonnes in neuk sisi
nekba in nuifa
oket nesna npoelne
oket inan nhoekun
A2: nin 'a

A person who eats meat [flesh],
eats only the bone
then the meat is thrown away
then it melts by itself.
candle

Q3: Atone boes nao he napoan bib lus
oke t' atoni faon ka napeinfa
alaha atoni nua et napein
A3: tlik hutu

Ten people went to hunt deer,
eight people did not get any,
only two people got some.
seeking lice on the head

Q4: Muit me es nmui sunan es haena?
A4: maon naija

Which animal has horns on its feet?
the rooster

Q5: Atoni mese napau
neik hanu mese
neu esu nu
A5: bijaela nlaem in pana' bolna

There is someo ne who pound s
with a rice pestle
on two mortars
cow licks its nose hole

Q6: Atonnes naaiti bendera,
mnaot 'ina ban mofun!
A6: bikaes 'a nak te

There is someone who hoists a flag
dropping gold!
a horse defecates

Q7: Nok noka sobalba bilu
nenba nmaeb sobalba mtasa
A7: unsa

In the mornin g clad in green,
in the evening clad in red.
chili

27

This genre usually appears during the time of mournin g for the death of a person, as describ ed
in the next chapter. An explana tion of riddles can be found in the section Harmon y and
disharmony with the universe in Chapter IV.
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Q8: Atoni mese nbah bahna
me kana eukfa
tala ntea nmaet!
A8: bijaela in sunna
Q9: Atoni nmaet masuba
naijana nmaet masuba neu me?
A9: tfasi nimka nbi oela

Someon e was working his fence
but [this fence] never finished
until death is.
the horn of a cattle
People bury the dead
dead soil buried where?
wash hands in water

QlO: Nok noka Atoin poa muti
neon mabe Atoin poa metan
A 10: hau kaes 'a in Juan mneana

In the mornin g white skin people,
in the evening black skin people.
papaya seed

Q 11: Atoni mese oet nuifa
oket napein huna;
n'oet bnoko
napein funna nok oela
A 11 : npoes noah

Someon e cut bone
then found grass,
cut a mounta in
found the moon with water.
peel coconut

Q12: Atoni teun ntupan
sin na'nak neu hal'a haena
Al2:pa kufnun afuana

Three people sleep,
their heads placed at the bed legs.
resin torch

Q 13: Bnao nua nasaeba kiu
Al 3: luek te 'e

Two planes carry tamarin d.
ear wax

Q14: Nhaob es Insan
nakaul es Biboki
A 14: tabnin a bas

Cloudy in Insana area
rain in Biboki area.
rolling cotton

Q15: Atoni mese nao tmana' hae
faen nem mana' nim
A 15: tsen pena ma tsek pena

Someon e goes, we hold the foot
upon return, we hold the hand.
plant and harvest corn

Q16: Otbes nasaeba ha masi lahan nua
A:panp elba

A car only holds two sacks of salt.
snot

Q 17: Atoni mese nao
nablae taen bikase
Al 7: Hutba nbi nakak naofna

Someon e walks
on a horse rope.
lice run in the hair

Q 18: F aef ainfa nahoin in anhina

When the female pig gives birth to its
offspring,
they bite
if grown
they do not bite again.
alang-alang grass

oket sin nasauni n
kalu na' naenben
ka nasauni n fa ben
Al 8: hu musba
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Ql9: Pau meto han oe
A 19: tap au ane ma tahan mnes

Pounded dry, boiled with water.
pounded paddy and boiled rice

Q20: Pau oe han oe
A20: tapau pena ma tahan mak pau

Pounded with water, boiled with water.
pound corn and cooked corn, jagung
base

Such riddles are used at the time of mourning and are performed near the house
of the deceased. Riddles convey a sense of how local people conceptualize the
world; for instance, they express their understanding about human beings in
general (Q9), about death and corpses (Ql), about people' s daily life (Q3), about
animals (Q4-6, 8), about flora and fauna (Q2, 7, 13-20), and about the family and
public life (see further versions of riddles in T-26 Appendix 10).

g. Koat
' Shouting' (koat [17}) is a special form of calling when a person is traveling on
the road and wants to tell something to someone else or to communicate to others
on the road across garden areas. Koat is a very short speech with a special
message to follow. Generally this is a type of self-expression and self-awareness
for a person traveling alone to a certain place, known as 'shoutin g to let people
know' (koa ' hanas). Throughout the whole area of the savanna of Timor Island,
people perform this genre with the aim of contacting others. Its is known as
' calling to let people know ' (tkoa he ta 'sine atoni) and ' letting the ancestors
know ' (ta 'sine bei ma nai sin). When alone, a person will shout and his/her voice
is an indication to other people of his/her whereabouts. This is called the ' signal
of shouting' (koa ' takas), which aims to let other people know that the person
shouting is a good person who will not harm people or do anything dangerous.
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Anothe r form of shoutin g, ' strong screami ng' (koa ' mus), is a form of shoutin g
used to inform people about sad or bad news.
Among other types of shoutin g is 'good news shoutin g' (koa ' mlile) when
people express their feeling of joy for good news that has already come, and this
is often accomp anied by dancing. In addition, when watchin g bonet dancing,
people also perform this type of shouting. In contrast, if one gets bad news, he or
she can perform a kind of shoutin g known as 'shoutin g for fear' (koa mtaus) in
the hope of asking others' help. If people hear thunder which is the sign of the
first rain of the year, they do koa solis, meanin g shoutin g to encoura ge others to
prepare the garden for planting seeds. When night comes and the hamlet head has
to let people know of a messag e dealing with the governm ent, he perform s
' shoutin g for governm ent' (koa' lis or koa plenat) to convey such a message .
There is another type of shoutin g known as 'huge shoutin g in praise of a person'

(koa palate), which is used when welcom ing a leader. Table 3.3 lists these
various types of shouting.

Table 3. 3: Types of Shoutin g
Uab Meto
01. koat
02. koa ' hanas or koa tasine atone
03. koa ' takas
04. koa ' mlile
05. koa mtaus
06. koa ' solis
07. koa ' lis or koa plenat
08. koat palate

Transla tion
ordinar y shoutin g
shoutin g to let people know
signal shoutin g
good news shoutin g
shoutin g for fear
shoutin g of the first rain
shoutin g for governm ent
shoutin g in praise of a person

--- ---------- -- ------ - - - ------ - -------------- ----
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h. Taben/Naben
'Folks ong in the savannah' (taben /naben [18}) is a genre in the form of songs
(folksong), especially soft gentle songs sung by a traveller in the savannah. These
songs are usually performed to express a feeling of homesickness, described as
'[He/she] is thinking about [his/her] hamlet' (nekna namna u nan in kuana) or
'thinking of friends' (namnau nan in biana), or to express hope for a better
future. 28 The language used in such songs is usually about the land, which may be
unproductive but has a value and meaning for the singeL This genre can be an
instrument for people to express their feelings of happiness and joy in a
community, though sometimes people may also use it to express their feeling of
sadness because of some misfortune, known as 'perfor ming folksong and then
becoming sad' (nabenam nait nsai !um). The singer is free to compose
meaningful words, 29 which can be about the process and stages of the history of a
name group, or the expression of his own understanding of the ancestors' epoch.

i. Nuun
'Story or tale' (nuun [19}) is a genre related to a certain type of story about a
particular event, usually involving fauna-flora and the universe, and containing
fruitful meanings and educational values for human beings. The distinction
between etus and nuun is that etus are stories or supposed factual accounts about
human beings while nuun are sometimes stories about animal habits or about

28

People who are in the savanna h with their goats or cows often perform this genre. If others hear
the perform er's voice from a long distance, they immedi ately rememb er events of the past.
29
Once when I was in the savanna h near one of the hamlets in Biboki with my uncle, he
compos ed a song while telling me stories about an extraordinary catastrophe that he had heard
about from his grandfather. At the end of the story, he told me about the wisdom of the ancestors
who looked after the environment.
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personified natural objects. Thus nuun can be both stories about human beings
and animal habits or personified natural objects. In this case, nuun are often used
to evaluate indirectly current conditions. This is known as 'perfor ming a tale in
order to direct' (tanuum he tatan). Elderly people such as grandparents have more
credibility as storytellers as they have more experience and wisdom because of
their age.
An example of this genre is the story about Tae Nena and Malafu Nena,
the first settlers of Biboki, 30 who are seen as the originators of the formal name of
the raj a of Biboki. According to this old story recounted from the ancestors' time,

Tae Nena came from the east, and Malafu Nena from the west. People refer to
them as a single entity, together 'one sister/ / one brothe r' (feat mesellmaen mese).
This implies that these two people becam e a single being.
Originally, they met each other in Biboki, and their main task is portrayed
as looking after the realm and providing everything for future generations of
people. Incredibly, after their death, nobody knows where they were buried,
because the story says that the Supreme Being took them into the sky. The first
character, Tae Nena, then changed into the sun, which was tasked with looking
after the earth, and the second character, Malafu Nena, changed into the moon
and stars to provide calm and prosperity. From that time on, the ruler of Biboki
has been referred to as 'the Biboki sun // the Biboki moon' (Nena Bibaki II Funan

Bibaki), not only to remind people of the ancestors of the ruler of Biboki but also
to highlight the position of the raja of Biboki as the ambassador of the Supreme
Being, who could attract these two deities to settle in 'the centre of the area // the

°For further discussion see T- 8: The Passage about the origin of Tamkesi section The Unique

3

Characteristic ofTamk esi in Chapter V.
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middle of the water' (paha aisutin II nifu tnanan) ,3 1 which is the district of Biboki.
This naming system refers as well to the idea that the raja watches over the realm
of day and night. According to local discourse, the place where the ruler is
currently settled is a source from which everybody can obtain natural ' strength'
and ' power ' .
Some stories of the area explain that if there are disputes among the
people for any reason, one way to resolve these is to approach the masculine post
in front of the palace in Tamkesi. ' Put your hands upon this stone, and look to the
east, the rising sun, and then, look to the west, the setting sun. Perform this with
full attention in order to request help from the ancestors', it is said.

2. Extraordinary speech

The word 'extrao rdinar y' here refers to 'official discourse' at important meetings
involving someone who is able to perform the genre. The perfor mer of this type
of speech normally has an official role in the community, which increases the
impact of the message. There are three genres of oral tradition in this category,
nos 4, 11 and 13: (1) ' origin account' (uab unu), (2) 'origin argum ent' (lasi unu),
and (3) 'true information' (lasi bata). Only certain people have the special status
and sufficient standing in the society to perform these forms of speech. Those
31

Biboki people regard ' centre' and ' middle ' as an official place where ' the flow of life' came to
the reality of life. The uab Meto phrase paha aisutin can be paha usan ' the navel of the land // the
navel of the waterhole ' (pah a usna II nifu usna) referring to the lord of the land. In this respect,
people believe that the lord of the land resides in the centre of the land // the middle of the
waterhole (paha aisutin II nifu tnanan) . In daily discourse, a leader - in this case the lord of the
land - should be present among his people (in the middle of the people) , i.e. live in the centre of
the area. The middle and the centre are seen as the strategic location from which the whole area
can be reached. In relation to this concept of place, I refer to Needha m' s view about head hunting ,
where he explains in great detail that the skull might in some way be regarded by the ordinary
people as ' a centre of power' (Needham 1976: 79). I would like to link the terms ' middle' ,
' centre', and ' head', which Biboki people use to address the official place, as forming the power
centre of a living community.
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included in this category are elderly people who have experience in social life,
and those who have a great knowledge of the past. These genres convey what is
believed to be true information that is given to people as guidance for both their
own lives and on behalf of the community. If mistakes have been committed,
people pay attention to such speech to solve their problems.

a. Uab unu
This genre deals with the origin speech of the ancestors. It is extremely difficult
to learn this type of speech. However those who claim that they have inherited
their ability from the ancestors can perform this genre. Sometimes a performer of
this genre does not act by himself or herself, but on behalf of a well-known
ancestor. Biboki people call the performer of this genre '[he or she] who speaks
on behalf of the ancestors' (nauuab neik bei ma nai sin human sin matan). The
power of the ancestors will support the performer to explain in great detail all the
issues regarding community life in a society. Performers of rituals display this
type of genre.
Examples of this genre are to be found in a speech where the performer
uses the following words: afi-unu, unu, mabe nae, and na 'kakobaha, as can be
seen in the next explanation.

b. Lasi unu
The ' origin argument' (lasi unu [11})

32

literally refers to an archaic type of

argument about the early times of the people (see T-3 in Chapter III, and T-19
Appendix 3). Another name for this genre is ' trunk speech' (uab uj). In this type
32

Amanuba n people use the term uab ufto refer to 'words of origins' (Mc William 2002: 101).
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of speech, people mention all the acts and events that are linked to the people
from the early times. Sometimes this can be a lesson about the ancestors'
behavior, in the hope that the current generation will follow the same path as the
ancestors has done. The purpose of this tradition is to pass on meaningful stories
of the past to the new generation. These stories have a moral implication and
impart wisdom. 33 This type of oral tradition supports people by giving them
information about the earlier process of social interaction among kin groups and
the ancestors. Only certain people can pass this tradition on to others; those who
have the right to perform this genre are those who have sufficient status to be
believed by the people.
In the classic form of this genre, the speaker always uses the following
expressions to begin the speech:
Uab Meto
01. Un unu 34
02. Afi unu 35
03. Afi mabe nae
04. Le bei ma nai sin nateab naen
05. Alaha on nbi neon ahunut
06. Lo on fe ' ka nema ntea ije
07. Neon ahunut ma fai ahunut
08. Olas makenat ma tabu maotes
09. Fe' tah mate ma tiun mate
10. Pah amaunu ma nifu maufinu
11. On nabelak nalael sin
12. Fun afi 36
13. Natuin le neno nae

Literally translation
Long time ago
Yesterday, long time ago
Yesterday, at that night
That the ancestors put already
In the early time only
That they not arrived here yet
The earlier day and the earlier night
War time and hunting time
[We] still eat raw and drink raw
The angry land and the troubled water
That they [ancestors] put it [here]
Because yesterday
Following that day

33

The best example discussed is Appendix 9, in which an informant describes all the daily aspects
of people's lives, not only in the early times but also in the current life of people.
34
For further discussion of this, see line 9 ofT-21 Appendix 5.
35
See for example Text 1 The Passage about the first settler of Biboki in the section An Early
Source in Chapter II, and also Text 9 In the beginning in the section How to build a hamlet in
Chapter VI.
36
See Text 8 The Passage about the Origin of Tamkesi in the section The Unique Characteristics
of Tamkesi in Chapter V.
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The distinction between ' origin account' (uab unu) and ' origin argument' (lasi
unu) is that in the first, the performer acts on behalf of the ancestors; in the

second, the performer acts on his or her own behalf when explaining important
things to others. They are used to show that the speaker is recalling the origin
argument (lasi unu) or explaining an origin account (uab unu) to identify the
current perspective on life.

c. Lasi bata
This genre of lasi bata can be used by the people to overcome a problem. The
moral force of this genre is so strong that all the opponents should obey the
decision made in this problem solving process. In the local discourse, the process
of lasi bata can be called 'problem resolution' (tafekan lasi), which can be
referred to as laes piot [8]. However, lasi bata needs more attention to make a
thorough decision - based on many witnesses - to understand the kernel of the
trouble.
All the insights of lasi bata should be followed without asking too many
questions. If participants reject the insights arising from these genres of oral
tradition, they will experience condemnation as a result of their actions. In the
process of decision making , ' true information' is used to solve a particular
problem .

3. Formal speech

From a local perspective, formal speech refers to a situation in which many
people are present to hear a remarkable message from a performer who is
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speaking on behalf of the community. Generally this genre is conducted in front
of the hamlet head, his assistants and all the people. This category includes the
genres: 'advice, teaching' (uab noina [5}), ' problem solving' (laes piot [8}), and
'defining a message' (a'at lasi [9}).

a. Uab noina
'Admo nition s' (uab noina [5}) is a genre used in the traditional act of looking
after the younger generation. 37 Youth groups are directed to follow tradition by
performing this genre. The younger generations should be encouraged to follow
and imitate (mnao mutuin) the steps of the ancestors. The hamlet head highlights
this message when performing a ritual, in the hope that all the name group
members will follow it. This genre can be used by parents to educate their
children at home, and also by teachers at school to direct pupils. The content of
this genre - if it is conducted by a hamlet head - is passed on with the hope that
those present follow the good conduct of the ancestors (bei ma nai sin moek
alekot) and the sayings that are inherited from generation to generation, known as

'sound heritage // mouth heritage' (han bela II fef bela). Here is an example of
. 38
ua b nozna
Parents to boys

01. Al alaha tmeup lele ma thao muit
02. kaisa mlaob ma kaisa mupeh
03. ka tamnono tok atoen apehet
04. mu' lo'o moko atoen abakat ma

[You have to] work in the garden and
feed animals
do not wander aimlessly and do not be
lazy
do not be friends with those who are
lazy
keep your distance from thieves and

37

As a good comparison, see the section Idiom, metaph or and simile in Chapter IV.
For further discussion, see T-3 Statements of the directing idiom (khat noina) section Idiom,
metaph or and simile in Chapter IV.
38
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amleut
05. mum taus atone in an fetba ma in
fela
06. mupen lek leko bife a e' ot, tle mtoit
he msaobe
07. mpanat ho nimam ma haem

bad people
be respectful of others ' daughters and
others ' wives
be careful with girls to seek a good
partner
take care with your hands and feet

Parents to girls

01. M ' eo ' ma' tani, musun ma mteon

Work hard: spinning and makin g
garments
washing and cooking properly
keep your distance from lazy girls
do not wander aimlessly, be ready at
home
after receiving a letter [from a boy]
then arrange to marry [him]
do not lie
be arespectful with others ' s husbands
do not steal

02. mfaes ma muhan lek leko
03. mu' lo ' o moko bife apehet
04. kaisa mlaob, mtok mubala uemla
05. atone nfe ko sulat, le m ' ulus he
msaobe
06. ka mu' nif fa
07. mumtausan atone in moenla
08. kaisa mubak

Hamle t head to all the villagers

01. Mutuin bei ma nai sin helat
02. mtam meu uem fam, he mupei n
manikin oetenen
03. kaisa mmoe lafu-lafu
04. mutuin lasi hadat hele moin leko

Follow the ancestors ' tradition
Enter the traditional house in order to
gain coldness and coolness
Do not act without clear intentions
Obey the tradition in order to gain a
good life
Do not lie
Act with love and do good.

05. kaisa mubutab
06.mo netmm anekle kleko

Many items can be used to advise the younger generations as an extention of this
genre.

b. Laes piot
' Problem solving' (la es piot [8}), on the one hand, is a genre that is similar to
' defining a message' (aat lasi [9}), or ' narrative' (etus/n 'eut [14}). On the other
hand, it is specifically focused on solving a difficult problem. The technique used
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is to find the connection between two cases, so that the essence of the problem
may be recognized. This is a unique feature of this geme. Problem solving strives
to identify the foundation of the problem. If people fail to identify the kernel of
such a problem, they often say, ' searching and finding until nothing can be
found ' (pio-pio ka tapeinfa), which refers as well to a difficult situation where
people do not seek to overcome a problem.

c. A' at lasi
This geme of 'defini ng a message' (a 'at lasi) is quite similar to the geme of
'proble m solving ' (laes piot), however here, performers never intend to seek the
essence of a problem. They just discuss an issue, known as ' they are discussing'
or 'they are debating' (sin nma a 'an), and sometimes in ordinary speech people
merely use the expression 'they speak' (sin namolkin). 39 During the discussion
people base their speech - in this sense their arguments - on the ancestors' time
to support their position when they argue with others. In the frame of arranging a
social life, all the outcomes of this process becom e formal policies and statements
which mark the identity of a name group in terms of building the best paradigm
for a community. That is why people have to take care with all the decisions
arrived at through this type of speech.

39

The sentence ' they speak' or ' they talk' (sin namolkin) comprises the third person plural form.
The declension of the uab Meta verb is as follows: ' I speak' (au umolok, or au uuab), 'you speak'
(ho mumolo k or ho muuab), 'he or she speaks' (in namolo k or in nauab), ' we speak' (hai mimolo k
or hai miuab), ' you speak' (hi mimolo k or hi miuab), ' they speak' (s in namolkin or sin nauabnin) .
To show respect for somebo dy [singular] - which is the polite way of speech - Biboki people do
not use the expression 'you speak' (ho mumolo k or ho muuab), but they use 'we speak' (h it tauab,
or hit tamolok), which indicates that the listener is involve d in the current speech.
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4. Cerem onial speech

In Biboki, 'ceremonial speech' refers to the genres of oral tradition that involve
contact with the ancestors and the Supreme Being. 40 That is why all the genres
that are categorized in this level of speech are displayed within a ritual process,
which needs a special performer with throrough knowledge of the content of such
genres.

a. Uab kaos ma'fen a
'Language of putting off trouble' (uab kaos ma'.fena [6]) is a genre used as a tool
to seek a proper way out of a particularly difficult situation. This genre is
performed to help those people experiencing a serious problem within the
community, for instance: serious diseases, natural disasters, conflict and
difficulties. Below is an example of this genre recorded from Petrus Senu.
01. Hoe au bei ma nai sin
02. neno ij e hai eim
03. he miteut ma mi ni
04. fun le menas ma bunuk
05. a .... ije lo alaha
06. hai mhaloan neuba kit
07. mfeman kai ao mina ma ao leko
08. ije on saa mututan mane
09. neu apinat ma aklahat
10. a.. nane le amoet ma apakaet
11. he nasanut kai manikin
12. ma nasanut kau oetene
13. mumnau man ho ate kai
14. utusib onale ije ma uteab onale ije

Greetings, my male ancestors and
female ancestors
today we come
to offer [sacrifice] and to request
because of the disease and curse
[we have] no hope in the world
we depend on you only
give us sound body and good body
we hope you can pass it on
to the radiant and the dark
who created and looks after [the world]
in order [he can] give us coolness
and give us coldness
think of us your slave
this is our request and this is our

40

This level of speech can be compar ed to the ideas that Fox (1988a, d) elabora ted in his work
among the Rotines e about ritual languag e. See also Kuipers ' work ( 1990) in Sumba, Eastern
Indones ia.
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message
[neu mheo ........ ]
[killing the animal]
This genre is also called ' unburden the mouth ' (kaos fefa) referring to the acts of
the hamlet head who works hard to remove diseases and curses from anybody
who comes and asks help. After performing this prayer, the hamlet head kills an
animal - usually a big pig or cow - which will later provide a feast for all. This
killing is known as ' giving coldness' (t 'hanik), which relates to forgiveness from
the ancestors, while asking for support from the present people.

b. Talaes or nalaes
'Truth telling' (talaes or nalaes [7]) is a genre found in formal ceremonies at an
appointed place dealing with complicated cases in a community, for instance a
land dispute, a long debate over the possessions of a name group, a dispute about
village treasure and so forth. To solve these problems, this genre is used to
express the truth of the case by telling of certain historical events in the past. In
contrast to 'true information' (lasi bata [ 13 ]), this genre is practiced when there is
a conflict of interest among people, whereas 'true information' generally deals
with old traditional disputes. To ' clarify' (palesek) problems and determine who
is wrong and right in the context of conflict, people use 'truth telling ' (talaes or
nalaes). Talaes nitu is an example of ' truth telling ' .

C.

Talaes nitu

' Performing mortuary ritual ' (talaes nitu [12]) is a ceremonial speech conducted
by the hamlet head and elders to arrange all the activities relating to the dead and
the role of the living. While some people (mostly women) are crying near a
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corpse, the elders gather at the lopo to discuss burial arrangements and other
related matters. The elders also discuss what all families should do at this special
time. All the family members of the dead person discuss who can bring garments
to cover the dead person, and who will provide rice, animals, palm juice and any
other ritual necessities on behalf of the dead person. An important point to be
noted in this process is that each person is identified by what they bring to
support the needs of the mortuary rituals.

d. Etus pah
'Origin of the land' (etus pah [15}) is mostly used when performing the annual
ritual at a traditional house. This ritual usually begins by telling a story based on a
myth or legend that can lead people to understand the origin of the land. 41 People
link the story or tale of the original land to a character or figure who has an
important role in the area. At several events I attended at the traditional house,
people told the stories about their origins and how they regard their land. Based
on local discourse, this tradition involves narration about how the name group
was formed, step by step, tracing the times, events and places where the ancestors
of the name group initially came from. In other words, people recount a
travelogue in order to identify the origins of their name group as, for instance, in
T-9 In the Beginni ng in Chapter VI.
This genre is considered to be a kind of story telling which informs people
about the existence and uniqueness of their name group. The person relating the
story is usually a leader of the name group or an elderly person who has special
41

Middelkoop (1931) repeats the story about the origin of Lafu Nena who, in the beginning came
into the world. Kruyt (1923) wrote about Tae Nena, a character in the mytholog y of the Atoin
Meto people (See the section An early source in Chapter II) .
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authority within the name group. People of a named group are proud to recall the
significant characters of the past. As an example, see the history of 'Warrior
Lopo ' in T-21 Appendix 5, verses 1-69 in Chapter VIII, and the following, which

is another 58 lines (verses 70-128) of the same passage.

I

70. Oenaem
71 . on teme neken
72. ma on meo neken
73 . es sonfa nan an
74. ma es paon'a nanan
75. in kuson
76. ma in laubon

Oenaem
as the place for hawks
and the place for warriors
inside the palace
and inside the residence
he lives
and he stays.

77. Afi eim moko nae
78. fun natuin atotis
79. ma fun atanas
80. nkaen kai ma nniki kai
81. nako Maubes tuana
82. es le
83. Ins an tuana ntokon
84. nbi Faini tnanan
85 . ma ntoko nbi Maubes tnanan
86. nok in meonba
87. esle nake tnak:
88. Sumu -Taslu lu
89. Kase -Tah Mate

Yesterday [we] came from there
because someone asked
and because someone pleaded
wept and urged us
from the ruler of Maubes
that was
the ruler of Insana who sits
amidst Fainit
and amidst Maubes
together his warriors
they are called
Sumu -Taslu lu,
Kase - Tah Mate.

90.Me
91. sin ka nabeinfa Belu
92. es nhelnan
93. pah Insan biana
94. ma pah Biboki biana
95. Oket neman ntean
96. noe Keun ma noe Tatok
97. es neik nakat

But
they were unable to fight Belu
who had confiscated
half of the Insana land
and half of the Biboki land
Then [they] came as far as
Keun river and Tatok river
as a boundary.

98. Onan nkaen Oenaem tuana
99. es naket nak Kono-Oematan
100. fun sin nah ma' lelat
101. ma fun sin niun ma' lelat

Then they wept to the ruler of Oenaem
it is called Kono-Oematan
because they ate in hardship
and also drank in hardship.

102. Pua' laek kai

They asked us with an areca-nut
ceremony
and asked us with a betel ceremony
we were sworn and examined

103. ma maon lae'kai
104. su' an ma ntanun kai
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105. le mitik pah
106. ma le' mitik nifu
107. Le nahat kolneken
108. ma ninut kolneken
109. ne' pah Insan ma pah Biboki
110. mhel mane na'ko atoin Belu

then we spread out sideways to the land
and we spread out sideways of the
water.
Those who ate well
and drank well
then Insana and Biboki land
we stole back from the Belu people.

111. Maen meik batsam
112. es Usapi Bonain
113. ma noe Kakeu
114. natuin hai ama mnasi
115. esle Liklao Bnani
116. fuf ton na npea
117. ma nui banna nam iup

We ran to carry the border
to U sapi Bonain
and Kakeu river
because our ancestor
that was Liklao Bnani
cracked his skull
and his bones were broken

118. Mi'sae ma'leo
119. ma ma'lei bus ken nafu
120. suni - Kono Smala
121. le on kesbat esle hai
122. ma atonjat esle hai
123. on meo naek kai
124. ma on sap a naek kai

We carried the sabre
and we brought the rifle
the sabre of Kono Samala
who was bold as we are
as manly as we were
as a great warrior
and as a great destroyer.

125. Mibenat pah
126. ma mibenat nifu
12 7. ne paha naeken
128. ma paha nmanuaben

[We] expanded the land
and [we] expanded water
so that the land became large
and the land became wide.

This passage deals with the original land of Oenaem (lines 70-76), which became
an important place to the Kuan Abun people of Biboki and others nearby the area.
The remarkable role of Oenaem is linked to the hard conditions that occurred in
Biboki and Insana (lines 77-89) when, despite all their strength, they were
conquered by the Belu people. The coalition of Biboki and Insana then asked for
help from the ruler of Oenaem, since the Belu people occupied the entire area of
Biboki and half of Insana (lines 90-97). The ruler of Oenaem promptly agreed to
support the coalition and successfully cleared the Belu people out of the area and,
more than that, chased the Belunese to Usapi Bonain (lines 98-113), under the
leadership of the commandant Liklao Bnani (lines 114-117). The passage further
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tells that the local people are proud of the efforts of the ancestors in expanding
their area.

e. Kae niut
'Lame nt' (kae nitu [20}) is a special type of song for a dead person. All the
performers follow a set rhythm with a beautiful melod y so that the waves of the
sounds of crying touch the heart because of the expression of sadness at the death
of a loved one. During the performance of this genre, those persons who are
mourning the dead usually recount the good actions of the dead person when still
alive. 42 This detailing of the identity of the dead person becomes the way to
respect the dead and also an elaboration of the local people 's view of the present
life and life after death. 43 The content of the lament can also be an affirmation for
the people left behind that one day they will also experience death. 44

f. Ta'kob e

The 'harve st song' (ta 'kobe [21J) is a style of oral tradition practiced during
thanksgiving events, especially at maize harvest time (tsek pena). Anoth er term
for ta'kobe, used by the people of Miomafo, is oebanit. This is also a kind of
folksong sung as an expression of joy and happiness because of the fruitfulness of
the year's harvest. Usually the song is performed in a group in a field when the

42

While guarding the corpse, people play ' scattering the beans' (pisi koto), which is a type of
traditional game that is commo nly played during mourni ng for the recently decease d prior to
burial. This game helps to keep the mourners awake, and anyone can play it.
43
This will be further explained in the section A meditation on humanity in Chapter IV.
44
See further the text ofT-6 in Chapter IV with a thorough exegesis of the text.
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maize is collected or in a harvest store in the granary. The following is a text
provided by Marsel B.M. Bukifan. 45
Text 2: A passag e with a 'harve st song' (ta 'kobe)

01. Pen pune mnanu , pen muit kofu
02. tonan ntea, tao takas sinal
03. lo nem naen pailum pasainok
04. natbol nem kobe ntao mata
05. tapen tana metan ayo no'o.

The long ear of maize, the large white
maize
the year arrived , it is signed
[they have] come with fruitfulness
[it has] come with special eyes
we can see the black like the casuarian
leaf.

06. Pen kouf muti mnanu
07. neman ntea lop leu
08 . kanaf-kanaf nbuan nemen
09. he taton ma tasmana'
10. pena in sufan, suf leu.

The long large white maize
has arrived in the sacred granary
all the name groups have come
[in order] to introduce and to offer
the flower of maize, the sacred flower.

11. Penam asa, haekili tia teu muhun

The short term of maize, its foot
arrived earlier
[arrived] earlier to open the ainuan 46
fence
the long ear of maize has come before
[you]
in order [we] can put and store
in a certain place, the complete
granary.

12. muhun he musoen baki ainuan
13. pen pune mnanu neit natuin
14. on he tsetul ma nabal
15. nbi bael ma'kiat, lop namkes'sen.

16. Tonan tea, pune mnanu nem

Each year the long ear [of maize]
comes
the old lord comes before
because of the long large white [maize]
and the large white uncovered [maize]
this gives us true joy.

17. lulai mnasi nem natuin
18. fun muit kofu mnanu
19. ma muit kouf ma'be ka'
20. es onle nfe kit malile tebes.
21 . Lulai mnasi kana' nu
22. mol onja es
23. muit koffo es
24. nuasin ka mabati '
25. nuasin al aha mese
26. lo alaha tmanek ma tmanpenen

The old lords are two
the first one is the yellow bee [maize]
[the second one is] the large white
[maize]
both are not divided
both become one only
we have to respect and put shoulder to

45

Marsel B .M. Bukifan has helped me to process the data collecte d in 1990-19 99. This text of
Ta 'kob e was recorde d from Norther n Biboki.
46
A inuan is the centre of a garden, made by the owner to place all the seeds before planting time.
In this place all the Biboki agricultural rites can be performed.
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shoulder.
27. Lulai mnasi moinna naen naen
28. naen nan in balan in tesan
29. nem noko Oenaem, mansa mofna
tuan
30. fun on hit saen leu ma neo la' at

The life of the old lord is dynamic
it moves to its place on arrival
comes from Oenaem, that is the lord of
sunset
it is because our sacred shelter and
shelter for resting
this is really a good news.

31. ij e on laes malilat teb tebes

This passage expresses the joy of the local people at detaining a harvest. Peop
le
can also use this passage during the work of binding the maize.

g. Pangkalale
'Son g while pounding padd y' (pangkalale [22}) is a type of folksong perfo
rmed
during the pounding (grinding and crushing) of rice. It is performed on the
night
before a deceased person is buried, when padd y must be pounded for the
feast
that accompanies the wake. 47 The pangkalale bids farewell to the soul of
the
dead person. People who carry out this tradition are usually female relatives
of
the deceased. 48
As an example, here 1s the introduction and the first ten lines of a
pangkalale.
01.Tatok le ije, tua in lele; fun bael
mimkes es Bisol
02.Taboen fatba ka, taboen hauba ka,
Uis nenba mesen nlek
03. Banit mbae n onsa, tano uf taen ain
hone
04. Moet moe onsa, taneuk taen ain
hone

The place that we are living is the
garden of our ancestors, Bisol, a place
for beginning and completing.
Whether we lean on the rock or the
wood, everything is in God's hand.
How did you treat your mother, so the
life-giving mother is stricken by
misfortune?
How was your prudence, so the mother
disappeared?

47

Miom afo peopl e use the term angkalale, and Insana peopl e use mang kalale
n (Usfinit 2003).
The section A meditation on huma nity in Chapt er IV is an expan ded
explan ation of this
perfor mance .
48
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05. Kolo neuksa naneuk hanna, hit tpal
sailumat
06. Finikliuba nabaina hanan, hit
tokom le tkakae
07. Taboen hauba nekken loe kit,
taboen fatba nekken baek kit
08. Saseki tuni noo, mutuin kai meu
Bisol
09. Kolo naoba hai hem mnaoben, kol
kaela nkae natuin
IO.Kolo neuksa naneuk nanje, kol
kaela nkae fai manas

The small parrot lost her voice, we can
only be touched and sad.
The Finikliu changes her voice, we can
only sit and cry.
With wood we carry the corpse, with
stone we make the foundation.
Hi bean leaf, follow us to Bisol.
Hi crow, we would go; cockatoo also
follow [us] to cry.
The small parrot was lost, cockatoo
cries day and night.

This passage directs the feelings of people regarding the deceased. 49

h. Tsi poin anah
' The child identification song' (tsi pain anah [23}) is a style of traditional song to
announce the status of a child in a family. It contains an expression of joy
because the child has been born. It also expresses the optimism of the parents and
family about a better future for the child. This is how the villagers present the
child to public life. In the process of this introduction, the parents tell the public
and the society that the child is a precious gift of the ancestors. The newborn
child is considered the messenger of the ancestors and therefore should be
welcomed by performing a special ritual. The following is a passage of Tsi Pain
Anah recorded from Petrus Senu and Thresia Beli:
01. Fun amtonas natbol nemen
02. neik kit laes alekot ma lasi mlile
03 .nak lian oes me' e nemen
04. alah tmalial he tsiom.
05. Fun amtonas natbol nemen
06. neik kit fani ai neik kit ike suti
07. nak oes me' e nmonjen
49

The rising of the new moon comes
bring to us good news and happy news
the baby has come
[We have] to be happy and welcome
[him/her]
The rising of the new moon comes
bring to us an axe or spindle
the baby is born

For a further more detailed explanati on, see the next chapter.
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08. atoen mane ai bife
09. Fun amtonas natbol nemen
10. neik fani he musaeb ho nano

it is boy or girl
The rising of the new moon comes
bring [to us] to put upon you the family
nano
and put upon you tradition
if it is a boy, put upon you the family
nano
The rising of the new moon comes
the true love is only among sister
brother
the baby is come
[We have] to love sister // brother
The rising of the new moon comes
let me know his/her stone 's name
and let me know his/her water 's name
[of] the baby' s name and future
The rising of the new moon comes
I hear the sound of the bird
I then run before [that sound]
after hearing, I come then.

11. ma musaeb ho tusi
12. kalu mane musaeb ho nonba
13. Fun amtonsa natbol nemen
14. manek lekba ala fetbi naof
15. nak oes me' e nemen
16. manekta ala fetof naof
17. Fun amtonsa natbol nemen
18. muton mankau in faot kana
19. ma muto n mankau in oe kana
20. oes me'e karma ma naona
21. Fun amtonsa natbol neme n
22. au nen kol hanfa
23. Au lo aenam utatuin
24. nen ulalit, lo omen.

This passage provides the identification speech - song - of a newb orn baby
termed 'the rising of the new moon ' (fun amtonsa). The newborn baby gives
happiness not only to the mother - who gave birth - and the father, but also to all
the family members. More than that, the baby brings peace to the community,
while later the newborn ·baby has to be directed under the family nano of the
father as the welcoming ceremony into the community.

5. Form al poeti c utter ance

There are four genres in this style of speech: 'folks ong and folkdance ' (ailaku,
[24}) and (bonet, so [25}), 'riddl e song' (nsi loi, [26}), and 'poeticchant' (takanab,
[27}).

50

The well-organised collections made by Midde lkoop (1963) and Lechovic SYD
(1971a ,
unpublished collection) demonstrate the huge cultural significance of this genre.
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a. Ailaku and bonet
The meanings of the uab Meto terms ailaku and bonet are very similar. Several
name groups in northern Biboki 51 use ailaku to refer to bonet, which is performed
in southern Biboki. Both ailaku and bonet are full of meaningful words in the
form of poetry in songs and dances. Lechovic SVD has collected a series of bonet
among the Atoni people from Soe, South Central Timo r (1971a). 52 He explains
that this genre is a combination of song and dance performed by people to
express their feelings of joy or sadness. People express their emotion through
dancing and singing while forming a circle and movin g slowly around a certain
place. The move ment of their steps follows the sound, through which they
illustrate the remarkable current situation of life. The expression of sadness is
normally displayed on the occasion of death, know n as 'the dance of the dead'
,
. ,) 53
(b oen nztu
1.

People often use this genre to describe the bravery, strength and powe r of
the ancestors. Those who perform the dances and songs with gentleness and
softness are mostl y women. When men and wome n perform the dances and songs
together, their performance is seen as a combination of strength (power) and
gentleness, called 'that is beautiful and good' (nane namas ma naleok). The
following is a passage of boen nitu recorded from Petrus Senu and Thresia Beli:

51

Biboki people of Kecam atan Bib~ki Utara and Biboki Anleu whose ancestors came
from Belu
often use ailaku , while those people in Kecam atan Biboki Selatan use bonet, which
is also
commo n in Insana and Miomafo.
52
This unpublished collection of Fr. Vincent Lechovic SYD inspired me to undertake
my own
collection of oral traditions of the Biboki. Lechovic ' s analysis of his collect ion
is rich in
references to the viewpoint of ordinary people ' s daily lives (1966, 1969, 1971a).
53
Lechovic quoted Midde lkoop ' s work on bonet among the Molo people , saying that
the people
of Timor express their point of view about life through folksong and folkdance
(Lechovic
197la: l) .
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In troduction verses
A ... 6 ... one bai toan lobe nunai jene
A ... 6 ... hohele one bai
A ... 6 .. .lo ustun fatba ne
A ... 6 ... hoe le sai ubleol

Hi, those in the darkness
Hi, those there
Hi, [we] stumble on a stone
Hi, [we] are struggling to come

Refrain
Hoe ... h6666 hoe lele boa

Hi, huuuu u [how are you]

1. Hoe ustun faot h6666
lo sai ubleol h6666
sai ubleol h6666 uis leu

Hi, [we] stumble on a stone
[we] are struggling to come
to come huuuu u uis leu

2. Ha haek nesba bikas e
nasaeb neik usi leu

Horse stands at the door
pick up the uis leu

3. Sonfa nanan
akaeta name u nuba an manta

In the palac e
the crying cleans the orpha n' s eyes

4. Nenb a tuna bnao neno
neik nasae ba uis leu

Plane in the high sky
is pickin g up the uis leu

5. Bi sol nanna bahom ae
naskok nit na mate

There are many crying in bisol
[they] sniff the raw blood

6. Es bisol meuta na
tana nan ain hone

The light in bisol
shines the life-giving moth er

7. Kautin bi sol bamn atu
le aseuta ain hone

There are ripe papay a in bisol
life giving mothe r picke d it up

8. Es bisol nama su
le amnoutsa ain hone

There is smok e in bisol
life giving moth er burnt it

9. Es amso ' tin bisol
le amso 'ta ain hone

There is dance in bisol
life giving moth er is dancing

10. Noah in bisol punam nian in
le aseuta ain hone

The ripe coconut in bisol
life giving mothe r pick it up

11. Npoi naijana kaun esa
neuk naleun aibai lulat

Worm s appear from the earth
dama ge the decorated coffin

12. Npoi naijana laktote
neuk naleun mau lael no 'ba

Small worms appear from the earth
dama ge the taro leaf

13. Ekmi n bisol namn atun
le aseuta ain hone

There are ripe pineapple in bisol
life giving mothe r pick it up
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14. Upnin bisol namnatun
neik naloepa ain hone

There are ripe mango in bisol
luring the life giving moth er

15. Kai maem ain hone
inan tea bisol ma ntatok

Do not seek the life giving mother
she has arrived already in bisol

16. N abai hanan ka kolo
nu nanet nun moffen

The bird changes its sound
when arriving in the hill she falls

17. Baok nim noel a namnatun
nai aheutsa ain hone

There are ripe Rubiacea fruit
life giving moth er pick it up

18. Sonfin nana nateke
kai na' apon saleiu

There is a delicious meal at the palace
do not disturb it

19. Lian mantin mihik lab
teu bisol suil mafo

Hi orphans, hurry up clean [the table]
at bisol against the shadow

20. Nenb a tuna tern ele
nabnaok neik ain hone

The hawk flies in the sky
picked life giving moth er up

21. Ma'b a nput es bisol
le amnoutsa ain hone

The grass burnt in bisol
life giving moth er set it on fire

22. Paoknim bisol batliuna
le amnoutsa ain hone

Bisol has a shiny lamp
life giving moth er lit it

23. In namen, namen hum sa?
le atonsa nak bun naijufa etan
ntom

She got sick, what kind of disease?
people says that she got bun naijufa

24. Ni ain nonja nacel
nai ateutsa ain hone

The post of gold cattle is movin g
life giving mother support it

25. Sasae nema maklafu
nun mafo faef nome

There is something coming
the shadow of beringin east star

26. Mamait haem a tnao lalan
sao mat nonja nmui lalan

Take care with [your] feet on the way
marry the eye coin, follow its custom

27. U stun fatba pol polo
sai ublelba kol hanfa

Stumbling on a stone with sounds
hearing the sound of bird

28. Es bisol oa besi
natam nana ain hone

The iron fence in bisol
only life giving moth er can enter

29. Kolo kita neno

Parrot in the sky
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sanaeli u1nlim lopo

sounds in the house and granary

30. Nunhin Oenaem nacelen
ateutsa Kulun-Maubes

Banyan tree of Oenaem is happy
the foundation is Kulun-Maubes

This boen nitu recalls the spiritual journe y of a life-giving mothe r to the place
after dead called bisol. 54 The melod y of this song is arranged together with a
smart dance conducted by the people of the area.

b. Nsi loi
'Song of joy' (nsi loi [26}) is an oral tradition normally performed on the
occasion of a wedding ceremony. The purpose of this performance is to express
joy and happiness because the marriage has been carried out or been formalized,
either by the Catholic Church or by civil law. On such an occasion, the bride and
groom are welcomed with a dance called bidu. The dance is called si loel if
combined with songs starting with a special formal introduction. Dance and song
express the hope of all the people present that the newly married couple will
follow the ancestors' footsteps.

c. Takanab or natoen
'Poetic chant' (takanab or natoen [27}) is a type of storytelling in which people
'speak in pairs'.

Historical events are comm only presented through poetry,

which identifies regional ties between several name groups (kanaj). Based on
local discourse, such poetry is said 'to identify a name following its way' (ntek
kanaf natuin in lalna), or 'to re-arrange the name by mentioning the past'
54

For further discussi on of bisol, see the section Notion of Life in Chapter IV. In this section, the
discussi on is based on two passage s: Lament of the Dead (Text 6) and The Passage of Lament
(Text 7) identify ing the journey of a life-giv ing mother back to the ancesto rs ' place.
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(nateteb kanaf natuin un unu palmelu). Just as Fox (1988a-b-d, 1995b , 1998)

found among the Rotinese, this style of speech among Biboki people contains
wisdom in relation to the original history of the name group or to the historical
background of a certain place or piece of land. Often this tradition has a
philosophical dimension regarding the intimate relationship among people in the
society, and the relationship between people and nature, ancestors, and with the
Supreme Being. The words and language used in this genre are carefully
constructed so that it sounds beautiful and attractive and encourages people to
listen attentively. The following is an example of takanab, which is the opening
section of a Biboki prayer, recorded by John Tnesi. 55
01. Tabe, taheun nok halinat
02. on nekaf mese ma ansaof mese
03. nbi in kanan honis
04. ma nbi in tulu' honis
05. nbi in olin ma nbi in lalutin
06. nokan ntein neokin
07. es on afinit ma amnesit
08. amoet ma apakaet
09.
10.
11.
12.

Hail, full of grace
in one heart and one breast
in [his] name of living
and in [his] help of living
in [his] brother and in [his] aid
and also [his] shadow
who is the highest and above all
[who is] created and artistically
arranged
the top of place and [on the] earth
the Lord, who cracks and hatches
who gives food and looks after
who secures and gives shadow.

bale tunan ma pah pinan.
usi, apean ma alikin
ahaot ma afatis
aneot ma amafot.

13. Hai eim
14. meikim mtoit ma mi ni
15. mtoit masina ma mtoit matana
16. mtoit alekot ma mtoit amliat
17. mtoit nek mina ma mtoit nek muti
18. mtoit ansao ma'tan i ma neka' teas
19. he onsa'a
20. ansaof mese ma nekaf mese kai.

We come
for asking [help] and for offering
ask for light and ask for brightness
ask for good [things] and ask for
well-being
ask for good heart and ask for white
heart
ask for strong breast and full breast
such as
we are always one heart and one

55

There are several texts in Chapter VI [Domai n and Hamlet] and Chapter VII [Name and Its
Meaning] which can be categor ised as takanab or natoen (See for further discussi on the section
'Name Group ' text 12: 'The passage about the ten pillows and ten roots ', the section 'The name of
the Supreme Being', and text 13: ' The passage about the Suprem e Being' in Chapter VII.
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breast
21. Mtulun ma mpainoet kai
22. meik misoen nesu ma eno
23. sonaf fatu tun an ma afu naij an

Help and look after us
by opening [to us] door and gate
the palace of the stone in the highest
and dust of the earth
so that we can come following your
step
in order to meet male ancestors and
female ancestors
the earlier father and the earlier
mother
the earlier sister and the earlier
brother
all the earlier people and the current
generation
this is our offering and our voice
in order to respect and to venerate
you
to praise and to support you
the Lord, who cracks and hatches
the brother and the aid
in the sky and in the earth
and also together with everything
[everywhere]
in the head of the land and in the foot
of the land
in the sunrise and in the sunset

24. on he mtam mituin kit
25. meik mitef bei ma nai sin
26. aina ma ama ahunut
2 7. feto ma mone ahunut
28. feot nai ma mnun e sin ok oke
29. ij e ne on hai fuata ma hai hanmin
30. on he mi'tu na ma mi'la tan kit
31. pules ma miteut kit
32. usi apean ma alikin
33. an mone ma lalutin
34. es tunan nae ma es pah pinan ij e
35. tein-tein funam natef
36. nbi paha nakan ma nbi paha haena
37. nbi mans a saena ma mansa
moufna
38. nbi funna mtoko n ma funna belan
3 9. nbi hauba biana ma fatba biana
40. nbi autuf ma net en
41. on nbi saena ma teopna
42. tala ntea tnanna ma aisuitna
43. nan onle pasaf ha ma benaf ha
44. es on Neno Biboki ma Funan
Biboki
45. tfoa temen neu hit bei ma nai sin
46. es sonaf nanan ma mone nae
47. ahuntin ok oke
48. ma amuintin nbi in kanan nai
49. amaf ma an mone ma lalutin
50. nokan ntein

in the coming of the moon and in the
destination of the moon
in the other tree and the other stone
in the hill and site
[that is like] its coming and its trunk
until the middle and the centre
that are [called] the four plank and
four board
such as the sky of Biboki and the
moon ofBib oki
welcome to our male ancestors and
female ancestors
who are in inside of the palace and
outside [of the palace]
all the earlier
and the following generation in the
ruler' s name
father and sun and the aid
and then [with]
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51. fiit amnesit paha talun naikin
52. es: T' eba ma Tautpah
53. Tnesi ma Aluman
54. Nafanu ma Taitoh Tuan
55. Hameno Tuan ma Bukifan
56. Suni Banuan ma Sifa Tuan
57. hai ok oke feta ma mane
58. an feta ma an mane
59. feat nai ma nai mnun e

the highest lord of the land
which are T' eba and Tautpah
Tnesi and Aluman
Nafanu and Taitoh Tuan
Hameno Tuan and Bukifan
Suni Banuan and Sifa Tuan
we are sister and brother
sons and daughters
the earlier and the present
inhabitants
we are together

60. on ok oke kai.

Biboki people use this prayer to refer to the Supreme Being as the highest (line
07) who is seen as creator and is always looking after all the people (line 08). In
their daily lives, people can extend this prayer to encompass all the needs of the
people.
Another important area of oral tradition is the genre of childr en's games.
Even though in these performances the children do not tell stories or messages or
give any other information about the past, such genres have been inherited over
time. I thus provide the following Table of children's games as another important
type of oral tradition.
Table 3.4: Bibok i Children's Games
U ab Meto Name
01. bae fenu

02. bae faek
03. tuna nise
04. kiu fua
05. nek sufa
06. kaltu pel
07. meo nok manu
08. aikasele
09. bae poto
10. pua bika
11. moe feku
12. tabetab pan buu

Engli sh
Perfo rmed by
playing the candlenut
several children
seeds
playing balam
at least two children
playing with the seed of
more than three
the kelumpang tree
children
the seed of tamarind
two children
the flower of kapok tree
paired children
pelting
paired children
cat and chicken
several children
jump ing on the block line at least two children
war with bamboo
in a crowd
areca-nut top-le af
many people
playing music (from the
in a crowd
stem of paddy)
shell-fights
paired children
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13. tabae bikase [pen
tauf]
14. bae pio

playing horse (the stem
of maize)
spinning tops

15 . bola kufa taif
16. bae kalet

ball from rope of gewang
playing rubber

17. taklao beso
18. bae uik tauf

hunting frog
playing with the stem of
a banana
playing war
sprinkling with water
filling stones into holes
playing with mud
playing with a branch of
a tree
local tricks
playing house
hiding

19. tabae kenat
20. mapoen
21. tatua fatu
22. tabae hoso
23. potolele
24. bae kasti
25. bae ume
26. sina buta

more than five
children
more than two
children
in a crowd
more than three
children
at least two children
many people
many people
many people
just two children
at least two children
at least two children
twelve children
two children
at least five children

However, the children actually learn or inherit such games, each with its own
background, from their elder siblings. Through such play, children learn key
Biboki cultural concepts and relationships which enable them to incorporate more
complex narrative traditions and forms as they grow older. One remarkable point
of these games is that through them the children learn to adapt their life both to
the culture and their neighbours.

Comprehensive classification of Bibok i genres of oral tradition

Inspired by the work of Gossen ( 197 4) I have categorized all the genres of Biboki
oral tradition - including the Biboki children' s games - as can be seen in Table
3.5:
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Table 3.5: Biboki Genres of Oral Tradition
Childre n's games (Table 3.41
1. Everyda y Speech

a. back language [uab koetsa] {l}
b. humour [uab manit} {2}
c. cynical language [uab polin] {3}
d. public opinion [lasi mfaun] {JO}
e. narrative [etus, n 'eut] {14)
f. riddles [mantek as] {16)
g. shouting [koat] {17)
h. folksong in savanna [taben/ naben] {18)
i. story, folklore [nuun} {19)

2. Extraordinary Speech

a. origin account [uab unu] {4}
b. origin argument [lasi unu] {11)
c. true information [lasi bata} {13}
a. admonitions [uab noina} {5}
b. problem solving [laes piot] {8}
c. defining a message [a 'at lasi} {9}
a. language of putting off trouble [ uab kaos ma 'Jena] {6}
b. truth telling [talaes] {7}
c. performing mortuary ritual [talaes nitu] {12}
d. origin myth of the land [ etus pah] {15}
e. lament [kae nitu} {20)
f. harvest song [ta 'kobe] {21}
g. song while poundin g paddy [pangka lale] {22)
h. child identification song [tsi poin anah] {2 3}

A. Normal Language
[ molok neno fai}

LANGUAGE
[ uab, molok]

3. Formal Speech

B. Ritual Language I
[ molok natuin. in lalan}

4. Ceremonial Speech

5. Formal Poetic Utteran ce

a. folksong and folkdance [ ailaku and bonet] {2 4, 2 5}
b. song of joy [nsi loi} {26)
c. poetic chant [takana b/natoni} {2 7)
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Perfo rmer and place
One can make further distinctions among these genres based on two other
features: (1) the performer and (2) the place of performance. The first can be a
way to trace the nexus between the message of the oral tradition and the
performer of a certain type of speech. The people of Biboki recognize at least
four categories of performers: (a) a hamlet head or elder, (b) an extraordinary
person, (c) an adult, and (d) everyone. In reality, this division is not strictly
followed, with the result that people of any age may perform several genres of
oral tradition.
A hamlet head (kua tuaf) has authority within a hamlet and all his people
should follow what he says and does. Biboki people think of a hamlet head as
both a representative of the name group and a descendant of the founder of the
hamlet.

56

In this position, the hamlet head usually advises the young

generations, 57 and this motivation influences his telling of oral traditions. Genres
of oral tradition that should be performed by a hamlet head or suitable elder
include 'admo nition ' (5), 'langu age of putting off trouble' (6), 'truth telling' (7),
'solving problems' (8), 'defini ng a messa ge' (9), 'perfor ming a mortuary ritual'
(12), 'true information' (13), 'story, tale' (19), 'song of joy' (26), and 'a poetic
chant' 58 (27). All these types of speech refer to the past, so the performer should

56

Regarding the term-used of uab Meto words kua tuaf, see further for discussion Fox (1996c:
140-141) and Mc William (1997: 106-107).
57
The local mentor told me that at the time a hamlet was built, the ancestors stayed and lived
there to be with their people (see the section How to build a hamlet in Chapter VI) . A token of
this concept is that the hamlet head always has natural power, which is given to him by the
ancestors and this power encourages him to do things for the sake of all inhabitants.
58
Jardner , among the Amanu ban people, says that the poet-speakers inherit their calling to a tonis
presentation in the first place through their agnatic ancestors (bei nai) [Jardner 1999 : 80].
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be a person who can present such speech to the present generation. 59 To perform
these genres of oral traditions, a performer should know the best imagery and
metaphor through which the truth can be most easily transmitted. In this way the
performer can express the essence of a message, and people can truly catch and
then easily understand the insights of such a message.
The term 'extrao rdinar y person ' is used to designate those 60 who have a
thorough knowledge of the past and can link its meaning to the expectations of
the current community. Such people have the ability to detail events in the past
and explain their meaning clearly to the present generation. It is said that the
insights of the message come to the performer through dreams, and sometimes
through a special vision known as 'an appearance' (mnitsa). 61 Genres of oral
tradition performed by such extraordinary persons are those such as 'origin
account' (4), 'origin argument' (11), and 'origin myth of the land' (15). 62 This
group of oral traditions deals with myths which need to be elaborated by an
official narrator who has a thorough knowledge about the past. Based on this
knowledge, he can develop the connections betwe en one name group and another
to highlight the beneficial effects of creating a stronger network among local
people. Generally the narrator makes special contact with the ancestors by
59

Hoskins in her work among the Sumba people of Eastern Indones ia said one of her informants
claimed: "His own power to speak, 'the seeds of wisdom' was inherited from his grandfa ther (ba
wini wali y 'ambu), and was transmitted to him by mouth, in a mixture of saliva and thumbnail
wrappe d up in a betel quid" (1998: 25-26).
60
Sometimes an official person can be a hamlet head or a performer (not a hamlet head) of all the
tradition s who is an expert about the past. Such a person must be able to recount truly the
ancesto rs' time in the past.
61
Under the title of Poet-Speaker, Jardner says, "In Amanu ban, the acquisition of toniscompetence depends on two factors: (1) being called by the ancestors [in Christian circles this is
described as God' s grace] , and (2) the endless patience that is needed to become competent"
(Jardner 1999: 80).
62
The qualification of a perform er of takanab or natoen is quite similar to those who perform
'origin account ' and 'origin argume nt' ; howeve r, displaying takanab requires the ability to know
more about speaking in pairs.
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performing a ritual ,63 as he should have developed a special relationship with
the
source of the message (for instance with the ancestors), and this some
times
entails a special ceremony at the traditional house. In many cases , a haml et
head
can be identified as an extraordinary person, so he is able to perform such genre
s
on beha lf of others.
Genres that can be performed by most adults are ' folksong in savannah'
(18), ' lame nt' (20), 'harv est song ' (21 ), 'song while pounding padd y' (22),
' the
child identification song ' (23), and 'folk song and folkdance' (24, 25). The genre
s
need a particular ability in the performer in order to reveal their true mean
ing to
others and, in this respect, the perfarme r needs to have a thorough understan
ding
of the message of each genre.
In the next final division everyone, including children, can perfo rm the
following genres: 'back langu age' (1 ), 'hum our' (2), 'cyni cal langu age'
(3),
'public opinion' (10), 'narr ative ' (14), 'riddle, puzz le' (16), and 'shou ting'
(17).
All these genres can be performed anywhere and by anybody. Base d on
the
contents, these genres do not need any special ability to display them in front
of
the hearers as they form a comm on part of normal speech; over one third
of the
source genres can therefore be performed by everybody, including children.
The second feature associated with these oral genres is the choice of place.
It is possible to identify four locations: (1) 'traditional hous e' (uem
leu) , 64 (2)

' granary' (lopo) ,65 (3) an appointed place, and (4) anywhere. In local disco
urse,
63

To make special conta ct with the ances tors, it is said that the narrat or shoul
d pray while placin g
areca- nut and betel (and a Dutch coin, ringgit) in the bag at the mascu line
post of the traditi onal
house. See Fox (1988a-b-d) and Hoski ns (1998).
64
Chapt er VIII contains an explan ation about ' traditional house ' (uem leu) in
relatio n to the local
belief of the presen ce of the ancestors and the obliga tion of the villagers to
perfor m rituals.
65
Tradit ionall y, each house of Bibok i peopl e has a ' grana ry' (lopo) , which
is consid ered as a
comp lemen tary house.
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place has the power 66 to inspire a person to recount a type of genre of
oral
tradition, and most especially if the place is a precinct of the ancestors. Deal
ing
with this, people say about a place, 'the spirit of the message comes from
the
place ' (molka in sman na nem noko baella. 'Plac e name ' generally indicates
a
relationship with others or with the ancestors, where this relationship
gives
inspiration to the performer in conducting a certain genre of oral tradition.
For
instance, if a performer would like to perform an 'orig in acco unt', it is helpf
ul if
he or she presents it in a traditional house where the ancestors are. It is said
that
'men tioni ng a place name ' always marks a relationship with others: past, prese
nt
and future. 67
Three genres that can be conducted in the traditional house are 'orig in
account' (4), 'lang uage of putting off trouble' (6), and 'orig in argum ent'
(11),
although people sometimes perform the last genre at the granary as well. In
fact
it is unco mmo n to perform any oral tradition in a traditional house because
this is
the local shrine for people to meet the ancestors and the Supreme Bein
g.
However, when offering a plea, the performer may recite oral traditions
as the
introduction to such a petition. Therefore, it often happens that these genre
s are
conducted in the form of 'pray er', which contains a request from the prese
nt
people to the ancestors and the Supreme Being. In this special situation,
the
performers may tum to 'spea king in pairs ' as the best way to express their desir
es.

66

For further discussion, see the section House and its Meaning in Chapt er VIII.
In this respect see the following texts: T-9 In the Beginning, the section How
to build a hamlet
in Chapt er VI, T-10 The Passage about Hamlet section Hamlet: a place for
the prese nt in Chapt er
VI, T-18 Tracing the origins of the message Appendix 2, T-19 The time
of war and .fighting
Appendix 3, T-21 The Warrior Lopo Appendix 5, and T-25 The War betwe
en Biboki and Belu
Appendix 9.
67
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A 'gran ary' (lopo) is used to store property and it is considered a good
place to hold a meeting among all members of a name group. A granary also
is an
appointed place in relation to the performance of certain genres of oral tradi
tion
such 'advising, teaching' (5), 'truth telling' (7), "pro blem solving'
(8),
'performing mortuary ritual' (12), 'true information' (13), 'orig in myth of
the
land' (15), 'lame nt' (20), 'harv est song ' (21 ), and 'song while pounding padd
y'
(22). A granary can be know n as 'a granary for solving prob lems ' (lopo tain
lasi),
referring to the function of a granary as the location to resolve family problems
in
this sense of performing genres of oral traditions.
An 'appo inted location' can be a traditional house or any gathering place
chosen by the community to hold a special event, for instance a mour ning
place,
garden, meeting place, granary or traditional house. Genres of oral traditions
that
should be narrated at these places are 'defi ning a mess age' (9),
'child
identification song' (23), 'folk song and folkdance' (24, 25), 'song of joy'
(26),
and 'poet ic chan t' (27).
The genres which can be recounted anywhere are 'back language' (1 ),
'hum our' (2), 'cyni cal language' (3), 'publ ic opini on' (10), 'narr ative '
(14),
'riddle, puzz le' (16), 'shou ting' (17), and 'story , tale' (19). As all these genre
s
can be performed anywhere and by anyone, they are a comm on part of peop
le's
daily lives.

CREATING AW AY OF LIFE
This section deals with an explanation about ' to what extent, a performer
may
reveal genres of oral tradition'. The first issue is an elaboration of the connectio
n
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between common facts of life and language use in general. This secti
on 1s
followed by discussion of the role of oral tradition in expressing the way of life
of
people in a living community.

Creating things with words
Language is at the heart of a thorough understanding of oral tradition. 68 Ther
e is
an expression in Biboki, 'if the words are not enough, there is nothing to
do '
(kalu uaba ka ntea, lo ka nlael naenfa). So Biboki people often emphasise 'bein
g
careful in choosing words, so [you may have] a strong voice ' (mbeit molk
a lek
leko, hele hanma na 'katu ). 69 This saying refers to the significant role of
both
words and language in a general view of social life, which gives the speak
er
greater self-confidence in using oral tradition in order to tell others about the
past
using examples from the ancestors' epoch.
Whe n I visited several traditional houses, local people drew my attention
to the tradition of narrating about the ancient time by reciting a long serie
s of
names of places and people (topogeny]. The recitation of names is
called
'orde ring name s' (tateneb kanaf) or 'men tioni ng name s' (tatekab kana
f),
referring to both 'plac e name ' and 'nam e of a perso n'. 70 It is very significan
t to
Biboki people to display a figure or special characte.r by inserting this chara
cter
into a long series of name places (in the frame of a story or a tale). This type
of
68

Cham pagne , in his work The Structuralism on Myth: An Introduction , emph
asises language as
the way to gain a thorou gh understanding of myth (1992 : 39). He says,
further, that the words
must be under stood in their context, in order to gain an insight into myths.
69
The uab Meto word na 'katu ' refers to the sound of a weapon. So, in this
sense, this term is
metaphorically used to portray the condition of a perso n having an argum
ent with others. This
means , if you would argue with others , select the strongest words to suppo rt
your positi on.
70
Peopl e consider that mentioning names (place names and name groups)
in perfor ming oral
tradition can justify the ability of a certain name group to build connections
with others. It means ,
if a perfor mer recite a lot of names , peopl e automatically think of the signif
icant role of a name
group in the society.
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telling a story with mention of another particular figure is used when recounting
a
specific event in the past. Regarding this fact, Biboki people simply say, ' a
story
should be run together with huma n being ' s affair ' (lo kanna eutsa, suba it tanao
be
nok hit atone). Also the story-telling about the past always takes into accou
nt the

real name of an ancestor who is affirmed by the name group as an impo
rtant
figure.
At the initial stage of my period of recording material, it seemed too
tedious to think about and (of course) to analyse all those name-groups with
their
versions of origins of life in a complicated journ ey (illocutionary usage) but,
even
though sometimes it was extremely difficult, I, however, felt obliged to evinc
e
patience, solidarity and respect for such details. Based on the choice of
the
speaker (see for instance T-21 Appendix 5), sometimes the story is
really
concerned with the hard conditions of the present day, in which a character
is
created as a model for solving such a problem by building a bette r netw ork
with
other characters from different areas. The point that is highlighted is the abilit
y to
link the authority of this character's actions to the current need to overc
ome
particular problems that have occurred in the area.

71

Without intending to

minimize the role of such characters, I would like to point out the efforts of
local
people in creating such possible solutions with words in the frame of a story
or a
tale.
In relation to the practice of reciting the place names, the speaker would
sometimes be warned by those people who were present at the place, sayin
g, ' if
71

T-21 Appendix 5 relates the hard conditions when the Belu peopl e attacked
Bibok i and Insana.
At this time the coalition of B iboki-Insana arose in order to ask for help from
the Miom afo ruler.
Later, Meo Lopo of Oenae m in Noeto ko was sent by the ruler of Miom afo
to suppo rt the coalition
to attack the Belu people.
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you recite, do so properly' (nait mait lek leko), referring to the importanc
e of
choosing the right words to give a vivid idea of the ancestors ' time. Througho
ut
the places that I visited around Timo r, the speakers or storytellers were alwa
ys
warned to use the right words properly, so that they could clearly express
what
they had to impart to others. For instance, while recounting a story, the listen
ers
give support by whispering, ' throw out your sound, think of its tip ' (polin
ho
hanma, mumnau tuna), meaning that the speaker should be careful in choo
sing
the words that can express the full intention of the tale. Another simil
ar
expression used in this stage is 'pick up properly the words, so that its conte
nts
will also be good ' (buit uabta lek leko, hele nesna naleko msa), which refer
s to
the need to express thoughts clearly by the choice of the prop er words. In unus
ual
situations, the speaker may learn the technique from another expert, so that
later
he or she can conduct it by hims elf or herself. In this respect, people say 'catc
h its
sounds, so that [you] may display [it]' (mhuk hanna, hele ho msat moe onne
).
Another expression of this strategy is 'give your ear to his or her word s' (mfe
ho
luekma neu in mnai t molka), so that 'you may able to do so' (he nait ho msat
mait
naleo k onle nan).
Although people may not consciously pay attention to or even care about
oral traditions in the course of their daily life, their regular activities and
their
customary speech are influenced by these traditions. 72 People use words to
create
meaning and then they further form knowledge to express their thoughts in
front
72

On one occas ion, I was in a traditional house in Abun hamle t in order to record
several kinds of
folksong. An informant, in a careful opening speec h, stated that wheth er one
has a good life or not
depends on how one uses language in general prope rly, and most especially
how one can select
suitable words. As he said: ' Everything will be good, depending on how
you use the words '
(sa'sa'na lof naleo k, lo alaha muloitan ho hanma) . Anoth er equiv alent expre
ssion is ' everything
has its face and style (good) , it depends on how peopl e use the language '
(sa' sa'na nmui huma n
ma in masan , lo ala uaba he naleo k).
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of the people in a community. This knowl edge is later expressed in the form of
' oral tradition' that is a central focus of this current work. In the society, people
use language to demonstrate the relationship betwee n language itself and speech
in relation to their world view and their social life. Put simply, oral traditions
convey a netwo rk of relationships betwee n language, culture and society.

Oral traditions: expressing a way of life
An old person told me that every step in the life of a human being should occur
through a process of perfor ming the oral traditions. This means that the whole of
life is influenced by the perfor mance of oral traditions, which empha sizes the
importance in Biboki comm unity of the remark able role of these traditions in
everyday life. From the beginn ing of life, people perfor m oral traditions to secure
life and at the same time to arrange the future. "The child identification song"
(23), for instance, opens the way for a person to live with others , the enviro nment
and the Supreme Being. This genre, 'the child identification song', 73 identifies the
newborn in terms of the 'rising of the new moon' . People are happy for the birth
and, based on this genre, the newbo rn child is seen as a gift of the ancestors. Let
us go back to have a look at the first four lines of the passage:
01. Fun amtonas natbol nemen
02. neik kit laes alekot ma lasi mlile

The rising of the new moon comes
bring to us good news and happy
news
the baby has come
[We have] to be happy and welcom e
[him/her]

03 .nak lian oes me' e nemen
04. alah tmalial he tsiom.

73

See the section Ceremo nial sp eech in this Chapter.
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According to local discourse, ' the rising of the new moon comes ' (line 1 and
repeated in lines 5, 9, and 13) expresses a local point of view about the newborn
baby as a messenger from the ancestors' world (line 2). In the eyes of local
people, the being who 'bring to us good news and happy news ' (line 2) refers to
an official character who mediates betwe en two groups of people; in this case: the
living and the ancestors. The expression 'the new moon come s' can be replaced
by another term, 'the morning star', to portray the happiness of all the family
members when having a new child in their household. 74
Expressions referring to the newborn can be interpreted as marking the
blessings that flow from both the ancestors and the Supreme Being. Line 4
explains the reaction of all the family members in welcoming the newb orn baby
as a special blessing.

After this welcoming ceremony, the family members

conduct many other rituals during the life of the baby. From then on the child will
be brought up within the frame of his/her family and name group as well. During
the period of childhood, several games (see Table 6.4) can be played with friends
in the community. Thus while living in the world, local people perfo rm oral
traditions until they die, and various particular genres can be performed to secure
life (see Table 3.5 to identify genres for particular conditions of life). 75
Let me go back to briefly analyze several genres that can give a brief
insight into the beneficial role of conducting oral traditions as the path to express
the peopl e's way of life. For instance, the genre of 'cynic al langu age' (uab

74

Throughout the passage of Tsi pain anah, the newbo rn baby is referred to several times
(lines 1,
5, 9, and 13) with the intention to create a sense of happiness for the presence of the
baby along
the family members. In this sense, the newbo rn baby is seen as a gift or special blessin
g not only
to the real family but also to all the members of a name group.
75
Chapter IV deals with several examples with the analyses of the content of oral
traditions,
which aim to show the significant role of oral traditions within people ' s life.
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polin) 76 contains expressions of local views regarding interdependency with

others , the environmental system and the universe. Another example of such a
point is the 'riddle , puzzle ' (mantekas), which is richly imbued with people ' s way
of thinking about everything in the family, in individual life, and in community
life. Thus oral tradition is used to elaborate the conditions of life, marking the
path through which life can develop properly until the end of life itself. All life past, present and future - can be recounted and recalled through various genres of
oral tradition.

CONCLUSION
Oral tradition is a vital form of cultural expression which shapes people 's
relations with their natural environment and their past. Oral traditions assist the
Biboki people to understand the past by recalling their ancestors' life experiences.
The present generation perform this telling-about-the-past not only for the
purposes of remembrance but also as a way to encourage the young generations
to seek a prosperous community life. People continually use words to create their
everyday life. Words also give power to the performer to elucidate the
dimensions of time - past, present and future - through which one can reveal
ancestral understanding.
In relation to the local people 's customary observance of the power of
words, Chapter IV provides an analysis of several passages which deal more fully
with this issue.

76

See the section Level of Speech and meaning ofgenre name.
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CHA PTE R FOU R
TRA CIN G THE ORIGINS
AND THE CON CEP TIO NS OF LIFE

INTRODUCTION
A popular expression of the people of Biboki in Abun village at Manufui, the capital town
of
Kecamatan Biboki Selatan, states simply: 'The sun rises, light comes' (mansa nsae, meusi
ne
natbol), which refers to the earliest life that flowed from its place. Metaphorically, the
place

of the earliest life, in this expression, relates to the coming of the sun which, according
to
local discourse, means the ancestors. Other equivalent expressions are 'the sun rises, joy
fills
the world' (mansa npoi pahpi nan namlile), 'the sun rises, [our] eyes open' (mansa
npea,
matka nmoen), and 'the sun introduces his face, our faces are full of joy' (mansa nalile
in
human, hit humka manit !um).

Taking these expressions into account, this chapter will explore two related issues in
Biboki society. The first of these concerns the idea of the origin of life, and of peopl
e's
understandings of origins in general. Idioms, metaphors and similes, based on the
local
discourse, will form the core of this discussion. The second aspect focuses on
local
expressions of the conception of life as articulated in oral tradition. Illustrating the analy
sis
with examples of laments for the dead, this section explores local understandings and stylis
ed
expressions of human dignity.

THE ORIGINS OF LIFE
What I present here as 'origins of life' is an overview of local people' s endeavours to point
to
where something begins or arises. In this respect, 'origi ns' here are based on an orientation
of

going back to search the background of both a person and a name group. By doing
so, there is
recognition that the origins of life involve constantly keeping in touch with the
ancestors who
were the foundation of the present people' s lives. To identify such origi
ns, this section
analyses the role of idioms, metaphors and similes that are fundamental in
people' s style of
speech.

Idiom, metaphor 1 and simile
Biboki people commonly use 'idio m' (khata), 'meta phor ' (laes lete), 2 and
'simi le' (laes
polin) 3 in their daily speech. 4 Such expressions are used especially during
rituals conducted at

culturally charged sites such as in a traditional house, or unde r a banyan tree,
in caves and
also at the springs that belong to a name group. According to Cacciari (1993
), who based her
studies on the work of such linguists as Nagy [1978], 5 Katz [1973], 6 Nunb
erg [1978], and

1

The title of this section is based on Cacci ari's masterpiece, Idiom: Proce ssing,
Struct ure, and Interpretation, in
which she has analysed idiom in relation to the understanding of the meani
ng of metaphor. In this respect, she
explained that idiomatic expressions contain metaphor, irony, meton ymy and
synecdoche (Cacciari 1993 : xiii.
30).
2
Laes is a metathesis of the uab Meto word lasi.
3
In the preceding chapter (see the section Level of speec h and mean ing of genre
name) there is a discussion of
'cynical language' (uab polin) as a genre in everyday speech. People use uab
polin both in a positive way (for
instance when portraying a condition of life) and in a negative way (to
criticise a certain bad condition).
Regarding the meaning of laes lete and its use in the daily speech, see
further the next explanation about
metaphor. Sometimes it is extremely hard to distinguish precisely between
the uab Meto terms of khata , laes
lete and laes polin or uab polin. Biboki people told me that idiom , metap
hor and simile can all be used in
performing ' cynical language' (uab polin) . In this section I do not discuss
in detail the differences of usage of
these terms in daily discourse. I do, howev er, give examples of each term in
the hope that my readers can infer
their meaning.
4
For this notion see Lakof f and Johnson who wrote an excellent book entitle
d M etaph ors We Live By (1980) to
help people to think about the language we are using to communicate a messa
ge to others . Based on everyday
speech, the writers draw the reader' s attention to the use of metaphors. A
key point is that metaphor is an
important part of everyday speech. They then argue that metaphor is principally
a way of conceiving one thing
in terms of another; its primary function is to aid understanding (1980 : 36).
5
Cacciari writes , "Idiomatic expressions are taken as one of the most challe
nging pheno meno n for traditional
theories of literal language. In fact, idioms behave at the same time as words
and as larger-than-word units
(Nagy 1978) . Even in the most frozen of idioms, the semantic of the single
constituent words seem to be still
available" (Cacciari 1993: 30).
6
Cacciari defines an idiom as a non-compositional unit, and then writes , " Defin
ing an idiom as an expre ssion
whose meaning is not formed by the composition of the meanings of the
constituent words , according to the
morpho-syntactic rules of the language (Katz 1973) , has seeme d for years
the more straightforward way of
defining it" (Cacciari 1993: 33).
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Glucksberg [1993], 7 idioms and metaphors were commonly used in a particular conte
xt of
language by particular people. Their meanings (idiom, metaphor and simile) depend on
the
speaker whereby they are placed in a certain context.
Cacciari argues that idioms and metaphors are fundamental in daily speech. However
it is not easy to define these styles of speech because many idioms and metaphors
are
influenced by the meaning of their individual words and by the rhetorical structure of
the
expressions. She suggests that it is productive for anthropologists to devote attention
to
studying how figurative expressions are formed. In this sense, her term 'figur
ative
expressions' takes into account idioms, metaphors, proverbs and indirect speech acts
as all
these figurative expressions can provide good insights into local peopl e's beliefs and cultur
al
models. In this sense, she claims that idioms (and metaphor and simile) appear to be
at a
crossroad, sharing aspects of different linguistic objectives. (Cacciari 1993: xi. xii).
So the role of idioms and metaphors are to be interpreted in the light of the local
discourse. Yet questions may arise as to why people choose to use such expressions in
their
daily conversations, and what is their specific purpose. Even though these questions
are
difficult to answer, the first directs us to look at the context of conversation in a society,
and
the second refers to the meanings derived from those three types of expression.
Regarding the first question, Biboki people very often use such language to express the
richness of their experiences, which flows from a deep understanding of the relationshi
p
between human beings and the environment. Such knowledge and experiences canno
t be
expressed in common language without resorting to the use of figurative expressions
. In a
special way, these expressions help people to trace the spiritual dimension of their societ
y

7

Glucksberg in his work Idiom Meanings and Allusional Content (1993) gives a range
of definitions of idiom:
" .. . .idioms are unders tood simply by retrieving the meanin g of an idiom as a whole ......
idioms are unders tood
by ordinary linguistic proces sing combi ned with a pragm atic interpretation of the
use of the expres sion in
discourse context. .... " (Glucksberg 1993: 4).
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through which individuals may express their feelings to one another throu
gh recognized
usages.
In fact, in this practice it is difficult to separate types of expressions and,
in ordinary
discourse, people often mix their usages. Generally, however, it can be said
that idioms can
be used without telling a story or a tale, while metaphor is always performed
in the context of
tales, stories and folktales; and simile can be used both as an idiom or a metaphor.

1. Idiom
According to local discourse, 'idio m' (khata) can be a word or several word
s (a unit) or a
statement which comprises a certain meaning in a specific way. In this respect,
sometimes the
word (or several words, or statement) does not really refer to its own literal
meaning. 8 It will
be seen later that idiom can be a statement or a locution used to portray a speci
fic condition
of a human being 's life by referring obliquely to what the speaker means.
Alex Manbait told me a significant common expression: 'live, living for humo
ur; die,
dying for ever' (monit, main ta'lalu,· matet, maet tut finjaha). 9 This expression
deals with the
daily life of people in a community, and encompasses both the living and the
dead. The first
phrase 'live, living for humour' reminds people of the fact of life that as huma
n beings we
should do as much as we can but that we should not take things too seriously.
The second
phrase 'die, dying forever' brings to mind the phenomenon of death, about whic
h people can
physically do nothing. This expression exemplifies how an idiom is commonly
used among
the people of Biboki.
8

Sometimes idiom is seen as metaphor. Regar ding this feature, see further the
next sectio n on metaphor.
Durin g a meeti ng at a traditional house in Abun villag e, the speak er, a hamle
t head who led the ritual, used
many idioms before perfor ming the ritual to welco me a newbo rn child into
a family. After listening for a long
time to the speak er, I asked him why idiom s are so signif icant within peopl
e's lives. Anoth er equal ly impor tant
question is to what extent peopl e use idiom s in every day speech. I also asked
a questi on regard ing the origin of
idioms in a social contex t, in order to find out conve ntiona l under standi
ngs about the origins of a partic ular
idiom . It was in respon se to these questi ons that Alex Manb ait, one of my
chief inform ants, provid ed me with
this expression. In daily discou rse, this expre ssion encou rages peopl e to spend
time with good effort to suppo rt
their needs. This expre ssion has powe r to inspire local peopl e to work hard,
both in their garde ns and at home.
9
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Based on such everyday expressions, let me return to the earlier questions
I posed.

Firstly, this expression 'live, living for humour; die, dying for ever' indicates
the perva sive
importance of idiom. As I understood from the explanation of my first infor
mant, idiom in
the local peop le's view involves a creative use of language, whic h is a natur
al part of their
discourse. Idioms are used to create new concepts about life. From the lingu
istic angle, idiom
is generally a phras e established by usag e and havin g a mean ing not dedu
cible from the
individual words. 10 That is why an idiom may appe ar to be meaningless if
one translates it
literally.
Local peop le explain why they use idioms in their daily lives by saying
'that they
[idioms] were bequ eathe d [by the ancestors] for us to follow' (nane nabe lak
naen sin neu kai,

he mituin sin). 11 This justification shows that even though the current gene
ration may not
know why they have inherited particular speec h customs, they should
follow what the
ancestors have said. They affirm the act of repea ting what 'the ancestors have
passe d down to
the current gene ratio n' as respectful behaviour. Peop le are convinced
that what ever the
ancestors have done in the past should be the foundation on whic h the curre
nt generation can
base and form their daily lives. An interesting statement came from an old
wom an from a
small village near the central town of the district, who said, 'that is just speec
h, to play our
tongue' (molkat onne, ta 'bae hit maka) to justi fy why certain expression
s and idioms are
common in daily speech. By saying this, she impl ied that idiom is a style
of speec h through
which one can express something in a special way. Similarly, Cacciari claim
s:
The idiomatic meaning is derived from the literal meaning of the const
ituent words in
conventionalised and not totally arbitrary ways through meaning transfer
mechanisms that
they do not specify fully (1993: 35).

10

Pearsall, J. and Bill Trum ble The Oxford English Reference Dictionary (1996
: 702, secon d edition)
Compare this expression with section Self-identification in Chapt er II, where
peopl e use a simila r expression,
' from the beginning, our life has been like this ' (na 'ko un unu naen, hai main
'min onle ije) to emphasise the role
of their cultural heritage, and in this case their tradition, from the past.
This expre ssion remin ds peopl e to
constantly observe these traditions.
11
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That is why, according to Cacciari, idiomatic language is always defined by its differentiation
from literal language, which also functions as an anchor point for defining metaphorical
language. 12 In this respect, idioms are not transparent to native speakers or to those who are
acquiring a second language, and appear to be at a junction, sharing aspects of different
linguistic objects.

13

Idioms are usually very elusive and it is extremely difficult to

characterise them because many idioms have special meanings relating to the context 1n
which they are expressed. 14
From discussion with local people (see Chapter II), I obtained three general
explanations about the role of idioms in the community life of the Biboki people. First, idiom
is a remarkable style in local speech, serving as a 'langu age game' (ta'bae molka). In this
respect, people sometimes use another particular type of speech which they describe as ' to
speak in pairs' in order to create the most effective expression, and in this way the people can
more easily understand the meaning of what the speaker would like to express. 15 Second,
idiom is the way to describe a thought or a phenomenon that is uncommon. In this regard, an
idiom becomes a way of local speech through which one can produce knowledge about
humans and their society. 16 Third, this style of speech is based on the custom that people
should use one idea to express something else. In order to express an idea, idioms are used to
assist the speaker and at the same time to be understood by the ordinary people.
The following examples illustrate various idioms

17

influenced by the different

contexts of the speakers, as provided by Petrus Senu and Alex Manbait. As a general note
12

See further Cacciari 1993 : 28.
For further discussion, see Cacciari and Tabossi 1993: vii and xii.
14
Regarding this point, Glucksberg says further that all idioms, by definition, have at least two meanin
gs: the
linguistic meaning of the words and phrases themselves, and the stipulated, idiomatic meaning (1993:
13. 23 ).
15
Glucksberg (1993) and Cacciari (1993) highlight this phenom enon of language games among ordinar
y people.
16
See also Bove (1995 : 54-55).
·
17
There are many other versions of idioms. So far, I limit my analysis to five versions. Further more, it
is beyond
my intention to analyse all the types of idioms, as this is only a general introduction, but I hope future
research
can develop this material as the cornerstone for further elaboration. Among these versions that
have been
mentioned, I just draw attention in detail to four types, as the first stage of developing such research
into
versions of idioms.
13
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based on the Biboki context, idiom is fundamental in the ritual language of
the people and is
often formulated in the style of ' speaking in pairs ' (molka tmabia). 18

(1 ). 'The noble idiom ' (khat usif, or khat naijuf).

This version is used in relation to the circle of the ruler and the noble famil
y. It is also used
among the ordinary people when meeting a ruler or any other noble family
members. Here
are examples recorded from Petrus Senu:
Uab Meto
·1. tok' a (tok' o)

Literal translation
a seat

2. holok haena
3. koko mnasi nsenon es
Oepuah
4. koko nasaebonen

to open his feet
the old ruler was planted at
Oepuah
the ruler is taken (into high
place)
feet of the ruler

5. koko in haefa

Mean ing
A certain place arranged by
the ruler 's family, so that
sometimes the ruler may
conduct a ritual ceremony at
that place
The ruler is going to the toilet
The old ruler (of Biboki) was
buried at Oepuah
The ruler has passed away

The horse of the ruler

(2). 'The forefather's idiom ' (khat unu).
This version is used by the ancestors to relate past history. 19 Whe n telling an
'orig in account'
(uab unu) and an ' origin argument' (lasi unu), 20 people insert this idiom
into their speech.

Examples of this version can be seen below.
Uab Meto
1. Tah mate ma tiun mate2 1

Literal translation
Eat raw and drink raw

2. natik pah ma natik infu22

kick the land and kick the
waterhole
the one who eats grass and the
one who drinks water

3. amnah ma'ba ma amniun
oela
4. oe uf ma oe tunaf

Mean ing
The hard condition of the
society, m which people
cannot live in peace
Expanding the area

A person who is responsible
for the future of a name group
in a society
the trunk of water and the tip of The ancestors and the present

18

Regarding the speaking in pairs, see comp arable Rotinese ritual (Fox 1988a
, d; 1989b) which is comm only
used by the ancestors.
19
This type of idiom is also used when perfor ming rituals in a traditional house
.
2
For further information about ' origin accou nt' (uab unu) and ' origin argum
ent' (lasi unu) see the section
Level of sp eech and meani ng ofgenre name in the preced ing chapter.

°
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. human
. ma tan23
5. 1n
ma 1n

water
his/he r face and his/he r eyes

gener ation
A perso n who acts on behal f
of others

(3). 'Today' s idiom' (khat muni).
This version covers statements of the present people in their daily speech
about everyday
affairs, as in the following examples:
Uab Meto
1. Laba n panin nae

Literal translation
Dawa nese from overs eas

2. nehe kote, tafuib lele
3. ka nmui fa nakan

[put] hand in back, maki ng
garde n wild
[he/she] has no head

4. tnaob aha amne sat

[we] are on the flat road

5. tsonlai leko

to lean on the good [foundation]

Meaning
This idiom is used to refer to
all the peopl e from overseas
A perso n who is very lazy
A perso n whos e speec h has
no mean ing at all
This is used to refer to the
best condi tion of life
A perso n who has a bette r
life, which directs him/h er to
a bette r future

(4). 'The wedding idiom ' (khat matsaos).
This is used in marital affairs to elaborate on family life. In arranging a marr
iage process, the
following idioms are frequently used:
Uab Meto
1. Oe mapu tu ma ai malal a

Literal translation
Hot water and hot fire

2. pena masu ma fue masu

the smoke of maize and the
smok e of the long bean

3. pua mantotis ma maon
mantotis

the reque st for areca-nut and the
reque st for betel

21
22
23
24

Meaning
The rewar d to the paren ts of
the bride, whic h shoul d be
paid by the wife- takin g group
The paym ent of an amou nt of
mone y made by the wifetakin g group to the wifegiving group for their failure
to direct the newly marri ed
coupl e into the husba nd's
.
1h ouse. 24
tra d.1tlona
This is used to refer to the
paym ent of bride wealt h,
when the wife- takin g group
does not make the paym ent.
Howe ver a token amou nt of
mone y shoul d be paid to let

This idiom can be seen in T-18 Appendix 2 line 298, and T-19 Appen dix 3
lines 144-145, and 384.
See T-18 Appendix 2 lines 195-196, and also T-19 Appendix 3 lines 44-45 ,
565 , and 610.
See for further discussion T-19 Appendix 3 lines 439 , 580 , and 639.
See the section Matsao ntam in Chapt er IX.
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4 .nah na ' fani teuf tunaf ma
na 'maet uik aposet

eating back the tip of the sugar
cane and damaging [until they
die] the flower of the banana
eating back our own blood

5. tah ta ' fani hit na' a kuk

the ancestors know about the
current marriage practice
This idiom refers to the
practicing of a banned
marriage in the society
This version refers to the
practicing of a marriage
between siblings, which is
strictly banned by the society.

(5). 'The new house idiom ' (khat uem feu).
Versions that can be used when building a traditional house can be found in the exam
ples
below:
Uab Meto
1. Matolas ma manikut
Bi nesu ma bi eno

4. tah aleokten ma tah amliaten
tiun aleokten ma tiun
amliaten

Literal translation
Gather and assemble
in the entrance and in the
doorway
garden of the hill and garden of
the edge
take adze on the shoulder and
take machete on the shoulder
sacred horn and sacred eye
sacred water-sacred tree and
sacred stone
eat sufficiently and eat enough
drink sufficiently and drink
enough

5. buab ma n' abut
lek ma nlul

to collect and to grasp
to direct and to order

2. lel autuf ma lel panaf
tasae fani ma tasae benas
3. sun leu ma mat leu
oe leu-hau leu ma faot leu

Meaning
All the process of building a
traditional house led by a
hamlet head
People are going to the forest
collecting posts and also all
the equipment to build a
traditional house
This expression refers to all
the detailed rituals at a
traditional house
This is used to refer to a
closer cooperation after
handling a traditional house
building process
This expression is used to
refer the position of a hamlet
head in order to keep in touch
with all the members

(6). ' The directing idiom ' (khat noina, or khata boka).
This is used to teach peopl e or to direct the younger generations. Below are examples
of ' the
directing idiom ' (khat noina) which are often used in Biboki society, especially to educa
te
younger generations.
Text 3: Statements of the direc ting idiom (khat noina)

01. P anat bei ma nai sin noina
02. mnen anaetin sin plenat
03 . mpao ho fefam ma haem
04. misnas he moe amleut neu atoni

Keep the teaching of the ancestors
listen to the command of our hamlet
head
look after your mout h and foot
cease to do evil to others
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05. munoina he moe alekot
06. maem amanekat
07. mpenen le atoni nbi ma' lelat
08. moe lek-leko neu lian mantin
09. meis bife ban banu
10. kaisa mubak ma muleun
11. muloitan ho nekma ma ansaom
12. ka ta'bae fa lafu lafu25
13. meput, meup atoin.

learn to do good
Search for justice
help the oppressed
be just to the orphans
plead for the widow
do not steal and damage
keep your chest and heart
do not do bad things
work, [seriously] like a man. ·

These statements are composed in pairs with the core idea presented in line
11, 'keep your
chest and heart' (muloitan ho nekma ma ansaom), to which the other twelv
e lines can be
related. According to local discourse, the paired 'ches t // heart ', may be trans
lated as (a) to
think intellectually, and (b) to feel through the heart. Therefore, in using this
idiom, people
wish to emphasise the balance between acts of 'thin king ' and of 'feeli ng
by the heart ' .26
Biboki people say that since everybody must keep in mind the need to obse
rve custom (line
11 ), this automatically makes it possible for them to follow the more specific
admonitions in
the other twelve statements. However, lines 12 and 13, which seem to be the
conclusion of
the passage, create some confusion because these qualifications do not direc
tly support the
rest of the list.
In general, this list of imperatives identifies the cultural heritage which
is to be
respected. People use these expressions as a guiding moral force in their comm
unity life. On
each occasion at the traditional house, the hamlet head reminds his people to
remember these
teachings and to follow them in their daily practice.
Let me now specifically look at line 1 of the list, 'keep the teaching of the ances
tors ' .
This can be compared with other expressions, such as 'look after the ancestors
' teaching, so

25

This notion will be mentioned in Chapt er VIII in relation to the explanation
of the House and th e root of life,
which emphasises the importance of working hard amon g the peopl e in every
day comm unity life.
26
Biboki people told me that before their ancestors encou ntered any foreign religio
n, and in this sense before the
introduction of Christianity, they already had such exhortations. Based on
the teaching of the Catholic Churc h,
this list can be comp ared to the Ten Commandments. See as well another
source from the Christian Bible (The
Old Testament), for instance the book of Isaiah (Is 1: 16-18), which highli
ghts the same matter, and Leviti cus
(Lev 19: 11-18).
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that the teaching will look after you; if you do not look after it and
keep it in your heart and
mind , sufferings will always come to you' (mpanat bei nai sin noina,
hele noina nane mpa nat
ko,· kalu ho ka mpane neu ho nekam-ansaom, susla nem laba-laba). 27
The moral force behind

this expression is to emphasise the natural pow er of those who follo
w the rules that come
from earlier times. 28 The local discourse uses such expressions as a way
to respect the ' trunk'
(uf) as the place of the origin of life.

2. Metaphor
Just as I asked the people about their understanding of idiom, I did
the same for metaphor.
The major explanation they gave for the use of metaphor was that it
can mediate what people
say to others. They said, 'It is just a bridge' (nane onle nete mese
). The concept of nete,
'bridge' , is significant as a way to clarify a point of view.
Biboki people have a strong tradition in speech of disguising their prec
ise point when
giving a message to others. It is often said: 'do not mention the poin
t of the message' (lass a
Juana ka nabei mateka). People simply explain that the reason for
veiling the message is to

demonstrate the concrete relationship between individuals and the
world. 29 It is common to
use other words [by mentioning something else] as mediators to expl
ain a thought. The use of
metaphors is therefore not seen as a form of evasion or as unnecess
ary elaboration; on the
contrary, in daily speech an effective metaphor can actually say more
with fewer words.

27

This verse is similar to that discussed in the section Abou t the name
of a p erson in Chap ter VII, about how
giving a prope r name to a child will affect his-her future.
28
I was told by the ordinary peop le that in the past the ruler had the natur
al powe r to lead his peop le becau se he
paid strict attention to practicing the orders of comm unity life.
·
29
Goldstein (1960: 7) explores this notion in great detail with reference
to the explanations of indigenous peop le
who have a concrete relationship with the world. The world , accor
ding to him, is the world of living beings and
also what we call the physi cal world: landscapes , mountains, the
ocean , the sky, the sun, the stars, clouds,
thunder, and lakes. He then says all these play a considerable role
in the life of huma n beings. In this regard he
claims that huma n beings often use the physical world to suppo rt a
message.
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In terms of concealing the point of a speech, people generally recognise two kinds of
metaphor: (a) unconscious and (b) conscious metaphor. 30 The first type refers to the fact
that
expressions regularly used in people' s daily lives are not considered as a metaphorical
style
of speech. Such expressions can be seen as everyday or common metaphor because every
one
in the community knows and uses this kind of reference. These metaphorical expressions
are
common in peopl e's everyday language and cover a wide variety of sayings, as for exam
ple:
(1) 'Walking through the eye of the road ' (mnao mutuin lalna matna), meaning to
walk at the front.
(2) 'Meas uring the problem' (ntai lasi), to think of the problem when looking for the
solution.
(3) ' Ty ing the matter' (nfut molka), to conclude a speech.
(4) ' Cutting the fate ' (nkeut uana), meaning if a person does something wrong, it will dama
ge
the future both personally and that of community life.
(5) 'Face of the year' (tona humna), meaning the real condition of the year, which
refers to the facts of life.

The word 'eye' (matna, in the first expression) would normally be used with reference
to a
human being; however here everybody knows that it refers to the main part of a
path.
Similarly the uab Meta word ntai in "measuring the problem" is literally used for measu
ring
(or weighing) tamarind (ntai kiu), but in this case people automatically understand
the
different meaning in the context of such an expression. A similar contextual interpretati
on is
found in "tying the matter" with the local word nfut that is usually used to mean
to tie
something up. In "cutting the fate", the word nkeut, which is also used for cutting some
thing
such as 'meat' [ nkeut sisi}, is understood by everybody without even thinking of the origin
al

30

In this section I mo stly refer to the second kind of metaph or, which is conscious metaph
or.
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meaning of the word. In the last sentence 'face of the year' is expressed by
the local word
that refers to the face of a human being.
Everyone without exception automatically recognizes these metaphors and
there are
countless other metaphors like these examples with conventional meanings
relating to daily
life. This use of unconscious metaphor is a regular feature of daily speech.
Thus 'meta phor '
(laes lete) has a remarkable position in comm on speech. As Lako ff and John
son write,
We have found ... that metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in
language but in
thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both
think and act,
is fundamentally metaphorical in nature. (Lako ff and Johnson 1980: 3)3 1

Based on these views, van Klinken (2003) also emphasises the many ways in
which we speak
about and understand the world in metaphorical terms.
The work of Lako ff and Johnson most ly refers to unconscious metaphor. In
their book,
Metaphors We Live By, they emphasise that metaphors are part of every
day speech. This

characteristic is equally true of Austronesian speaking communities in easte
rn Indonesia,
where metaphor is commonly used in daily life. In relation to this point, Fox
says,
In eastern Indonesia a common organising metap hor for any elaborate seque
nce is that of the
Joumey' - an interposed movement through time or space. This general metaphor is suppo
rted
by numerous more specific metaphors: walking, climbing, soaring, diving,
mounting ladders,
following paths, riding horses, or setting sail (Fox 1988a: 21 ).

Turning to the second type of metaphor, 'cons cious meta phor ' is used delib
erately in
relation to a certain event with a special intention. This is, typically, a characteris
tic of speech
expressed at formal meetings or in ritual performances. Without ignoring the
role of the first
type, this thesis mostly deals the 'cons cious meta phor '. According to the
local discourse,
there is an expression that 'ever ythin g has its sign' (sa'sa'na nmui in takfa
) , whic h refers to
the fact that people consider the best way to elaborate their own thought more
clearly is to
31

See as well van Klink en (2003) who presen ted a paper entitled Metap hors We
Judge By: Mediation in Wehali,
at the International Conference on Traditional Conflict Resol ution and
Justice, Dili-T imor Leste. Anoth er
valuable analysis of ' metap hor' is provid ed by Gossens, who claims that
metap hor is part of most native
speakers ' everyday talking and thinking. He also says that metap hor is a strate
gy used for denoting something
resembling what it usually refers to (1995:vii. 160). See as well Scheffler
(1979), Rudzk a-Ost yn (1995) , and
Pauwels (1995).
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transform it into an ancestral idiom. 32 Metaphors are often used to eluci
date the close
relationship between human beings with aspects of the universe as expre
ssed through
language, myth, art, religion and culture. 33 For a brief example of the use
of metaphors in
supporting this natural relationship, let us consider the following expression
s: [1] ' the sun
rises, light comes ' (mansa nsae, meusine natbol), [2] 'the sun rises, joy
fills the world'
(mansa npoi, pahp inan namlile), [3] 'the sun rises, [our] eyes open ' (man
sa nsae, matka
nmoen), and [4] ' the sun introduces his face, our face is full of joy' (mans a
nalile in human,
hit humka manit lum). Metaphorically, these expressions depict a person in terms
of the rising

of the sun. 34 The person shows his/her face to the world by behaving properly.
The uab Meto
words nsae ' climb ', npoi 'appe ar', nalile in human 'show his/her face ' all refer
to the natural
realm: the rising and the setting sun, depicted as a beautiful condition.
There is a strong tendency that in a ritual performance people have to use meta
phor in
all expressions at every stage of the proceedings. It is compulsory to use
metaphor when
performing rituals at a traditional house. People explained this practice by
saying that 'it is
the custom' (nane hai helta) 35 in this way to build networks with others and
with the cosmic
order. They then said, ' our ancestors have done it like that for many years'
(hai bei-nai sin
nmoen onle nane, nakobaha ton ton), which justifies the use of 'meta phor ' as
the best way to

express a point of view in performing the rituals. 36 In the same way, they some
times say what

32

Cassirer in his work An Essay on Man argues that in order to under stand
the order of huma n things we must
begin with a study of the cosmi c order (1951: 13 , trans).
33
In relation to this conce pt, Cassirer writes , " ... all huma n progre ss in thoug
ht and exper ience refine s upon and
strengthens this net [red. The term ' net here refers to the link betwe en the
close relationship betwe en langu age,
myth, art, and religion, which are parts of the unive rse ' ]" (1951: 25).
34
Perso n here is considered as a ' being ', who brings good news - and good things
- to the curren t life.
35
The conce pt of ' it is the custom ' can be expre ssed in several ways, for instan
ce: ' from the ances tors' time, it
was like that' (nakobaha bei nai sin, onle nan naen), ' from gener ation to
gener ation it is like that ' (nakobaha
ton ton, in onle nan naen), ' we canno t replace it' (kanab ei masekal), ' it is
like that' (inkun on nan naen), and
' do not change it' (in lo ka ta 'le 'be fa). All these expressions refer to
uncha nging custom that should be
respected by the people.
36
Regarding this point, Cama ra among the Mand ingo peopl e of easter n Seneg
al (West Africa) , menti ons three
main explanations that can be found amon g the local peopl e dealing with the
questi on ' why they perfor m ritual ',
which are (1) it is the custom ; (2) the ancestors always acted in this mann
er; and (3) this is sacred , so it should
begin first by perfor ming a specia l act (1960: 91) .
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they are doing is ' sacred' (leu), so they have to use metaphor just like the ances
tors did in the
past in order to hide a meaning. 37
The people of Biboki metaphorically relate 'life' to ' a sprout that emanates
from the
trunk ', a botanical expression linking the tip, flower and sprout to the next stage
of life. Local
people think about 'life' by making a comparison with the image of a growing
and spreading
tree that extends from its base. That is why people understand 'the flow of life'
as something
which from the beginning was in the trunk - ancestors - and then spread to the
branches until
the current generation, who are the 'flow er II the sprout' (sufa II kaun). Within
such discourse,
sufa II kaun always refers to the next generation that should follow the
style of life of the

previous generation. In this sense, the metaphoric features of the image conju
re up in people's
mind the concept that the sprout of life should not be lost. The tree continues
forever until the
end of the world, for its trunk is never cut off from its flower and fruit.
People understand the image of the first seeds of life in the determination
of social
ancestry through the metaphor of a 'journey'. Several oral traditions demonstra
te this. The use
of 'journey' provides a metaphor to trace one's origin. Another common
expression is
' orphan', which can be found in many Biboki chants. 38 This is a metaphor
ical reference to
those bereaved of a life-giving mother, and is also used to express the condition
of those in a
dependent status. 39 Furthermore, the word 'orph an' is metaphorically used
to conceptualize
the deep mourning over the loss of the life-giving mother. 40

37

Dealing with the pheno meno n of ' hiding a meani ng ', Alex Manb ait told me
that as all the speec hes refer to
sacred things, it is too dangerous for peopl e to use straightforward and ordina
ry speech.
38
See the section Ways to trace th e origins of Life in this Chapt er, T-6 line 32
and T-7 lines 12 and 17).
39
Among the Rotinese, Fox (1988a, d; 1989a, b; 1995a) explains the same notion
with a thorou gh exegesis of
the text.
40
See further the section below Discovering th e source ofLife and A meditation
on huma nity.
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3. Simile
Some times Bibo ki peop le use ' simil e' (la es polin ) to refer to some thing
that is essen tial in
relation to an impo rtant part of a perso n's life. A very simp le way to ident
ify such style of
speec h is the appe aranc e of the uab Meta word onle (in Engl ish: 'just
like') withi n the
expression. In daily disco urse, peop le often use this type of speec h to
expla in to other s an
objec t (or point of view ), whic h is simil ar to the way they use meta phor
. Some times peop le
mix simil e with both idiom and meta phor . In fact, by the use of the uab
Meto word onle,
simil e direc ts peop le's atten tion straig htaw ay to the objec t withi n the
conte xt of socia l
discourse. In contr ast, idiom and meta phor often hide the objec t of the speec
h by omit ting the
use of onle. Belo w are some exam ples of simil e, whic h were recor ded from
Petru s Senu . 41

Uab Me to

En gli sh

Me ani ng

01. In onle fatu

He [she] is like a stone

02. In naua b onle amao f
tua
03. In namo lok onle oela
nsa1
04. In moe 'na onle huna
naem bikas e
05. In onle atoit ai

He [she] speak s like a
drun ken perso n
He [she] speak s like the
flow of wate r
Her cond uct is like grass
looki ng for a horse
He [she] is like some one
looki ng for fire from door
to door
He [she] is like a chick en
movi ng from one tree to
anoth er
That is like cat and dog

Stand ing with out
movi ng, or he or she is
very stupi d
Spea king witho ut contr ol
and logic
Spea king very fast,
fluen tly
A wom an appro achin g a
man for marr iage
Very fond of movi ng
from one place to anoth er

06. In onle manu asae
hau
07. N ane onle meob a nok
asu
08. Nane onle kase naek
mese
09. Sin onle bife anuin
ike ma atone anuin
fani
10.In lulna onle kol kita
lulna
41

That is like a big forei gner

They are like a wom an
who neve r touch es any
spind le and a man who
neve r touch es any axe
Her lips are like the mout h
of a parro t

Havi ng the habit of
movi ng from one place to
anoth er
Alwa ys quarr elling ,
neve r livin g in harm ony
Wan ting to give order s
but neve r want ing to
work
Extre me! y lazy

Very beau tiful

See as well Yohanes Manh itu on his website: http:// www. uabm eto.ci b.net 2004:
1-4
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11. Nane onle mu'bae
oela
12. In anmaet onl e
sabuika
13. Onle hau fua moufka
na' lo ' o fa noko in
una

That is like playing with It is futile effort
water
He [she] died like an ant
Dying very easily
Like fruits which always
fall near the tree

Children always inherit
their parents ' attitudes

This list shows that, just like idiom and metaphor, simile is also based on the daily
experiences of people while aiming to import a special meaning to a particular subject.
People try to link the conduct of human beings with whatever they have found in their
common surroundings in the same way as they deal with idiom and metaphor. Sometimes
they just point to a comparison of different behaviours (lines 2, 5, 8, 9, 11). These types of
simile aim to emphasise the conduct appropriate to the norms of community life. On other
occasions, Biboki people use animals (lines 4, 6, 7, 12) and other representational forms
(lines 1, 3, 12 and 13) to make comparisons in this type of speech.

Searching for an event
This section deals with some key expressions used on specific occasions, for example at
formal meetings, when performing rituals in a traditional house, and at other official
gatherings at village level. During my research, the following expressions occurred in such
events, often expressed in the frame of speaking in pairs, to focus people' s attention on a
significant point of view. A valuable point to be kept in mind here is that literal translations
are of little use since one first needs to understand both the expressions of the local discourse
and the oral traditions. The literal meaning, however, if based on the context, can give useful
insights into the passage. The following text is typical of that used in formal speech by a
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hamlet head to identify both the people and the raja of the area, and was recorded from John
Tnesi and Y osef Afoan. 42

Text 4: A passage about ruler and his people

01. Hai to ma tafa Biboki
02. moko paha haena, tala ntea paha
nakan
03. hauba biana, tala ntea fatba biana
04. mansa saena, tala ntea mansa mofun
05 . taes atoni, tala ntea abitin taes bife
06. nuuf nae, tala ntea autuf ije44
07. on ahuntin ma amuintin ij e
08. lo on uik ana' ma teuf ana' kai 45
09. on to asu ma to fafi kai
10. on kolo ma manu kai

We are the people of Biboki
[we are] from the foot of the land and
the head of the land 43
[we are] from behind the tree and
behind the stone
[we are] from the rising sun and the
setting sun
[we are] from the male sea and
those of the female sea
[we are] from that mountain and
this hill
[we are] the earlier and the later
[we are] the children of banana and the
children of sugar cane
[we are] dog people and pig people
[we are] birds and chickens

Based on the local discourse, the key idea in this passage is 'unity' ,46 under the power of the
raja of Biboki. The unity between all the people of the area and the ruler - or raja - is a
dominant concept. It is compulsory for each person in the village to support this unity by
respecting the ruler, hamlet head and others, so that the people look after their own future,
known as 'we are indeed together, so our [future of] life will be good' (ala bua-bua kit, hele
moenka nao naleok). Structurally, line 1 of this passage is the foundation on which to

examine the meaning of the other nine lines (lines 2-10). In the first line, people acknowledge
who they are and directly introduce themselves as the people of Biboki, saying ' we are the
people of Biboki'.
42

Both individuals helped me during doing my fieldwork at Abun and Tamkesi.
For discussion of the meaning of ' foot of the land // head of the land' (paha haena II paha nakan), see section
How to build a hamlet in Chapter VI.
44
In relation to lines 4, 5, and 6, see section House and the concept of life in Chapter VIII, which highlights the
notion that the people feel they are under the protection of the ancestors ' power.
45
To understand the significance of ' banana' (uki) and ' sugar cane' (tefu), see the passage about ' kuan' (village)
- line 3 of Chapter VI - and also Chapter IX.
46
For further information about the concept of unity, see T-12 section Name Group in Chapter VII.
43
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The dualistic principle 47 within the text can be seen 1n expressions stressing the
importance of living in unity. Living properly in the community always gives a new
perspective to building the future of life; _personally, in the family, and in social life. These
expressions include ' the foot of the land II the head of the land' (paha haena II paha nakan,
line 2), 'behind the tree II behind the stone' (hauba biana II fatba biana, 48 line 3), ' the rising
sun II the setting sun' (mansa saena II mansa mofun, line 4), 'male sea II female sea' (taes
atoni II taes bi.fe, line 5), 'mountain II hill ' (nuuf II autuf, line 6), and 'earlier II later' (ahuntin
II amuintin 49, line 7). 50 These various paired terms draw attention to the fact that all natural

events can be used to portray the link between humans and the universe, as can be seen in
such words as ' land' , ' tree' , ' stone', 'sun' , 'moon' , ' sea', 'mountain', 'hill ' , and ' human
being'. Different components of the natural world are believed to fit together in a unified
totality.
Various expressions are used to highlight unity under the ruler of Biboki, known as
'the sky Biboki II the moon Biboki' (Nena Biboki II Funan Biboki). 51 This concept of unity is
based on the idea that people in an area cannot live well without the presence of a ruler, as
implied in lines 8, 9 and 10. According to the local discourse, 'banana II sugar cane', ' dog
people II pig people' and 'birds II chicken' all refer to the people as subjects of the ruler. In
daily speech people sometimes add or delete words in this text in order to articulate more

47

In relation to the concept of ' dualistic principle', Fox, based on the work of Cunningham on Timor, writes,
"Dualism among the Atoni, based on such categories as male and female, inside and outside, and 'wife-giver'
and ' wife-taker', has been amply described for the structure of their domains, their descent group s, and their
houses" (Fox, 1989b: 34. 38). The following section, Ways to trace the origins of life, will further discuss this
dualistic principle.
48
'Behind the tree II behind the stone' refers to neighbours who are from other name groups. This expression is
particularly used for those who are next door.
49
The uab Meto term ahuntin is a plural form of ahunut,· also amuintin is a plural form of amunit.
50
Hertz (1960: 98) discusses in great detail ' dualism forms ' in the frame of religious polarity, which he claims
is the essence of primitive thought and dominates ordinary people's social organization. He mentions ' right II
left', ' light II dark', ' day II night', ' east II south', ' west II north', ' high II low', 'sky II eart', ' good II evil ' , ' life II
death' and so forth. Table 4.1, in the section Ways to trace the origins of life, illustrates such dualism
51
For more about the titles of the ruler ofBiboki, see the section Th e Raja ofBiboki in Chapter V.
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sharply the paradigm of Biboki society. Philosophica lly, these ten lines illustrate the key
ideas of the people of Biboki about the significant role of unity.
Such expressions direct Biboki people to respect the idea of ' trusting each other II
helping each other' (tmafnekan tukam tuk II tmamnaun panim paen), which is fundamental to
building up daily community life. Lines 8 and 9 offer an approach to this ideal, in which
people humbly express their presence as 'banana II sugar cane' (uki II tefu) 52 and ' dog II pig'
(asu II Jaji). The latter term is equivalent to the next line, 'bird II chicken', which also refers

to the people. 53

Ways to trace the origins of life
An important point to be emphasised here is that idiom and metaphor - and also simile - are
fundamental to the styles of speech of Biboki people, and are very often used not just to
explain something in more detail but also - within local discourse - to trace the origins of an
individual and the conceptions of life. 54
The origins are defined in terms of a dynamism of 'something else' which, on the one
hand, always flows (like water) from one time to another time and, on the other hand, grows
(like a tree) from one generation to the next. Furthermore , it stands (like a rock or stone)
forever between one event and any other event. In other words, origins here are the
orientation by which the current generation reaffirms its status. There are at least two
important points to be noted here: [1] the sprout of an earlier time, and [2] the presence of the
ancestors among the present people. Metaphorica lly, people try to understand the origins as
52

For more information about the term 'banana//sugar cane ' see Chapter IX.
Usfinit (2003) , in his work about Maub es Insana, explains these terms in detail, saying for instance that 'bird'
and 'chicken' means the people who are the workers in the ruler' s garden (ameuptin). Sometimes these are the
ordinary people and servants of the ruler (2003: 69)
.
54
As good examples of this usage, Chapters VI, VII and VIII analyse the implication of key notions such as
stone, water and tree, which are used to trace the origins. Chapter VI specifically examines the practice whereby
at a source of water people place a masculine post. In the same way, Chapter VIII examines the presence of a
stone in a traditional house, and makes clear the uses of 'sacred water' (oe makana), 'sacred stone ' (faot
makana), and ' sacred tree' (hau makana) in Biboki ritual performances.
53
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the water that always runs without ceasing. This point of view can be found in the following
folksong, which is widely performed, recorded from Charles Usboko and John Tnesi. 55
Text 5: A passage about life everyday 56

01. Atoni anao lalan

People, who are travelling on
foot
travel without wishing to stop.
People, who are walking along
the sea
walk without finding the place to
stop.
People, who are journeyin g
along the creek
journey without meeting anyone
again.
People, who are working in the
garden
work without ceasing.
The sun sets
the world becomes dark.
It is only one noble man
He [the water] flows for ever.
Can you guess [what it is]
whether you know it?
If you do not know what it is
[you should] go to jail

02. nao-nao ka nloim he ntea.
03. Atoni anon tasi
04. non-non ka nmui'fa ekan.
05. Atoni aleku nono
06. leuk-leuk mite ko es me.
07. Atoni ameup lele
08 . meup-meup ka nas-nasfa.
09. Mansa mofun nfinnin
10. pahe mes' okan.
11 . Ala naijuf mese
12. inan nsai piuta.
13. Ete mtek mite
14. kalu muhine?
15. Kalu ka muhine
16. mnao ha mtam koke

The key theme of this folksong is not merely to depict the notion of a 'journey' , which is
expressed by 'travel on foot' (anao lalan, line 1), 'walking by the sea' (anon tasi, line 3),
'journeying along the creek' (aleku nano, line 5), 'working in the garden' (ameup Zele, line 7),
and ' flows for ever' (nsai piuta, line 12), but also to encompass the essence of the origins of
life. This folksong is often performed at a strategic place near ' sacred water' , located right
under the masculine post. The passage can be divided into two parts: (1) lines 1 - 8 which
comment on local daily activities; and (2) lines 9-16 which refer metaphorically to water that

55

It happens that a hamlet head can sometimes perform this passage in a traditional house, when conducting a
ritual. Originally, this passage contained two folksong s: the first one is lines 1-8 , and the second is lines 9-16 .
Sometimes the pupils perform the second folksong at their school.
56
This passage can be categorised in the genre of cynical language (uab p olin), as can be seen in Table 3 .1 in
the preceding chapter.
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emanates from the ancestors. 57 The first eight lines can be further divided into four sentences,
which are also couplets: lines 1-2; lines 3-4; lines 5-6; and lines 7-8. In a similar way we can
analyse the second eight lines, in which lines 9-10, 11-12, 13-14, and 15-16 also form
couplets.
The story of the ancestors' epoch is presented in the form of a journey around places,
hills, mountains, rivers and landscapes, all of which bring to mind the presence of the
ancestors. 58 The effort of individuals in the present day is therefore thought to be a continuing
part of the origin of life that has been structured in the society of the area. It is affirmed that
all the areas of Timor were originally divided into four parts by four men and four lords, who
are the forefathers of all the people within Timor Island, as also described in Text 9 'In the
. . , 59
B egznnzng.

The metaphor of a journey as the way of tracing the ong1ns 1s prototypical in
Austronesian society (Fox 1995a, 1996a, c). 60 Within the frame of such a tradition, Biboki
people express common origins based on various forms of precedence, namely 'past II
present' (unu II muni), 'trunk II branch' (uf II tlaej), 61 'younge r II elder' (alif II tataj), 'female
II male' (feta II mane), 'outside II inside' (mane' II nanan), and 'earlier II later' (ahunut II
57

See section How to build a hamlet in Chapter VI.
In T- 9, Chapter VI "In the Beginning" (Afi Unu) we traced the long journey of 'four men and four lords Sonbai Sila, Liurai Sila, Beun Sila and Foa Sila - who travelled across all these places. The act of arranging the
area and forming the structure of community life is metaphorically expressed by the phrase "the four of them sat
and rested at Kuamone-Tapenpah" (lines 42-49).
59
See for further discussion T-9 'In the Beginnin g'. In relation to the idea of 'journey' , T-18 Appendix 2
'Tracing the Origins of the Message ' details several names (kanaf) of Biboki people who still claim a
relationship with the four men and the four lords mentioned in T-9, Chapter VI. See as well T-19 Appendix 3
which mentions the coalition of Biboki and Insana people to fight against the Belu people. Another source for
this is Appendix 5 about 'The Warrior Lopo' (Meo Lopo), who can also be found in Usfinit's work (2003: 124)
60
As can be seen in the T-9 and T-18 of Appendix 2, Biboki people trace their origins as the journey of a single
name, for instance M eo Naek Lopo (T-21 Appendix 5) who wandered through a landscape and places (Fox
1995a: 225 among the Rotinese). See also Usfinit about the people of Insana and Biboki (2003: 160, 176).
61
Based on Fox' s analysis, Jardner makes a detailed linguistic note about the uab Meta terms ef and un based in
the context of the Amanuban people. According to him U is a word root, which in uab Meto has further
derivation u=n and u=f The enclitic - n and the suffix -f ..... and -f set up a relationship of identity and
similarity ['something like' the word root]. U primarily means 'tree', ' trunk' or ' root. The trunk of a tree is
designated as un, which occurs in kiu un (tamarind trunk), tuah un (lontar palm trunk) , etc. Un only denotes the
trunk and the roots, not the whole tree. The Atoin Meto especially use uf symbolically, in the sense of origin,
[Herk:unft] , cause. Uf mese means multiple people who are from the 'same trunk', that is, from one genealogical
line (Jardner 1999: 86, footnote 129).
58
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amunit). 62 These can be extended to other paired expressions: ' first born // last born' (moen
ahunut II moen amunit), 'he/she who suckled first // he/she who suckled later' (a sus ahunut II
a sus amunit), and ' the old navel // the young navel ' (usa mnasi II usa mnune). Sometimes

people use other expressions, such as ' they who settled first // they who settled later' (a tok
ahunut II a tok amunit), or 'they, who are at the foot of the land // they, who are at the head of

the land' (abitin paha haena II abitin paha nakna). 63 Another expression refers to ' the lord of
the land // the lord of the lake' (paha tuana II nifu tuana), with the belief that the ancestors
can be thought of as the 'shadow of banyan // the shadow of rita' 64 (nun mafo II let mafo). 65
In this regard, the ancestors become the protectors of the current generation. As people
always seek protection from the heat of the sun by sitting under the shadows of a banyan tree
and the rita tree, so people also look to the ancestors for protection whenever they have
troubles and problems. The table below summarises these terms of precedence.
Table 4.1: Various Forms of Preceden ce

UabMeto

English

Notes

01 . uf // tlaef (or tunaf)

trunk // branch (tip)

02. faot uf // faot muni

trunk stone // latest stone

03. mansa saena // mansa
mofun

the rising sun // the
setting sun

04. funna mnemna // funna
belan
05. oe uf // oe tunaf

the coming moon // the
setting moon
the trunk of water // the
tip of water

This is a botanical
metaphor referring to
the source of life.
This refers to the
position of the
ancestors who protect
the current generation.
The 'rising' portrays the
ancestors as the source
of life to the current
people.
Compare with number
03
See section How to
build a hamlet in

62

Fox categorises elder II younger, male II female , inside II outside, first born II last born as common
expressions of origin based on various forms of precedence (1996c: 13).
63
The term ' head of land ' in this uab Meta discourse means those who came first to the area, and 'the foot of
the land" refers to those people who came later to the area. Sometimes ' the head of the land' refers to the east,
and ' the foot of the land' to the west.
64
Rita tree [B.I.J in uab Meto is known as ' lete', or Ceiba pentandra.
65
It is said that at the time when the ancestors were travelling, they took rest under the shade of banyan and rita
trees.
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06. unu II muni

past II present

07. abitin paha nakan II
abitin paha haena

08. li II neu

They, who are at the
head of the land II they,
who are at the foot of the
land
left II right

09. mone' II nanan

outside II inside

10. ahunut II amunit

earlier II later

11. amnit ahunut apinat II
amnit amunit apinat

s/he, who first sees the
light II s/he, who later
sees the light
first born II last born

12. moin ahunut II moin
amunit
13. a sus ahunut II a sus
amunit

s/he, who suckled first //
s/he, who suckled later

14. a tok ahunut II a tok
amunit

They, who settled first II
they, who settled later

15. pah amonot II pah
ma'eki

backward area II
developing area

16. usa mnasi II usa mnuke

the old navel I/ the
young navel

17. nai mnasi /I nai mnuke

the old // the youth
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Chapter VI
unu can be translated as
' the ancient day'
'At the head of the land'
identifies the first
settlers, who were the
ancestors
This is an extension of
number 12, in which
"right" (neu) is the first
born, and "left" (li) is
the last born
This term is used to
emphasise that people
from both inside and
outside form the living
community.
This is an origin term to
refer to the ancestors
and the current people.
This is an extension of
number 10
This is another way to
express term 10
This term relates to
people's view of family
life in terms which
identify one's position
in society.
This term can be
compared with number
10
'Backward area' is
identified as the first
settlers who knew little
about community life
This term is used to
identify people within
the community, which
also relates to number
17
'The old' are thought of
as the first settlers, who

18. feto II mone

19. olif lltataf

66

female II male

younger II elder

are the ancestors.
This pair is used to link
the ancestors and the
current people.
This is an expression of
family hierarchy, which
is used to link the
ancestors and the
current generation.

Structurally, these complementary67 dyadic sets can be categorised as (1) the botanical [line
1], (2) natural objects [lines 2, 3, 4 and 5], (3) time [line 6], (4) parts of the body [line 7, 16],
(5) directional and spatial coordinates [lines 8 and 9],

(6) categories of individual and

community life identified with specific acts [lines 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15], and (7)
categories for person and gender [lines 17, 18 and 19]. All these various categories are used
recursively to assert precedence.
In family life, people have certain expressions, which are metaphorically based on
'the old navel' II 'the young navel' (16 and 17), to refer to the concept of the current
generations. This is expressed by the dyadic sets: 'female' II 'male' (18), and 'younger' II
'elder' (19) which emphasise the idea of 'progenit or' and 'progeny' as an expression of a set
of common perspectives about the continuation of life. 68 All these expressions of paired terms
are used to highlight the unity between 'trunk' (uf), 'branch' (tlaef)', 'flower' (sufa), and

66

The terms feta II mane can carry different meanings in different contexts: see the further explanation of Taes
Feta and Taes Mone in sections Physical Geography and Administrative Structure in Chapter II and the section
Tamkesi: the heart ofBiboki traditions in Chapter V.
67
This conceptual analysis is inspired by Fox's study, based on Levi-Strau ss's work (1956) Do Dual
Organizations Exist?, which gives at least six complemen tary categories as follows: directional and spatial
coordinates such as north II south, east II west, inside II outside, back II front, right II left, upward II downward;
colour categories such as white II black, red II gold, blue II green; parts of the body: head II tail, head II buttock;
categories for persons and gender such as younger II elder, male II female; botanical categories such as unripe II
ripe, trunk II tip , planted II harvested; and categories for qualities such as cool II hot, bland II bitter (Fox 1989b:
44).
68
Fox in his work (1996c: 147-149) 'Idioms of Origin: Progenitor Lines and their Progeny' discussed this
relationship in great detail among the people ofMambai of East Timor, Ema-Weha li Tetun-Aton i Meto of West
Timor and Rotinese. In his sketches of each society (p. 148), Fox emphasises the continuity between progenitor
and progeny, which portrays how each of these societies conceptualises their common concerns about the nature
and the continuation of life.
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' sprout' (kaun), which can be subsumed within the dyadic form of 'trunk II branch' , and
' flower II seed' .69
The list in Table 4.1 shows that Biboki people have a range of expressions to
elaborate their relationship with the ancestors, based on various contexts. 70 This list of terms
of precedence embodies the fundamental principles that influence people' s daily affairs,
which bind the current generation with the ancestors. Biboki people regard this inseparable
relationship as a fundamental fact in their society. So gaining a clearer understanding of each
form will provide the knowledge required to identify the local conceptions of Biboki people
about the nexus between the present and the past.
The first form is 'trunk II branch' (uf II tlaef [tuna.fJ), which refers to the source of life.
In daily discourse, trunk brings to mind an understanding about 'the trunk of a tree' (hau uf).
This form also refers to the idea of a tree that begins to grow from a small seed, and day by
day grows bigger and bigger until it becomes tough and can stand straight to the sky. Behind
this image one can identify two ideas; firstly, the evidence of the first life, and secondly, the
process of the first seed coming into being from time past to life in the present day. The first
seed of life becomes the bridge between the past community and the current community,
which together create the dynamism of community life, both past and present (numbers 10-11
in Table 4.1), forming a living community of people. The first category of 'trunk II branch' is
used in the context of a name group to highlight ideas of the superiority of the ancestors. Just
as a branch cannot survive without a trunk, so people in society should respect the ancestors
as the trunk of their lives.
The paired 'trunk II branch' is further qualified in vanous forms with different
settings that are given in numbers 2-19. The second four categories (2, 3, 4 and 5) are based
69

This paired dyadic sets ' trunk II branch' and ' flower II seed' are recursively and common ly used in the
community.
70
In this respect, sometimes the local people have a problem encounte ring the modem attractions of
development in the wider district and kabupaten.
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on natural objects ('stone' , ' sun', 'moon' and ' water') which identify the first place where the
ancestors came from. In ritual speech the ancestors' place is identified as ' trunk stone' (2),
' the rising sun' (3), ' the coming moon' (4), and ' the trunk water' (5). People in the society
refer to themselves as ' latest stone' , ' the setting sun' , 'the setting moon' and ' the tip of water' .
'
The third category, based on the dimension of time ' past II present' (6),
refers to the concern

of people about respecting all the events of the ancestors' time, which can affect their own
daily lives. In local discourse, the term 'past' always reminds people to respect the early days
as the beginning of life, which have become the basis of life.
From daily experience, people move from the concept of 'trunk' to recognise both the
beginning of life and the flow of life. The people of Biboki also acknowledge the continuum
of ' time past' to 'time present' (unu II muni). In this case, Biboki people simply conceptualise
the origins of life by using the qualification of time 'past II present' , which can be further
extended to refer to the dyadic sets of the fourth category 'they, who are at the head of the
land II they, who are at the foot of the land' (7). This paired expression can be seen as the
extension of the basic form ' trunk II branch' in terms of identifying 'the head of the land' as
being superior to those who are living in the foot of the land. Parts of body are used to
express the local conception about the link between the ancestors and the society, which is
fundamental to the spatial arrangement of many social gatherings. Just as 'trunk' and 'branch
[tip]' are never separated in the botanical idiom; so also this idiom is used to portray the
intimate nexus between present community and the ancestors ' time.
Within the frame of the directional and spatial coordinates, people use ' left II right '
and ' outside II inside' (8 and 9) to depict arrangements of precedence. These two categories
portray an opposition between elder and younger, in terms of ' elder' referring to the ancestors
('left' II ' outside ' ) and ' younger' referring to the present people ('right' II ' inside' ), 7 1 to
71

I recognised this concept when I was attending rituals in several traditional houses. So, in the frame of
performing a ritual, people regard ' left ' as the important area for the ancestors , and ' right' for the current
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highlight the idea of living together in a positive cooperation between two sides: ' left' II
'right' and ' outside ' II ' inside' . In this sense, people consider the ancestors as the guardians
who secure the community from the attacks of their enemies from outside, and so people
have to behave correctly in following the ancestors ' will. 72
Within social life people use several forms to express the notion of precedence, as can
be seen in numbers 10, 11 , 12, 13, 14 and 15. The ancestors are known as 'earlier' because
they are the first persons to see 'the light' ( 11 ), those who first settled the area ( 14), which is
also referred to in number 12 'the first born'. The first born is known as 'slhe, who suckled
first' (13), in reference to the main role of the ancestors as a 'mother ' who looks after people
in the society. The paired ' s/he, who suckled first II s/he, who suckled later' can be linked to
the paired 'younge r' II ' elder', as will be explained in the next stage. In local discourse, even
though the ancestors can be viewed as a 'backwa rd area' (pah amonot), people have to
respect them as their foundation of life.

NOTIONS OF LIFE
At all levels of life, Biboki people believe that there is a source from which everything
originated. Drawing on this source of life, people can make their present life prosperous and
meaningful.

Discov ering the source of life
The source of life in this context refers to ideas of the mother as a source of life. To
understand this source of life, we can refer to the genre of the ' lament for the dead' (ka e

generation. In terms of the role of the ancestors in guarding a hamlet (or a domain) , people refer to ' outside' as
the space for the ancestors and ' inside' for the present people.
72
See for further discussion the section ' Harmony and disharmo ny with the universe ' in Chapter IV and the
section Hamlet: location of th e past in Chapter VI. Ancestors have a special role in society, which is not only to
prevent attack from outside but also to direct all the people in the society.
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nitus), which is a special oral tradition of Biboki people relating to life and death.73 It is

mostly women who perform such laments , while sitting beside the corpse or moving around
according the content of the lament. Usually a woman leads by mentioning first the main
point of each line, and then others join in. Other performers walk in a long line near the house
where the corpse is placed, and they weep to express their deep mourning over the loss of a
life-giving mother. This text, a lament at the death of a woman, was recorded from Petrus
Senu, Thresia Beli and Yoseph Afoan who are elders in Abun village.
Text 6: An excerpt from the lament for the dead (Kae Nitus)

01. Aina hone, au aina hone.

03. Ije lof kamitam tein kofa ben.
04. Aina hone, ain alekot
05. a m'ai koit kai ben?

Life-giving mother, my life-giving
mother.
Life-giving mother, why did you
leave us?
We will not see you again.
Life-giving mother, good mother
why do you not look at us again?

06. Hai lofkam it kofa hen.

We will not see you again.

07. Aina hone, ain hone

Life-giving mother, life-giving
mother
the usual way, we can come back
but the way to Bisol, is difficult to
return.
Life-giving mother,
if we think of you, we are sad
because we will never see you
again.
Life-giving mother
we cannot call your name again
who can we call, like you?

02. Aina hone maet musaitan kai ben?

08. lalan babian, tfaen tern
09. me lalan Bisol, tuta' mai.
10. Aina hone
11. umnau, nekka manuka
12. fun ka ita' tein kofa hen.
13. Aina hone
14. lofhai ka moen tein kofa ben
15. a hai lofmiua b mok sekau, onle
ho?
16. Ain hone
17. ta'ain tatatuin taskul ok.
18. lekba ma leu'fa, ala hit ain hone
kuk.
19. N ek aleokta,74 alaha hit ain hone,
20. fef aminta, alaha hit ain hone

Life-giving mother
nothing will be the same again.
good or bad, one's own mother is
still the best.
The one who had a good heart is
indeed our life-giving mother
the one who had a sweet mouth is
indeed our own mother

73

This genre of the lament for the dead can be found in other Atoni Pah Meto areas, such as Insana, Miomafo ,
and Amanuba n Amanatu n, with various dialects of uab Meto.
74
The uab Meto word aleokta (see also line 43) is a metathesis of alekot (lines 4, 64), which has the same
meaning as lekba (line 18 , 21).
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21. han lekba, alaha hit ain hone.
22. Aineeee
23. mun et netna
24. musneku, mumeu nuba.
25. Aina hone
26. lekame, ho mpaisaen maen kai
27. ma mnao musaitan kai ben?
28. A ain hone,
29. lof kolba nkae
30. hai ala msa sai lum.
31. Aina hone
32. hai lian mantom
33. fun minekun maen ko ben
34. ala lekam le ho mfaen oum.
35. Uis Nenba, neon abali, nabali nan
ain hone
36. tatoni he tak sa, Uis Nenba esan
nlek kun
37. Uis Nenba, neon abali, anaota ma
amnemta.
38. Lof tokom tamnautan ain hone
39. al ala sasai lum
40. fun aina naom ka nfaen nem fa.
41. A ain hone
42. hai lof alaha msai lumaha.
43. Bait he lal aleokta
44. hai mnao mok ko he mpein ko.
45. Ain hone, sus mina
46. a m'maet musaitan kai ben?
47. Hai lof mtok lumaha ben.
48. Leka me muhoin mulael kai,
49. a.. ho maen musaitan kai?
50. Hai lof mtoko mames mbi hit
loppa.
51. Kalu kol nusa nkae,
52. hai lof alaha msasai lum
53. ma minokan nubi nem
54. fun hai lof ka mi tam tein kofa ben.

the one who had a good voice is
indeed our own mother.
Mother,
go and walk through the hills,
look to the left and right, you can
see a sea of tears.
Life-giving mother
why did you leave us
and go without even saying
goodbye?
Oh, [my] life-giving mother,
if we hear the bird's song
we can only remember your face
and cry.
Life-giving mother
we are orphaned
because we have already lost you,
mother
we don't know when you are going
to come back.
That is God's will to take our lifegiving mother
humans have no power over God
God decides who goes or comes.
When we sit and remember you
mother
only sadness and tears
because mother is already gone and
will never come back.
Oh [my] life-giving mother
we will always be sad.
If your way was good
we will help you together.
Life-giving mother who had a sweet
breast
why did you leave us?
We are sitting alone without you
mother
Why did you give birth to us
and then walk away from us without
a word?
From now on, we will always sit
alone in our granary.
If the parrot sings,.
we only feel very sad
without direction and in sadness
because we will never see you
again.
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55. Aina hone,
56. hai mnao meu hit lella
57. tae hit baella, alaha msasai lum.
58. Afi unu,
59. tok hit aina tbi hit lella tamtis,
60. tmoe on sa, taneuk tanje ben.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Kolo neuksa,
taneuk taen ain hone,
tmoe on sa he taeuk tok ne?
Ain hone nek alekot

65. a hai lof mit sekau onle ho?
66. In nek mina ma sus mina.
67. Atoni bian sepol kai,
68. hai lof mtokom le nuba nsasai,
69. fun hai mimnau man ain hone.
70. Ain hone
71. ho mtea bael Uis Nenba ben.
72. Hai he miaben mimnau manko,
73. tlom kaelen.
74. Hai ka mfekofa sa'sa
75. fun hit kat muifa sa'sa,
76. hit atoin ma'muit.
77. On nan ho ka muhena kaifa sa'sa.
78. Ain hone
79. maen musaitan kai ben.
80. Hai mtae ho kaeb'a .... lo mkaelen.
81. Lof sekau et nait hit keu ma skiki?

Life-giving mother,
if we go to our garden
we will look at our place and will
always be sad.
A long time ago
we were still in our garden with
you,
now we don't understand why you
aren't with us again.
Small parrot,
we have lost our life-giving mother,
with what can we see her again?
Life-giving mother, who had a good
heart
who will we look at?
[Mother], who has a generous heart
and a sweet breast.
If someone gets angry with us
we can only sit and cry
because we remember our life-giving
mother.
Life-giving mother
you are already in God's place.
If we want to eat, we always
remember you
and we will always cry.
We cannot give you anything
because we don't have anything,
we are poor people.
Because of that, you didn't leave
anything either.
Life-giving mother
you have already left us.
We see your sirih box, and we cry
straightaway.
Who is going to take your
toothbrush? 75

All aspects of the life of this woman as mother are mentioned to remind people of her
importance within the community, from which after giving life - to her children - she
leaves. 76 Generally, the sense of the loss of the 'life-giving mother' is expressed by four
simple phrases, 'the unending crying' (kaeta mnanu), 'heart in a deep sorrow' (ansaoka
75

Sirih box and toothbrush are concrete reminders of the departed beloved mother to everybod y who knew her.
If this passage is to be compared with Catholic Church teaching, the performers are requesting help from the
powers above - the ancestors and the supernatural - to give to the life-giving mother' s soul peace and life
everlasting. Meanwhile they also offer a prayer to beseech a blessing for the current people so they can live
together in the present harsh situation.
76
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nmouf), 'in a serious deep silence' (tlo t 'elaha), and ' what should we say again' (he mak sa 'a
ntein). The figure of a mother dominates and gives a focus to the text. There are several

points of interest that can be derived from an exegesis of the passage.
Firstly, a key conception of such lament texts is the feeling of loss. Yet the sense of deep
mourning over this loss also gives rise to hope amid the uncertain conditions of community
life. 'Mother' (aina, or metathesis ain) is mentioned many times within the text (lines 1, 2, 4,
7, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 35, 41, 45, 55, 64, 69, 70, 78). Most lines address the
mother as 'life-giving mother' or 'mother who gave birth' or 'womb mother' (ain hone), for
she is directly thought of as a mother who gives birth to her baby. This expression of a
generalised life-giving mother refers particularly to the close relationship between a mother
and her child. The life-giving mother has sacrificed much to obtain blessings for her children.
In this sense, the mother then is also simply described as a 'good mother' (ain alekot, line 4 ),
who is generous and very kind; 'mother, the one who had a good heart' (ain nek alekot, lines
19, 64), for she always cares for her baby; 'mother, the one who had a sweet mouth' ([ain} fef
aminta, line 20), for she always directs her children properly; 'mother, who had a good voice'
(ain han lekba, line 21) for she always taught her children; and 'mother, who had a generous

heart and a sweet breast' (ain nek mina ma sus mina, line 66), 77 for she always gave priority
to looking after her baby by giving milk from her breast (air susu ibu, B.I.).
The figure of a mother as presented in this lament illustrates the realities of daily life. In
this context, the people of Biboki believe that the presence of a mother is a sine qua non for
creating a living community. While all the good actions of a mother are pointed out, the
people are reminded not only of their sense of loss but also how to manage difficulties after
this loss of their life-giving mother and how really hard life is when a mother disappears from
the community. Life never fully exists without the involvement of a mother.
77

The uab Meto word sus mina 'sweet breast' , according to local discourse, refers to a lactating mother. This
term, which is used very often among the people, also deals with the fact of the unconditional love of a mother
for her children. The 'love of a mother' belongs to her children forever.
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Secondly, the notion of unity in community life is strongly emphasised throughout the
text. For the sake of this unity, life should be arranged under the protection of the ancestors.
If not, a person left outside the frame of such a living community will be regarded as an
orphan. In relation to this, a pivotal notion of the Biboki people is their belief that 'living
outside of the ancestors' frame of life' (moen ka tolifa bei ma nai sin) can be extremely
dangerous because problems will often arise. Just as life never exists without the presence of
a mother, so life never exists without the support of the ancestors. A mother here represents
the origin, which can be understood as the source that is always pouring down blessings to
the people in a community. Mother is seen as the source of life-giving blessings: people
always have troubles when living without a mother (see further lines 56-57, 59-60, 62-63, 6566, 79-81 ). So living without a mother is like living without the ancestors, and leads to
problems and troubles.
Thirdly, Biboki people affirm that the place where every dead person goes is called Bisol
(line 9). 78 Nobody knows about the location of this place name. They just say, 'The place of
Bisol can merely be mentioned, and nobody asks for any reasons to know its location' (kanaf
Bisol ka matekafa, ka titfa atoni mese he nahian le bale ije).

In this respect, death is

conceptualised as a return to the ancestors. 79 People think of Bisol as the place for the
ancestors and the Supreme Being, and also the place for all people from around the world,
known as 'the meeting place of all the peoples' (to ma tafa in ekun tefan).

80

Bisol is

commonly used to refer to an unknown place to which every dead person goes. It is believed
that if a person of bad conduct dies, his/her soul will linger around the village, but one who
78

See also T-7 lines 1, 8, 14, 25-26.
It can be compared with T-7 (see section in this chapter) for a fuller explanation. The first fourteen lines ofT7 start to explain that life as we have it is for the moment only, for death will single out someone without asking
for the agreement of the people. We are not the owners of life (line 1) because everything will not continue with
us for ever (line 2) . In this world things mean nothing and because of that everybod y should take care of his/her
attitude, which in the T-17 is expressed in terms of negative consequences (lines 3 and 4) .
80
When I asked whether every person is longing to go to this place of Bisol, I was given the answer that even
though nobody would long to go to this place, everyone will eventually arrive there. See the section Harmony
and Disharmony with the Universe, for more discussion of this issue.
79
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has passed away with good conduct can straightaway enter Bisol. In this respect, to reach this
destination a dead person needs to go through the hills (munet netna, line 23 ), meaning that it
is not easy to travel from earth (the present time) to Bisol (the past). They also know that one
goes to Bisol forever; therefore people are extremely sad because the dead person will not
return (lines 39-40). Humans cannot avoid or oppose 'travelling to Bisol', for only the
Supreme Being organises the birth and death of every human being (lines 35-37, 71-73).
Whether a person is able to go directly to Bisol or not depends on the quality of their life
within the community. This expression reminds people of Bisol as being a sacred place. Even
though nobody knows the exact location of Bisol, people accept it as true that after
completing the present life, everybody should go to this place to gather together with the
ancestors.
The whole process of life is metaphorically elaborated by the concept of' a journey ', seen
as a long and complicated travelling from the present life through death until reaching a
destination in Bisol. People acknowledge this concept of journey by these two paired
expressions: (1) 'un-grown tip of lantana, path to darkness' (kiskase tuna teme, lalan neu
mis 'okan), and (2) 'the good road, the way to Bisol' (!al op leko, lalan neu Bisol). The first
expression reminds people to take care to practice all the traditions, with the dire
consequence that those who fail to obey traditions are like those living in the shadow of an
un-grown tip of lantana, who cannot see the best way for building their future. On the other
hand, people who observe all the traditions create the best links to the place where all the
ancestors are living, namely Bisol. In relation to these expressions, I recorded 81 another
version of a related text:
E .. .. hao tebes, maneo
hit ije lo teb-tebes
hao teb tebes maneo
hit onle esaha neot ma laat

Yes, really, that is true
we are really human beings
yes, that is really the fact
we are as in a shelter

81

See further my article entitled Mistery Kematian Menurut Masyara kat Biboki (Mystery of Death according to
Biboki people), VOX: 1988: 110-119.
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kalobes hit het fanjen
tnao on hit kuana es Bisol

we come back not for long
going home to our land Bisol

Bisol 82 is the local technical term used to refer to 'life after death' . So the Biboki concept of
death can be seen as a return to the ancestors. 83 This short passage is based on a notion of life
that will be continued at a certain time and place, when all the struggles of living in this
world end. People do not explicitly describe the conditions in Bisol. They just say that even
though the life that we have now will not last in this world, life will continue in another
form. 84 According to local belief, Bisol is the place where people from all over the world can
gather and directly meet their ancestors. People have a strong belief that all the acts of people
during their life in this world can affect the well-organised journe y of people to Bisol.
Life is seen as a gift to everybody from the Supreme Being through the community of
the ancestors. It is interesting to decipher lines 26-27, 'why did you leave us and go without
even saying goodbye' (lekame, ho mpaisaen kai ma mnao musaitan kai hen), which shows
that nobody is fully in charge of their own lives. These lines seem to depict the complaint of
people by rhetorically asking the mother, 'why did you go without saying goodbye?' The
weakness of human beings encountering all events in this world are emphasised here as an
important point of the passage. In this framework, people use the physical realm to express
what they feel, for instance by referring to birds and trees.
Birds are regarded as a bridge between human beings and the ancestors (see lines 29-30,
51, 61 ), 85 and they become the messenger of the ancestors to pass information from both
sides: the living and the ancestors' world. The passage of several kinds of birds is common,
82

The uab Meto term Bisola is the same name for Bisol.
Like the Mamba i people of East Timor, death is valued as a return to the origins of life. Traube in
her work
among the people of Mamba i explains the facts of life and death as the way of receiving and returnin
g on the
basis of perform ing the ritual for the dead. She describes this concept of life and death in great detail
in order to
explore the role of this ritual in the social order, which is a life-giving exchang e (1986: 11 , 211).
84
Regarding the concept of death, Biboki people believe that the current life will continue in another form.
That
is why people always put money, clothes and jewelle ry in the coffin, as well as whispering a messag
e in the ear
of the corpse, 'be careful in the new place' (nait lek-leko nbi baelfeu ).
85
See for further discussion the next explanation about the role of bird's sound.
83
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and people see them as a sign from the ancestors' community. Birds, with their distinctive
calls, take care of people and the environment by revealing what will happen in the future or
what is going on in the life of the present community. For instance , lines 29, 51, and 61 draw
attention to this important feature by mentioning the songs of birds. 86 We can recognize
several different kinds of birds, which the people of Biboki categorise as follows:
(1) Birds that are close to humans include 'chicke ns' (manu, or kol manu) , 'ducks' (bebe,
or kol bebe), 'large turtledoves' (kol umba), 'quails' (kol puija) and 'crows' (kol koa).
The agricultural background of Biboki people means that they respect all these species
of birds because they are always close at hand. Some people regard them as their
emblems and that is why certain people (from a particular name-group) may be
prohibited from eating their meat;

87

for instance the N eonbasu name group is

prohibited from eating the meat of quails. 88
(2) There are some kinds of birds which are the enemies of the people because they steal
their possessions. For instance, the hawk (tem umnapu) is called 'hawk, which steals
chicken' (teme abak manu), or 'hawk, which steals pigs' (teme abakfaf i). Included in
this category is the vulture (heut'a) and the raven (kol aoba) which steals maize from
the garden (kol aoba abak pena).
(3). When night comes, the sound of the white owl (ku'ba or atoisa) is believed to be a
warning of three possible events: [ 1] the soul of the lord of the land is coming for one
of the settlers who has made a serious mistake; [2] someone in the village has passed
away; [3] there is a thief in the hamlet. Similarly, if at night there is the sound of a
cock - only one crow - people will immediately consider the following four events: [1]
someone is walking around; [2] a young woman has run off with a young man; [3] a
86

This analysis can be based as well on T-17 lines 5-6, 9-11 , 20-21, 23-25, which explain the role of birds
within the lives of human beings.
87
See further section Leu, Nono and Nuni in Chapter IX.
88
See further T-24 Appendix 8 lines 537 and 559.
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man is committing adultery; [4] someon e just passed away. If several cocks crow
many times, this is a sign of problem s or an accident or a killing (slaying) that has
happene d in the village. The lengthy song of a raven (kol aoba) in the night is the sign
for [1] the death of a relative, or [2] a signal for a hunter directing them to the presenc e
of the prey nearby. The sound of a certain kind of red sparrow (kol aenla) passing over
the door of a house informs the people of the death of one of their relatives.
(4). The sound of a small starling (kol kotsa, or kot kotsa) by day indicate s good luck for
those who hear it. The sound of a bird with a forked tail (sa~si) around the ridge of a
house gives the messag e that a woman in that house is pregnant. The sound of a bird
from the far forest (kol ulan) marks the coming of the first rain.
(5). There is a kind of bird known as the 'koko bird' (kol koko ), which, it is believe d, has
feathers that can cause people to die. People believe that this bird has power over all
the animals in the forest. Local stories always refer to this kind of bird to remind
people not to come close to the forest where this bird lives. Yet even though people are
aware the dangers of the feathers of this bird, no one has ever seen or encount ered this
bird, and, up to now, no death has ever been caused by the feathers of this bird.
Metaphorically, the uab Meto word koko is used to refer to the Raja Biboki in terms of
the power of the ruler over his people. In this sense the word koko is underst ood as a
symbol and as an imagina tive represe ntation of the authorit y of a person who has
power over all the people.

The following table lists the beliefs about the relation of birds to events in people's
lives.
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Table 4. 2: Species of birds and their impact on people
Speci es

English
01. chicken
02. large
turtledove
03. quail
04. hawk
05. vulture
06. parrot
07. owl
08. pigeon
09. cockatoo
10.bird with a
forked tail
11. oriole
12. starling
13. swift
14. crow
15.rave n
16. a kind of
pigeon
17. small
parrot
18. small
turtledove
19. sparrow
20. egret

of

bird

Time of song

Message to the people

UabMet o

Day

Night

good news

bad news

kol manu
kol umba

***

***

+

-

kol pu?ja
tern/a
heut'a
kol kita
ku'ba
kol kaesla
kol kaela
sassz

***
***
***
***

-

***

-

***
***
***
***

-

-

***
***

faentoba
kot kot ainfa 89
sonbiko
kol koa
kolaoba
sekolea

***
***
***

neuksa

***

***

-

+

***

finikliuba
kol aenla
nonhael a

***

+

***

-

+
+

***
***
***

-

-

This table indicates the species of birds and their different impacts on the daily life of the
people. 90 The language of birds conveys something important to people regarding their daily
lives:

91

some birds sing by night to warn people of bad news, and some by day to inform

89

In relation to this kind of bird, Kruyt writes, "In Amarasi one regards three birds as incarnations of the
deceased: the noesa, a big grey bird in form similar to a raven, its screeching sounds like 'poei ', a small yellow
bird; and the kotkoto, a small black bird with a white breast and a white spot on each wing. When one hears one
of these birds screech, one scatters some rice on the ground". See further the explanation in the work of Kruyt
1923:420.
9
For further discussion, see the work of Manehat (1990: 38-46) about the world view of Timorese about the
universe and its impact on people in the society.
91
Rohit (1977) discusses the nexus between human beings and the universe in the frame of the inter-related
networks between human beings and the physical realm. He claims that the whole physical realm becomes a
bridge by which people are able to trace the values of human beings.

°
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them possibly of good news but mostly of bad news. 92 In particular, local people
often
mention the parrot 93 (kol kita, kit neno) to refer to a beautiful woman and, in this conte
xt, to
indicate respect for a dear mother. The following chant is another excerpt from a related
text:
Kol kita lulu mtasa
Kit neno kit amasat
Heut neno, neis nait nane.
Kol kita kit naof ma'eki
Ma'eki on tuen noela
Kasihan, bee nmaet nalalj en

The parrot that has red lips
The parrot that has a beautiful face
The vulture has taken it [parrot].
The parrot that has smooth hair
Its smoothness is like tuna
Sorry, grandmother passed away.

A meditation on humanity94
A significant point to be noted here is that oral tradition within the local society is consi
dered
as a sure way to understand human beings within the physical realm. In this respec
t,
pangkalale is a style of poetry that accompanies the pounding of paddy at the time of death
. It

can take the form of a lament for the dead. The passage below was recorded amon
g the
people of Abun village close to the location where the corpse had been placed. The wome
n
gathered and pounded paddy, while singing a beautiful melody to a local tune in order
to
recall the dignity of the dead person.
Before the key performer started to invite her friends to sing the passage, an old
woman uttered the words lulu makla lolo hoe, leba tolin kase, ai siul ana, hoe lolo sala
osala
tuna ', tun ana tun manuke ai kasihan. None of the local people could translate this prope
rly,

but they said that this invocation was addressed to the ancestors and the Supreme Being
who
calls his people to leave the world without first asking for their agreement. As far as
I can
understand this expression, it refers to the current condition of the people who are
sad

92

In relation to this tentative analysis of the impact of the bird calls, the philos opher Epicte
tus would seem wise
when he said, "What disturbs and alarms man are not things , but his opinio n and fancies
about the things ' . So,
in this respect it is not the sound of birds by itself that can create good or bad news, but
it is the interpretation of
people based on their daily experience. See Epictetus in Cassir er's work (1951: 25).
93
See T-16 line 60, and T-17 line 20.
94
This section is inspired by Kottak ' s work Mirror for Humanity, A Concise Introd
uction to Cultural
Anthropology (1999), second edition), in which he explains anthropological concepts
very clearly and justifie s
his use of person al experiences.
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because of the eternal departure of the mother. The performers express their view of life in
the framework of the current situation and of life after death.

Text 7: A passage with a lament (Pangkalale)

01.Tatok le ije, tua in lele; fun bael
mimkes es Bisol

02.Taboen fatba ka, tab6en hauba ka,
Uis nenba mesen nlek
03. Banit mbaen onsa, tanouf taen ain
hone
04. Moet moe onsa, taneuk taen ain
hone
05. Kolo neuksa naneuk hanna, hit tpal
sailumat
06. Finikliuba nabaina hanan, hit
tokom le tkakae
07. Tab6en hauba nekken l6e kit,
tab6en fatba nekken baek kit
08. Saseki tuni noo, mutuin kai meu
Bisol
09. Kolo naoba hai hem mnaoben, kol
kaela nkae natuin
10.Kolo neuksa naneuk nanje, kol
kaela nkae fai manas
11. Kol koa koa fai manas, fun taneuk taen
ain hone
12. Aina hone nanet netna, nameu nuba an
manat
13. Tabua tema he tbua sonu, tbua sonu
neu ain hone
14. Ain hone in he nfoa en, he nfoa en neu
Bisol, Bisol tuta' mai
15. Ain hone nan et netna npaek hau sufa

16. Nenba tunna lilok-lilok, maon an'a susi
ntam
17. Ain hone apain saen, pai saen maen
anam fauna
18. Pangkase pangko leko, sub lel'a lelek

The place that we are living is the
garden of our ancestors, Bisol, a
place for beginning and
completing.
Whether we lean on the rock or the
wood, everything is in God's hand.
How did you treat your mother, so
the life-giving mother is stricken by
misfortune?
How was your prudence, so the
mother disappeared?
The small parrot lost her voice, we
can only be touched and sad.
The turtledove changes her voice,
we can only sit and cry.
With wood we carry the corpse,
with stone we make the foundation.
Hi bean leaf, follow us to Bisol.
Hi crow, we would go; cockatoo
also follow [us] to cry.
The small parrot was lost, cockatoo
cries day and night.
The crow cries day and night
because [we] lost the dear mother.
Dear mother walk through the hills
and valleys, clean the tears of the
orphan.
We are together to give a gift to the
dear mother.
Dear mother is going to Bisol, and
she will remain there for ever.
Dear mother walks through the
valley crowned by beautiful
flowers.
The sky is changing its face, the
chicken is hidden.
Dear mother is going and leaving
her children.
[We] keep a shrub, 95 Malay apple 96

95

The shrub (Lantana camara, L), lantana in Indonesian, is widespre ad in the Biboki hills , together with alangalang grass (imperata sp.). People use this word in the text metaphorically.
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naenko
19. Lalan-lalan tnao faen tern, teu Bisol
tuta' mai
20. Kolo kita sae neno, ai sanaela uem lim
lopo
21. Temla lilok-lilok, maon an'a susi ntam
22. Saseki tuni noo, mutuin kau neu laes
sa'a?
23. Sekolea lasi fauna, kol umba a' um lasi
24. Manu kokoreo kokleo nmeu naman
25. Manu muti lea, manu muti lea, hahel
oena nsae neu Bisol
26. Fafi meta lea, fafi meta lea, hahel
koenna nsae neu Bisol
27. Pangkalale nao noka me, nao nao noka
ia, hoe lael ana' lael hau bate
28. Aina hone na'ko naijana, nfaen neu
Uis nenba
29. Saseki rambua noo, au nekka kanabua
fa
30. Ain hone hum amasat, mnao
musaitan kai ben

does not care about you
Roads and ways in this world can
lead us back, but the road to Bisol
does not return.
The parrot goes to the sky, the
small egret comes to the house and
granary.
The hawk is hovering, the chickens
are hiding
Hi bean leaf, why do you follow
me?
The pigeon has problems, the
pigeon hides problems.
A cock crows to welcome the day.
White hen, white hen, carries her
possessions on the climb to Bisol.
A black pig, a black pig carries its
tusk on the climb to Bisol.
The poetry of pounding paddy goes
on until early in the morning, for
the people who leave this world.
Dear mother, who came from
the soil, now goes back to her God.
Hi rambua leaf, now we must part
forever.
Dear mother, now you are walking
and leaving us behind

The uab Meta word hone (lines 3, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17) is literally translated by
'give
birth'; although in the preceding passage I have translated it as ' life-giving', it can
have
various other translations such as 'livin g', 'dear' or 'belov ed', and in the above text (T-7)
I
has been translated with the English word 'dear' . The majority of the expressions
of the
passage 97 emphasise the intense feelings aroused by the loss of a dear mother as a belov
ed
person. 98

96

Malay apple (Eugenia malaccensis, L) is an important tree for its fruit and its timber
are used for a house
beams.
97
This lament is perform ed as well for women who die in childbirth; as such a woman
has sacrificed hersel f to
give life to both her child and the community.
98
Here the dead person is a mother ; if the deceased were a father or a man, the term '
dear mother ' (ain hone)
could be replaced with 'dear father ' (ama hone), with some further alterations in the
text. In the preced ing
passage I use ' life-giving' to translate the uab Meto word hone, which literally means
'give birth' ; howev er in
this context hone can refer to one' s own father and mother.
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People bear witness to the possibility that living without a generous mother will cause
problems in daily life (lines 3-7, 9-13, 16-27, 29-30); they have a common saying, ' living
without the love of a mother causes many problems ' (moen ka tolifa ain hone in manekan,
susla nem laba-laba). In family life, a mother has power to protect the lives of her children,

known as 'dear mother guards [her children from] the wind and wards off troubles [from her
children ' s lives]' (aina nakin anin ma naaib naen menas huma-huma), which is why a
serious problem can occur immediately upon the death of a dear mother. There is another
important issue that death is not a personal drama but an ordeal for the whole community. 99
Even though some lines seem to emphasise that death is natural for all people (lines 1-2, 8, 14
and 28) because every person will follow the same journey, people still prefer to avoid
recognition of the inevitability and finality of their return to the ancestors' place.
Line 15 can be seen as the key to the whole chant, where the dear mother walks
through the valley crowned by beautiful flowers (ain hone nanet netna npaek hau sufa).
According to the belief of the Biboki people, being 'crowned by beautiful flowers' represents
an extraordinary condition of life in which one no longer experiences pain or trouble. This
line thus becomes the pivot of the text and is the climax of the poetry of lamentation. 100
Because Bisol is a remarkable place [of the ancestors and the Supreme Being], every person
who is coming to that place should behave properly, which, according to the text, is
expressed as 'crowne d by beautiful flowers'. People consider life after death as offering the
possibility of gaining a new perspective on life, so that people should change their behaviour
in the process of moving from the current life to the life after death, a condition expressed by
being crowned with a beautiful flower.
99

See as well for further discussion Arries in his work The Hour of Our Death, who explains in detail the reality
of the living and the death. He writes, "Like every great milestone in life, death is celebrated by a ceremony that
is always more or less solemn and whose purpose is to express the individua l's solidarity with his family and
community" (Arries 1981: 602-603).
100
In daily life also, a woman wearing a flower on her head - usually over the forehead - is a beautiful sight for
everybody. When attending some feasts , women place flowers on their head to attract men. So this line also
reminds people of the human value of a mother.
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This concept of a crown of beautiful flowers also reminds people of the fact that, in
community life, good behaviour becomes an important adornment. Metaphorically,
displaying good behaviour is considered as being crowned with beautiful flowers. People
acknowledge a link between 'huma n dignity' as 'the price of a human being' (atoni in upan)
on one hand, and ' life after death' on the other hand, to emphasise the importance of good
behaviour in community life. People who did positive things during their lives in the society
will receive good rewards, which is expressed by being crowned with flowers. In local
discourse, the worth of a human being is always expressed by the fragrance of beautiful
flowers, known as 'that person 's name is fragrant like a beautiful flower' (atone nae kanna
nfomein onle hau suf aleoktes). 101 People affirm that the fact of having a fragrant reputation
becomes the goal of every person in community life. Hence, people generally value such a
reputation as the highest accolade for the living in a community of both the present and life
after death.
People actually believe that the dead will live again through their descendants, since
they say, 'When we were born we came from the ancestors, and when we die, we go back to
gather together again with the ancestors' (hitat main tern toko bei nai sin, ma tmaet hit tfaen
teu bei nai sinamsa). This expression refers to the belief that, after completing the present life,
people will be incarnated in another form to live among the ancestors. 102 Line 30 of the
passage expresses such a notion by suggesting that a mother who has passed away is moving
to the new community of the ancestors. The uab Meto term mnao musaitan ' walking and
leaving us behind ' refers to the act of moving from this place to the other place.
If we start from the climax of the passage (line 15), it seems both technically and
linguistically easy to divide all lines of the text into two parts: [a] the fate of a human being
101

See further for discussion the section Nam e and Its Meaning in Chapter VII.
Like the belief of the Mamba i people as described by Traube (1986) that life is to be seen as a 'gift',
Biboki
people assert the present life to be a gift from the ancestors to the commu nity, which later has to be
re.turned. In
relation to this view of reincarnation of the dead, people have to provide clothes and put jewelle ry in
the coffin.
102
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(lines 1 - 14), and [b] the condition of journey ing back to the source of life 103 (lines 16 - 30).
The first section deals with the performers expressing their disappointment about the loss of
the mother and, in the same way, the second part of the passage begins with a general picture
of the current conditions and unhappiness of people who are living without the presence of a
mother (line 28). Even though a human being can achieve nothing without the ancestors and
the Supreme Being (lines 1-2), if a person has behaved well he/she can anticipate a good
future.
There are some parallel lines, such as those that mention fauna (lines 5, 6, 9, 10, 11,
20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26 and those that mention flora (lines 8, 18, 22, 29). Mentioning the names
of birds in the first section does not here have any particular reference to the fortune of a
human being's affairs; it simply portrays a linkage between the sounds of birds' names and
the current condition of the people. People mention several birds' names which have sounds
that are equivalent to other uab Meta verbs. For instance, in lines 5 and 10 'small parrot'

(kola neuksa) is parallel with the word naneuk 'lost [something]'; in line 9 'crow' (kola
naoba) is parallel with the word mnaoben 'would go' or 'has gone' and 'cockat oo' (kol kaela)
with nkae 'cry' (lines 9 and 10). This parallelism is also found with 'kakoak bird' (kol koa),
which cries (koa) day and night (line 11 ), and in line 23b 'the pigeon' (kol umba), which is
parallel with the word a' um lasi 'hides problem s' and 'cock' (manu kokoreo), which crows

(kokoleo) in line 24.
The same feature also explains, in different ways, all the lines 6, 20, 21, 23a, 25 and
26. The sound of a ' small turtledove' (finikliuba) in a special time 104 warns people of bad
news. Therefore in this respect, line 6 shows the variation in the sound of a small turtledove,
which can bring different messages to those who hear this bird's call. The paradigm of daily
life after the death of a mother is portrayed as the parrot flying to the sky (line 20) and is
103
104

Source of life here refers to the ancestors' place.
See explanation for Table 4.2 line 18.
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expressed by 'small egret comes to the house and granary' (ai sanaela uem lim lopo)
referring to the human condition being outside of the frame of the source of life. Line 21
further explains the hard situation after a mother has left the world, which is metaphorically
portrayed as the hawk is hovering, the chicken are hiding. Line 23 a is just an introduction to
the next portrayal of the hard feelings after a mother has passed away. So people explain
aspects of humanity by portraying the life of the birds. 105 Another two lines (25 and 26) are
the expressions of local people referring to the performance of rituals by emphasising the fact
of killing animals: manu muti leo 'white hen' (line 25) and fafi meta leo 'a black pig' (line
26). The white hen and black pig represent all the animals that are sacrificed during the
ceremony of taking the mother to the cemetery. 106
Just as people try to express their knowledge of humanity by using the imagery of
birds, they follow the same analogies, in different ways, in reference to the flora. In lines 8
and 22, people mention 'bean leaf (tuni no 'o) because its sound is similar to the word mutuin
'to follow [someone or something]'. Line 18a: pangka se 'shrub [Lantana camara]' is parallel
with the wordpa ngko leko '[We] keep', and also line 18b: sublel'a 'Malay apple' echoes the
word Zelek naenko ' does not care about you'. The pairing of these two kinds of trees with
different values aims to explain the real troubles of a human being after the source of life - in
this case, a mother - has passed away. Such paired expressions are used to convey an
important human belief: in order to find an unchangeable, an absolute truth - in Bisol people have to go beyond the limits of their own consciousness and their own existence.

Harmony and disharmony with the universe

105

See the preceding explanation about the impact of the sound of certain birds - whether at night or day - in
relation to the interpretation of people in their society.
106
In local discourse , killing an animal for the deceased person is an important ritual which is able to affect the
journey of the dead person into Bisol. Therefor e, if people kill many big black pigs and white hens, this will
help the mother to enter Bisol along with the ancestors.
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Biboki people affirm that the universe is an inseparable component of human affairs and so
everyone should attempt to live in harmony with the cosmos. The concept of living together
in harmony is extremely significant for the people of Biboki, based on the local belief about
the mutual dependency of the ecological system and human beings in relation to the ancestors
and the Supreme Being. 107 The idea of creating harmony becomes important in terms of
supporting the daily life of the people. Physically, a person cannot properly live as a human
being if there is a disharmony with the universe. Moreover, people never exist in the world
outside networks with others. In this sense, harmony is a conditio sine qua non for a person to
build a good paradigm of life in a society.
Texts 6 and 7 present the notion of disharmony within the community as a consequence
of the death of a dear mother, a condition that is expressed as being 'orphan ed' (lian mantom,
T-6, line 32, and T-7 line 12). The main thought behind this idea of an orphan is based on the
concrete relationship between the individual and the world, especially the world of living
beings, which play a considerable role in the life of a person. 108 Biboki people do not exactly
know 'how' and 'why' the whole universe of living beings is so important in their everyday
Ii ves but they just recognise from common expressions, as are used in T-6 and T-7, that all
the world of living beings forms an inseparable part of each human being' s life. The whole
cosmos, thus, has relevance for humans since "everything becomes a sign for human beings"
(sa 'saa nlael takaf neu atoni) and everything in the world is a path and a way to know more

about human beings. People say, 'Everything speaks to human beings ' (sa 'sa 'na ntoman
atoni). 109 Another expression based on this particular notion is 'Everything always tells the

107

See as well the section Hamlet in Chapter VI, and the section Hard Tree - Protectin g Tree in Chapter VIII.
See as well Goldstein, who discusses in great detail the concept of permitivi ty in terms of how the early
people conceptualise their world beings, which is called the physical world: landscape, mountains, the ocean,
the sky, the sun, the stars, clouds, thunder and the like (Goldstein 1960: 7-8).
109
An outstanding illustration of this can be seen in T-27 Appendix 11 'Riddles ' (manteka s), in which the
human being is featured in every line. Nothing has meaning without the presence of a human being.
108
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story about a human being' (sa Jsa Ja natonan atoni ina monin) , so the cosmos itself is a
J

compendium of universal knowledge for human beings.
Let us finally go back to have a look at the two passages T-6 and T-7 in terms of
analysing this serious problem of disharmony. These passages emphasize that because of
disharmony, all the relationships within the world of living beings are damaged. When a dear
mother has passed away, disharmony immediately occurs, as shown by various expressions
found throughout these two texts. 110 The leaving of a dear mother for ever from the world is
an example of an extremely disharmonious condition which immediately causes troubles.
Local people depict this condition by simple expressions; for instance, 'if we think of you
[mother], we are sad' (umnauJ nekka manuka) (T-6 line 11); 'we will never see you again'
(T-6 line 12, T-7 line 5); 'we cannot call your name again' (T-6 line 14, T-7 line 9); 'who can
we call like you' (T-6 line 15, T-7 line 17), and so forth.
Yet even though people may seem to have no bright future at all because of the death
of the mother, T-7 line 28 brings a new hope based on the beneficial return of the dear mother
to the ancestors and the Supreme Being. Based on local discourse, people will never cease to
get the ancestors' support; in this case, the beloved mother will join the ancestors in order to
assist people in overcoming their daily troubles.

CONCLUSION
Tracing their origins is a fundamental concern for the people of Biboki who wish to make
their daily life more prosperous. This philosophy is based on the notion that the present life
has come from the past and that even now the origins from the ancestors ' time still affect
people with ' coolness II coldness ' (manikin II oetenen). That is why the people always
11 0

These two texts (T-6 and T-7) portray the bad condition that is generated by the death of a dear mother. The
following lines of the Text 6 give evidence of such a feeling of disharmony: 11 , 12, 14, 15 , 17, 18, 24, 26, 27,
29, 30, 32, 33 , 34, 36, 39, 40, 42, 46, 47, 48 , 49 , 50, 52 , 53 , 54, 57 , 60, 62 , 63 , 65 , 67 , 68 , 69 , 72 , 73 , 76, 77, 79,
80, and 81. The expression of similar feelings can be found in Text 7: lines 3-11 , and 6-27.
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maintain contact with the past by, for instance, performing rituals at sacred places. All these
beliefs can be traced in the oral traditions of the area, which are rich sources for
comprehending the people's concept of life. By examining their oral traditions one can come
to appreciate the local people' s understanding of the notion of life.
In relation to the fact of life of people' s yearning for having 'coolness and coldness'
(manikin ma oetene), Biboki people respect Tamkesi - which is the centre power of the area

- as the only precinct that can be a place for requesting help from both the ancestors and the
Supreme Being. The following chapter (Chapter V) will deal with Tamkesi and Raja Biboki.
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CHAP TER FIVE
TAMKESI: THE SYMBOL OF UNITY

INTRODUCTION
To understand more about Biboki, it is essential to understand Tamkesi. 1 Biboki
people respect this place because there is a shrine, which is seen as the centre of
power in the area. People come to this place to obtain the blessing of the
ancestors and the Supreme Being for their daily lives. To elaborate these points,
this chapter deals with two important issues: Tamkesi, and the Raja of Biboki.
The first section examines features of Tamkesi which portray this location as an
archaic precinct and investigates its geographical background to further explain
its key role for the people of Biboki. The second section concerns the presence
and power of Raja Biboki, with a preliminary note to explain who the ruler is.
This examination probes more deeply into the origins of the ruler of Biboki.

THE UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF TAMK ESI
This section aims to depict three main issues: a portrayal of Tamkesi, followed by
the significance of this place to Biboki people, and an explanation of this location
as the heart of Biboki traditions.

1

Schulte-Nordholt (1971: 244-248 ; 1980: 231-247) has discussed the central position ofTamke si
as a site, although there are several additional points that must be made here. He offers a
satisfying explanation about Tamkesi and presents an overview based on local political discourse.
He develops a complicated diagram (No. 10, 1971: 246) in an attempt to explain the essence of
each kin group name. Pursuing this pioneering study and also based on oral traditions that I have
recorded , in this section I try to clarify the conceptions underpinning the diagram.

Features of Tamk esi
From the very beginni ng of this research , I have had detailed informa tion dealing
with the remarka ble position of Tamkesi. 2 As an organiz ed site, Tamkes i is
actually a constru ction in the form of seven stone steps on the slopes of a shipshaped hill. On one hand, the settleme nt is not so very different from most
Timore se houses in general, which are frequently situated on high cliffs covered
here and there by savanna vegetat ion and in vicinity where people can find water
to satisfy their daily needs. On the other hand, the traditional housing at Tamkes i
is built differently to that of other Atoni Pah Meto groups. This is because the
design of the settleme nt has had a complic ated history, which even to this day no
one comple tely knows. There are oral stories about this place, which are passed
down from generat ion to generat ion and this current study attempts to put
togethe r various stories from differen t people with different backgro unds.
On the right side of the Tamkes i structure there is a corrido r that is used to
guide animals to ceremo nies held there. An area of approxi mately a 100 square
metres and constitutes part of an attractive village in a valley directly opposit e
Soanma hole Mounta in (91 Om) in the south, with the beautifu l hills of TaitohNipumn asi in the north. Soanma hole is higher than the outcrop of Tamkes i,
which is in the middle, and nearby there is Tapenp ah in the east with Oepuah in
the west of the area. This ' east // west' axis makes the outcrop of Tapenpah II

Oepuah a significant place to support the physical structure of Tamkes i. As a
settlement, Tamkes i is guarded by the presenc e of these two mounta ins.
2

As can be seen in the next section, everybod y who comes to this place should behave properly
by following what is traditionally passed down from the early times. For instance, people do not
behave just as they want. Usually an old man waits at the main gate of the village in order to let
people know about how to properly behave, for instance taking off sandaVshoes, not making noise
and so forth.
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Figure 5:1: The Diagr am of north- south, east-w est
North
TaitohNipumn asi

CENTR E

.

~----~

East
Tapenp ah

OFPO WER

u

West
Oepuah

South
Soanmahole

Note: North is represented by Taitoh-Nipumnasi, while south by Soanmahole, east by
Tapenpah and west by Oepuah. The centre of power is located in Tamkesi.

A stone wall 1 metre high and 0.25 metres wide extends for 25 metres around the
Tamkesi housin g complex. At first glance there is nothing out of the ordina ry
here becaus e the surrounding scene is a traditional one. Howev er, the rocky
outcrop in the clearing can move visitors to feelings of caution and fear
Seven levels mark the terraced hill. At the top stands ' the palace of the
Biboki district' (Sona f Neno Biboki) called ' the supernatural place' or ' the shrine '
(paon leu). In the front of the palace there is a sacred altar where the raja
performs rituals for the sake of the people of Biboki. In this place the raj a asks for
' coolness and coldness ' (manikin ma oetenen) for all the people and their land. 3
3

Based on a political point of view, Schulte -Nordho lt explains that apart from the usual
masculine sacrificial pole, two other poles there were named Liurai (east) and Sonbai (west), were
surrounded by the altar stones (p. 342) . The impression that one derives is that either the district
ofBibo ki was part of Liurai and Sonbai, or the district ofBibo ki was for years under the power of
both Liurai and Sonbai. My informants from the area failed to mention that these two poles
belonged to Liurai and Sonbai. They, however, explained that these two poles are representatives
of the powers of east and west. With reference to Liurai and Sonbai, it is said that they still have a
sister // brother and younge r // elder relationship. From the beginning, I was told that Liurai and
Sonbai did not have influence on the power over either the raj a or the district of Biboki.
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Behind this performance is the belief that the raja always protects the people
(Hocart 1936). On a lower level, ' a granary ' (lopo) for meetings between the raja
and nobles is erected. It is here that ' the problem-solving granary ' (lopo tainlasi)
stands, where the ruler, together with his royal staff, consider people' s everyday
problems. The steps indicate the social status of the name group (kanaj) that
inhabits them. In the stone wall there are five doors, each with a particular
function. The three doors on the eastern side are (1) the eno Pai Sanaunu, the
entrance for all the name groups on the eastern side; (2) ' the honored door' (eno
naijuf), the entrance for the nobles; and (3) the 'feeding door' (eno hao ), the

entrance for the warriors (meo ). The two doors on the western side are the ' door
of Bel Sikone' (eno Bel Sikone), the entrance for the all name groups on the
western side of the kingdom, and the 'feeding door' (eno hao) for the warriors. 4
Tamkesi is an appointed ritual place. The following passage illustrates
Tamkesi ' s ritual significance. This passage was performed by Us Kenat - the
name group (kanaj) of the district (who is the 'speake r of head' [mafefa] of the
district of Biboki) that always lived closest to the ruler to support him in
announcing information to the people and, vice versa, information from the
people to the ruler. This passage was recorded in Tamkesi, 5 during a ritual to
obtain the ruler' s blessings in front of the palace of Biboki. 6

4

See for further explanation Figure 7, 1 in section Nam e Group in Chapter VII.
This passage can be categorized as an ' origin account' (uab unu), see further the section Level of
sp eech and meaning ofgenre name in Chapter III.
6
At the peak of this ritual, the ruler gave me a Dutch coin, which was the signal of the protection
of the ruler during my research. For this, I had to provide a goat, two cocks - one with red
feathers and another with white feathers. The red one was killed in the ' darkness palace ' (sonaf
mis 'okan), and the white one was killed at the masculine post.
5
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Text 8: A passage about the origin of Tamkesi7
01. Fun afi
02. mbi kolan ha ma siuf ha
03 . nane esle
04. Mutis ma Babnain
05. Saenam 8 ma Oenaem

According to the early time
in four places and four comers
that is
Mutis and Babnain
Saenam and Oenaem

06. A .. hai bei nok
07. ma natuin

Our ancestors came
and fallowed.

08. On afi
09. feot mese
10. ma moen mese

Then
one sister
and one brother

11. Esle
12. Tae Neno ma MalaofN eno 9

That is
Tae Neno and Malafu Neno.

13. Afi, nuasin
14. ka nmaten fa nbi ij e
15. ma ka nsubsin fa
16. nbi pah pinan ij e

Then, the two of them
did not die here
and [they] were not buried
on the earth.

17. Mes nuasin
18. nsaen fanin nobaha temen
19. Uis Neno naitsin
20. nobaha teme

But both of them
rose again in wholeness.
God took them
in their wholeness

21. Oke te
23. neu funan ma sue

Then
into the moon and stars

24. esa nabaina
25. neu manas

the other changed
into the sun.

26. Ne oket nakama
27. ntam neman
28. ma nhael neman
29. neikke ntam
30. neman on i
31. ntea paha aisutin
32. ma ntea nifu tnanan
33. esle oket nakama
34. Neno Biboki ma Funan Biboki

Then it was said
[they] came inside
and [they] stepped inside
bringing in
coming here
to the centre of the region
and to the middle of the waterhole
then it was called
the Biboki sun and the Biboki moon

7

See also T-19 Appendix 3, lines 114 - 115.
According to Mc William (1989: 71), Saenam in Mollo has become a special place for the people
of Amanuban to remember the past. The people from Kuan Abun (Biboki) and also several kingroup names in North Biboki such as the people from Luniup and Matabesi identify their descent
from the same place (Saenam) , according to different versions (For example, see T-21 Appendix
5 about Meo Lopo).
9
For more information about MalaofN eno, see the following commentary in the section An early
source in Chapter II about the self-identification of the Biboki people.
8
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The core of this passage is a description of the role of Tamkesi as a remarkable
site in relation to local beliefs about the origin of the place. The first five lines
(lines 1-5) straightaway mention that in early times the ancestors of Biboki (lines
6-7) came from Mutis-Bobnain, Saenam-Oenaem (lines 4-5) known as ' four
places II four comers ' (kalan ha II siuf ha, line 2) [see Map 5]. The characters of
Tae N eno and Malao f N eno (line 12), who are identified as 'one sister II one
brother' (feat mese II maen mese) or 'male II female' (lines 9-10) can be the first
ancestors of Biboki people. 10 The passage continues the story about how these
two characters changed their form, one into the moon-star and the other into the
sun (lines 21-25). For this reason, the ruler who settled in Tamkesi is called 'the
Biboki sun II the Biboki moon' (Nena Bibaki II Funan Bibaki ), 11 as recorded in
line 34.

Lines 11-35 refer to the origin of the Biboki people, identifying the people
from the area. 12 The information about one sister and one brother, with its
unequalled description (lines 13-25), seems to direct people to think about
Tamkesi as an appointed place. Lines 26-34 give further information about ' the
center of the region II the center of the water' (paha aisutin II nifu tnanan, 13 lines
31-32), which is the core of the passage. The climax of the passage is in lines 3334, for all the information from the first line onwards serves to draw people ' s
attention to the place of Tamkesi (see also line 78-81 in the next passage). Based
0

These can be seen in the section Who are the people ofBiboki in the Chapter II.
For further details about the name of the raj a of Biboki, see the section The Raja of Biboki in
this chapter.
12
Schulte-Nordholt (1971 , 1980) did not recognize this case as an important issue.
13
The Uab Meto terms aisutin and tnanan are similar; so people can use paha tnanan II nifu
tnanan, or paha aisutin II nifu aisutin or, as seen in the text, paha aisutin II nifu tnanan. In
addition , this can be expressed as paha tnanan II nifu aisutin. According to the local people, there
is no significant difference in the meaning of these various terms dealing with this concept.
'

11
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on Biboki people ' s discourse, the term ' centre of the region and lake' refers to all
the people everywhere, who gather in a certain place.

Tamkesi for the people
Tamkesi is the place where the Biboki people can find the roots of their life: 'all
the people 's roots are stored there' (atone-atone sin ba 'kin nabela k sin esan nae).
The idea behind this tradition is that each Biboki 'brings his palm leaf rib into the
palace ' (es esat natam in keta neu sonfa), which involves perfor ming a particular
ceremony known as 'lookin g after the future' (tpanat monet amnemat). This
ceremony indicates that a person is formally marke d as one of the people of
Biboki. People told me that anyone who has not yet perfor med this ritual will
always experience proble ms and troubles. Put simply, the perfor mance of the
ritual aims both (1) to identify a person as a full memb er of the people of Biboki,
and (2) to secure their life from troubles and problems.
As an appointed place, Tamke si is the precin ct of 'the four planks and
four boards of the one trunk' (benaf ha ma pasaf ha in una). 14 In this sense,
Tamkesi is the centre of the world which comes under the power of the four name
groups: Caspal, Besteo, Loinsa and Niha, 15 who later becam e the foundation of

14

The phrase ' the four planks and four boards of the one trunk' (b enaf ha ma pasaf ha in una)
refers to the notion of a centre (see T-9 in Chapter VI, T-18 Appendix 2). People believe that the
entire world has its centre at Tamkesi, for in this place there is the sacred le'u of the people of
Biboki. They firmly contend that Tamkesi is the centre of the entire Timor Island. The proof of
this claim is based on a ' weighing balance ' and gong that are kept there. According to tradition , in
early times the ancestors used the scale when they made the first journey across Timor Island, and
then they used the gong to summon all the people from around the world to come and settle (see
lines 41-42 of The Passage).
15
These four name groups are named ' the four planks and four boards of the one trunk' (b enaf ha
ma pasaf ha in una) , which seems to contradict other information that it should be the ' four men //
four lords ' (man e ha II nai ha): T 'eba-Tautpah, Tn esi-Aluman. For more information about these
remarkable four name groups, see section Name Group in Chapter VII.
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the main name group of Biboki. 16 They represent all the people outside of the
village of Tamkesi. Also, close to Tamkesi is a place called 'Bibok i outcrop' .
(faot Biboki), 17which is considered as the gift from the ancestors. The origin of
the Biboki outcrop is the 'old Kulua n' (Kuluan mnasi), where people once placed
'a sacred-object' (leu ma bnaka). 18 Now, nobod y knows who stole this sacredobject. The outcrop of Biboki functions as the 'origin stone and origin tree' (faot

uf ma hau uj) 19 for the community. In relation to this notion, Us Kenat continued
the passage,
35. Me afi
36. nnao neikke nem

Howev er a long time ago,
they came bringing here

37. ka nanaobe fa
38. on nane

they didn't do it
like that.

39. A fun afi
40. ntea i
41. nmui ina tnaisa
42. ma nmui ina sua'ta
43. esle nteksin neik
44. hai lasi ma hai uaba
45. tnak: bokke

Because a long time ago
arriving here
There were already scales
and there was already a measuring
tool
which was called
in our language and our speech
Tool to preserve balance

46. Fun tnaisa
47. nbi oras nane
48. ka onfa Kaes Sins a

Because the scales
at that time
were not like those of the Chinese

16

See for further discussion about the main name group of Biboki in the section Name Group in
Chapter VII.
17
The significance of the stone will be further examined in the next chapter in connection with an
overview of the role of a house. The first and the second raj a ofBibo ki were buried at Faot Biboki.
The third and the fourth raja were buried at Haubul an, which is the door before entering the
Tamkesi hamlet. All rituals and ceremonies should start from Haubulan, which symbolizes the
need to ask permission from the lord of Tamkesi hamlet. In this place, those who want to visit
Tamkesi have to put areca-nut and betel on the tomb of the former ruler. The aim of doing so is to
ask blessing and permission from the ancestors - in this sense from the former rulers - before
visiting Tamkesi.
18
The idiom leu ma bnaka relates to the sacred objects placed in Faot Biboki, which were cattle
hides and a stone. These two sacred objects always give power to those who desire to have it.
With these two objects, the raj a of Biboki can arrange whateve r pleases him. Based on this, the
raj a serves as a holy person and the sacred son of the sky, who is called Atoin leun ma moen leun.
Atoin is metathesis of Atoni: people or person; leun = holy or sacred; ma = and; moen 1s
metathesis of mane = son. The presence of a raj a will be explained later in this chapter.
19
Faot is metathesis offatu, so it should befatu uf, meaning the foundation of a building.
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49. es nema tan hele
50. nane kafa!

who came and pulled
not that!

51. Haij a afi
52. ntaobe neule
53. buates mane'bes

What we had then
inserted into
somethin g round and long.

54. Ntao nan
5 5. naij ana tukna neu nae
56. ma naijana tukna neu i

After entering there
a lump of dirt there
and a part of earth here.

57. Lo nteafa
5 8. inan pusu neu i

Arrived at every place
he stabbed there.

59. Oke te
60. inan nteafa npusu
61. neu naijana nae

Then
in every place he stabbed
into the earth

62. Nao nao ma ntea
63. naijan Tamkes
64. pusna nan i
65. bo ka n'aifa
66. paha anbian
67. nakama nenba mo fun
68. bo ka n'aifa
69. ma nakama
70. nenba saena
71. bo ka n'aifa

Finally he came to
the land ofTamk esi
planted around that
also not moving
part of the region
that is called setting sun
also not moving
and that said
the sun rises
also not moving.

72. Onsa'a nak
73. namnese n nbi
74. on pah aisutin
75. ma nbi nifu tnanan
' 1'e naiJan
.. T a mk es 20
76 . es

That means
already balanced in
the centre of the region
and in the middle of the waterho le
that is the Tamkes i land .

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

As it really is
Biboki is also the same as Tamkes i
because it is Tamkesi 's tradition
to enter and become complet e
entering into Tamkes i
as you were bound to the place
because it is complet e

N atuin in maneon a
Biboki msa namnes on Tamkes
fun Tamkes ina' naona
tama ma kesi
tam on Tanmke s nae
nan onan nfut natauko
onsa' a namkess en

The key point of this passage can be seen in lines 77-83, which indicate that the
ancestors found Tamkesi as a suitable place 21 for all the people everywhere.
Lines 35-71 explain the effort of the first settlers, when they were looking for
20

The uab Meto word naijan can be literally translated by ' land', however, in this context it can
mean village or an important precinct because of its role.
21
This notion can be compared with the explanation about section Building a traditional house in
Chapter VIII.
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Tamkesi. People used scales to measure the land, and by doing so they could
easily find the center of the area. Such endeavor refers to the expansion of the
area. Ifwe focus on lines 54-61, they seem to highlight the remarkable position of
Tamkesi among the Biboki people, since the passage links Tamkesi with the first
people who came to the area.
All these lines link to lines 9-10 in the previous extract, which highlight
the role of these two characters 'one sister II one brother' (feat mese II moen
mese). This term not only refers to the idea of 'sister II brother' as individuals but

also represents all the people from 'east II west' who have accepted Tamkesi as a
meeting place. Based on this, from the beginning until now, Tamkesi is
recognized as the meeting place for all people everywhere to ask for 'coolness
and coldness' (manikin ma oetenen) from 'heaven ' and 'earth'.
The idea behind this effort is to gather people together, or to let people
know of the power of the ruler, or to establish community life. The peak of this
attempt is the arrival at 'the center of the region II the middle of the waterhole'
(paha aisutin II nifu tnanan, lines 74-75), as mentioned in lines 31-32. The

passage identifies the centre of the region and middle of the lake (line 7 6) by
directly mentioning Tamkesi. The meaning of such a place, then, is further
explained in the last seven lines of the passage (lines 77-83) where one can find
the key concept of the position of Tamkesi, which is the place that makes people
feel completely in their proper home.
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Tamkesi: the heart of Bibok i traditions
It is not only the geographical reason that makes Tamkesi a remarkable location ,

but also because Tamkesi is the only suitable precinct at which to perform rituals
for all the Biboki people. As a result, those taking part in the performance of the
rituals should behave politely and avoid any curses. 22 Another reason is that the
main cultural heirlooms of Biboki are kept there, known as the ' sacred of piece of
coconut shell' (paon leu), which is 'the supernatural place' or ' the shrine' that is
believed to be the place for the Supreme Being and the ancestors. It is said that
nobody can come into this place unless the ruler with his assistants are also
present. 23 In the front of the palace [istana, B.I.] is erected a 'mascul ine post'
(hau teas), which is the centre point of the entire realm: the living and the dead,

human beings and the realm, human beings and the creator (the Supreme Being),
and the past, the present, and the future. In this place, the ruler and his assistants
offer prayers and sacrifices to the Supreme Being and the ancestors. The ruler,
with the support of the spirit of sibling networks 'one sister // one brother ' ,
usually undertakes such rituals as a significant part of his task to protect both the
district - land - and the Biboki people. According to local belief, in this precinct,
the realm - as a macrocosm - and people - the living and the dead - are united. 24
The idea that Tamkesi is an extraordinary place is emphasised by some
lines of the passage 'The two of them did not die here and were not buried on the
22

The local people said that if someone comes to Tamkesi, for instance to attend a ritual, and he
or she does not follow the rules, curses will come. That is why nearby the main gate, there is a
guardian, who always reminds everybod y to be careful.
23
An informan t from Tamkesi told me that those who have permissio n to enter this place should
be naked because he/she will meet all the ancestors there. Also , no informati on about the
performa nces in this place can be made public. People will straighta way die, if they do not follow
this instruction.
24
A further explanati on about the presence of the masculin e post will be given in section
Masculin e post in Chapter VIII.
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earth' (lines 13-16), which not only refers to Tamkesi as a special place, but also
explains that Tamkesi is a suitable location to make contact with both the Divine
and the ancestors. Local discourse expresses this notion by saying that in the
beginning it was extremely difficulty to locate Tamkesi. The text shows scales
were used to measure (lines 39-71) all the places where the ancestors passed
through and moved from place to place. They arrived at the centre of the region
that is the 'middle of the land // the middle of the water' (paha aisutin II nifu
tnana), identified as a fixed space, 'not moving' (ka n 'aifa). 25 The idea of 'the
centre of the region// the head of the waterhole' (paha aisutin II nifu in nakan) is
sometimes expressed by an idiom 'the navel of the area// the head of the area'
(paha in usan II paha in nakan). In local discourse, such terms as 'centre',
'middle', 'navel', and 'head' are fundamental in describing a safe place, where
people are never disturbed by problems and troubles. 26
The passage further describes how in farmer times the ancestors made a
long journey from one place to the next, which for instance can be seen at lines
57-76. The sharing of a journey becomes a significant part in the reckoning of
social ancestry (see Fox 1995a). 27 According to the text, in the beginning of the
formation of this very significant place, the ancestors worked hard to decide on
the location of the center and the strategic precinct (lines 21-32 and 39-71), which
was later called Tamkesi. 28

25

This idiom can be seen in lines 65, 68 and 71.
According to the local discourse, ' head', ' middle' , 'navel', and ' head' refer to the central power
of human beings. That is why an important place for people is always regarded by these titles. For
further discussion, see Needham' s work about head hunting with his analysis of the reason head
hunter always bring with them 'head' of the prey (Needham 1976: 78-79).
27
See the explanation of section Discovering the source of Life in Chapter IV, for more details of
the idea of 'journey'.
28
For further details of section How to build a hamlet in Chapter VI.
26
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In the light of local discourse, it is said that Tamkesi is a symbol of
wholeness and completeness for people who base (or build) their future in this
place. It constitutes a protection for the people from disaster and also serves
as a provider of peace and prosperity. There is a belief that whoever comes to
Tamkesi automatically becomes complete because at such a place they can
fully take part in making contact with the wholeness, perpetuity and harmony.
This act is fundamental to the people, for this is the best way to form a
relationship with the source of life. I was once told by the ruler of Biboki that
coming to Tamkesi means being united with the universe and the ancestors,
as well as being together with all other citizens of the state. This is known as
'everythin g is complete ' (ok oke namtis ma namnou), 29 because all of us
gather as 'sister// brother' (feta II mane) and 'younger // elder' (olif II tataf)
with the spirit of 'one chest// one heart' (ansaof mese II nekaf mese). John
Tnesi and one of the assistants of the ruler described Tamkesi as 'the trunk of
the old hamlet' (kua mnasi uf). This refers to the belief that Tamkesi is a place
with abundant wealth, which provides everybod y with peace, calm, prosperity
and life. It is known as 'Tamkesi gives good vapour and bright cloud'

(Tamkes akua habu alekot ma nope amliat), which means that Tamkesi is the
source of wisdom and prosperity.

29

I recorded information from several people - some of them not from Biboki - who came to
Tamkesi to perform rituals in order to ask for power, and they told me that there is really
something strange, that they did not get before coming to this place. People really believe that
Tamkesi has power, which will straightaway come to those who are suitable.
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TAMKESI AND RAJA BIBOKI
In mentioning Tamkesi as a place, people never forget to link it with the presence
of the Ruler of Biboki. A thorough knowledge of Tamkesi is never separated
from the background of the ruler. Therefore, one can only have a thorough
knowledge of Tamkesi, if at the same time one has a sufficient understanding of
the ruler.
People would never tell me directly about the origin of Raja Biboki. 30
Until now Biboki people believe that the position of the raja is extremely sacred
and is not be discussed openly. 31 Indeed there is an automatic curse on those who
insist on questioning 'who the raja Biboki is'. Neither Parera (1971, reprint 1994)
nor Schulte-Nordholt (1971 , and 1980) have discussed this topic adequately.
Schulte-Nordholt, for instance, concentrated merely on the local political
structure without mentioning the key-person behind the 'formal structure' of his
work (1971: 246-247). Without minimizing Schulte-Nordholt's effort to explain
the position of raj a, I would like first to note some misinformation about the true

30

What I am writing in this section was recorded from John Tnesi (45) and J.K. Funay (73 ), Pius
Usboko, BA, Paulus Tanmenu (79), Alex Afu (67), Paulus Kane (45) and Hendrikus Tili.
31
In terms of my own research into the nature of things around the raj a, I was directed to follow
certain steps when visiting Tamkesi village. People advised me that if I would like to gain such
knowledge of the origin of the raj a, there are at least two main strict procedures to be observed :
firstly, I had to follow the will of the raja, and, secondly, I had to attend a special ritual in the
front of the palace, called SonafNe no Biboki. In cooperating with the second point of performing
a special ritual, I provided a goat and two different coloured roosters, one red and one white.
Meanwhile, I also visited the cemetery of the second former Raja Biboki - Tabesi Boko - in
Tfeka Taseon, northern Biboki, which is not far from the northern coast of the area. With the help
of Charles Usboko I offered two white roosters to ask a blessing. During this occasion in the
cemetery , I learned to "shake hands" (tsiom neof) with the dead former raja by kissing a special
stone nearby the head of the cemetery. This stone is identified as both the hands and the ears of
the dead raj a. The ceremony of tsiom neof gives a golden opportunity to everybod y to make - by
whispering - any personal requests while kissing this remarkable sacred stone. Regarding this
ceremony of kissing the hands of the ancestors , I performed it several times during my research
throughout the district. Most times when I visited the cemetery, I joined the relatives of the
current raja, which gave me the opportunity to hear stories about the former raja of Biboki's
origin and style of life.
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figure of the key person of Biboki District and then, in the next section and
drawing from different sources, deal with the origin of Raja Biboki.

A preliminary note
As a basic commentary to what Parera and Schulte-Nordholt have already
achieved when devising a structured diagram of the Biboki political system, it is
important to identify the main name groups of Biboki, known as 'four men II four
lord' (mane ha II nai ha): T'eba II Tautpah and Tnesi II Aluman (Parera 1971:
254; Schulte Nordholt 1971: 247, 248, 253, 255). Here both writers point to Ehan
as the first character, which is not acceptable. 32 If one identifies T' eha as Ehan,
this explanation will not able to encompass these four paired kin groups as the
cornerstone for understanding the essence of the Raj a of the district. According to
local discourse, all information about the raja should derive from the unity and
coalition of these four kin groups linked in a firm network. That is why, although
there is discussion about the origin of the raj a outside of the context of these four
characteristics, comprehensive information about the raja is impossible to achieve.
However it is also hard to ask about the conjunction of these kin groups.
A second point of comment is to criticise the structured diagram of the
Biboki political system made by Schulte-Nordholt dealing with the following ten
kin groups: Ehan, Tautpah, Tnesi, Aluman, Takaf, Natfana, Taitoh, Bukifan,
Harneno and Manlea (see as well Parera). The name groups of Biboki together
are referred to as ' ten pillows II ten roots ' (klunin hoes II haat hoes). According to

32

This point is explained in section Name Group in Chapter VII .
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my informants, 33 they are T ' eba, Tautpah, Tnesi, Aluman, Nafanu, Taitoh Tuan,
Hamen o Tuan, Bukifan, Suni Banua n and Sifa Tuan. 34 I was told that there is
only true information about Raja Biboki if that information comes from the unity
of these ten groups of the district. 35

The Raja 36 of Biboki
The name of the raja is particularly significant. The main role of a raja is to
protect the people and the land. This is described as 'the ruler grasps all the
people ' (koko 3 7 n 'abut to ma tafa) in order to 'direct them [people] to better lives'
(he nanon sin neu moen aleokta). In both name and person, the raja is of central

importance to the people's needs, that is, to their efforts to develop the district and
to build the future of the comin g generations. Indeed, in a living comm unity of
people, name-groups mean nothing withou t being linked to the raj a. In this sense,
the raja is sometimes seen as 'the trunk' (uf) from which all the people can obtain
wealth, good living and peace. Based on this local knowledge, people consider
33

These informants told me that what Schulte-Nordholt had identified about these ten name
groups was not true. As mentioned in Chapter II, my main informants about the raj a of Biboki and
Tamkesi were John Tnesi and Charles Usboko, who both knew the history of the area very well.
See further Chapter II, especially the explanation about the Cultural Discussion Group (CDG) and
section Name Group in Chapter VII.
34
There are various versions of these 'ten pillows // ten roots ' see for further discussion section
Name Group in Chapter VII.
35
Parera quotes the explanation about Loro Biboki from the work of Schulte-Nordholt (1994:
253-255). Hemerely recounts the political structure of Biboki as Schulte-Nordholt set it out,
without making further effort to seek for information into the hearts of the ordinary people of the
area.
'
36
In places I translate the term 'raja' as 'the ruler' in English. Therefore, both terms 'ruler' and
'raja' appear in the texts in the Appendices.
37
The uab Meto term koko refers to the sacred animal. See also Schulte-Nordholt, who recorded
from the people of Insana (near the Biboki) the meaning of koko as a sacred animal. He also
quotes Middelkoop who mentioned 'a koko fowl' (kok manu), 'a kind of snake koko ' (kok
kauna) , or a flying lizard (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 148. 191). See as well Parera (1994: 175).
People told various stories about this sacred animal, which nobody ever met. Sometimes people
refer to the 'poison bird' (kol koko) which carries poison and lives only in the forest. It is believed
that everything, not only all sorts of birds but also all the animals and even trees, are under her
control. See also the section Discovering the source of life in Chapter IV, in relation to the
explanation of several kind of birds.
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the position of a raja as the source of blessings. It is said that ' the trunk of
coolness and coldness is in the hands of the ruler' (manikin ma oetene in una es

koko nimna ). This expression emphasises that a ruler never supports anything bad
for his people. In social life, even though one of his people does someth ing wrong,
the ruler has a responsibility to direct him/he r back to a better way.
All people claim to be 'branc hes' (tlaef), 38 referring to the dependence of
the society upon the role of the raj a. The people of Biboki regard the raj a as their
leader. He is called ' he, who sleeps only' (Atupas) and ' the land's koko ' (pah

koko ). The uab Meto phrase pah koko can be literally translated as ' the land
belong ing to the poison bird' . This refers to the role of the ruler as the owner of
the area. In this regard, the ruler has a special power both to mainta in and to
direct the whole cosmos. 39
As the trunk (uf), the ruler of Biboki embraces the cosmos throughout the
district. In this sense, koko means ' ruler'. Uf and koko can be paired to explain
both the ownership of the current generation and the cosmic power s in terms of
the remarkable positio n held by the raj a in the comm unity life of the people. The
people are also called 'birds and chickens' (kola ma manu), comin g under the

38

There seem to be two main reasons why people always use metaphors. The first is that the
ordinary people think of everything in practical terms. This means metaph or helps them to
express their knowledge. The second is that this is one way to emphasize the proxim ity between
human beings and the ecological system. See further, section Idiom, metaph or and simile in
Chapter IV.
39
Middelkoop cited an ambiguous term ' Lord of the Earth' (Uis Pah) among the Amaras i people,
in providing an explanation about The Suprem e Beings of the people of the area (1960: 24).
Middelkoop said this term can be used for both the Divine and the ruler. Howev er, Biboki people
regard this term as the way to refer to the ruler only and not to the Supreme Being whom Biboki
people call 'The Lord who cracks and hatches ' (Us i Ap ean ma A likin),· see for further discuss ion
the section Th e name of the Suprem e Being in Chapter VII.
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power of the raja. As the trunk, the raja also represents the ancestors who live
with (and among) the current generation. 40
People respect a ruler as a sacred person, whose sayings are always
interesting; and whatever he declares is considered correct. People never think of
whether a ruler makes any mistakes or not, a reaction expressed by 'Do not
discuss the ruler's life' (ka tamolok fa lafu-lafu neu koko). Indeed, troubles will
follow straightaway if there is gossip about the ruler. 41 On the one hand, he
himse lf believes that he is superior to other people; however, on the other hand,
he also believes he should behav e humbl y as a servant of the people. This attitude
is expressed by the phrase: 'the ruler humbl y turns to [serve] his people, his birds
and chickens' (Koko nanelton neu to ma tafa, in kola ma manu). 42 The uab Meto

40

This is because the origin of the ruler is respected as the continuation of an unknow n origin of
the first human being (see section An early source in Chapter II) who from the beginni ng came
into the world with the main task to make secure the people of the area.
41
The elders of the area gave me a strict object lesson about the importance of following the
advice of the raj a by telling stories of incidents where serious problems had been caused because
they failed to put into practice what the raja said. It was around late 1960 that the former parish
priest of St. Peter Canisius of Manufui - Fr. Paulus Podos - questioned the raj a when the raj a was
passing by on the path near the front of the presbytery. The priest asked a question about what
kind of religion he had. "Before you learned to be a priest, my ancestors knew already the
religion", said raja. For this unexpected answer, the priest argued with the raja. Later, the priest
left the priesthood and all Biboki people believe that this priest lost his faith following his
inappropriate presumption to argue with the raja. Several years before that (it was around 1939),
there was a different event relating to a German parish priest, Fr. Henk van Wissing SYD. He
exhorted people to offer 'the first harvest ' (tatama maus) in order to request a better ' rainy
season' for the next year. Howev er, Fr. van Wissing damage d a tall banyan tree near the garden of
the raj a and he later had to be evacuated from the area through Zitrana - Oekusi of east Timor
because he got into a serious political problem with the local Government of Indonesia. The
removal of this priest was interpreted by the local people as the direct consequence of damaging
the banyan tree of the raja. There was also a lay person who once spoke impolite words to Raja
Biboki, which later on caused him to have serious family problems. More than that, another lay
person died after he was dared to argue with the raja. There are many other strange and respected
stories about the raj a of Biboki, so that until now people remain afraid to disagree with his speech.
42
Several times I went to Heut'utan village to meet the raj a of Biboki. I witnessed that the raj a and
his wife and all the family were friendly and welcomed everybody. In regard to land and forest
problems, people come and bring their complaints to the raja, and they then ask help from him. In
such cases, he respects everybody and acts as an elder who is looking after his people. He never
speaks in his own interest but always acts for the sake of his people. The people speak of this
aspect of ruler as the ' Raja carries on his shoulders the life of all the people' (Koko nsu ma nasae
to ma tafa sina monin).
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term nanelton here refers to the normal behavio r of a servant, who is always
ready to serve his or her lord' s needs.
The Biboki people recogni ze three appellations for the raja. Firstly, he is
known as 'he who only sleeps ' (atupas). 43 He is also known as 'The Biboki sun
and Biboki moon' (Nena Biboki ma Funan Biboki). Nena means ' sun' or ' day'
and is equated with a male who brings 'strengt h and warmth ' (ma'tanis ma

maputu). In this context, it is believe d that just like the sun and the day give
strength to the people, the same thing happens through the ruler who empowe rs
his people. The ruler, in this respect, become s the foundation of life and the
cornerstone to build a prosper ous community. People also know that the 'sun or
day is warm' (nenba nmaput), a saying which can be applied to the ruler, when
he become s angry with his people for any mistake s that they have made. Most
people are afraid to meet the ruler, so if they are about to meet the ruler coming in
the opposit e direction, they will quickly take another route just to hide themsel ves
from the ruler' s face. On the other hand, the 'moon' (funan) refers to a female
who brings to the people 'coolne ss and coldnes s' (manikin ma oetenen). People
believe that the ruler can give both strength // warmth and coolness // coldness.
This describes the conditio n of life which people are able to enjoy under the
ruler' s power. In this sense, the ruler is regarde d as both male and female for his
position to embrace all the people of the district. There is a saying called "Koko

on ama afafat ma aina aaifat " (the ruler is like a father who carries a child and a
mother who takes a child on her lap).

43

Schulte-Nordholt noted that, according to Middelko op, this term atupas is never used. SchulteNordholt further says, " It does not occur in the literature of early administrative reports either"
(1971: 372).
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Such expressions are conjoined with the following saying ' whom the wind
does not blow on and the heat does not bum' (nak anin kai nfu ma manas kai

nhoe), indicating the positio n of the raja who remain s within his residence and
never goes elsewhere in the area. Anoth er parallel expression is ' The koko
oversees the entire land and water' (Koko nhuk paha ma nifu nobaha temen)
which expresses the positio n of the ruler as atupas. Accor ding to Bibok i people ,
the ruler just stays in his proper place - that is close to the shrine of the district,
known as Neno Bibok i - to safeguard his people. In terms of securi ng the people
from any troubles, people say 'The koko avoids grief and bad luck, diseas e and
whatev er is bad' (Koko naaib naen susal ma maufinu, menas ma amleut huma-

huma). Physically, he has no direct connec tion with the real world becaus e 'The
koko keeps and touches the navel of the land' (Koko nna ' ma nhuk naijana in

usna). Biboki people also believ e that being in the sacred place, just like the ruler,
can be the best way to secure life.
The raja is also called ' son of the sun' (neno anan). This expres sion refers to
the raja's positio n as the representative of the Suprem e Being, who was sent to
take control of the land and the people. 44 The raj a has a special duty to preser ve
harmo ny, not only among the people but also betwe en people and the living
environment. The ruler never tries to act for the sake of himse lf or his family. His
presen ce throughout the area is for the sake of his people. It is said that ' The koko
represents all the birds and chickens' faces and eyes ' (koko nateut kolo manu sin

human sin matan). In this respect, the raj a is the first person to urge the people to
carry out certain rituals, both at group and family levels, and at the level of the
44

Kruyt wrote an excellen t explana tion in his work De Timoreezen (1923:4 73-474) on the origin
of rice, linking it to both the knowle dge of the first settler in the Timor Island and to the origin of
the sacred position of a ruler. See for compar ison; section A n early source in Chapter II.
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district as well. During the perform ance of such rituals, the ruler not only requests
blessings from the Suprem e Being for his own needs but also for the needs of his
people and for the sake of the land. 45
People use the term kesel (from 'kaiser') 46 to refer to the raja. This term
indicates the raja's position within a system of governance. This governa nce,
however, was from the beginni ng closely related to religious matters. Hence, the
raj a is called ' water of the meeting, land of the gatherin g' (nifu tola, paha nikut),
meanin g that the raja become s a place where people can come with their
everyda y concerns. People not only come to gather togethe r but also to share with
each other their daily experiences. Althoug h the raja holds authorit y over the
people, it is practica lly impossi ble for him to act accordi ng to his own will only.
He must listen to his people and appreciate the value of every person.
Based on all these ideas, people lower themselves when in the presenc e of
the raja, by saying ' we the birds and chickens ' (hai kola ma manu) because the
lives of birds and chickens are always in the hands of those who tend them. This
symbolism of living in a good commu nity in coopera tion with the ruler is also
expressed in the phrase ' we are the small dog and small snake' (hai aos ana ma

kaun ana). People trust that power and strength will come to those who seriousl y
and respectfully call upon the name of the ruler with a special intention.

45

John Tnesi told me that all the tools and equipment in the palace (Tamkesi) for performi ng a
prayer or any other rituals belong to the people of Biboki. That is why the ruler never offers
sacrifice or prayer for the sake of himself.
46
The uab Meto term kesel or Indonesia n kaiser comes from Dutch.
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The Origins of Raja Biboki
Let me return now to the purpose of this section which is to identify the origins of
Raja Biboki. With the approval of Raja Biboki, more details of the following
explanation will be made public after the completion of my thesis. 47 The origin of
raja Biboki is related in the following long account. In the beginning there was a
person called N ai Salu from Mutis who made a long journe y to the east with the
approval of the 'young er brother of the lord who cracks and hatches II the brother
of the lord who cracks and hatches' (apean alikin in olin II apean alikin in tipun).
This was Tae Neno II Malao f Neno. 48 After making a clear plan for the long
journe y to the east, he went first to Oekusi (East Timor), and then Oepuah on the
northern coastal of Biboki. He then went to Fatumuti in the border of Biboki and
Belu, which known as the 'path of the lord who cracks and hatches II the way of
the lord who cracks and hatches' (eno apean alikin II lalan apean alikin), to
pursue his journe y to the area of Oepikan, Ainiba, Fatukaruak and finally Kowa
Lalekis. 49 After arriving there, he thought again and went back to Mutis-Bobnain
to pick up the 'seven golden lords of origin' (nai mnatu hiut unu). They were
Tahoni, Tili, Snon, T' eba, Tautpah, Tnesi, and Aluman. According to this version,
N ai Salu and these seven lords were the autochthonous figures who held power
over the region of Mutis-Bobnain. Therefore the original raja of Mutis-Bobnain
was in the ' eight golden lords of origin ' (nai mnatu faon unu).

47

Accord ing to raj a Biboki and his assistan ts, this note is merely the first stage of the long journey
toward a history of the raja which, accordi ng to this source, will be further explain ed to me after
finishing this current study.
48
See further the section An early source in Chapter II regardin g the explana tion of the charact er
Tae Neno , who accordi ng to Kruyt (1923) was the first settler of the Timor Island.
49
Kowa Lalekis is an importa nt place in Fialaran district, which is known as Kowa // Railekis and
Diruwa ti // Mauubu n. These paired names are both found in souther n Belu and in East Timor.
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In relation to this stage of the second journey, there was great grief around
the region of Mutis-Bobnain because these eight origin lords took with them the
entire heritage - including a sacred object that belonge d to the lord of MutisBobnain50 - leaving the rest of those people who remained settled in the area of
Mutis-Bobnain without their heritage. This journey was divided into two: T'ebaTautpah and Tnesi-A luman took the right side of the range of Mutis, and SaluTahoni and Tili-Snon went through the left side of the Mutis-B obnain range.
They arrived safely in Kowa Lalekis, and later these eight autochthonous lords
travelled back to Mutis-Bobnain following the middle of the Timor Island known
as 'the middle of the land // the middle of the waterho le' (paha tnanan II nifu

aisutin). In a certain place, which was later called Luksaen-Wehali, 51 they met
another autochthonous power, which later was identified as the 'younge r brother
of the lord who cracks and hatches // the brother of the lord who cracks and
hatches ' (apean alikin in olin II apean alikin in tipun) of Marom ak Oan. The
account stopped here, and the raja promise d me to continue this story later.
However, from another source which relates to the raja (as I have to remain silent
about the continuation of the story) came the following account.
When Nai Salu and all his friends from Mutis-B obnain met Marom ak
Oan, they were tested 52 and then permitted to choose whatev er place pleased

50

Secretly I was told that the natural power of Biboki - which is represented by Tamkesi - is this
sacred object that from the beginning was moved from Mutis-Bobnain to Biboki following the
long pilgrimage of the eight golden lords of origin. According to this source, the power of Mutis
is currently placed in Tamkesi. However, until now nobody knows the origin of the sacred thing
that is kept there.
51
Later this name of Luksaen-Wehali was known as Wehali-Waiwiku with its autochthonous
power the Maromak Oan. It was said that Maromak Oan respected these eight autochthonous
characters from the west. Local people claimed this meeting as the chance for the east and the
west to meet each other.
52
The test was arranged by Maromak Oan for Nai Salu as the leader of other seven lords from
Mutis-Bobnain to cut off the head of a big python. The result of this test was that none of the
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them because N ai Salu and his friends passed all the tests conducted by Marom ak
Oan. In this action of choosing a place, the 'four men II four lords' (mane ha II

nai ha) became the core actors in the foundation of Biboki. Although, so far, I did
not obtain further details about the precedi ng tales, there are many versions about
the continuation of these tales. One of the versions is in accordance with 'the bat
eggs' (teno sonbiko), 53 who as the 'first mushro oms' (atoni boka II puu boka)
were the first settlers of Biboki area: Buku II Taunbaen, Banu II Anonat, Hanmin a
II To'asu and others. These lords came to the conclusion to appoint Usboko as the
raJa.
There is another myth based, on this version, that the 'bat eggs' agreed
that Usboko be the raja of Biboki because he had power to comma nd the sun and
the moon. 54 Since the entire univers e respected him and because of his special
relationship with the universe, everyth ing was under his power. Based on local
discourse, relation of the Raja to the univers e is expressed by the phrase: 'the
land and water are in the hands of raj a" (pah ma nifu es koko ina nimna). To
justify this expression, until now the raja of Biboki is able to ask for things on
seven lords could succeed, and it was only Nai Salu who successfully cut off the python's head.
No blood flowed from the python's head but instead a cord emerged with eight heads and seven
tails and also one navel, known as the 'eight branched head // seven tailed branches // one navel'
(naka soul fanu II iko soul hitu II usaf mese). See for further discussion the section An early
source in Chapter II. People of northern Biboki, using Tetun speech, say ulun sorun walu II ikun
sorun hitu II husar mesak ida. With this cord, the eight of them settled under the shadow of a big
banyan tree not far from there. Now Nai Salu tested his seven fellows by handing the cord to each
of his fellows. There was only one who could carry the cord, which was Tnesi. Nai Salu and
Tnesi, followed by the other six fellow pilgrims, travelled further throughout the middle of the
Timor Island. They then divided the area among the eight of them.
53
For further discussion, see section The first settlers of Biboki in Chapter II.
54
There is another version that came from this myth that the origin of raja Biboki never had a
beginning , known in local discourse by ka nmuifa una, which can be literally translated as 'has no
trunk'. This expression refers to the incapacity of people's knowledge to reach the origin of the
raja, because the knowledge of raja is sacred for the ordinary people. However, it is difficult to
imagine a being who never had a beginning. Biboki people always say, the raja never ever began,
which is expressed by 'they have nothing father and mother // they have nothing cock and vagina'
(sin ka ma ama ma ka ma aina II sin ka manasa ma ka matina), see section The first settlers in
Chapter II.
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behalf of his people. For instance, if he would ask for rain by waving his kerchief,
rain will fall straightaway. I have recorded lists of the raj as of Biboki - from the
beginning - as follows [1] Usboko 55 Neno (Usat Tbok Neno, or Usat Thai Neno),
who was buried in Haen Telen; [2] Tabesi Boko, who was buried in OeniuOepuah, became a Catholic and was baptised by J oao Tabesi; [3] Kono Boko (or
Usi Mese Kono) who married three wives, of which the second wife, Kusi Sonbai,
was a descendant of Sonbai. 56 [ 4] Oenunu Boko, who was buried in Manak; 57 [5]
Taek Tautpah, who married six wives and was buried in Ban' afi. One of his
wives, Tafutu Finit (Finit U sboko ), was related to U sfinit, the ruler of Insana; [6]
Tee Boko was buried in Ban' afi. One of his wives, Tabenu Finit, was also related
to the ruler of Insana; [7] Tnesi Rinbes, 58 whowas buried in Fatutoko; [8] Iba Ane,
who was buried in Fatutoko, and one of his wives was from Kaesnube; and [9]
Tnesi Iba (7 5), who for the moment still commands the Biboki district.
To create a legend of the remarkable position of U sboko, 59 from that time
up until now, the Biboki people have cleverly linked this centrally positioned
name group (kanaj) - Usboko - within the frame of six mythical characters:

55

Biboki people have four branches of their name group (kanaf): (1) Sona Mnasi: Naijumolo
name group, (2) Sona Tnana: Usboko name group in Desa Tautpah, Sufa village, (3) Sona Mnune:
the current koko and his descendants, and (4) Soan Unu: the first settlers of Tamkesi, who owned
the neno Biboki. See for further discussion section Name Group in Chapter VII.
56
The marriage between Raja Biboki Kono Boko and Kusi Sonbai produce d two daughters, Balok
and Sni. Balok married Hameno , and Sni married Tua Amo of Ambeno-Oecusse (East Timor).
57
After Oenunu Boko, the ruler, began to move from Sona Mnasi (Naiju Molo) to Sona Mnune
(the current ' ruler' (koko) descendants). See as well section Name Group in Chapter VII in
relation to the note on the Usboko name group.
58
According to Pius Usboko , BA, Tnesi Rinbes was evacuated by the Dutch to Ende-Flores for
four years (1916-1920) following of the death of his brother Tnesi Tautpah in Kupang. This
source told a complicated story that at that time Tnesi Tautpah and Tnesi Rinbes were fighting
eachother to become the ruler of Biboki. The Dutch brought them to Kupang and then moved
Tnesi Rinbes to Ende after the unexplained death of Tnesi Tautpah. To fill the consequent power
vacuum, the Dutch elected Kau Mau Manlea (1916) to lead the District ofBibo ki.
59
It seems that people switch between two tales, one about the long and complicated journey of
character 'Nai Salu' and his fellows , and the other about the appearance of Usboko from the myth
ofTae Neno from the east, to create tales about the sacred origin of raj a Biboki.
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Boki Taek (Biboki), Sana Taek (Insana), Nube Taek (Amanube or Amanuban),
Natu Taek (Amanatun), Afoan Taek (Amfoan) and Benu Taek (Ambenu). 60
Meanwhile Biboki people also use the myth of Tae Neno of Mutis-Bobnain to
identify the origin of U sboko as the sacred character who was later appointed as
the raja of the Biboki district. 61 In this respect, the third version of the story tells
of the good governance by the four main characters (T' eba-Tautpah, TnesiAluman) as the foundation for the emergence of an extraordinary name group,
which was later called Usboko. From that time on Usboko becam e the raja of
Biboki.

CONCLUSION
There are two inseparable points that support Tamkesi as being a remarkable
place. They are the presence of 'the shrine' (paon leu) and the presence and
power of the ruler throughout the area. The shrine is believed to be the place for
the Supreme Being, known as 'the place for the Lord who cracks and hatche s'

(Usi Apean ma Alikin in bale). Every day and at particular times, the ruler makes
contact with the Supreme Being in this shrine to ask blessings for Biboki people.
All the requests from the ruler in this place are offered on the behalf of the people.
Because of that the people respect the raj a for this special task and sometimes the
ruler is even seen as the presence of the Supreme Being.
Nobod y knows the origin of the ruler. Even though people speculate on
the ruler' s ancestors, for instance, by mentioning the former ruler of Biboki, it is
believed to be a sacred thing to discuss seriously the origins of the ruler. It is said
60

See further the section An early source in Chapter II.
I believe that raja Biboki will openly tell me the true story about his origin during my next
research project.
61
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that ' detailed information about the ruler, indeed sacred ' (n eule koko naona, nane
lo leu teb tebes). This expression refers to the need to perform rituals before

speaking about the ruler.
After considering the heart of Biboki district and discussing the central
significance of Tamkesi and the ruler, the next chapter moves to a discussion of
the importance of domain and hamlet.
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CHAPTER SIX
DOMAIN AND HAML ET

INTRODUCTION
A fundamental issue in performing oral traditions is the juxtaposition of the
notion of localitiy and belonging. This is central to understanding the nature of
the 'name groups' (kanaj) that make up the domain of Biboki. This idea of
domain is expressed in the uab Meta term 'land and water' (pah ma nifu).
Another issue that will be at the core of this chapter is the role of the 'hamlet'
(kuan). These two terms occur many times when Biboki people tell their stories.

At the level of domain, this chapter will focus on a long passage 'In the
beginning' (Afi Unu) to consider the sense of locality and belonging in
reconstructing the past. Fallowing Fox 1 and based on an exegesis of several
passages that deal with these two words, I will interpret space in terms of
mnemonic locations the hamlet as a dwelling place, and then consider its role in
relation to time, such as the continuum of past, present and future.

1

Fox's paper on this issue entitled Poetic Power of Place, Comparative Perspectives on
Austronesian Ideas of Locality (1997c) inspires this section. This publication contains papers that
were originally presented on 30 September 1992 at a panel of the Annual Conference of the
Australian Anthopological Society held at the Australian National Unievrsity. As can be seen in
the frrst paper ' Place and Landscape in Comparative Austronesi an Perspective ', Fox writes: "The
papers that comprise this volume examine ways in which social knowledge is framed and vested
in particular landscapes. Each paper describes a specific Austronesia n locality and considers both
the cultural creation of this setting and the ways in which knowledge is maintained, transformed
and remembere d in relation to it" (p. 1).

DOMAIN
Expanding the Domain
Based on the source presented in Chapter Two,2 Biboki is included in the territory
of the Atoni Pah Meto. 3 As part of this territory, the Biboki claim themselves as
those who have the same ancestors with their neighbours. Based on this
underrstanding, people have a well-known oral tradition which traces all the
domains of Timor. The following text, "In the beginning" (Afi Unu), is usually
recited by a ' speaker' (mafefa) or 'adat historian' in an annual ritual at Tamkesi,
the centre of the area. 4 This version was recorded from John Tnesi. 5
Text 9: In the beginning (Afi unu)
Sequence 1
01.Afi unu
02. mone ha ma nai 6 ha
03. usif ha ma naijuf ha
04. nsae neman
05. na'ko mansa pe'an
06. ma na'ko funne tokon

Long ago
four men and four lords
four rulers and four noblemen
came down
from where the sun rises
and from where the moon rises.

07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

They crossed the roaring sea
and crossed the flooding river
from Siam and Malaka,
Arabi and Madaban,
Rada and Madada,

Nakiuf tasin a'lulu
ma nakiuf noe ahenut,
na'kon Siam ma Malaka,
Arabi ma Madaban,
Rada ma Madada,

2

See for further discussion the section An early source in Chapter II. The eight brothers who
came from east to west - and later settled the domain of the Atoni Pah Meto - are Boki Taek,
Sana Taek, Natun Taek, Nuba Taek, Rasi Taek, Foan Teak, Molo Taek and Benu Taek. Their
father is Tae Dinik.
3
In the Great Contract of Paravicini (1756) Therik noted that Hiacijntoe Corea (Liurai Man e) of
Wehali signed the contract on behalf of 29 domains including Biboki which, as Therik later
explained, included the Sonbai empire. However, Biboki is politically closer to Wehali than
Sonbai. Biboki at that time was called Sakoenaba Bayboehie (Therik 2004: 55-57).
4
This passage is also sometimes recited on a special occasion when people recount the past of
their ancestors' time.
5
Later, Mr. Willy Silab, the former government employee at the National Museum of East Nusa
Tenggara Timur Province, added some words to the original passage. He is now a government
employee at the Tourism Office of Kabupaten Timar Tengah Utara (TTU) .
6
.
Sometimes people translate nai as ' lord' or ' male '. It depends
on the context of the speaker. If
he or she uses nai without the glottal stop, it means ' lord' , or ' the owner of something' . And if he
or she uses na'i with a glottal stop between the ' a' and ' i', this means ' male ' .
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12. Galubu ma Papinan,
13. Jabas ma Bijokis,
14. Bugis ma Makasar,
15 . Suku ma Semau,
16. Leti ma Kese,
17. Deli ma Hera,
18. Lakulo ma Mantuto,
19. Bibsusu n1a Suru,
20. Ikman ma Suai,
21. Alas ma Manfahi,
22. Lakeku ma Mlukesa,
23. Tuname ma Faotmean,
24. Kol-siuf Oenun,
25. ma tepsi'uf Oenun,
26. nane es elka seat
2 7. el noni ma se'noni

Galubu and Papinan,
J abas and Bijokis,
Bugis and Makasar,
Suku and Semau,
Leti and Kese,
Deli and Hera,
Lakulo and Manatuto,
Bibsusu and Suru,
Ikman and Suai,
Alas and Manfahi,
Lakeku and Mlukesa,
Tuname and Faotmean,
the bend of the Oenun ocean,
the bend of the Oenun ocean.
which are bridging stairs
silver stair and silver bridge

The first six lines are evidence of the claim that from the beginning the ancestors
planned to establish a domain. It is affirmed that no domain is unplanned,
because from the beginning (line 1), the ancestors, who are represented by ' four
men II four lords' (mane ha II nai ha) and 'four rulers II four noblemen' (usif ha II
naijuf ha), had already arranged all the locations within Timor (line 2-3). The

ancestors came down from where sun rises and the moon rises (lines 4-6) 7 to
settle in a certain location.
The actual starting-point, known as 'the rising sun II the rising moon'
(mans a pe 'an II funne tokon), is the source of life. 8 The rising sun according to
7

Dealing with this notion of ' where sun rises II when moon rises ', see further in section Ways to
trace the origins of life in Chapter IV.
8
Hocart discusses the sun as the source of energy which impregnates the earth (Hocart 1954: 25) .
Regarding the nexus between ' sun' and ' moon ', Kruyt writes that the notion that the sun and
moon are married is universal. Once a month they come together, namely when they set at the
same time. The morning and evening stars are their children. (see further, Kruyt 1923 : 470-471).
Schulte-Nordh olt discusses this phenomenon in various ways; for instance he points out that a
sexual relationship exists between heaven and earth, which can be related to the presence of a
masculine post. Dealing with this issue in a different way, Schulte-Nordh olt mentions the story
from the Biboki people regarding the marriage between Uis Neno and Uis Pah (1971: 144.153),
see also Middelkoop (1931 ). Middelkoop writes of a person known as Lafu Nena, who had a
foster mother Sob e Nena. Her father was ' the sun' and her mother ' the earth', through which
relationship Middelkoop tries to define the nexus between ' sun II earth', or ' heaven II earth', or
' the living II the dead', ' life II death', or ' human being II ecological system' . An important point
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the local point of view is the place of origins or the location that gives something
valuable to people. The east is the place of the sun; it is the source of life for
people all over the world. The people of Biboki have an expression ' the sun
arises, light spreads everywhere' (mansa npea, meusine natbol). 9 This expression
refers to the belief that 'the presence of the rising of the sun in the east provides
the beginning of peace, prosperity, wisdom and charity' (mansa neikkit meusine

neno, he on hit nekakam ansaok naheun nok alekot ma amliat). 10 'The rising sun
// the rising moon' is a metaphor for 'the early life' (main unu). This is 'the head
of the world' (paha nakan) and 'the trunk of the early life and the root of the
present generation' (moen unu' in una, ma moen muni in ba'na). It is called 'the
place for gathering of the previous and present spirit' (sman unu ma sman muni

sin ekun tefan). At the site where the ancestors settled, they placed all their
property, which was then inherited from generation to the next.
The four characters came from east (the outside of the area), circling the
sea and made a long journey throughout the world (lines 9-25). This is expressed
by 'they crossed the roaring sea// they crossed the flooding river' (na 'kiuf tasin

a 'lulu II nakiuf nae ahenut, lines 7-8). The passage contains topogenies - the
recitation of an ordered sequence of place names - around the world, such as (a)
Siam and Malaka (line 9), (b) Arab [Arabi and Madaban, Rada and Madada,
Galuba and Papinan, lines 10-12], (c) Jawa-Sulawesi [Jabas and Bijokis, Bugis

to be noted here is the interdependency between ' sun' and 'heaven' from above and ' the earth'
and 'the people' under the sky (see Middelkoop 1982: 87-88). Among the Rotinese, Fox (1997d:
328) discusses the genealogy of the Sun and Moon among the people of Roti who belong to one
of two groups: those of the Sun and Moon (Ledo do Bulan) and those of the Ocean and Sea (Liun
do Sain) . The initial names of their father reflect this pattern: (Bulan//Ledo; Moon//Sun).
9
See as well the first two paragraphs of the introduction of Chapter IV.
10
People always believe that 'the sun comes to bring something good to them and fill the heart
with peace' (mansa nem neik kit aleokta ma amliata, ma on nhanik naen hit nekka he nao). They
simply consider that the sun comes from the east to direct people's daily affairs.
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and Makasar, lines 13-14], (d) places around Timor [Suku and Semau, Leti and
Kese, lines 15-16], (e) East Timor [lines 17-23] and (f) a certain and remarkable
place closed to the border of east and west Timor [lines 24-25], to show the
ability of the ancestors when making their long journey to the top of MutisBobnain as the intended object of their journey (See Figure 6, 1). Oenun in the
text (lines 26-27) is expressed as 'bridging stairs II silver stair and silver bridge'

(elka se 'at II el noni ma se ' noni), for this place becomes the starting point of the
ancestors before going directly from the east to the west (see as well lines 7 6-77
in Sequence 3, following). In mentioning all these place names, people believe
that their ancestors were able to move around these locations and had worked
hard to divide up all the domains of Timor. From distant lands, the ancestors
journied to all the local places of Timor.
According to local discourse, a place name - or a landscape - becomes an
important point of correspondence between people and their past. People regard
the landscape as a fundamental perspective from which to reconstruct their
ancestors ' life. All these place names become a mnemonic device to remind
people of how the ancestors endeavoured to find the best settlement to undertake
their next task.

To the Center of the World
After making a long journey throughout the world, the ancestors arrived in the
centre where they were able to think further of the establishment the domains of
Timor, as set out in the following sequence.
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Sequence 2
28. natutnok ma nafinbok
29. nema ntea Haekto 11
30. ma nema ntea Banatun
31. tobe nhaek naotnon
32. ma tobe niufnon
33. es las oni balan, bon maet'e balan
34. bako balan ma kobi balan

3 5.
36.
37.
38.

nantutnok ntein
ma nafinboka ntein
neu nunuh naek Koba 12
ma neu lete naek Koba

They continued the journey,
arrived at Haekto
and arrived at Banatun
hundreds of people were on alert
and thousands of people were waiting.
in the places of bees and raw meat
the place of tobacco and the place of
vegetables
they continued
and they continued again
to the big Koba banyan tree
and to the big Koba rita tree.

39. Nane es
40. nunuh Koba tamnau lasi
41. ma lete Koba tamnau lasi.

That is what
Koba banyan remembers
and Koba rita remembers.

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
4 7.
48.
49.

Sin ha sin ntokon
ma sin ha sin natenbin
nasnasan ma natetbok
nbi Kuamone-Tapenpah 13
he napen pahe in manuan
ma he napen pahe 14 in ma'lelan
nap en nifu in manuan
ma napen nifu in ma'lelan.

The four of them sat
and the four of them remembered
resting
at Kuamone - Tapenpah
to observe the vastness of the region
and to observe the smallness of the land
to see the vastness of the water
and to see the smallness of the water.

50.
51.
52.
53.

Onane te
mone ha ma nai ha nane
nsae ntea Muitsam-Bobnain, 15
PonimTut'fuf, Haonfam-Nuamolo,

54. Saenam-Bikekneno.

Such were
the four men and the four lords
climbing to Mutis and Bobnain,
Ponim and Tu'tuf, Haonfa
Nuamolo,
Saenam and Bikekneno.

55. Nane es
56. autuf faonsin ma nuaf faonsin

There were
eight hills and eight mountains

11

and

This place is in Noemuti, North Central Timor (Kabupaten Timar Tengah Utara).
Koba is an archaic site which was very close to Lakaan in North Belu.
13
These places are in Biboki.
14
The closely related words pah ma nifu refer to a region or the land, area or district. SchulteNordholt translates pah as ' land, ground and soil' (1971: 503). In this text and also in the thesis I
literally translate it as ' the region, the area or district'. Therefore where pah refers to the region,
district, the area, nifu refers to water. On the one hand, this translation sometimes confuses a
reader from outside the area. On the other hand, this translation is useful in making a thorough
interpretation of the text. For instance, there are several words which are strange if the interpreter
does not understand the context of the speaker. See T-9 lines 48-49 - 121-122, T-19 Appendix 3,
lines 289-290 - 297-298 - 303 , T-20 Appendix 4 lines 05-06 - 16-17, and so forth.
15
All these names (lines 52-53) refer to the area of Molo in South Middle Timor (Kabupaten
Timar Tengah Selatan, TTS) . However, people sometimes say that all these places are in North
Middle Timor (Kabupaten Timar Tengah Utara, TTU).
12
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57. lalan faonsin ma se'i faonsin
58. nono faonsin ma noel faonsin

eight roads and eight paths
eight streams and eight rivers.

59. Ok oke sin euk'kini
60. ma ok oke sin tefkin

A meeting point for them all
and a joining point for them all.

61. Usifha ma naijufha
62. mone ha ma nai ha
63. nhaken ma napenen
64. le' napen pahe in manuan
65. ma le napen nifu in manuan

Four rulers and four noblemen
four men and four lords
standing and seeing.
to grasp the vastness of the land
and to grasp the vastness of water.

The main point of this sequence is to describe the efforts of the ancestors to
discover a centre, known as a ' desirable place to settle' (bale mafnekan he ttok).
After having a rest in Oenun, the four men // four lords came through Haekto and
Banatun (lines 28-34), which is known as 'the place of bees // the place of raw
meat' and ' the place of tobacco // the place of vegetables ' (lines 33-34). They
continue to journey to Koba (lines 35-41) and Kuamone-Tapenpah (lines 42-49),
where all these places - Haekto, Banatun, Koba and Tapenpah - become a
territorial reference point before the final arrival of the ancestors at MutisBobnain. In these places, the ancestors made the decision about where they would
establish domains to settle. They however, could not do so, for they still
continued their journey.
People portray the image of movement of the ancestors by mentioning
places with the purpose of marking those locations as part of the domain of the
ancestors. Let us have a look at lines 37-38 and 40-41 (' the big Koba banyan tree
// the big Koba rita tree' and ' Koba banyan remembers // Koba rita remembers ' )
as representing the role of landscape in commemorating the origins of the
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people. 16 Right now there are banyan and rita trees in Koba, which remind people
of the domain as a mnemonic device to think of the ancestors. People also offer
sacrifice to the ancestors in these places. In this sense, place names identify the
local people's histories and remind them of their place of belonging.
The notion of locality also influences people's understanding of their
sense of belonging, in that those who claim these place names, automatically they
claim to belong to the ancestors of such places. As Fox has argued, 'topogenies'
take a great variety of forms among Austronesian populations (Fox 1997 c: 8-9), 17
so all the lines in episodes 1, 2, and 3 remind the inhabitants of Biboki of the
varieties of topogenies in relation to their name group (kanaj) and sacred object.
In the same vein, Lowell writes,
"Belonging to a particular locality evokes the notion of loyalty to a place,
a loyalty that may be expressed through oral or written histories,
narratives of origin as belonging, the locality of certain object, myths,
religions and ritual performances, or the setting up of shrines such as
museums and exhibitions" (Lowell 1998: 1).
Line 50 starts to explain an important issue, that is the notion of the four men and
four lords climbing to Mutis-Bobnain (see lines 51-54), as both (a) a statement of
the journey of the ancestors to the centre of the world: Mutis-Bobnain (lines 5558), and (b) as a technique to create respect for the settlers' struggle to find a good
location (lines 59-65). There is a remarkable name system used to refer to Mutis-

16

Parkin gave a useful Foreword to Lowell's work Locality and Belonging (1998), which
highlights the juxtaposition of these two features. He noted that belonging is a way of
remembering and of constructing a collective memory of place (1998 : ix).
17
Fox also quoted Mc William to emphasize an excellent example of the most common form of
topogeny among the Atoni Pah Meto. He writes, "This topogeny traces the migration (and
expansion) of a ' name group' or ' clan' (kanaf) from its point of origin through the mountains and
valleys of Timor. In its semantically condensed form, this kind of topogeny relates the entire
history of a large group and its encounters with other groups as the wandering of a single person
represented in narrative first person". He continued, "As in Rotinese topogenies, persons, places
and objects merge as a recitation of names."(Fox 1997c: 9).
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Bobnain by mentioning it in relation to other places, as can be seen in Figure 6.1
below ' The 4 of Mutis' and other surrounding places.

Figure 6, 1: The Structure of Mu tis in relation to its surrounding s

[the north]

[the west]

[the east]

HaonfamNuamolo

SaenamBikekneno
[the south]

Ponim-Tut'fu f

Note: Sometimes it is too hard to make a distinction between each of these mountains
because they are located so close to each other. From the east, Bikekneno is seen as the
highest one, but from the north, south and west Mutis appears the highest. Sometimes
people from the north claim that Saenam can be seen as the highest.

These places are called the eight hills // eight mountains, eight roads // eight paths,
eight streams // eight rivers, referring to the centre of the world.

The establishment of the domain
Around these places the four men // four lords began to consider the vastness of
the land and water in relation to their delegation of authority, which was given by
the lord of these eight places to the the four men and four lords. 18 The essence of
such authority is to establish the various domains over all the Timor Island. See
the continuation of the passage below:
18

John Tnesi and Willy Silab told me that from the womb of the eight mountains, the four men //
four lords obtained strength and authority to divide the entire area of Timor into four domains.
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Sequence 3

66. Sin ha sin nboan ma nbatin,
67. Liurai mone 'naek
68. nok Sonbai mone tnana
69. nuasin na'hae neu Taes Mone
70. ma na'nak neu Mutis 20 - Bobnain.

The four of them selecting and dividing
Liurai the eldest,
with Sonbai the middle son
their region ended in the Male Sea 19
and started from Mutis-Bobnain.

71. Foa' Sil a nok Beun Sila
72. nuasin na'hae neu Taes Feto
73. ma na'nak neu Mutis-Bobnain

Foan Sila and Benu Sila
their region ended in the Female Sea21
and started from Mutis-Bobnain

74.
75.
76.
77.

Liurai Sila went back to [the place]
where the sun rises and the moon rises.
he went back to the bridging stair
the silver stair and silver bridge.

Liurai Sila in faen neu
mans a pean, funne tokon
in faen neu elka se'at
el noni ma se'noni

78. Nane es
79.pahe'nakan
80. he na'usi ma he na'nak
81. neu le Lakaan22

That is where
the head of the land [is]
to pay respect and to start
for Lakaan

82. Lakaan es tteke t'ak
83. halke nakan ma tetu nakan

The aforesaid Lakaan
[is] the bedhead and the head of the top
of the house
the stem of the areca blossom and betel
leaf
coconut blossom and gewang blossom.

84. puahe samun-maonse ketan
85. noahe samun-bone samun
86. Sonbai Sila nao neu pahe tnanan
87. pahe in usan ma nifu in tefan
88. na'hae neu Taes Atoni
89. ma na'nak neu Mutis-Bobnain
90. es nahakeb 'toko mnatu
91. ma es nahakeb sele mnatu
92. nbi Pae'nono-m' Oenaem
93. Muitsam-Bobnain,
94. Poni-m Tu'fuf,
95 . Pipmau'um-Sa'tab,
96. Netnonjam-Oel'afoan,
97. F et'in-Leolfui

Sonbai Sila went to the middle of the
land
navel of the land and joining point of
water
[which] ended in the Male Sea
and started from Mutis-Bobnain
that built the golden seat
and built the golden thrones
at Paenono and Oenaem,
Mutis and Bobnain,
Poni and Tu'fuf,
Pipmau and Sa'tab,
Netnonja and Oelafoan,
Feti and Leolfui.

19

The Male Sea is the Timor Sea to the south ofTimor Island.
Mutis is always mentioned as a mountain. I, however, understand Mutis to be a mountain range.
After a long discussion with Willy Silab, I came to the conclusion that it is appropriate to use
mountain range for Mutis because one can see not only one mountain [called Mutis] but eight
other mountains with Kekneno as the tallest one.
21
The Female Sea is the Sawu Sea to the north ofTimor Island.
22
Lakaan is the highest mountain in Belu area and is in north Belu (Belu Utara) .
20
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98. Sonbai Sila naneopkun
99. nbi in nekan ma in ansaon
100. he nenu sbetan
101. ma he nako haen
102. neu manse mofun
103. ma neno tesan

Sonbai Sila pondered
in his heart and in his mind
to stretch his arms
and to stretch his legs
to the direction in which the sun sets
and where the day falls.

104. Nane es
105. noah tun afinit-puah afinit

That is
the top of the rising coconut and palm
trees
Lilo-Bakunase,
Kopan and Olain,
Babau and Panmuti,
Foan Sila
went to where the sun sets
and went to to where the day sets.
His region ended at the Female Sea
on the fringe of the land
and on the fringe of water.

106. Lilo-Baoknaes, 23
107. Kopnam-Olain,
108. Babau nok Panmuti
109. Foa' Sila
110. nao neu manse mofun
111. ma nao neu neno be'lan
112. Na'hae neu Taes Feto
113. es pahe in ninen
114. ma es nifu in ninen
115. Na'nak neu Mutis-Bobnain,
116. Timau nok Faumes 24
117. nane es Silbu-Baitanu,
118. Tuna (Naben)-Kune,
119. nok Oris-Nesi
120. ma Babu-Bifel
121. Benu Sila
122. nao neu pahe in tnanan
123. ma nao neu nifu in usan
124. ntom neu manse saen
125. ma ntom neu neno saen
126. manse pe'an ma funne tokon
127. Na'hae neu Taes Feto
128. ma na'nak neu Mutis-Bobnain.
129. esle Tulaika-Aenmat25
13 0. Loelkas-Mata'homa.

His region started at Mutis-Bobnain,
Timau and Faumes,
that is Silbu-Baitanu,
Tuna [aben] and Kune,
with Oris-Nesi,
and Babu Bifel
Benu Sila
went to the middle of the land
and went to the navel of the water
right to where the sun rises
and located at the sun rise
where the sun rises and the moon
appears.
His legs are in the Female Sea
and his head is at Mutis and Bobnain,
there are Tulaika and Aenmat,
Loelkas and Matahoma.

The first eight lines of this sequence (lines 66-73) contain the key introduction to
understanding how the four characters ' four men II four lords' (mane ha II nai ha)
and ' four rulers II four noblemen' (usif ha II nai ha) each claimed authority over
23

All these places (lines 106-108) are around the Kupang area.
These places (lines 116-120) are behind the mountain range of Mutis, which is close to the
northern coast of the area.
25
This is the enclave of Oeccusi in the district of East Timor.

24
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part of the Timor region. The first stage is when the four men II four lords are
divided into two paired-groups: (a) the first two characters, Liurai and Sonbai,
have authority over the region from the border of the 'Male Sea' (Taes Mone) up
to the Mutis-Bobnain area (lines 67-70); and (b) the other two characters, Foa
Sila and Benu Sila, have authority over the region from the ' Female Sea' (Taes
Feta) up to the area of Mutis-Bobnain (lines 71-73). This decision was later
interpreted as denoting the political coalition between Sonbai Sila and Liurai Sia
on one hand, and Foa Sila and Beun Sila on the other.
The sequence further explains in detail the location of each of 'the four
men II four lords' to emphasise their authority over their own domains (see
Figure 6.2). The first character, Liurai Sila, 26 was appointed to be the head of the
area (lines 74-85) which is called the 'place that sun rises II place that moon rises'
(mansa pean II funne tokon), also known as the bridging stairs, silver stair and
silver bridge (lines 5-6, 75). This place is further referred to as the 'stem of the
areca-nut II stem of the betel leaf coconut' (puahe samun II manus in ketan), and
'the bedhead and the head of the top of the house', 'the stem of the areca blossom
and betel leaf, and 'coconut blossom and gewang blossom' (lines 83-85). These
idioms refer to the place where everything originated.
The second character, Sonbai Sila, was placed in the middle of the region
(lines 86-108) to guard the centre of the world. The third and fourth characters,
Foa Sila and Beun Sila, were located in the areas with a specific reference to the
26

According to local discourse, Liurai Sila refers to the Liurai Wehali-Waiwiku. In the Great
Contract of Paravicini, dated 9 June 1756 (Corpus Diplomaticum CMXCVII), wrote Therik, there
are 29 domains in west and east Timor, who under the authority of Liurai Wehali (Therik 2004 :
57). Dealing with this contract, Fox (1977a: 67) mentioned that the first major Dutch contracts of
the period were signed between 1654 and 1655 with the rulers of the northwest coast of Timor:
Kupang, Sonbai, Amabi, Taebenu and Amfoan. This means the division of Timor into four
domains, as is described in this passage, was made long time before the 14th-15th centuries.
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position of the mountain range of Mutis-Bobnain (lines 109-130), as as can be
seen in Figure 6, 2.
Figure 6.2: Outline of the domain of four men// four lords
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Note: SS stands for Sonbai Sila, and LS stands for Liurai Sila. The large arrow
represents the authority of Sonbai, while Foa Sila has a small arrow upwards and Beun
Sila has a small arrow downwards. Liurai has a long small arrow. All the domains of east
Timor and the entire Belu area of west Timor belong to Liurai Sila. In Paravicini's
Contract (1756), the domains under Liurai Sila can be identified: Wehali, Bani-Bani,
Wewiku, Dirma, Lakekun, Fehanlaran (Fialaran), Lidak-Jenilu, Lamaknen, Maubara,
Daro Lete, Leten Telu, Boibau, Laclo (Lakulo ), Samora, Laicore, (Loceu), Suai,
Raimean, Same-Atsabe, Alas-Luca, Kowa, Marobo, Ailomea, Deribate, Lao Bali,
Junysaa, Mamefay, Thieries. The domains of Sonbai Sila are: Kopan-Olain, BabauPanmut, Mutis-Bobnain, and locations around Miomafo, Amanatun, Amanuban, Insana
and Biboki. Foa Sila covers Timau and Faumes, Silbu Baitanu, Tuna (Naben)-Kune,
Oris-Nesi and babu-Bifel, and Beun Sila has Tulaika-Aenmat, Loelkas and Mata'homa

Based on local discourse, this division highlights the local expression 'each place
has its lord and its settlers' (baelles nok naen in tuana ma nok naen in atuksin),
which also means 'each place has its eyes' (baelles nmui in matan).

HAMLET
Another remarkable location site is the hamlet. There is an expression, 'each
hamlet has its lord and its settlers' (kuanes nok naen in tuana ma nok naen in
atoksin), that links the hamlet to the notion of authority. Generally, this
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expression answers those who question who the settlers of a hamlet are. This
expression is automatically followed by ' there are settlers who represent the
ancestors ' (nan on nait na Jani bei ma nai sin humak ma sin ma tan). 27 This
question assumes that each hamlet has its lord and has its settlers as well. The
second expression reminds people of the current place as a token of the presence
of the ancestors. Put together, these expressions relate to both 'hamlet' (kuanes,
'each hamlet'), and 'name' (in tuana ma in atoksin 'its lord and its settlers').
They imply that a hamlet is the property of those who were there in the early
times and who handed it over to the local ruler and then to the people.
Metaphysically, these expressions refer to the ruler as the owner of both the land
(Biboki district) and the hamlet. 28
Among the people of Biboki, the term 'hamlet' (kuan) refers to a settled
place (kua balaf), which consists of closely inter-related households. 29 From an
Austrone sian perspective, kuan is related to 'banua, vanua, nua ' meaning a
dwelling place. 30 The uab Meto word kuan also means 'to bring', 'to collect', ' to
gather', 'to save' and 'to look after'. By the folketymo logy that links these two
27

This will be explained further in the section Hamlet: location of the past in this Chapter.
See the section Land and Landscape in Chapter II.
29
Dealing with the translation of the Atoni word kuan, Cunningham uses both village and hamlet
(Cunningham 1967: 63 , 68). Based on this, Schulte-Nordholt notes that the setting for day to day
life was the 'village' (!wan) consisting of a number of hamlets, also called kuan (SchulteNordholt 1971: 96. 186). It seems that Schulte-Nordholt decided to use the word 'village ' for the
Atoni word kuan, but he also used hamlet to refer to kuan. In this thesis 'hamlet' is used to
translate kuan, which is the basic settlement site for the people of Biboki. People of Belu (West
Timor-Indonesia) and East Timor (Timor Leste) use knua for village.
30
Based on a number of different contexts, Fox gives a broad explanation of banua in the
interpretation of various house terms. For instance, Toraja: banua, Banggai: bonua, Wolio: banua,
Molima: vanua, Wusi-Mana: wanua. According to this source, banua can mean a house or a
village or inhabited territory (Fox 1993a: 12, 1995b: 11). Supomo gives an account of an Old
Javanese inscription in which the smallest indigenous community was the wanua, meaning village,
settlement (Fox 1995b: 295). Tule notes these terms in various Austronesian languages (knua,
kuan, wanua, and banua) as referring to a certain space and place occupied by a group of people.
He examines in great detail the Keo people's village life called nua 'oda (Tule 2004: 89-91).
Earlier, Molnar has described the traditional village (nua) of the Hoga Sara of Ngadha in WestCentral Flores (Molnar 1994: 70-77).
28
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meanings, a hamlet is a gathering place for all people,31 while it also denotes a
safe place for settling together with the ancestors. Biboki people commonly use
an expression ' to bring something to others ' (nakua baut), which refers to those
who are going to the hamlet to offer sacrifice to the ancestors and to give what
they have to their neighbors. 32 Based on this understanding a hamlet is the best
location to gather those who share the same kin-group names. One can easily
form a group of people - in the context of a hamlet - to arrange common social
work. Sometimes people use the term 'place' (bale), when referring to an act or
action (choosing the current place) that was conducted by an earlier generation. 33

How to establish a hamlet
Nobody has certain knowledge about the original timing of a decision to establish
a hamlet. Equally, people now have little knowledge about the original
establishment of a suitable dwelling place. People from my fieldwork site,
however, told me that the ancestors had a plan to establish a hamlet. Here is an
analysis of the notion and process of hamlet establishment. 34

31

See T-10 The passage about hamlet lines 10-20
See below for a further explanation of hamlet as a location of the past.
33
In this respect, kuan, as a place, becomes extremely significant because the ancestors
themselves came and lived there as well. The presence of the ancestors is not only symbolized by
the areca-nut and betel bag, but also by the presence of a stone.
34
All the lines of the T-9 (130 lines), T-20 Appendix 4 (101 lines), T-22 Appendix 6 (704 lines),
T-23 Appendix 7, and T-24 Appendix 8 (altogether 1297 lines) can be used for this purpose as
they constitute a significant collection of comparative texts. The numbering of T-23 Apendix 7
and T-24 Appendix 8 can be regarded as one passage, although these two passages refer to two
events. Structurally, T-25 Appendix 9 is an extension of the previous passage, which also tells
about the daily affairs of the people of the fieldwork site. The relevant sections are Mark and
Sign on the Ear (T-23 Appendix 7, lines 1-295), and The Daily Affairs (T-24 Appendix 8, lines
296 - 1297).
32
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1. The effort of the ancestors
It is not easy to discover the first site for a hamlet. People always say, ' everything

has its way and its efforts' (sa 'sa 'a nmui in lalan ma in mepu), referring to the
common belief that every person should work hard to gain something for a good
life. This notion refers to the effort of the ancestors when for the first time they
sought a place to establish a domain.
The following is a long text - consisting of five passages - recorded from
Alex Manbait and Petrus Senu, in which one can trace the concept of the hamlet
in relation to the efforts and the authority of the ancestors. This passage is
generally recounted when a ritual of the first harvest is performed in a precinct
near the masculine post in front of the traditional house.
Text 10: A passage about hamlet3 5
Sequence 1
01. Kuan on bael tokos mese
02. nae on fun ne
03. uki ma tefu in balan

04. pena ma ane in balan
05. ije msat hel tua' a balan
06. ma on tofsa balan 36
07. ha nait tsen laku ma fua kase
08. nae msat kok absa balan

The hamlet is a place to settle
that is because
it is the place for banana and sugar
cane
it is the place for maize and paddy
this is the place for tapping palm juice
as well
and the place for clearing the fields
so that we can plant cassava and beans
there is a place for spinning.

09. Fun on nane
10. kuan le tatok ije
11. on bale he tah ma tiun
12. on bale mepu mlile
13. ma bale mepu alekot

That is why
the hamlet that we settled
is the place for eating and drinking
the place for arranging a good effort
and the place for arranging appropriate
work.

14. Ok oke kit tok ma tol 37

We gathered and met together

35

This passage can be categorized as ' truth telling' (talaes), see Table 3.5 in the section Level of
speech and meaning ofgenre name in Chapter III.
36
See T-19 Appendix 3 lines 992-995
37
See T-19 Appendix 3 lines 983-991
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

teik nek seunbanit tebes
ma ansao ainnaut maneo
natuin lo ala ha humsaa
sumak bua' bua' kit
ansaof mese ma nekaf mese
ala bae feto ma bae mone kit

with a pure heart, indeed,
and from the bottom of our hearts
for whatever businesses
we are always together
we are one heart and one soul
we are sisters and brothers.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Kuana on bale namkes
on hai faef kuna
ma on hai bib paan 38
masi on me bo
lo hai bua bua kai

The hamlet is a complete place
this is the place of our pigs
and this is the place for our goats
for whatever situation
[we] will always be together.

26. He tmoe hum saa bo
27. lo ala hai ok oke kai
28 . kanan mepu ok oke
29. kuana nobaha temen

If we would do whatever business
we always do it together
all the efforts
the entire people of the hamlet are
involved.

30. Katitfa asoet 39

[We] do not see those who take their
own way
[we] do not see those who make noise
and [we] do not see those who roar
[we] do not see controversy
and [we] do not see clashes
[we] do not see those who are angry
there is no one who is impolite
we are always one voice.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

katitfa abulalut
ma katitfa a'keto
kati tfa laes suli
ma katitfa amatoes
ka tman' akan fa
ka tmasepolfa
lo hai hana' mese ha

The key point is the position of the hamlet as a suitable site for people to settle,
known as ' a place to settle' (bael tokos mese), the place for 'banana II sugar cane'
(uki ma tefu in balan), 40 the place for 'maize II paddy' (pena ma ane in balan) ,

the place for ' tapping palm juice II clearing the fields ' (hel tua 'a balan ma tofsa
in balan) , the place for planting ' cassava II beans' (tsen laku ma fua kase) , and

the place for spinning (kok absa balan) [lines 1, 3-8]. The terms 'banana II sugar
cane', 'maize II paddy', ' tapping palm juice II clearing the fields ', ' cassava II

38

See T-19 Appendix 3 lines 1046-104 7
For these lines 30-34, see as well lines 113 et seq.
40
Dealing with 'banana // sugar cane' see Introduction and section Typ es of marriage sub-title
Marriage in the place in Chapter IX.
39
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bean' and ' spinning' are metaphors for the living community. 41 The idea of living
together as ' sister II brother' or as ' younger II elder' occurs within the passage at
lines 14-20, lines 26-29, lines 30-37 and again at 45-47 of episode 2. These
words comprise a local discourse about the ordinary things of life in everyday
community, which should be taken into account for supporting the welfare of a
hamlet.
'Living together' provides valuable moral support (lines 25-29) and the
social setting of a hamlet, which is referred to as the place for 'pigs II goats' (faef
kuna II bib paan) [lines 22-23]. People can live in peace (lines 30-36) and they
can speak with one voice (line 37): 'we are always one voice' (lo hai hana'
mese'ha).

2. The authority of the ancestors

A significant issue to be noted here is that T-10 draws attention to the role of the
ancestors in finding the most appropriate place for settling and also, by doing so,
expanding their authority over the area.
Sequence 2
38. Kuan le ije natokob kai
39. he mtok ma he mhaek
40. lo hai mimnesa ha
41. es ka nfininfa es
42. natuin naen hai nono
43. ma natuin naen hai tusi
44. es nabuab ma naapa kai
45. lia feto ma lia mone
46. an bife ma an atone
4 7. hai olif ma hai tataf kai

We are placed in this hamlet
so we can sit and stand
we are always on the same level
nobody exceeds one another
according to our tradition
and according to our custom
which has gathered and collected us
as sisters and brothers
as women and men
we are younger and elder.

48 . Es on nbi fef taen
49. ma on nbi ban taen
50. es nabela ma natenab naen

Based on the promised mouth
and based on the promised sound
that has kept and said

41

See Middelkoop 1963:132, Fox 1974:76-77.
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51. neu hai bat muni ije
52. ma neu hai tete ije
53. kuan ije natokob hai kanmin
54. kuan ije natokob hai fatu
55. kuan ije natokob hai oe
56. natuinaha hai nono
57. ma natuinaha hai tusi
58 . esan moin ma nasbeb
59. nakobaha tete tete
60. tala ntea batan batan
61. lo ka nmuifa ekan
62. kuan ije nabal-bal

for the sake of the present generation
and for the current people.
[in this] hamlet our stone was placed
[in this] hamlet our name was placed
[in this] hamlet our water was placed
based on our tradition
and based on our custom
that lives and develops
throughout the generations
until the next succession
it has no ending
this hamlet continues

The first ten lines (38-47) reiterate images of 'living together' within a hamlet
which is seen as a tradition to be maintained (lines 42-43, and 56-57). An
important issue here is the continuation of the present generation from earlier
times, which is expressed as ' In this hamlet our name // stone // water were
placed' (lines 53-55). The key to understanding this continuity is based on trust in
the ancestors, in the belief that the ancestors have appointed their descendant
(lines 48-52). That is why a hamlet has its own style and path, which is referred
to as the 'face' of the hamlet.
Local people have an expression ' the face of a hamlet depends on the
conduct of those who have settled there' (kuanes in humna ma in masan, !of

natuinaha atoksinsin sina' moinkina). 42 A significant tenet to be kept by the
people is to ensure that their behaviour follows local norms or traditions (lines
42-43), and, most especially, that the hamlet head should perform the ritual of the
' first harvest' (tah fe 'u) 43 at a traditional house. By doing so, people not only
offer a gift but also renew their commitments and feeling of being united by
42

Literally this idiom means that whether each hamlet is beautiful or not depends on the conduct
of those who settle there. Petrus Senu, my father, said whatever people in a hamlet have done will
not only directly affect the current generation but will influence the life of the next generation also.
43
The ritual of the ' first harvest ' (tah f e 'u) is common among the people as the annual ceremony
for all the people.
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keeping in touch with tradition. Tradition is the cornerstone for the current
generation to arrange their daily affairs (lines 48-52), for this is the only way to
look after the future of the hamlet.
At a chosen hamlet, all the residents with the approval of their ancestors
can gather together as a living community. In a hamlet the ancestors have
identified such markers as 'sacred stone' (faot makana), 'sacred water' (oe
makana), and 'sacred tree' (hau makana). 44 The 'hamlet head' (nakaj) or 'hamlet

head' (kua tuaj) first has to place 'a sacred-object' (tasaeb nono 45 ma leu) in a
traditional house. Thereafter the people can live and prosper based on their
traditions (see lines 56 - 62).
The people of Biboki acknowledge the relationship of the four original
ancestors both by placing a masculine post46 at the source of water spring and by
storing all the ancestors' heirlooms at the traditional house. People believe that
the spirit of these ancestors lives around such places to watch over the origin of
life. In relation to this, the custom of performing a ritual at the source of spring
water is used to remind the younger generation of the conditions of the early
ancestors, as the hamlet head recounts stories of the ancestors during the ritual
performance. 47

44

See further the section Stone, Water and Tree in Chapter IX.
For further discussion, see 'to put family magic' (pan nano) in the context of marriage practice
in section Types of marriage, sub-title Kabi namtek, nahe nabenon in Chapter IX.
46
There will be a further explanation later (section Masculine post in Chapter VIII) about the
presence of a masculine post at the source of spring water and in front of the traditional house.
47
In this regard, Alex Manbait told me that the benefit of performi ng a ritual at the source of
spring water is to link the ancestors' affairs both with the universe and with the current generation
in the frame of 'sister // brother' (feta II mane) and 'younger // elder' (olif II tataj) tenets. By doing
so, he explained, the present people could learn the best way for arranging their everyday lives.
45
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Hamlet: locatio n of the past
The Biboki people have an expression, ' each hamlet has its owners ' (kuanes nok
naen in tuana). Put simply 'the owner' (tuana) not only means the present people
but it can also refer to the original owner of a hamlet or a master of the hamlet.
Every person who acknowledges a certain place [bale or kuan] as his patrimo ny
is aware of the presence of the ancestors. There is another important expression,
'this hamlet was established by the ancestors' (kuan ije na 'kobaha bei ma nai sin
et nahaekbe).
The following is a continuation of the previous passage in which the role
of a hamlet in relation to the ancestors' time is emphasised.
Sequen ce 3
63. Kuan ije nok naen in tuana
64. ma nok naen in apaotina
65. On sin apao kobe48

67. Sin msat apao autuf
68. esan nsae neu netna tunan
69. he nakin anin
70. ma ha nakin manas
71. hele nait susla
72. ma ntein maufinu
73. ka ntoman sinfa

This hamlet has its lord
and has its guardians.
All of them are the guardians of the
precinct
and they are the guardians of the
gateway.
They are also the guardians of the hills
they who climb the mounta in
to avoid the wind
and to avoid the heat
so that problems
and the difficulties
do not come to them.

74. Oke ntein anin ka nfu
7 5. ma manas kai nhoe

And then the wind does not blow
and the heat does not dry.

76. Le apaotin ije msat
77. on hai atuksin ma anontin

All these guardians are also
our shepherd and our leader.

78. Sin es nanon kai
79. ma sin es npanat kai
80. neik tetus ma nit

They lead us
and they look after us
with offerings and gifts

66. ma sin apao eno

48

See T-21 Appendix 5 lines 61-65. McWillia m (1989: 50, 2002: 66), who noted the role of a
warrior among the people of Amanuban, says a warrior is called the 'guardian of the palace'
(apao sonaf), the ' guardian of the court' (apao pano), 'guardian of the gateway' (apao eno), or
' guardian of the fence ' (apao nesu).
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81. neik oe ma mnahat
82. neik poe ana' ma mul ana'
83. neik abtais ma tainusat

with water and food
with small prawns and small fish
with sarong and garments.

The main intention of this sequenc e is to point to the role of the ancestors as
special membe rs of a hamlet 'guardin g the place '(lines 63-64). The presenc e of
the ancestors is thought of as represen tative of the lord or the owner of the hamlet.
In this sense, line 63 should be translated by 'from the beginni ng this hamlet has
its owner' (na ' kobaha unu, kuan ije nok naen in tuana). The uab Meto word
tuana is a metathesis of tuaf meanin g the owner; so in this case, based on the
genealogy, the current hamlet belongs to the ancestors. A hamlet is the heritage
of the ancestors which has been lent to the present inhabitants (line 63), 49 and
people have an expression, 'this hamlet was given [by the ancestors] to us ' (kuan
ije na 'na 'te naen neu kai) 50 in order we can look after it and give it to the next
generation. The role of the ancestors is expressed in various terms, such as
'guardia ns of the precinc t II guardians of the gateway ' (apao kobe II apao eno),
and ' guardians of the hills II who climbs to the mounta in' (apao autuf II nsae neu
netna tunan). The ancestors are also the ' shepher d II leader' (atuksin II anontin)
who ' lead II look after' (nanon II panat) the populat ion of the hamlet.
To maintai n this tradition, people also keep the ancestors' heirloom s at the
traditional house, as can be seen in the sequenc e below.
Sequen ce 4
84. Lo sa' saa
85. subait hit kuana kuk

For everyth ing
means nothing without our hamlet.

49

See also lines 96-103 in the next passage of episode 4.
·
The understanding of the local word tuaf or tuan always refers to the concept of strength or
spirit. By mentioning that this hamlet has its lord, people call to mind the spirit of the hamlet.
50
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86. a fun auni ma kenat 51
87. oket suni ma aol leu
88. ma ntein bib sunaf
89. faef suifma bael ' in oke
90. tbuab ma tpanat sin
91. on he tani' ma ta'hake

because our lance and weapon
and head hunting sword and leu bag
and then deer horns,
the lower jaws of pigs and all these
things
were kept there [at the hamlet]
as evidence of offering and sacrificing.

92. Ij e kuana tuakin
93. ma kuana in nesna
94. ije lo kuana in ma'taen na
95. ma kuana in feusna 52

There is the lord of the hamlet
and this is the content of the hamlet
this is the strength of the hamlet
and this is the power of the hamlet.

96. Kuan ije on nahakeb nanje
97. Ije on teun unu balan

103. ma tun ban unu balan

This hamlet has been arranged.
This is the place of the origin of
making clothes.
That is our dust and land
and that is our land
from an early life
and from a bat's egg.
Yes, this is the origin site of the felled
tree
and the origin site of the fireplace.

104. Muni ijeben he tateut
105. ma he on tani ·
106. natuin hai kuana in nekna
107. ma natuin hai kuana in ansaona
108. he nmoin ma nasbeb
109. maski lo ala hai pel le' u 55
110. maski lo ala hai saen fafi
111. ma hai kol kuna balan

When conducting an offering
and giving sacrifice
in the heart of the hamlet
and in the breast of the hamlet
then, it can live and develop
it is only our simple shelter
it is only our pigs shelter
and the place of our birds nest

98. A nane fun hai afu
99. ma nane hai naij ana
100. nakobaha moin unu
101. ma nakobaha teno sonbiko 53
102. Maut, ije foet unu balan 54

According to the local point of view, a hamlet is the place for heirlooms to be
kept 56 (lines 86-89). People speak of 'the strength of the hamlet' (kuana in

51

People believe that peace is now present everywhere, because people keep their lances and
weapons in the traditional house. See also T-21 Appendix 5 lines 155-157, and Chapter VIII
about the traditional house.
52
This is the heart of kuan. Dealing with this notion, see further information about the traditional
house in Chapter VIII.
53
Dealing with the meaning of this term, see further section The first settlers in Chapter II.
54
See T-22 Appendix 6 lines 315. The wordfoet unu refers to the first activity of the ancestors
after clearing their field.
55
See T-22 Appendix 6 lines 593-594. The uab Meto wordpel leu, literally means ' the sacred
shelter' ; however in this context it means a simple tent. This means that even though people may
just have a simple place, it is the best site for them to live.
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ma 'taenna), ' the power of the hamlet' (kuana in feusna), ' the heart of the hamlet'
(kuana in nekna), ' the breast of the hamlet' (kuana in ansaona), as in lines 94-95,
and 106-107 as key terms to highlight that the foundation of the hamlet stems
from the past. All these heirloom s become the power of the hamlet because
people gain strength from these objects. Whenev er people come to ask for
strength in front of these heirlooms, they gain power from the ancestors. These
heirlooms are seen as the heart of the hamlet because people come before these
objects to share both their suffering and their joy in the struggle of life. People
have a strong belief that the ancestors will hear them and then take into account
their experiences. They respect all the heirloom s not merely as symbol s of the
presence of the ancestors but even as the actual presenc e of the ancestors, which
allows them to establish up a living commu nication with them. 57 The idea of
creating a living commu nity between the current people and the ancestors is
elaborated in the last four lines of the passage (lines 108 - 111 ), which stress that
the role of a hamlet in the present life is never thought of separate ly from the
early commu nity life of the ancestors.
People use the express ion 'this hamlet functions to gather both present and
past generations to face the future' (kuan ije on atalab tete neu tete-tete ma on

aheuk pah un unu ma alas ije tala ntea neon amunit). They believe that if a
person visits the traditional house, the ancestors will support the everyda y life of
that person. 58
56

Regarding the heirlooms which are kept at the traditional house, this will be discussed later in
section Building a traditional house in Chapter VIII.
57
In this respect, I myself witnessed several times that, in performi ng rituals, the hamlet head or
the speaker politely addresses the ancestors in front of these heirlooms. The tone of such speeches
seems as if the speaker is having a living dialogue with the ancestors.
58
Everybody who performs this ceremony first puts something in an areca nut and betel bag, with
appropriate ritual expressions, in order to seek help from the ancestors . People believe that all
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People say ' this hamle t has its root ' (kuan ije nok naen ina' ba 'na), 59 referring
to the ancestors. 60 If a person says ' our hamle t' (hai kuana), he is not only
speaking about a location but is also expressing a wider range of meanings. In
this respect, there are several phrase s about hamle ts which reveal this range of
meanings:
a hamle t as the source of peace, 'the hamle t binds the heart' (kuan mafut

nekaj).
a hamle t as a source of calm, 'the hamle t is the place of strong heart' (kuan on

bael nek ma 'tani).
a hamle t as a source of prosperity, ' the hamle t brings coolness and coldness'

(kuan afe manikin ma oetenen).
a hamle t as a source of sympathy, 'the hamle t is the place of smoot h heart and
soft heart' (kuan nek ma eki' ma nek malule), meani ng a hamle t is the best
place to educate the heart.

Hamlet: a place for the future
Dealin g with the concep t of a hamle t in relatio n to the future, I shall exami ne the
unders tandin g of 'place ' (bale) 61 based on the role of the hamle t in fulfilling
people 's daily needs, drawin g on a further section of the text:

these objects represent the ancestors, and so they should be respected. When I was a child, I
always came to the traditional house with my parents to perform this ritual. We placed money and
betel nut in the bag while uttering requests for the blessing of the ancestors. The power comes
from above for the success of this ritual. I myself witnessed many people who got what they were
requesting from the ancestors, for instance to make progress in some work, to become wealthy, or
to be safe on a journey.
59
People trust the ancestors as the root for both the hamlet and the good fortune of its present
inhabitants. The good conduct of the ancestors in the past becomes 'a deep root' (ba'na nnao), or
' the good root and suitable root' (ba'na naleok ma namas) .
60
My father Petrus Senu told me that ' if you plant a good tree, you then will reap good fruit as
well' (kalu ho msen hau alekot, lof mseu haufua aleoktamsa).
61
Fox notes various house terms including balay, lepav, lepaw, kamaliR, and banua. All these are
Austronesian words which are similar to each other in expressing the meaning of a place or, in
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Sequ ence 5
112. Bale ije ma fatu ije
113. ik ana baeln a
114. ma poe ana baeln a
115. hai keta in balan 62
116. ma hai fatu in balan

This place and this stone
the place for the small fish
and place for the small prawn
the place for our palm leaf rib
and the place of our stone.

117. Nae on hai tofa balan

119. ma on nop tuka balan63
120. he tabelak fani-benas

There is the place of our large weedinghook
and there is the place of our short
mach ete
and the place to rest the torch
that is the place for adze and machete.

121. Nae hai saen laat 64
122. ma nae hai neo laat
, n1pe
· 65
123 . on h a1· saen
124. ma on hai saen koto

There is our shelter
and there is our refuge.
our simple peanu t shelter
and our simple bean shelter.

118. ma nae hai bensa balan

'
125. Es
on sene han leko balan

That is the place of the good sound of
the gong
that is also the place of the bat.

126. nae msat sonbiko balan

The heart of this short sequence is the confirmation of a hamle t as a centre point
of the past, present, and future (lines 112, 121-126). The stone (fatu ije)
represents the idea of the present, which is menti oned as 'the place for small fish
// place for small prawn ' (ik ana baelna II poe ana baelna), 'the place of our palm
leaf rib// the place of our stone ' (hai keta in balan II hai fatu in balan), 'the place

this context, a house. Dealing with the word balay, he says that in the Philippines balay
may refer
to a 'house ' while in many Malayan languages, for instance, Minangkabau, balai
denotes a
'public meeting-house'. Howev er, in Melanesian balay may refer to 'a shed for yams'
or 'a
garden house' (see Fox 1993a: 11).
62
See the explanation in the previous chapter about 'to bring his/her palm leaf rib into the
palace '
(tatam hit keta neu son/a.) . This means to be a member of the Biboki people.
63
The idioms nap tuka, tofas, Jani ma benas refer to the agricultural system of the people
of
Biboki. In this case they think of the role of kuan as the fulcrum of all their daily
activities.
Philosophically, the kuan is the way through which people think of everything.
64
The idioms saen laat and neo laat express one thing, which is a shelter. Generally saen
laat is
used for those who settle for a long time, for instance in a field or on a hill with a particu
lar task.
Neo laat is just used for a short period of time, for instance in holding a wedding feast.
65
Nipe is a kind of forest peanut which is taken by the people when they are extremely
hungry,
during what is called 'the great hunger ' (amnaha naeka, or sipu naeka). Usually people
obtain
their daily needs from the forest: 'nuts or bean' (koto), 'gewan g sago' (puta), see further
T-19
Appendix 3 lines 159-173.
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of our large weeding-hook II the place of our short machete ' (hai tofa balan II hai
bensa balan), and 'the place to rest the torch II the place for adze and machete '
(nap tuka in balan ll tabelak fani-benas) [lines 113-114 , 115-116 , 117-118, and

119-120].
The concept of the past is expressed by 'there is our shelter II there is our
refuge' (nae hai saen laat II nai hai neo laat) and 'peanut shelter' (saen nipe
balan) [lines 121, 122 123 123]. These terms ' shelter', 'refuge' and ' peanut

shelter' refer to the past when the ancestors never had any certain place in which
to arrange their daily lifes. Their daily food was just peanuts that came from the
forest. Everyone in the past relied on the simple arrangements for community life.
The concept of the future is elaborated with a metaphorical paired
expression 'the place of the good sound of the gong II place of the bat' (sene han
leko balan II sonbiko balan) [lines 125-126]. The sound of the gong and the life

of the bat are used to depict the natural flux of events in the history of human
beings. Like a bat, the sound of a gong always gives a special warning to the
coming generation. This is expressed by 'the sound of gong gives information to
the coming generation' (senla hanna nfe amnemtin sina ' naokin). Similarly, 'the
sounds of the bat influence the future of the next generation' (sonbiko hanna
natonan amnemtina naokin). These expressions form the basis for lines 125 and

126 of passage 5, as they point to the link with the future.
In this respect, there is an expression ' this hamlet is prepared for the
coming generation' (kuan le ije on apasib lalan neu amoen amnemtin). This
expression relates to the botanical idiom of 'flower II fruit' (sufa II kaun), which
refers both to the current people and the coming generation. The term ' flower II
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seed ' can be replaced by 'small fish // small prawn' to suggest the flux of
generations from the past to the present and then further to the future.

Hamle t and water (oe)
There is a belief that 'the flow of life' comes from the source of spring water to
all the people in a hamlet. The idea of 'the flow of life' is implied in the
expression 'the place for felling a tree // the place for cooking' (foetsa balan II
tunsa balan), 66 which is a reference to the local system of shifting cultivation that

provides the agricultural basis for people's daily life. People link their current
condition of life to water and to agricultural factors. This notion is based on the
fact of life that these two factors - water and agriculture - are fundamental in
supporting the community. 67
The people of Biboki consider that the source of spring water originates
from where the sun rises and the moon rises, 68 and therefore from this place ' the
flow of life' pours out to all people. Metaphorically, they think that it is just like
'the light' that scatters everywhere when the sun rises (and the moon as well) or
like flowing water, so life flows from its point of origin into the hamlet. In this
case, 'sun rises' and 'moon rises' is seen as the point of origin from whence life
comes to the people. Based on all these sayings, people believe that their
ancestors established a hamlet by performing a ritual at the source of spring water,
which is why, up to the present, all the rituals at the traditional house should
begin first at this site.
66

See the section Hamlet: location of the past of this chapter.
See also T-22 Appendix 6. In the source of spring water, the hamlet head mentions this notion
of mutual dependency between human beings and the universe.
68
The idea about ' sun rises // sun sets ' has been explained in detail in section Ways to trace the
origins of life in Chapter IV.
67
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To acknowledge this point, people place a masculine post 69 at a spring,
with two branches known as ' the trunk of water II the tip of water' (oe uf II oe
tunaj), in order to gather all the ancestors from everywhere. The presence of ' the

trunk of water II the tip of water' reminds people of both the progenitors and of
members of the current name group. Oe uf refers to the ancestors and oe tunaf
refers to the present generation. 70 The passage of T-23 (Appendix 7) begins by
the invocation of the owner of the sacred water known as usi oe makana (T-23,
lines 253-254), and the owner of the sacred stone known as usi faot makana (line
255), which represents both 'the old water II the young water' (oe mnasi II oe
mnune). 71 The pair, ' the trunk of water II the tip of water' and 'the old water II the

young water', constitute a living community. Based on this communi ty a ritual
can be conducted at the masculine post around the source of the spring water. 72
The idea of 'the trunk of water II the tip of water' and of 'the old water II
the young water' has an extremely important position in the entire ritual. All the
speeches, including the stories that are told during the ritual, involve a request for
coolness and coldness, known as 'giving and pouring out coolness II giving and
pouring out coldness ' (nasanut ma nanebet kai manikin II nasanut ma nanebet kai
oetenen). 73 Another expression that is linked to the role of water is ' water that

brings coolness and coldness' (oe afe manikin ma oetenen).

69

74

It is also believed

See also section Masculine post in Chapter VIII, which is built at the front of the traditional
house.
70
See further T-23 Appendix 7, lines 253 - 257, and 275 - 280.
71
See further T-23 Appendix 7 lines 298 - 304
72
Hocart discusses ritual in great detail, saying, "Ritual is not merely a quest of life, it is a social
quest" . He notes as well that ritual is indeed a social activity (Hocart 1952: 52. 56-57).
73
See further T-23 Appendix 7 lines 263 - 274 and most especially 272 - 273.
74
The significance of water within the local people's life will be further examined in the section
Stone, Water and Tree in Chapter VIII.
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that people will not receive a blessing if they fail to invite the ancestors to come
and attend the gathering. 75
An order based on the 'old water II young water' or 'the trunk of water II
the tip of water' can expressed through name groups. When addressing members
of the communi ty gathered around the source of spring water 'the old water' is
used to refer to the name group that is the progenito r of the present generation. In
this sense, 'the old water' should be respected by the current generatio n as their
parents: the 'father who gives birth II the mother who gives birth' (ama ahonet II

aina ahonet). 76 Although the terms 'father who gives birth II mother who gives
birth' can refer to one's real parents, they can also be used more generally to
address the ancestors as the originators of the name group.

CONCLUSION
Domain and hamlet are basic concepts in the life of the Biboki people. These
fundamental sites came into being through the arrangements of the ancestors.
In performin g oral traditions, people will mention a set of place names
linking the 'name group' (kanaj) by tracing its relationship with the ancestors (the
past) and also with other surroundings. In this sense, the memory of landscape the names of places - serves as a way to reconstru ct the history of a society.

75

Sometimes the speaker (in this case the hamlet head) may fail to invite the ancestors because he
lacks skill in speech making. If this happens, a white pig should be killed to apologise to the
ancestors and the current generation, and to avoid any consequent danger and trouble.
76
The uab Meto term ama ahonet II aina ahonet can be translated by ' life-giving father // lifegiving mother' . For further discussion see section Notion of Life in Chapter IV regarding the
performance of a lament.
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Clearly, because the foundations of the domain and hamlet were
established by the ancestors, the notions of domain and hamlet can be an
important source for tracing the origins of ' name groups ' (kanaj) in society.
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CHAPTE R SEVEN
NAME AND ITS MEANIN G

INTRODU CTION
The Biboki people regard the notion of name as a common and key factor at all
levels of their daily lives. This chapter deals with three particular issues linked to
the notion of name: (a) the name of a person, (b) the structure of name groups,
and (c) the name of the Supreme Being. The first aspect refers to how do people
identify a person's name and what lies behind that name. The second point
concerns the structure of the name group system in Biboki society. The final
discussion will examine the name of the Supreme Being. 1

THE NAME 2 OF A PERSON
What is in a name?
Biboki people commonly ask the question 'What is your name?' (ho kanma saa?
or hit kanka saa?). In daily speech, people also continue with the question 'to
whom does this person belong?' (a fiat ije ntam sekau?) in order to identify a
person socially. The people of Biboki attach great importance to names, and have
a special respect for uttering a name. There are four kinds of names traditionally

1

An account of the naming of a raj a has been explained in Chapter V.
A name always indicates whether a person is linked to an ancestor of the past or a person of the
present. Name can also be connected to an unknown person.
2

used in Biboki: [1] a ' symbolic name' (kan oten), 3 [2] a ' clan name' (kan suku),
[3] an ' ancestor's name' (kan nitu), and [4] a ' Christian name' (kan salani).4
Symbolic names refer to an event associated with the myths of a particular
area. Generally this name is owned by a group of people who believe that by
having such a name in common, they maintain the ancestors ' tradition. 5 A clan
name is the name of the name group (kanaf) , and is also used to name a
traditional house. It is commo n that all the children in a family follow the clan
name of the father. An ancestor's name is given after birth and nobody may
change this name. 6 If someone does change this name it is believed that troubles
and problems will occur to that person straightaway - and even to the life of the
community. The ancestor name refers to a certain person in the past who offers
an appropriate role (as a model) for the current generation and so, by taking over
this name, a person is following in this ancestor's steps. The last name is a
person' s Christian name, which everybody is given when baptized in the Catholic
Church.

3

Ataupah (1990) in his Ph.D. thesis explained this point in great detail in the context of the
Amarasi people. The local terms Ataupah mentione d, kan akun, kan bonin and kan fatun, are not
used by Biboki people. Ataupah's work is an important study of the local ecology.
4
For the present day, this kind of name is formally used among the people in their daily affairs.
5
However , in the current commun ity life, not all the people from the fieldwork site are aware of
the need to keep in touch with this symbolic name.
6
All the people of Roti possess a ' hard name', called nade balakaik. Rotinese also call this ' firm
name ' or ' strong name' , which, according to Fox, is the name given shortly after birth and
remains unchange d throughout life (Fox 1989a: 523). More than fifty years earlier, Kruyt, among
the people of Kapan in the region of Molo, wrote, "The naming takes place soon after birth. When
a father or mother dreams of a deceased , they naturally give the child that name. One might also
try, in the manner already described , to find a name for the child by means of an egg. By each
tribe a name is thought of, and the one indicated by the germ, is given to the child. Or one
mentions slowly several names after each other, while the child has a fit of crying; if it stops
crying, the last name mentioned is then regarded as suitable. But even if a child has a name, it
often happens that it is changed, especiall y if the little one cries a lot or is often sick" (Kruyt 1923:
378).
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An account of a name
In daily life, people alsways highly respect a person's name. Alex Manbait and
Petrus Senu provided me with the following account, which is usually performed
at each of the rituals at a traditional house.
Text 11: A text about names
Passage 1
01. Kanka nane leu
02. fun nmui naen in nono
03. ma nmui naen in tusi

04.
05.
06.
07.

A name is sacred
because it has the norm
and it has the tradition.

Kanka ka bae'la fa
nane ma'upa
natuin naen in nono
ma natuin naen in tusi.

A name is not a game
that [name] is precious
based on its norm
and based on its tradition.

08. Kanka nfomein
09. natuin bei nai sin
10. sin monik alekot
11. ma lisak amliat
12. es nabela naen sin neu kai
13. natuin hai nono
14. ma natuin hai tusi
15. fun le hai to ma tafa
16. on hai kolo ma manu kai

A name is fragrant
[it] follows the ancestors' steps
[the ancestors'] good life
and [the ancestors'] conduct
which was kept for us
according to our norm
and according to our tradition
because we, the people,
we are birds and chickens.

17. Al aha hai kanmim nfomein
18. nfomein nnao pah-pah
19. ma nnao nifu me-me
20. maski ka mui bnaka huma-huma
21. ma soi humna ntatea
22. lo alaha hai kanmin

Only our name is fragrant
[its] fragrance is within the areas
and within the waterholes
even though we have no wealth
and we do not have many things
there is only our name.

23. Kanaf le ije on mnatu mese
24. ma'upa, fun ka tso'jefa

The name is gold
its price cannot be counted.

25. Hai kanmin ma'taen leko
26. ma nmahel namneo 7
2 7. namneo natuin hai nono
2 8. ma natuin hai tusi

Our name is strength indeed
and the real power
its strength is based on our norm
and based on our tradition.

29. Kanka ntom hit haelka

A name is our stand 8

7

These two words ma'taen and nmahel have the same meaning; however in this context the
second word refers particularly to the strength of the people.
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3 0. ma ntom hit mataenka
31. on natuin non bife
32. ma natuin non atone

and a [name is] our strength
it is just like the norm of women
and it is just like the norm of men.

33. Bife tnanon he naleok

It is good for women to follow the
norm
and it is good for men to follow the
norm
to arrange the good future of the day
and to arrange the good future of the
night.

34. ma atone tnanon he naleok
3 5. neu neon amnemat naleok
36. ma fai amnemat naleok

37. Sa'saa nmui in karma
38. atoni ma bife tmanono'
39. naijana msat manono'

Everything has its name
men and women, should follow the
norm
land also follows the norm.

'
40. Esle
nteka tnak
41. hai naij ana tmakana
42. hai kuana tmakana'
43. hai balle tmakana'
44. hai pel le'u tmakana'
4 5. hai saen f afi tmakana
46. hai fatu tmakana'
47. hai hauba tmakana'
48. hai oela tmakana'
49. hai ume tmakana'
50. sa'saa tmanono'
51. ma tmatuisen natuin
52. sin human ma sin masan

So it is said:
our land has its name
our hamlet has its name
our place has its name
our simple shelter has its name
our pig's shelter has its name
our stone has its name
our tree has its name
our water has its name
our house has its name
everything should follow the norm
and should follow the tradition
their face and their style of life.

53. Masi mimlaleu b5
54. hai kanmin nfomein

Even though we are poor
We rely on our name.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Not for any reason
it is for looking after (our) name
and to take care of our name
so our name will be precious
and to develop our name
throughout the land
and throughout the water

Lo ka neufa sa'a
al alaha he taloitan kanka
ma taleko hit kanka
he kanka nmoen naleok
ma he nasbeb nfin
nfinin naen pah-pah
ma ntea naen nifu me-me

8

The meaning behind ' our stand' is the understanding of the people about the existence of every
human being. The people of Biboki use the same word haelka to refer to their affairs as human
beings. Therefore, 'name is our stand' should be understood to mean ' our name based on our
presence', or ' the presence of a human being is included in a name ' .
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This composition gives an explanation of the knowledge and meaning underlying
a personal name. A name embodies important values. Two key words in this
passage are ' the norm // the tradition' (nano II tusi), which can be found in lines
2-3, 6-7, 13-14, 27-28, 38-39 and 50-51. The designation of a personal name is
always based on the norms and traditions which are handed down from
generation to generation, and people, without exception, have to follow these
norms and traditions when deciding on a certain name. In this context people
believe that a name is sacred (line 1), and becomes a warranty for a good life
(lines 58-60).
The saying that 'name is precious' is the idea at the heart of the passage,
which can also be found in various expressions: 'a name is precious' (line 5), 'a
name is fragrant' (line 8, 17, 53-54), 'a name is like gold' (line 23), 9 'a name is
our strength' (line 25), and the 'name is our stand' (line 29). A name is a precious
thing because, from the beginning of life, the specific name was arranged with
the approval of the ancestors. 10 And so, according to local discourse, the approval
of the ancestors becomes the foundation of the existence of both a human being
as an individual and of community life. This common foundation makes each
name fragrant. Here, the idea of fragrance reflects the lives of past generations,
whether these ancestors had a good life or not. The paradigm of the past
generation becomes the standard for the name of the current and the future

9

'Name is gold' (kanka mnatu) refers to the personality of a person, which is based on the local
saying ' a name has its gate and path' (kanfes nmui in eno ma in lalan) . See also the section
Discovering th e source of life in Chapter IV.
10
People from the fieldwork site told me that the fact of following the norm and the tradition
(nano II tusi) from the ancestors ' time - which is always followed when performing the rituals means that the present people are asking for the approval of the ancestors.
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generations (lines 9-16). So the style of life of the ancestors becomes the basis of
life for the present generation.
Within a society the notion of name determines the role of a person (lines
17-22). So that having a 'fragrant name' can influence a person to behave
properly in the community. That is why people consider a name as gold, as its
price cannot be counted (lines 23-24), and people believe that since they respect a
name by following the tradition (lines 25-28), their social life will be well
arranged (lines 29-33). According to the passage, the notion of a better life is
expressed by the phrases 'it is good for women to follow the norm // it is good for
men to follow the norm' (lines 33-34), an idea that is continued in the following
two lines (35-36). The passage also affirms that not only men and women (line 38)
but also everything has its name (line 37) and also follows tradition (lines 3 7, 5052): land (line 39-41 ), hamlet and place (lines 42-43), shelter (lines 44-45), stone,
tree, water, and house (lines 46-49).
The remaining lines of the passage (53-61) comprise a repetition of the
notion of the fragrance of a person's name while highlighting the moral need to
look after the name in all social life. Similarly, the names of all things are also
arranged according to the norm and the tradition. Sometimes people think that the
presence of a person depends on their name. That is why they say 'a name is our
stand' (kanka hit haelka), which refers to the notion of a person's existence_ I I

11

In a ceremony at a traditional house, the speaker or hamlet head should mention all the
members' names because by doing so the existence of those people is acknowledged as members
of the cult house. Failure to mention a name at the traditional house can cause danger, such as
fighting among the people, and, even more seriously, the ancestors will be angry.
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Name and the foundation of life
The last nine lines of passage 1 (lines 53-61) also emphasizes the role of a
fragrant name as a foundation of life. According to this account, a name is
believed to be a tool for people in looking after their current life, as expressed in
Passage 2:
Passage 2
61. Kanka on paok mataf mese
62. es nfe ma na'naat
63. neu bat muni ma tete ije 12
64. on moen lekba inja
65. ma moen amliata inja
66. Kanka on asoen lalan
67. ma on asoen eno
68. he nait naaib naen menas
69. ma naaib naen maufinu

A name is a lamp
which was given and handed over
to the current generation
for a good life
and for an appropriate life.
A name is the way
and the gateway
to avoid all the diseases
and to avoid all the disasters.

70. Kanaf le ije
71. on hai sulta 13 ina' naona
72. ma hai atu ina' tetan

This name
is the way of our fate
and the stand of our paths of life.

Passage 2 is concerned with the flow of life. As a foundation of life, people
consider a name as 'a lamp' (line 61) that was given with the approval of the
ancestors (line 62) to guide the life of the present people (line 63) in the hope of
having 'a good life // an appropriate life' (moen lekba inja II moen amliata inja).
Because of that, a name is also ' the way// the gateway' (asoen lalan II asoen eno)
through which people can ' avoid all the diseases // avoid all the disasters ' (naaib
naen menas II naaib naen maufinu). 14 The meaning underlying a name is not only
a signal to follow what the ancestors have done, but to signal its mission for the
future, as can be seen in the following passage.
12

The words bat muni II tete ije express the same meaning, which is the current generation.
Here, sulta literally means ' letter' . However, in this context, it means ' fate ' or ' our lives ' or
' our way of life ', another example of people using metaphor to express what they are thinking.
14
According to local discourse, the best way to avoid disasters in the life of the community is to
follow the norm and the tradition of the ancestors, which means to perform the rituals.
13
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Passage 3
73. Kanka nane nuni
74. natuin hai malka ma taksa
75. Nane hai lilo
76. he miloitan ma mileko
77. he mimepan ma mihelan
78. he mimeo ma miknion
79. hai monim ma hai tolon
80. neu neon amnemat
81. ma neu fai amnemat

A name is a proscription
based on our mark and our symbol.
That is our sign
to replace and to improve
to encourage and to give strength
to clean and to arrange
our lives and our growth
in the coming day
and in the coming night.

Passage 3 portrays the role of a name in relation to the future. In each name there
is a covenant established by the ancestors and handed over to a person who has a
certain name. The content of such a covenant is 'to replace II to improve'
(miloitan II mileko), 'to encourage II to give strength' (mimepan II mihelan), 'to

clean II to arrange' (mimeo II miknion) the next generations' lives (lines 76-81). In
this sense, a name becomes foundation by which to arrange a prosperous living
community. Based on this local discourse, a name gives power to the person who
inherits it, and it is believed that the power will come to a person whenever he or
she mentions the ancestor's name. 15
The ancestors can also give wisdom, such as skills, knowledge, authority,
bravery, and so forth. Indeed a name itself, according to this account, is a form of
wisdom. The following passage continues to deal with this concept of name as
the foundation of life.
Passage 4
82. Hai kanmin nek sinmakat
83. sinmak nek malule tebes
84. ma sinmak neka' teas
85. he on natuin atoksin
86. abitin fatba biana

Our name is the soul's desire
to desire a sweet heart
and to desire a strong heart
which follows those who are seated
around the sides of the stone

15

Generally people do so by offering a special prayer to the ancestors by calling on their name. In
this case, people put areca-nut and betel in the bag owned by the ancestors. If the ceremony is
performed at the tomb , they place areca-nut and betel at the head [of the tomb] while expressing
their intentions.
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87. ma abitin hauba biana
88. on he nait ok oke kai
89. al alaha ansaof mese
90. ma alah nekaf mese

and around the sides of the tree
so that all of us
live in one heart
and (only) in one soul.

This short passage further develops the concept of name as a warranty. The
people of Biboki mention a personal name to trace their genealogy in the hope of
requesting the power and strength of the ancestors in order to secure their current
social life from danger (see T-19 Appendix 3 War Time: Glas ma Tahu Makenat
and also T-21 Appendix 5 about The Warrior of Lopo: Meo Lopo ). This passage
also clearly indicates that a name can be used to identify the character of a person.
People believe that to make fun of a name means to make fun of a person holding
that name. On the other hand, to respect a name means to honor the person
having that name. Most often, problems arise among people just because a name
has been abused, misused or not respected. The problem becomes much greater if
the abused name is the name of a ruler. In this case, both the person abusing the
ruler's name and the whole society will receive punishment in the form of
disasters, danger or famine.

NAME GROUP
Structure of the name group 16
Throughout the area names are used to identify name group or clans. Today there
are more than 171 name groups (kanaf) in the district of Biboki (see Figure 7.2).
Each group has its particular name, which is linked to the social order and the
prosperity of domain. The spirit of 'mutual hope and mutual help ' (tmafnekan
16

This section based on information provided by Gabriel Neonbasu, who interviewed Pius
Usboko BA, Paulus Tanmenu, Alex Afu, Paulus Kane and Hendrik Tili.
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tukam tuk ma tmamnaun panim paen)

acknowledges the closed relationship

among the members of a name group. To demonstrate this mutual relationship,
members of a name group are expected to be friendly and always ready to help
each other without expecting to be repaid.
The main name-groups (kanaj) of the Biboki community are called the
'ten pillows and ten roots' (klunin boes ma baat boes). 17 Based on the local
language practice, 'pillow' should normally be paired with 'garment' (klunin II

tainusat) but in this case 'pillow' refers to the position of the raja, who is
described as 'he, who only sleeps' (Atupas). In the same way, the term 'root' in
this expression should normally be linked to 'our stand' (haelka), but here 'root'
refers to all the people of the area who have their root in the palace of Tamkesi. 18
Therefore, the 'ten pillows// ten roots' (klunin boes II baat boes) is an expression
for referring to the special and the remarkable position of these ten name groups,
who support the raj a and represent all the people of Biboki. They are named as (1)
T'eba, (2) Tautpah, (3) Tnesi, (4) Aluman, (5) Nafanu (6) Taitoh Tuan, (7)
Hameno Tuan, (8) Bukifan, 19 (9) Suni Banuan, and (10) Sifa Tuan. 20 Below is a
17

According to the history of its formation, this term was influenced by the Tetun language, and
should in fact be ten stone slabs and ten palm leaf ribs (faot hena hoes keta hoes). This term uses
imagery to name the ten linked name groups who are the assistants of the raja.
18
See another section Tamkesi for the people in Chapter V, which describes how each Biboki
brings his/her palm leaf rib into the palace in a special ritual performed in Tamkesi in the presence
of the Biboki raj a.
19
There is a serious misunderstanding in Schulte-Nordholt's explanation about the name group of
Us Poba' ala from the east of the region (1971: 249). John Tnesi told me that originally this name
group was the clan name for Tnesi, and Tnesi should be the clan name for Bukifan. However,
because the people ofBiboki were deceived by Bukifan regarding who was the last group to make
a journey from the east to the west, and vice versa from the west to the east, the raj a of Biboki
summoned a district meeting at which a final decision was taken, and from that time on, Tnesi
changed his name to Bukifan, and Poba'ala became Tnesi.
20
My informant, acknowledging the assistance of the raja, criticised the list of ten names
presented by Schulte-Nordholt (246-247). Schulte-Nordholt mentioned (1) Eban, (2) Tautpah, (3)
Tnesi, (4) Aluman, (5) Takaf, (6) Natfana, (7) Taitoh, (8) Bukifan, (9) Hameno, and (10) Manlea.
However, it is said that the name Manlea came from Belu, and is not originally part of Biboki.
Also , the diagram of the structure ofBiboki, according to my informant, is complicated, as will be
explained below. In my view, however, Schulte-Nordholt is justified here because he explained
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passage from John Tnesi, which provides further information about the ten
pillows and ten roots.
Text 12: A Text about the ten pillows and ten roots
Passage 1
01. Klunin boes ma baat boes
02. afi on sin olif ma tataf

03. sin nmoe' naen fef bela
04. ma sin nmoe' naen han bela
05. natuin Neno Biboki in human
06. ma natuin Funan Biboki in masan
07. sinan nma'lomen
08. ma sinan nmalilen
09. he natenab lasi-tone
10. ma naheteb mam fuaf.
11. N a'ko autfes neu autfes
12. na'ko baelles neu baelles
13. na'ko neten nae neu neten bian
14. na'ko nuuf nae neu nuufbian
15. na'kobaha tutbaas nae
16. ma nem neu tutbaas ije.
17. On na'kobaha taes feto in una
18. ma neu taes mone in una.
19. Le ije pah-pah in ekun
20. ma on pah-pah in tefan
21. ije on nifu in aisuitna.
22. On bifo ma kauna in tuakin
23. ulan ma manas in tuakin

The ten pillows and the ten roots,
a long time ago they were younger and
elder
they have created a promised mouth
and they have created a promised
sound
for the sake of the Biboki sun
and for the sake of the Biboki moon
they all agreed
and they were glad enough
to forward the message
and to pass the message.
From one small hill to the next
from one place to the next
from one site to the other site
from that mountain to the other
mountain
from that site
and coming to this site.
From the trunk of the feminine sea
and to the trunk of the masculine sea.
This is the central place of all the land
and the main meeting of all the land
this is the central area of all the water.
It is the lord of mouse and snake
it is the lord of rain and heat

This passage identifies the origins of the 'ten pillows// the roots', who are closely
related to each other (lines 1-4). The presence of these core name groups provides
support for the raja (lines 5-6), for their existence is always directed for the sake
of the raj a. The uab Meto terms in human II in masan (lines 5-6) refer to the idea
that 'they can do nothing without the presence of raj a'. The key point here can be
this phenomenon from the point of view of the political structure. Hendrik Tili, one of my main
informants about Klunin boes II baat boes, explained that there are at least three stages of the
establishment of these ten name groups: (1) before establishment, (2) the ten tentative name
groups, and (3) the current ten name groups. More research about these stages is needed.
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found in the lines 2-4, where this close relationship, known as ' younger // elder',
is part of a covenant to protect the raja and his family. The idea of protection
occurs also in lines 7-10, in which all these ten name groups have agreed to carry
out a special task: to protect the raja, the palace, and also all the people
throughout the district. In order to achieve this intention, they guard all the areas
(lines 11-18). 21 Lines 9-23 describe the domain as an important site to be guarded
from the attack of enemies. To explore more about the nature of these name
groups, John Tnesis continued his recitation as follows:
Passage 2
24. Ok oke sin alaha
25. lasi mese ma hana mese.

All of them are only
one thought and one voice.

26. Nane in onsaa
27. afu in tuakin teb-tebes
28. ma fatu in tuakin maneo-maneo

They, by themselves
the lords of dust indeed
and the lords of the stone indeed.

29. N ane onsaa
30. fitmakoe in tuakin
31. ma hae makoe in tuakin

They, by themselves
the lords of diligent people
and the lord of smart feet.

32. Nane onsaa
33. haek ufa in tu akin22
34. ma tok ufa in tuakin

They themselves are
the lords of the trunk of standing
and the lord of the trunk of seating.

35. Sin ije onle
36. hit ahoenta in tuakin
37. ma hit to lka in tuakin

They are like
the lord of our people who gave birth
and the lord of our growth.

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

All those ten names
they created pillow and root
to repair the area
and to repair the water,
to improve the area
and to improve the water.

Lekan boe'sin ije
sinan nmoe klunin ma baat
on he naloitan paha
ma on he naloitan nifu
on he naleko paha
ma on he naleko nifu

44. Sin on nasaib oe mata

They are people who channel the well

21

In a slightly different version, an old man around the palace of Tamkesi told me that these ten
name groups represent the power of the raj a ofBiboki.
22
The uab Meto term haek ufa can be literally translated as ' the trunk of the stand', which means
the foundation of life of a human being.
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45. ma on nateteb hau fatu 23
46. hele napein manikin
47. ma napein oetene

and arrange tree - stone
so to be able to obtain coolness
and to be able to obtain coldness.

This passage highlights the close relationship between the ten name groups. They
are ' one thought II one voice' (lines 24-25) in carrying out special tasks of the
district. Lines 26-37 give a clear description of the important position of these ten
named kin-groups: they are the ' lords of dust II the lords of the stone' (lines 2728); they are the foundation of the people of the area (lines 33-34, 36-37); and
they are also ' the lords of diligent people II the lords of smart feet ' (lines 30-31 ).
Lines 38 et seq. of the passage explain the purpose of these ten name
groups in building a constant coalition to support the presence of the raja. Their
aim is largely expressed in general terms, to 'repair the area II repair the water'

(naloitan pah II naloitan nifu), and to 'improve the area II improve the water'
(naleko pah II naleko nifu), as can be seen in lines 40-43. Formally, these name
groups cannot act as the owners of the district of Biboki because it is the raj a
owns the land of Biboki. However, people in daily social life respect both these
ten named groups and the ruler. The task of these ten names is similar to that of
the ruler, which is to look after and maintain the area in order to provide coolness
and coldness (lines 35 - 47).
To provide further information about the sacredness of these ten name
groups, John Tnesi continued: 24
Passage 3
48. Klunin boes ma baat boes
49. es es natuk ma napoa
50. in ama ma in aina

The ten pillows and the ten roots,
each of them herded and looked after
the older men and women

23

This expression refers to those people who build a fence from trees and stones.
I was informed that it is impossible to request all the elders to clarify these ten names because
the subject is too sacred to discuss in great detail.

24
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51. nane on kuk
52. sin nefu ma hala
53. N ansaa le klunin boes?
54. ma nansa tle baat boes?
55. ka ti tfa es ha nahian
56. ma ka titfa es he nteke
57. nane ka mateneb ka manono
58. ka nabei ha teke
59. ka nabei he toit in humna
60. ka nabei he tboa in nesna
61. ka nabei he tauab lafu lafu
62. Somak kalu mnasi-mnasi
63. ntok ok oke namtis
64. lo musti tatuinaha
65. in nono ma tusi mapoina
66. esat teke tak
67. nmui in maon mamtes
68. he tfeje ma tateabe
69. neu in tuan ma in usin
70. ije on tfe ma tsiom
71. ij e on tnona ma tataim
72. ije on tani ma tsinmak
73. on le mamat ij e

that is their business
just like their beds.
What's the reason they are called ten
pillows?
and what's the reason they are called
ten roots?
[we] do not see anybody to know
[we] do not see anybody to mention
that is not the case to arrange and to
order
[we] are not able to mention
never to ask its style
never to open its content
never to tell in public.
It is only if the elders
come together
[we] should follow norm
its norm and tradition are upheld
as is said
there is its areca-nut and betel
in order to open and to tell
to its lord and the noble people
it is to give and to take
it is to pass over and to handle
it is to offer and to desire
the areca-nut and betel.

Again, passage 3 of this text begins with an explanation of the duties of these ten
name groups, which is to collect people together, to look after them, and to hold
them together for the sake of the raja (lines 48-50). This is expressed by the
phrase: 'they together are the hands and the feet of the raj a' (sin ok oke koko in
niman ma in haen). All the people of the area belong to the raj a, and that is why

the ten names became the foundation of the people from the area (line 52). 25
There is a custom that from the beginning all the people were banned from asking
questions in this regard (lines 58-61). It was said that the knowledge about these
ten name groups is only known to the raj a, and is linked to the origin power of the
25

Even though I chased after my mentors asking questions about the nature of these ten name
groups (lines 53-54) , the answer still came out as ' nobody knows ', ' nobody mentions ' this
phenomenon (lines 55-56) .
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raJa. A detailed knowledge about the nature of these groups and also of the
presence of a raj a is an extremely sacred matter, and can only be made known if
people hold an appropriate meeting between the leaders with a special ritual
(lines 62-66), and also follow the procedures set among the groups (lines 6273 )_ 26
Within these ten groups the main name group is called the ' four men //
four lords ' (mane ha II nai ha), 2 7 known as T'eba-Tautpah, Tnesi-Aluman 28
designated as warriors of the district, who are assisted by another two groups, Pai
Sanaunu [Teme and Tsiompah] and Bel Sikone [Amfotis and Nainahas]. These
two groups are representatives of all the people (kola ma manu, to ma tafa)
within the district of Biboki. Bel Sikone represents people from the west (mansa

moufna), and Pai Sanaunu represents people from the east, expressed as ' the sun
rises and the appearance of the moon' (mansa saena, fuanna bolan). The north
belongs to the Am'una name group, who plays role of the leader for nobles and
descendants of the ruler, and the south is for all the district servants known as
' door for water and tree' (eno oe hau) and 'servant of female group' (to feta '

hao ') and 'those who dance' (abilut absoot). Figure 7 .1 illustrates this notion.

26

When recording this, I was thinking of the later modifications that have been made by both the
Dutch colonialists and the Indonesian government. John Tnesi agreed with this point, and said the
current generation does not exactly know what really happened in the past.
27
Dealing with the terms used for these name groups, I recorded two versions of 'four men II four
lords ' . The first version had [ 1] Salu, [2] Tahoni, [3] Tili, and [4] Snon. In this thesis I follow the
second version, which is [1] T ' eba, [2] Tautpah, [3] Tnesi and [4] Aluman, as can be seen
throughout the chapter.
28
A correction that must be made to Schulte-Nordholt's work is that it is not Eban-Tautpah but
T'eba-Tautpah (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 247. 248. 249. 253 and 255). I think this repeated error
greatly affects Schulte-Nordholt's study and his explanation of the nature of the mane ha ma nai
ha. According to the Atoni Pah Meto, if one says Eban-Tautpah, people might think it is a
reference to the name of a place in Miomafo, close to Mutis. I have tried to analyse the reason
why Schulte-Nordholt inserted Eban in the midst of the key name-group of the people of Biboki.
While it is good to trace the origin of the people from the area, linking the people of Biboki with
the people of Miomafo, Schulte-Nordholt made a mistake in joining Eban and Tautpah, which
means nothing at all. It should be T'eba-Tautpah.
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Figure 7 .1: A Diagram of the Structure of Biboki

29

KLUNINBOES
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Am'una
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Bel Sikone

Pai Sanaunu

SOUTH
Eno oe hau, abilut absoot

T

0

M

A

T

A

F

A

[All the name groups of Biboki: see Figure 7.2]

Notes: The ruler, called Atupas, raja or pah koko, is the head of the community of the
people of Biboki. He is known as 'Sun Biboki // Moon Biboki' (Neno Biboki II Funan
Biboki). The second level of the diagram is the 'ten pillows // ten roots' (klunin boes II
baat boes); the third is the 'four men// four lords' (mone ha II nai ha), and the fourth is
'Pai Sanaunu' in the east and 'Bel Sikone' in the west. While the north side is the
doorway for the Am'Una name group, who is the leader for nobles and the descendants
of the ruler, and the south side is the door for all the servants. The base of the structure is
the people of Biboki.

29

In providing an explanation about the political structure of the people of Biboki, SchulteNordholt presents a very complicated diagram [Diagram No.11] (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 246247), but, according to John Tnesi and some of my local mentors, this diagram does not
accurately represent the social structure of the people of Biboki. For instance, he places Hameno
and Manlea in Diagram No.11, but, according to the people of Biboki, Manlea does not belong
among the inhabitants of the area.
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Pai Sanaunu and Bel Sikone are the bridge for all the people from the area to
contact the raj a. If there is an annual ritual in the centre of the area - Tamkesi all the people can come to the palace following their appropriate way, that is
those who are from the west should follow Bel Sikone, and those who are from
east should follow Pai Sanaunu. The following is a list of all the name groups of
Biboki.
Figure 7 .2: The list of all the name grou~s of Biboki
/ Name group
01. (Amfotis)
05. Anaet
09. (Amteme, or
Teme)
13.Amnunuh
17. Ambasan
21. Ampolo
25. Anoet
29. Ampete
33. Boibana
37. Balibo
41. Faotbes
45. (Harneon
Tuan)
49. Humoen

53. Kanam
57. Kutiom
61. Lolomsait
65.Mannen
69. Mamulak
73. Maumabe
77. Mataubana
81. (Nafanu)
85. Naifaot
89. Neonbasu
93 . Neakleu
97. Nainatu
101. Naitak
105. Naes
109. Naimau
113. Ndun
117. Pailasa

I Name group

I Name group

02. (Am 'una)
06. Afain
10. Anmuni

03. Afeanpah
07. Amtahan
11. Asumanu

04.Ambone
08. Alupan
12. Akiut

14.
18.
22.
26.
30.
34.
38.
42.
46.

15. Amnatun
19. Amsikan
23. Akafa
27.Amnanu
31. (Aluman)
35. Bolaer
39. Betekiik
43. Faimnasi
47. Hanmina

16. Asaef
20. Atitus
24.Ambanu
28. AhoenNai
32. Banusu
36. Birasi
40. Boikletes
44. Hameno
48. Kaesnube

51. Kolne

52. Ketmoen

55. Kuluan
59. Lakamnasi
63. Monemnasi
67. Manehat
71. Malomnasi
75. Maukabatan
79. Nabu
83. Naiheli
87. Naibae
91. Nayumetan
95. Nailake
99. Naikune
103. Niha
107. Naijes
111. Nailolomsait
115. Oetpah
119. Pasi

56. Kukinu
60. Lita
64. Meomanu
68. Makuntuan
72. Maoloenunu
76. Meosbaat
80. Nipu
84. N aifatin
88. Nayumolo
92. Nayulopo
96. Nainoe
100. N ainabu
104. Naitsea
108. Naipaut
112. N airuaina
116. Omenu
120. Pankase

Amleni
Amsele
Amatnua
Asury
Amsaku
(Bukifan)
Besi
Fuamuku
Haumen

50. Kuabnok/
Oetasi
54. Kato
58. Lalian
62. Muin Nesu
66. Manlea
70.Meo
74. Marae
78. Nisnoni
82. Nainahas
86. Nailopo
90. Natasi
94. Naijumakono
98. Naitonis
102. Naiobe
106. N eonlasa
110. Naisuat
114. Neonbeni
118. Paebesi
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I Name group

121. Pandi
125. Sesnae
129. (Suni
Banuan)
133. Tkafun
137. (T)eba)
141. Tasekab
145. Taekab
149. Toineno
153. (Taitoh
Tuan)
157. Tode
161. Uskuluan
165. Upsean
169. Us Aluman

122. Rote
126. Sanbein
130. (Sifa Tuan)

123. P akaenoni
127. Salintah
131. Taslulu

124. Sikas
128. Saijao
132. Tameab

134. Ta' haf
138. (Tautpah)
142. Tulasi
146. Totnai
150. To Asu
154. Tokeleb

135.
139.
143.
147.
151.
155.

Tmaneak
Talue
(Tnesi)
Taklasi
Tsunino
Tabati

136. Tusala
140. Ta'nii
144. (Tsiompah)
148. Tamelab
152. Tabui
156. Tamaan

158.
162.
166.
170.

159.
163.
167.
171.

Uskenat
Uskono
Us Sanak
Us Abatan

160.
164.
168.
172.

USBOKO
Usfal
Usban
Us Naifeto

Ustetu
U satnesi
Us Subun
Us Fahik

John Tnesi gave me a list of the name groups of Biboki. That list contains more
than 210 names, but the list in Figure 7 .2 just mentions all the name groups that
occur in the current Biboki society. There are several name groups that are put in
brackets - and italics - to identify them as the (1) ten pillows // ten roots: T'eba,
Tautpah, Tnesi, Aluman, Nafanu, Taitoh Tuan, Harneon Tuan, Bukifan, Suni Banuan
and Sifa Tuan; (2) Bel Sikone: Amfotis and Nainahas, (3) Pai Sanaunu: Teme and
Tsiompah, (4) Am'una.
The name group 'Usboko' (see number 158, bold typed), comprises of the
following four names: (1) 'the old palace' (Sona Mnasi): Naijumolo; (2) 'the
middle palace' (Sona Tnana): Usboko of Sufa village where closed to the
Tamkesi; (3) 'the higher palace' ( Sona Mnanu): Usboko, the current ruler; (4)
'the origin palace' (Soan Unu): this name group lives around Tamkesi, the centre
of the district.
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THE NAME OF THE SUPREME BEING
In the past, the people of Biboki never mentioned the name of the Supreme Being
because it was forbidden by their custom. 30 The people believed that anyone who
mentioned the name of the Supreme Being, who is 'holy', 'awe-inspiring' , 'deus
tremendus ', and 'sacred', would die. So instead Biboki people use the term leu 31

to characterize the nature of the Supreme Being. Even up until today, people are
still afraid of calling upon or mentioning the Supreme Being's name, known as
'that which is not uttered' (nane ka mateka fa). Yet despite this ban, as human
beings, however, people are hungry to form a relationship with the Supreme
Being. This desire is personal and is fundamental in a living community, as they
believe that the Supreme Being is truly involved in the daily life of human beings.
The following is a text, which was provided by Alex Manbait, that is used at each
ritual performance at the traditional house.
Text 13: A passage about the Supreme Being

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.

U si apean ma alikin
in es apinat ma aklahat
es on amoet ma apakaet 32
in es Ahaot ma afatis
fun in afinit ma amnesit
in es akuasat ma akubelat

07. kanaf ij e ka mateka fa lafu lafu

The Lord who cracks and hatches
he is radiant and fiery
who creates and artfully arranges
who gives food and sustains
for he is the highest and above all
he has empowered and commanded
that
this name not be mentioned without

30

Based on Middelkoop ' s work, Schulte-Nordholt offers an understanding about the Supreme
Being of the Atoni Pah Meto (1971: 142-147). However, the background of Christianity was so
strong in such explanations that a serious misunderstanding arises on this point, in the work of
both Schulte-Nordholt and Middelkoop, in their confused overview of two important aspects of
life of the Atoni, which are [1] the term - terminus technicus - of the Supreme Being, and [2] the
presence of a masculine post. This section will deal with the first point, and the second point will
be further explained in section Masculine post in Chapter VIII.
31
See further the section Leu, Nono and Nuni in Chapter VIII.
32
People from southern Biboki sometimes use the dyadic set amoet II apafa to express amoet II
apakaet which has the same meaning of ' create and artfully arrange ' .
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08. Ije nenba saena in una
09. ije nenba moufna in belan
10. ije funna tokon in una
11. ije funna moufna in baelna
12. ije taes mone in tuana
13. ij e taes feto in tuana
14. ij e autuf-autuf in ekun
15. ije netef-netef in tefan
16. ije le'u in una
17. ij e nono mnasi tuana
18. ije sa'sa'na in poena
19. tnona sbetka ka ntea
20. tfiti' haeka ka ntea33

reason.
This is the trunk of sunrise
this is the site of sunset
this is the trunk of the rising moon
this is the place of the setting moon
this is the lord of the masculine sea
this is the lord of the feminine sea
this is the meeting of the hills
this is the central site of the hills
this is the trunk of the sacred
this is the lord of the old order
this is the source of everything
[we] cannot lift up our hands
[we] cannot lift up our feet.

An important point to be noted from this passage is the conception of Biboki
people about the Supreme Being. Even though custom barred any direct mention
of the name of the Supreme Being, people have simple everyday words to
characterize the fact of his involvement within the life of the people. 34 Briefly,
this passage tries to express the nature of the Supreme Being (lines 1-6) as sacred
and holy, whose name cannot be mentioned without special reasons (ka matekafa

lafu-lafu). 35 The Supreme Being is known as the Lord 'who cracks // hatches'
(apean II alikin), meaning both (1) nobody is able to have a thorough knowledge
about his essence, and (2) he can create something else by himself without any
help. Line 2 explains the characteristic of the Supreme Being as deus tremendus,
which can be linked to his essence, to whom nobody can approach. Line 3

33

These lines (19-20) 'we cannot lift our hands // we cannot lift up the feet' (tnona sbetka ka ntea
II tfiti haeka ka ntea) mean we have nothing to say [by words] about the Supreme Being. Without
any aid from the Supreme Being, people cannot find the way to ask his blessing. Biboki people
who are from the northern area use a Tetun expression, lolo liman la to 'o, bii ain la dai, which
has the same meaning as the uab Meto expression.
34
In relation to the Supreme Being, Middelkoop (1960: 23-24) and Schulte-Nordholt (1971: 143144) used Uis Oe for 'Lord of the Water' and Uis Pah for ' Lord of the Earth' . This should be
explained more in the light of the custom of local people to characterize something almost beyond
definition by using very simple words. In this case, I found that the expressions ' Lord of the
Water' and ' Lord of the Earth' are just the modification of the Christian concept of God the
Almighty, and not an original expression of the Atoni people.
35
See further line 7 of the text.
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characterises the Supreme Being as he who created and still sustains all creations.
The uab Meto word pakae refers to the artful aspect of creation, which is always
going on within the daily life of human beings and all other creations. This line
brings to mind his presence within the everyday life of the people. Line 4 gives a
further explanation about his involvement in feeding his people and directing
them to a good life. Lines 5-6 continue to describe more about the holiness of the
Supreme Being, 'the highest // above all ' and 'empowered // commanded' to
support the belief of local people about the Supreme Being as God the Almighty.
Such a foundation of knowledge, in this passage, on which to develop
more understanding of the essence of the Supreme Being is based on ordinary
words, which emphasize the close relationship between human beings and the
Supreme Being, and between human beings and all of creation. To extend these
expressions of this relationship, Biboki people make use of key natural symbols:
sunrise // sunset (lines 8-9), rising moon // setting moon (lines 10-11 ), masculine
sea // feminine sea (lines 12-13 ), the hills (lines 14-15), sacred things (line 16),
order (line 17), and the source of everything (line 18). These dyadic sets express
the Biboki concepts involved in giving a name to the Supreme Being, concepts
which are fundamental to life and the basis of all creation.
Lines 19-20 express in a metaphor the human incapacity to contact the
Supreme Being. Even though people try to make contact with him, this effort is
fruitless. Thus it is said: 'we cannot lift our hands // we cannot lift up the feet'
(tnona sbetka ka ntea II tfiti haeka ka ntea). The very simple actions ' lift up our
hands ' (line 19) and ' lift up our feet' (line 20) represent all the efforts of human
beings that are still inadequate in enabling the people to face the Supreme Being.
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In this respect, Biboki people have three important words - stone, water and tree which refer to this understanding of the human incapacity to directly contact him.
These three central terms, stone, water and tree, were chosen to symbolize his
presence,36 and people continually describe the Supreme Being with metaphoric
descriptions drawing on the environment. Based on local discourse, he is also
called by other names: the invisible presence which always gives birth, creates,
arranges, gives food, looks after, empowers and commands the world.
· People not only believe that the place for the Supreme Being may be in
the sky or the east, but think it may also be in a banyan tree or on a rocky
mountain. The people of Biboki therefore just say, 'that is sacred' (nane leu). At
the present time, as Catholics, the people of Biboki can utter the name of God as
' The Lord of the day/heaven' (Uis Nena, or Tuhan Allah, B.1.). However, if the
same people are performing ceremonies at the cult house, they would not address
the Supreme Being by name. For this reason the Biboki people try to build a
proper and appropriate place for the Supreme Being. 37

36

In relation to this point, it is not really true to claim the ordinary people are animists because
they perform rituals in the traditional house. For further information, see section Ston e, Water and
Tree in Chapter VII.
37
Middelkoop (1960), based on his work among the people ofMolo, tried to explain the Supreme
Being using his own understanding of Timorese natural religion. It is interesting that he begins
with an analysis of ' tree sprout' (hau tola) or ' hard wood ' (hau teas) in order to highlight the idea
of the ' Long Lord of Heaven' (Uis Nena Mnanu) and ' Short Lord of Heaven' (Uis Nena Pala)
(1960: 23). He translates God by the Atoni term Uis Nena 'The Lord of Heaven' . According to
him, these names can be deduced from the fact of the tree sprout. Schulte-Nordholt quoted
Middelkoop and used the term 'The Lord of Heaven' (Uis Nena) to explain in great detail about
the idea of God among the Atoni Pah Meto, who have a strict tradition not to mention the name of
the Supreme Being (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 148). I, however, would argue that it is not correct to
use the Atoin Meta's term Uis Nena to translate the idea of the Supreme Being or the Holy, as I
discovered from the people of Biboki that the term ' Short Lord of Heaven' (Uis Nena Pala) is
used [but only rarely] to refer to the ancestors in terms of the close relationship between the
ancestors and the Supreme Being.
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CONCLUSION
The Biboki people always respect a person's name at all levels of life, because of
its role as the foundation of life. If a name or name group is mentioned, there are
invariably links made to community life. The name is fragrant and so people
always respect the act of uttering a name in public.
At the individual level, a name is used to identify a person. Within a
society, a person's name indicates an individual role in creating a better life in the
community. In relation to name groups, Biboki has 172 name groups and each
name group has its traditional house where people can perform rituals for the
sake of its members. In this sense, a name - both a person' s name and the name
of a group - provides a foundation of life. Based on this notion, the mentioning
names 1s extremely important in maintaining the oral traditions of the Biboki
people.
The Biboki people have a strict custom of not mentioning the name of the
Supreme Being. However, in the community, where the link with the Supreme
Being is so fundamental to people's life, Biboki people use several everyday
expressions to characterise his essence. In terms of the Biboki community, the
importance of the house is linked both to hamlet and to name, as will be
examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
HOUSE AND STONE

INTRODUCTION
Numerous scholars have discussed the significance of the house of the Atoni Pah
Meto, including Kruyt (1923), Schulte-Nordholt (1971, 1980), Cunningham
(1964, McWilliam (1989), and Fox (1993a, b, c, 1995a, 1997d, f and 1998).
Based on these works, this chapter will examine the notion of the traditional
house, which is a fundamental structure among the · Biboki people. The first
section of the chapter examines the meaning of house by considering Biboki
expressions, paying particular attention to those relating to the traditional house
of the Abun people. The second section deals with the presence of stone both in
the surroundings of a traditional house and the recognition of the 'hearth' (tunaj)
as the centre of the Biboki house's structure. This section will include a detailed
examination of three related symbols of the Biboki people: stone, water and tree.
In making a connection between 'house' and 'the daily life of the people,
there is an important expression based on the dynamism of agricultural activities,
which states: 'the sharpness of adze and machete // good whorl [spindle] and
resting place' (fani ma benas naaik, ike ma suti nkeo). 1 This expression is a core
concept through which to view the role of the house. People consider that since
they have a house, all the family and social activities can be performed properly.
1

This expression is used to describe the relationship between the 'house' and the people who live
within it. This expression is often used to educate young people to work harder. See further
explanation in section House and the root of life in this Chapter.

A house becomes a better space to men and women in order they can do their
daily work.

HOUSE AND ITS MEANING
Nothing can be done without a house. The people of Biboki say, 'that (the house)
is our umbrella and our sarong/garment' (nane fume} on hai teunka ma hai
abtaisa). 2 The first part of this expression 'that is our umbrella' (nane hai teunka)

refers to the fact that, in daily life, an umbrella is used in the rainy season. A
house is simply thought of as an umbrella in terms of sheltering quality. However,
the rainy season, in this context, also refers to daily problems, all of which can be
overcome by seeking shelter in a house. The second part of the expression 'our
sarong/garment' (hai abtaisa) means something useful that can be used in
covering the body. This paired set of 'umbrella// garment' reminds people of the
function of a house in meeting fundamental needs. Everybody needs these two
tools for covering and protecting their lives.

A house for the people
Generally, 'ume '3 is a Timorese dwelling and, speaking practically, a person
needs a place in which to feel safe. The fact that a house is identified as 'our
2

An old person from Tamkesi village told me this idiom when telling tales about the function of a
house. There will be further explanation later about the role of a house as the 'root' of people's
daily life.
3
Cunningham argued that the 'house' (ume) is the residential, economic and ritual unit at the base
of Atoni society (Cunningham 1964: 35). Based on this concept, Fox further considered the house
in relation to a 'named descent group' and the common ritual of the group as its nano (Fox, 1998:
4). Based on Biboki idioms, I will examine the presence of a house and also investigate the
phenomenon of the role of a stone within and outside the house. According to Fox, Cunningham's
studies prompted a host of similar studies of the 'house' in eastern Indonesia and more generally
throughout the Austronesian-speaking world (Fox 1995a, 1998).
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umbrella and sarong' indicates the belief that a person cannot arrange his/her
daily affairs safely without having a house. Another comment on the house
which illustrates this point is the statement: 'this is the thing which averts heat
and gives coolness, 4 day and night (we) cannot do without it' (ije on akin
maputu-malala ma afe manikin-oetenen; neno fai ka tpoilnefa). For the

Biboki people, those who get married should have a house because 'they have
self-esteem to settle a special place' (nmui' atoennaben he ntokon bale). The
house denotes status and is the proof of the quality of life of a person. Having
a house indicates a person is able join the community life. Based on this
concept, a house can be an important point by which to identify male //
female, sister // brother, father // mother, the living // the dead, outsider //
insider.
The term house (ume) can also be used to designate a limited lineage or
descent group. Thus 'the house is a guard and [s/he, who] cares for the origin of
life' (ume on npao ma npafa moen unu'), and a house becomes 'a place to keep
and to look after people' (aheuk ma aaifat atone), a notion that relates to the idea
of a house as 'a proper place to avoid wind and heat' (ume nakin anin ma manas).
The local expression 'to keep and to look after' (aheuk ma aaifat) is usually used
for a mother who looks after her children. In this sense, a house is believed to be
like a mother and, like a mother in a family, is always respected. Philosophically,
a house functions as 'our base and our root' (hit haekka ma hit ba'ka), which
refers to the role of a house for people in earning something for daily needs. 5

4

The terms coolness and coldness are addressed later in the Chapter IX.
Based on a detailed explanation of Levi-Strauss' view of the house, Fox (1993a) examines the
role of the house in the context of the Austronesian people.
5
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Indeed those who have no house are seen as inferior: ' (they are) still foolish kids '
(nane fe lian mono).

The current styles of houses in Biboki include ' stone houses ' (rumah batu
[B.IJ, uem 6 fatu), or ' iron houses' (rumah seng [B.IJ, uem baleka). Some Biboki

people still build houses directly on the ground without a wooden or bamboo
floor. In such houses, the roof rests on four posts, which are joined to each other
by four beams. In the middle, over this square structure of beams, a long plank is
laid, from the centre of which a post rises to support the top of the roof. From
here the longest species of a strong kind of tree is erected, whose ends rest on the
7
frame of a low wall, usually not higher than a meter. This sort of housing is

called 'young palm branches' (rumah bebak [B.IJ, uem beba) as its walls are
made of gewang branches. It is also called a 'grass house' (uem huna) because its
roof is made from alang-alang grass or, for those people who settle on the north
coast, from palm leaves, in which case it is called 'a gewang leaf house' (rumah
daun gewang [B.I.}, ume noe'ka). The owners of most gewang leaf houses are

considered 'mountain people' (atone nuuj) or 'hamlet people' (atone kuan), terms
which identify the backwardness of the local people. In contrast, those who have

6

The word uem is a metathesis of ume meaning house.
Kruyt (1923) in his report on a j oumey in Timor wrote about Timorese dwellings at that time. I
am particularly interested in this work for he directly described what he witnessed among the
ordinary people. For instance he wrote, "I observed there that it had the form of a beehive, but that
the style slowly passes on to an oval form, whereby at one of the ends a sort of gallery is made.
The houses are built on the ground without a wooden or bamboo floor. The roof rests on four
poles, which are joined to each other by four beams. In the middle over this square of beams a
long plank is laid, in the middle of which a pole rises up to support the top of the woven (woven
like a basket, red.) roof. From there the longest strong tree comes down; their ends come to rest
on the frame of a low wall, usually not higher than a meter. The wider the circle of the roof is, the
more spruce are added, which no longer run through to the top" (pp. 449-450) . Middelkoop (1960:
18) reports on the types of houses of the people of Kapan. He mentions four types of dwellings as
follows: [I] the round beehive house with very low eaves nearly reaching the ground; [2] the lopo
store house without walls; [3] pile dwellings (in the Dawan region) , only in the area of Anas; and
[4] the square house, formerly found especially in the environs of Kupang. Cunningham (1964)
has described the Amarasi house in great detail.

7
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' stone houses ' are called ' clever people' (atoen mahina) or ' foreign people'

(atone kase). In fact, it is not only outsiders who have this kind of house as local
8

people ' who follow outsiders ' ways ' (sin natuinaha atoen kase sin helta) also
have such houses.

House for the ancestors [and the Supreme Being]
Most of my research time was spent within traditional houses, both in Tamkesi
9
and among the Abun people and in several different places around Biboki. The

people of Biboki use the term 'kin-group house' (uem Jam), or 'sacred house'

(uem leu), or 'traditional house' (uem halat), to translate the Indonesian term
rumah adat. People from Biboki told me that even though the Catholic Church
has banned all ritual performances, people still secretly perform their rituals at
their traditional house. 10 The main reason they continue to come to this place,
they said, is that this ritual performance always strengthens them.
The traditional house is the center or a core place of a hamlet: ' our heart
and our soul are kept there' (hit nekak ma ansaok esan nae). In this sense, the
traditional house is the place of the ancestors. The presence of the ancestors exists
in all the heirlooms kept at that place, and all the people's daily affairs are centred
in the traditional house. 11 An expression that illustrates this notion is 'this house

8

Atoen is a metathesis of atoni. Generally, people work hard to build houses following the
modem style. However, those who do not have enough money just build their house following the
old style. The style of one's house indicates ' a style of life' , and to know whether a person is rich
or poor, it is enough to have a look at the style of their house.
9
In this study case, I also visited some traditional houses in Insana, Miomafo (TIU), Niki-niki,
Soe, Kie, Kapan (TIS) and Amarasi (Kupang).
10
A traditional house, in this context, is sacred house that belongs to the ordinary people.
11
To prove this fact, people not only come to attend the ritual in the ancestors' house, but also to
ask advice from the ancestors for a better life. People believe that their life means nothing if it
cannot start from this place. It means that whatever they do , or even whatever they think, they
have to come first to this place to ' let the ancestors know' (ta'sine mis'oknin). The local word
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(the traditional house) becomes the trunk of our lives' (ume le ije hai moinmin in
una). 12 All the rituals are performed in this house, whereas ordinary houses meet

the daily needs of the family. Two dimensions of participants can be found in
every traditional house: the first is the community of ancestors, and the second
are all those who are still living, whether they are present at the current gathering
or not.

Plate 8.la: A traditional house [TAUT LEU SAL NENOJ
TAUT LEU SAL NENO is the name for the traditional house of Neonbasu, Lakamnasi and
Naitonis, which is the object of study in this thesis.

mis'oknin, however, refers to both the Supreme Being and the ancestors. Regarding this, Fox
notes, " ....the house may become a centre - a combination of theatre and temple - for the
performance of the ceremonies of social life" (Fox 1993a: 1-2; 1993c: 141-142; see also Tule
2004: 126).
12
Several times I attended a traditional ritual not only at a traditional house but also under a
banyan tree or at a rock in the forest. Local people told me that all the rituals at those places are
just the preliminary event (starting point) for performing a central ceremony at the traditional
house. On this occasio~ the hamlet head or a traditional speaker offers a prayer to gather all the
ancestors' spirits to come together with them going into the place.
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Plate 8.1 b: A Traditional House and a Protecting tree
This protecting tree is located in front of a traditional house.

Building a traditional house
A traditional house plays a special role within the daily life of the Biboki people.
For this reason, I deal here with the three main traditional houses of the Abun
people in the capital town of Southern Biboki District. 13 The people of Abun have
a strong tradition of performing rituals properly in order to revitalize their

13

The first three weeks of my research time (June-July 2000) were spent at Abun village in order
to examine the traditional housing of three name groups (kanaj): Neonbasu, Lakamnasi and
Naitonis. These three name groups have long been known as 'the stupid people' (atoen amonot).
Generally they are 'the people who wear a yellow sarong' (atoen abtai bet molo); they claim that
in early times they were sent by the raja of Oenaem in Molo to defend Biboki and Insana from
the attacks of the people ofBelu (see T-18 Appendix 2, T-19 Appendix 3, T-21 Appendix 5, and
T-25 Appendix 9).
An interesting issue that made me choose these groups was that they all claim to have
come from Mutis, the ancient region of Oenaem. In relation to the naming of Oenaem, the people
of Amanuban use Oenam or Onam to refer to what Biboki people called Oenaem. My informant
from Oeolo and Nilulat - in western Miomafo - told me that in early times, Oenaem included
Molo and Miomafo, which only had one ruler, known as Raja Oenaem, in Noetoko. Later,
Oenaem was divided into Molo and Miomafo. In early times three of the ancestors of Oenaem left
the area. One went to the east (Biboki), one to the north (Ambeno in East Timor) and another one
went to the south (Amanuban and Amanatun). See as well Map 5 Origin Place ofBiboki, section
An early source in Chapter II.
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traditional house. 14 The Abun people always deal with a traditional house as the
body of one of their ancestors. In this sense, a ' traditional house' is portrayed as a
' great warrior' (meo naek),· that is why all the parts of a traditional house are
always seen as parts of a person's body. This can be seen below in Table 8.1:
Names for all parts of a traditional house, which was recorded from Petrus Senu

at the performance of the building of the traditional house in Abun, Manufui.
Table 8. 1: Names for all parts of a traditional house
Uab Meo
01. ni [nij a]

English
post [posts]

Symbol
foot

02. niki, and tnefe

wall, and roof

body

03. haebtina

belt
all the small
wood supporting
the wall [which
is made from
palm leaves]
head
top, ridge
hair
palm fibre from
the sugar palm
[which is tied on
the top of the
traditional house]
male post [in the heart and

04. penpenla
05.naoba

06. ni atonja
14

Notes
All the posts that are
around the
traditional house. It
does not include the
main post in the
traditional house.
See text below for
further discussion.
Ibid.

Ibid.
Ibid.

People place the

People from such areas retain a traditional lifestyle, which is reflected in their house rituals. For
many years before I came to study anthropology at the Australian National University, I had
already collected a lot of information from people of this area. My research revealed two
characteristics: the people of the area have a special capacity to recount tales about their own
origins and also about people who once lived there. The oral traditions shared among these
inhabitants include many references to the groups of earlier times. They also have remarkable
tales about their relations with other kin-groups within the area of Biboki, Insana and Miomafo.
Among Biboki people, Abun village has an archaic style of building traditional houses.
Although the Catholic Church has banned all the rituals in connection with the traditional house,
and even though Abun village is closer to Manufui, the capital city where the Catholic Church is
centered, the people of the area still perform rituals that have been banned by the Church. For
almost twelve full and intensive days I was in the area recording material, the focus of my
interests here being on oral tradition.
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inside of the
traditional house]

soul

07. ni bifela

female post [in
the inside of the
traditional house]

heart and
soul

08. ni saplae'

ancestors' place
[in inside of the
traditional house]

heart and
soul

09. taelmutin

a Dutch coin

eyes and
ears

10. umehaken

the base of a
house

11. tunaf [tungku,
B.I.J

hearth

presence of
the
ancestors
the place of
first life

areca-nut and sirih
leaf bag [betel purse]
of the male ancestors
People place arecanut and sirih leaf
basket of the female
ancestors
People hang head
hunting sword,
lance, gun, rifle,
piece of iron
This Dutch coin is
outinthe'coverin g
wood' (toebsa) on
the top of the
traditional house.
See text below for
further discussion.
See text below for
further discussion.
See text below for
further discussion.

All these parts of the traditional house will be further explained in more detail.
Based on this basic knowledge of the personification of a traditional house as the
real presence of ancestors, Abun people arrange all the activities of traditional
house building by the following procedures:
1. Preparation
2. Excavation and insertion of posts
3. Adding the roof and rafters

4. Drawing the sacred water
5. Animal sacrifice
6. Displaying the sacred objects
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1. Preparation

The hamlet head supervises all the members of the name group in accordance
with their respective roles in preparing and collecting the necessary equipment
and building materials. The system to be supervised here is based merely on the
very simple social structure 15 of the Abun people as follows:

The materials required involve, for example, both large and small posts, rafters,
large and small timber, grass, palm fiber, jungle twine, and food and drink
preparations for the occasion. Guidance and advice from the hamlet head,
including specifi-c rituals, must precede the collection of these materials. All the
preparations are carefully ordered and directly controlled by the head of the name
group, who later passes on the materials to the hamlet head. The preparation stage
is finalized by the act of determining when the building of the traditional house
will commence. 16 In this stage, the hamlet head generally receives reports from
each of the name group heads.

15

Although it has been claimed that the 'social structure' of the Abun people is informal, however,
it is in fact so strong that people are always attracted to reinforce the unity of the hamlet system.
Alex Manbait, who is the current hamlet head and the former Kepala Desa Upfaon - see further
Table 1 in Chapter II, section 2 line 25 - told me that the significant factor that supports this
structure is the spirit of respecting each other among the people of Abun. It is said, 'we always
work together' (hai meup, lo bua-bua kai). Among them there are no disputes: '[We] do not see
disputes among the inhabitants of Abun' (ka titfa laes suli ma amleut nbi Kuan Abun).
16
In the late 1960s all the preparations were related to the position of each person in the name
group involved. For instance, a member of a wife-taking-group had to provide certain large or
small posts, while a member of a wife-giving-group had to provide rafters, and large and small
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2. Excavation and insertion of posts

What is most interesting about this stage of the process is that each of the posts
carried onto the site is accompanied by a procession with the sounding of gongs 17
and a 'war dance' (bsoot).

Plate 8.2: Warrior dancers

timber. Those living close to the traditional house provided jungle twine and food. Those who
lived outside the hamlet but were still members of the group provided grasses and palm fiber.
However, all these divisions have changed after the strict bans of the Catholic Church, and since
the late 1980s these divisions in the preparation process no longer follow the traditional
arrangement.
17
Striking gongs always refers to origins since they remind people of the ancestors in the early
times. In the time of war and fighting, the people of Biboki and Insana were not able to fight
against the Belu people. A delegation of the coalition (Biboki and Insana) went to Molo to ask for
help. The raja ofMolo beat the Taernoaou gong (sene Taemnanu) to gather all the people ofMolo,
in order to meet the delegation and to send help to Biboki to fight against Belu. (For further
information, see T-19 Appendix 3, lines 425-437, see also T-18 Appendix 2 lines 210 - 220). So,
striking gongs reminds Biboki people both of the hard times when Biboki was attacked by Belu
and of the kindness of Molo people who sent their warriors to help the rajas of Biboki and Insana.
I was told in detail about the kinds of gong sounds; for instance they say 'the gongs for a new
traditional house' (sene neu uemfe'u), is a special style of striking gongs to remind people of their
ancestors from Oenaem. It is usually marked by a special melody, which is quite different to the
ordinary one; and all the people will automatically feel that this directs their attention to their
ongms.
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People are joyful because they are erecting a traditional house. It is said that
' [they] form the base of the traditional house' (tao ina ' haekna hen). On the one
hand, the traditional house is thought of as a living creature that will be dressed
and given a place to settle. And on the other hand, the presence of this house is
believed to constitute the presence of the ancestors. In this account, all the posts
(see Table 8.1) of the traditional house symbolize the feet of a person. 18
As the adult members excavate the holes for the house posts, those who
carry the posts must be standing behind ready to insert them into the holes.
Meanwhile a group of traditional elders assumes a standing position, while
dancing to recount the history of the ancestors. 19 In another comer of the yard,
women are joyfully striking or beating drums and gongs. These performances
show that all the people are happy for the sake of the presence of the traditional
house, and they are inviting the ancestors to come and settle in the newly built
traditional house. People believe that this is a critical time, representing the time
when the ancestors seized back their territory and power from the hands of their
enemies (see T-19 Appendix 3 and T-21 Appendix 5). The frenzied striking of
the gongs acts to recreate the situation of the ancestors.

18

Fox explains well the detail of the traditional house structure of the Rotinese when noting the
house as a body with spars, which would appear to resemble ribs (Fox 1993c: 162-163).
19
People never arrange anything in any of the stages of building a traditional house without
telling the story about the ancestors in the past. They believe that power from the early times will
be present among them because of the re-telling of those stories.
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Plate 8.3: Women beating drums and gongs

Before the house posts are inserted into each hole, an elder takes a lump of candle
wax and places it on the main post (only one post) just before it is placed in the
hole. This action symbolizes tenacity and strength, known as 'to support its
standing' (hele nha 'taen in haekna). People believe that the candle wax will
protect the construction of the house from all difficulties or challenges and will
additionally protect the members of the owners of the traditional house from
danger or disease. During the construction of the house, a group of male dancers
wearing traditional warrior dress dance around the site. An important point
observed by the traditional elders is to prevent anyone sitting down during work
on the house. This represents the perseverance of the ancestors who never
aimlessly sat down but were always ready for possible attacks by enemies and
other unforeseen challenges.
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3. Adding the roof and rafters

Adding the rafters, lata and grass thatching to the frame of the house is done
carefully, accompanied by traditional oratory which is usually shouted by the
workers and the people present there. The main reason for doing this can be seen
in Table 8.1, which shows that a traditional house is respected as a character or a
person. Culturally, at the stage of adding the roof and rafters, people believe that
this is a good opportunity to provide a suitable covering for the place of the
ancestors. People use several expressions to portray their belief that a traditional
house represents the presence of the ancestors. This is why they always work
carefully and respectfully, accompanied with singing and dancing. They say, 'We
cover his/her body' (hai mtoeb in aona), so that we can have an attractive outlook.
'We look after his/her clothes' (hai miloitan in abtaisa), so that the ancestors can
20
look after us. They also believe that this effort is to 'look after his/her umbrella'

(tapene taloitan in teunka), in order to avoid the problems of life. All these

expressions emphasize the traditional house as the place of the ancestors. When
they say 'look after his/her body' (mpanat in aona), they refer to the whole
process of adding the roof and rafters.
The grass thatching used to roof the traditional house is ordinary alangalang grass, but the process of laying the grass is always preceded by an

invocation to invite the ancestors to be present among the kin groups.

20

See further explanation about this concept of umbrella to refer to house in the preceding section
House and its meaning in this Chapter.
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Protecting
Tree

Traditional
House

Figure 8.1: Outside of the traditional house
See as well Plate 8.1 b: Traditional House and a protecting tree (p. 270)

G)

0

0
0

Figure 8.2: Inside of the traditional house
Legend: (1) male post (ni atonja), (2) female post (ni bifela), (3) ancestors' post
(ni sap 'lae), which people locate the heirlooms of the ancestors, (4) hearth (tunaj),
the center of the traditional house, (5) a round stone (faot bena) where people
locate the sacrifices.

This performance is undertaken by the hamlet head under the ancestors' post (ni

saplae) inside the traditional house (see Figure 8.2). Not only at this stage but
also during the whole process of traditional house building, the ancestors are
entreated to bestow a special gift on the current generation. The ancestors'
presence is further indicated by 'the placing of possessions and heirlooms ' (tatek
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huma-huma) around the ancestors ' post, where people put sacred object. During

the period of adding the roof and rafters, the hamlet head sometimes visits the
ancestors ' post to keep in touch with the ancestors.
At this stage, people also place a flat stone, known as ' flat stone // fence
stone' (faot bena II faot bald) under the ancestors' post (see Figure 8. 2), to
signify that it is a location where offerings are placed. This is also a strategic site
for meetings between the living (the current generation) and the dead (the past
generation). This site becomes the centre of ritual worship for the villagers - the
spiritual center of people's everyday lives. This precinct is extremely important in
both traditional and ordinary houses. People express this concept by saying 'this
flat stone and this fence stone carry on their head all the land and waterholes;
therefore, all our lives are put upon this stone' (faot bena ma faot bald ije nsu
naen pah ma nifu nobaha temen; fun onnan, hai moinmin mtao sin esanfatu ije).

That is why the ongoing work of adding the roof and rafters is seen as an
important step in creating a desirable space for the presence of the ancestors. On
this flat stone and fence stone people usually place areca-nut and betel leaf (or
betel fruit) with meat (pork or chicken) and sometimes coins (or money) as their
offerings to the Supreme Being and the ancestors. 21
At the end of the roof laying process, the activities known as ' covering
and binding' (toebsa and saplae) are conducted. A large curved beam, which has
been especially made and decorated with plaited palm twine (see Plate 8.4), is
placed on top of the traditional house.

21

Usually, the general ceremonial acts performed outside the traditional house will be concluded
at this place. For this reason, this site is extremely important for the people.
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Plate 8.4: A large curved beam (toebsa)

This process is also accompanied by the beating of gongs (performed by women)
and by war dances (performed by men). The raising of the beam on top of the
ridge of the house is preceded by the offering of areca-nut and betel, and is
followed by a traditional recital which states that the house is like a human, who
now has shape and form, and that this traditional house is now ready to be the
ancestors' precinct. The following is an excerpt from T-22 of Appendix 6: 356 397, which was performed by the hamlet head. 22
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.

Suti nok Lepo23
naaifton ma naskaubon
fun natuin tael natuin
ma fun natbolan nemen
nalepon nemen
ma on nnao nemen

Suti and Lepo
are quiet and peaceful
because they progress through history
and because they come forward
come full of respect
and come to this place.

362.
363.
364.
365.

Tfi'man ma mibeka' man
hai nono ma hai tusi
afi nbi hai paha
ma afi nbi hai nifu

[We] are raising and placing
our tradition and custom
in the early days in our land
and in the early days at our water

22

As can be seen in the introductory note of T-22 Appendix 6, this passage is usually performed
by a hamlet head at the source of water. However, any of the elders who has been appointed by
the kin group can recite the passage.
23
Suti and Lepo are two well-known places in Bijaepasu, Miomafo. They are the origin place of
the people from Babu-Bifel village.
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366. nafeten ma nkolan
367. nanet natuin autuf
368. ma nanet natuin panaf
369.nematnapaob-napaobon
370. nak fe' nas-nasan
371. ma nak fe' natenbin
372.nbipahatnanna
373. ma nbi niffa tnanna
374. le nanaobon nemen
375. ma le nataelbon nemen
376. Neman tea
377. ona mkes'sen
378. ma ona mkia'en
379. funan nfi ona namtek
380. ma ona ni on bakjen
381.
382.
3 83.
3 84.

esa' hoef Kulun
ma esa autuf Kulun
ina' ho'en
ma ina' sain

has freed and let it go
walking through the mountains and
hills
walking through the valley
after coming and waiting
they stop and rest
to think better and deeply
in the middle of the land
and in the middle of the water
then while coming forward
and for the one who is already coming.
After the arrival
it means everything has been
completed
and has settled down
because the one settling down has
everything
and the poles of the fence have been
secured
in the center of Kulun
and in the hills of Kulun
in its place
and in its current precinct.

385. Ne tabale
3 86. mane' ntok ben
3 87. tatetom
388. ma tanijen

Then everything settles down
and sits down peacefully
[we] can arrange the offering
and [we] can arrange the special place.

389. Tut tah24
390. ma tut tiun
391. lo tah aleokten
392. ma lo tah amliaten

Arriving there [we will] eat
and [we will] drink
[we] will eat sufficiently
and [we] will have a nice meal.

393. Puna' mi nes'om
394. meu Kulun
395. ne a mfi'sin nuasin
396. mane miteke' sin nuasin
397. esle Kulun ma Maubes

[We] gathered already
at Kulun
then [he/she] raised both of them
and placed both of them
that are Kulun and Maubes.

All these lines are intended to show that what people are doing is approved by the
ancestors (lines 356 - 361). 25 According to local discourse, the act of mentioning

24

Sometimes tah just means 'we eat', and sometimes it should be translated by ' have a meal', and
if so it means both eat and drink. In this regard, verse 389 and 391 are translated to just eat,
however, line 392 becomes ' to have a meal ' .
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the place names Suti and Lepo brings to mind not only an acknowledgement of
the remarkable location of Miomafo as the origin where the ancestors came from,
but also the custom of mentioning 'past names ' as the way to request the
involvement of the ancestors in the current work of the people. It is a pleasure for
the current people to have the ancestors in the midst of their lives and work. To
achieve this, people really believe that all the current effort of building a
traditional house is following the will of the ancestors (lines 362 - 366). In this
stage, an important point to note is that 'tradition // custom' (nano II tusi) 26
basically becomes the comer stone of the ceremonies in a community life. The
usage of 'tradition // custom' in this context strengthens the people's
understanding that what they are doing is based on the acts of the ancestors. That
is why people never doubt that building the traditional housing in this way is the
will of the ancestors. 27
The performer details the hard times the ancestors spent traveling around
the area (lines 367 - 369) until they made a decision to stop and rest for a while
in the middle of the area (lines 370 - 375). These lines are similar to the
preceding lines 362-366, which aim metaphorically to justify current efforts
follow what the ancestors did in the past. People think that the current process of
building the traditional house as being similar to the hard time that was suffered
by the ancestors when making their complicated journey from their origin place

25

Dealing with this concept, see section Hamlet: location of the past in Chapter VI. Both building
a hamlet and a traditional house are in line with the ancestors ' will.
26
For a thorough discussion of the uab Meto word nano II tusi, see section How to establish a
hamlet in Chapter VI and the section About the name of a p erson in Chapter VII.
27
Based on the belief that one will automatically gain strength to conduct the ceremonies, people
always do their best to take part in the ceremonies, both at community level and family level.
However, for the younger generation, who do not understand the content of ceremonies, attending
is an opportunity to enjoy meat and rice, known as ' to go to gain rice and meat' (tnao he tapein
maka nok sisi).
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out to the current village. The next lines 376 - 379 indicate the approval of the
ancestors for the current effort made by the people to build a traditional house. To
emphasize this justification, Abun people also mention a link to an historic place
(lines 380-384), because from the beginning such places became desirable
locations to settle.
The local understanding of choosing to settle in a certain place as
expressed by lines 385-392 shows the resulting prosperous condition of life there,
'eat sufficiently// eat enough' (tah aleokten II tah amliaten). In this sense, people
believe that a traditional house can guarantee its owners good luck in their daily
efforts. In the lines 393 - 397, people mention the two important places of Kulun
(which refers to Biboki district) and Maubes (which refers to Insana) in order to
show that at the district level, the current work of building a traditional house is
approved. The concept behind this expression emphasizes the worthiness of the
present endeavor of the people within the frame of the ancestors' interest.
At the time the decorated beam is raised onto the roof, two warriors (meo)
assist the clan chief in narrating the story of the ancestors, as can be seen in the
continuation of the previous passage.
398. Hel tua' ma mtof lele
399. tofna naleok
400. ma helna naleok
401. hemiama
402. he nfekai ma he nnona kai
403. ma nfekai oetenen28
404. ma nnona' kai manikin
405. hai mimnau
406. ma mifnekan mituin
407. hai oela kanna
408. ma nok hai fatba kanna

[They] tapped palm juice and cleared
the fields
became successful farmers
and became good people for tapping
for us to eat; and
so that [they] can continue to give us
and offer us cold
and hand to us coolness
we remember
and we believe in
the name of our source of water
and the name of our origin stone.

28

The term manikin should come in one line with oetenen. So it should be manikin ma oetenen
' coolness and cold' which refers to the blessing that is pouring from above to the people.
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409.
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.

Ne mnona nukmina
ma mnona' nimmina
mitek milallen
ma mtakanab milael
es Saloe nok Maonmuti2 9
nan ona sun leukina

Then [we] raise our arms
and [we] raise our hands
after offering [the sacrifice]
and after telling the story of the origin
the one in the Saloe and Maonmuti
that is its sacred horns

415.
416.
41 7.
418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.

Mtoet he mia
ma mtoet he miun
on mnona ketmina
ma on mnona nukmina
msiom mane
ma mitaim mane
nak minaob mituin
ma minet mituin
oela kanna
ma on fatba kanna
es hai oe nono
ma hai faot nono

[We] are asking [for food] to eat
and ask that we can drink
while raising hands
and stretching arms
receive it
and take it
because according to the custom
and following its process
the name of the source water
and the name of the great stone
that is our ritual
and our stone ritual.

427.
428.
429.
430.
431.
432.

Hai mtoet ee mia
ma he mtoet he miun
on hai mi 'uk mituin
ma mi uis mituin
le hai nono
ma le hai tusi

We ask [for food] to eat
and we ask for drink
we arrange as
and perform as
our tradition
and the order of the ancestors' decree.

433.
434.
435.
436.

On mtael eim
ma on mnao eim
nakeso, naloel, nameom,
nasab, na'aifton naskaubon

Then we come forward
and we come here immediately
brave, strong, and clean
conquering and disciplined

43 7.
438.
439.
440.

N asube neu bife mese
ma nasaelen neu atone mese
et nsu ma nasae
hai nono ma hai tusi

Carrying on the head by a woman
and carried by a man
so that they can carry it
according to our custom and tradition

441.
442.
443.
444.
445.

Neman tea pel le'u30
ma neman tea uem le'u
Neman tea mana'
ma neman tea loelnaben
neman tea tainnaben

After arriving at the sacred shelter
and coming to the sacred house
after arriving, they shook hands
and came into the traditional house
entered into the important part of the
traditional house

29

People have already moved away from these places. At that place people have just built several
huts for looking after the animals: pig and goats, and cattle. .
30
People use 'sacred tent' (pel leu) to refer a traditional house. Here, le'u becomes a technical
term to respect something.
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446. ne' nanikab lasi
44 7. ma nanikab tone
448. he nfe nono

reported the result of the work
and made the conclusion of the story
to give direction [for living]

449. Nanaom nataelbon
450. neik puahes
4 51. ma neik maonses

Come before him
while bringing areca-nut
and bringing betel.

The key thought in this passage is in lines 407 - 408 (and also in its parallel lines,
423-426) which refer to the first two destinations (line 413) of the ancestors'
journey from the origin place in Miomafo. Here, the original place is referred to
as the name of the source of water and the name of the origin stone. In line 356,
Suti and Lepo (SL) in Miomafo are mentioned, and later, in line 413, people refer
to Saloe and Maonmuti (SM). 31 In the context of building a traditional house, the
place names SL and SM remind people both to remember the ancestors in the
past and to think about the identification of the current house.
The idea of a traditional house as a centre where people can gain strength
to carry out their daily activities is expressed by describing the ordinary effort of
people (lines 398 - 406). All these expressions emphasize that the current
traditional house is the appointed precinct chosen from the beginning by the
ancestors. The lines (409-440) may seem a bit dull because the same point is
repeated again and again in different ways (see lines 385 - 392), but in the light
of local discourse, however, the pattern of repeating the same point emphasizes
the involvement of the ancestors in the current effort of building a traditional
house. This style of speech also details all the daily endeavors of the people in
order to highlight the position of the traditional house as the space where such
daily activities can be conducted.
31

Saloe and Maonmuti are not far from Abun village and are the first sites of the arrival of the
ancestors after they left Suti and Lepo at the origin place in Miomafo. At present people make
their gardens and feed their cattle and pigs in Saloe and Maonmuti.
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The remaining lines of the passage mention again that after the ancestors
made a long trip from west to east, they built a house, which was a marker that
the local conditions were good (lines 441 - 451 ). The traditional house according to the text - is referred to by two different expressions, ' sacred shelter'
(pel leu) and ' sacred house' (uem leu). These expressions emphasize the

gathering together of people from the past, the present and even the future. This
gathering is marked by the customary sharing of areca-nut and betel.
After the recitation of this passage, all participants accompany the
procession of the two warriors around the yard of the traditional house, while the
women beat the gongs and the men perform a war dance. Meanwhile all the
traditional elders move in respectful silence toward the ritual meeting place,
around the masculine post, 32 to take part in the ceremonial proceedings. Not long
after, the covering and bindings begin to be gradually raised on to the ridge of the
house. Two other participants, wearing a destar, climb on top of the roof,
followed directly by other roofers. Meanwhile, the wife-giving group (atoin amaf)
takes the areca-nut and betel from near the masculine post and proceeds to offer it
to the participants.
Seven engravings are made on the front and the back sections of the
curved roofing beam, to represent all the heroic deeds of the ancestors. On one
side, the engravings express aspects of the lives of people, both on earth and in
the hereafter. On the front of the beam, the hamlet head has affixed a coin (loe
taelmutin) and candle wax (oen nanma) to symbolize the ancestor' s ear (see

Figure 8.1) that will for evermore hear the petition of kin group members. The
32

This masculine post is on the outside of the traditional house. More explanation of this kind of
post will be given in the section Presence of a stone in this Chapter.
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palm twine (naoba) is used to symbolise hair and destar (pilu) as well. It is now
visible from outside. The tip of the roof is tied with grass consisting of two basic
layers, and then another outer layer is tied with black-coloured palm twine.
Twenty-four pieces of wood made from areca-nut pierce the ridge of the house,
(see Plate 8.5), known as the comb (soe 'ta). This functions to strengthen the ridge
(uem sun/a). Kin group members view the 'comb' as the 'head' of the ancestor.

At the ridge of the house, people put neat folds of palm twine, which represent
the head of a human being, the head of the ancestor.
Thus the existence of a traditional house represents the presence of an
exalted warrior ancestor spirit and his power. In ritual discourse, the name groups
owners express the belief that this entity will for evermore protect the kin group
members. The coins represent the eyes and ears that will witness, as well as hear,
all the cries of suffering and joy of kin group members. The wall (nik 'a) of the
traditional house is a symbol of clothing; the wall's supporting beam (naebta)
symbolises the back.

4. Drawing the sacred water

After the traditional house is roofed, the head of the hamlet, together with all
present, join in a procession while still celebrating - that is, the beating of drums
and gongs (by women) and war dancing (by men) - to the source of the kin
group ' s sacred water, Oesaina. Arriving there, a pig, a fowl , and a cow should
already have been prepared for the sacrifice to occur in front of "the ritual post"
(hau naesba) in order to request the blessing of the ancestors, and the hamlet

head continues to tell stories of the past. At this point, the heroism of ' the Lord
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Lopo ' (Nai Lopo), usually called "Warrior Lopo" (Meo Lopo), becomes an
important passage to be performed. It is recorded in full in T-21 in Appendix 5,
but here, as an example, the first 22 lines of the T-22 Appendix 6 (lines 253 - 274)
will be discussed.
253.
254.
25 5.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.

Hoeeee ...... ..
au usi oe ma kana'
ma au usi faot ma kana'
hai oe mnasi'
ma hai oe mnune'
lelo laes ela'
ma lelo lasi mnanu'
oek'en ma nalallen

Hi .......
the owner of the sacred water
and the owner of the sacred stone
our elder water
and our young water
there was a ritual
and there was a long ceremony
it has finished.

261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.

He lo'ka ma pi'joom
aem ma mtasa
lo tael omen
ma lo nao omen
setlee neoma naoben
ma nait maen mihun nai
he nait to ma tafa
nait natuina kai
ma nait ntek natuin

For far an near
wild and tame
[we] came forward
and came here already
to be given
and later to run ahead
so that people and the community
follow us
named according to the custom.

270. On nait
271. nasanut ma nanebet kai manikin
272. ma nasanut ma nanebet kai
273. a lo fun lasi nonna esle i
274. ma sin lasi piot esle i

So that
give and pour out coolness for us
and give and pour out the coolness for
us
because the custom is like this
and the right way is such as this.

The first eight lines of the passage (253 - 260) contain a dialogue between the
past (lines 254 -256) and the present (line 257), with the head hamlet as the
bridge between them. In this performance, the speaker - in this case the hamlet
head - reminds the participants of the central role of the water spring as the place
of origin before the ancestors build the village. 33 The ancestors are identified as
'the owner of the sacred water // the owner of the sacred stone' (usi oe makana II
33

For further information about this concept of the linkage between 'hamlet' and ' source of the
spring water', refer to section How to build a hamlet in Chapter VI.
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usi faot makana), 34 phrases which are directly followed by ' our elder water // our

younger water' (hai oe mnasi II hai oe mnune). The lines 261- 269 explain the
advantages of gathering around the source of water which creates strong support
from the ancestors to the current people. This point is further expressed in lines
270 - 272 and is brought to a close by the last two lines (273 - 274).
Soon after performing this passage, it is time for sacrificing the .animals
near the ritual post, which is not far from the source water spring. The ancestors'
presence will be revealed in the chicken's intestines and the pig's liver, which are
commonly thought to reveal the fate and future (tae lilo) of the kin group. In the
fowl's intestines and the liver of the pig, a sign in the form of a needle-shaped
part of the intestines can be found, symbolizing both the presence of the Divine in
the midst of people and also a gift from the ancestors. 35 This sacrifice is done
simultaneously with telling the story of the past. All these performances are
started by first offering areca nut and betel, known as 'putting things' (tatua
mamat), upon a stone under the ritual post. Here the hamlet head prepares a

basket for 'the women' s areca-nut and betel box' (kabi), in which they not only
put areca-nut and betel but also some money - notes and coins. When laying the
betel offering at the ritual altar, the hamlet head begins a very long and very
complex oral recitation (as an example, see T-19 Appendix 3 and T-22 Appendix
6). The following is a passage from one such recitation (the first 25 lines of T-19
Appendix 3):
01. Afi un unu
02. pah ma nifu fen nfui

In former times, long ago
the land and the water was still wild

34

Sometimes the uab Meto words oe makana II faot makana refer to the ancestors; however, in
this context they refer to the Supreme Being.
.
35
Middelkoop explains in great detail about this phenomenon among the people of Molo, TIS
(1931 , 1963b: 134).
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03. nok naen
04. susal ma manukat namfau

there already existed
all kind of troubles and sufferings.

05. Pah ma nifu funam natef
06. fe meisokan ma mono lum

All the land and the water
was still dark and everybody was
uneducated.
In the land and water
in the area where the sun rises
and the sun sets
there were too many troubles and
sufferings.

07.
08.
09.
10.

Nbi pah ma nifu
nbi on nenba saen
ma tala ntea nenba tesan
susla ma manukat namfau seke

11. Esle nake tnak
12. alekot ma amleut nseol nabuab

Thus it was
good and evil were mingled.

13. Alekot nak napein
14. amlilet nbi ume nanan
15. kaha te
16. namlile nbi pah ma nifu

The good means having
goodness in the family
or
goodness in the land and the water.

17. Maski napein susal ma manukat
namfau
18. sin namlile nok un

Even though there were all kinds of
troubles and sufferings
they were happy.

19. Amleut nak napein
20. susal ma manukat namfau
21. nbi ume nanan
22.kahate
23. nbi pah ma nifu nanan
24. kalobes-kalobes nmui
25. atoni nmaken ma nmaoten

Evil means
all kinds of troubles and sufferings
in the family
or
in the land and the water
sometimes there was
war and killing.

Soon after this performance, the hamlet head takes some water and then offers it
to an appropriate woman (who is specially dressed and prepared) to be taken to
the traditional house in the village. In the middle of this return journey back to the
traditional house, several married couples will be responsible for collecting
firewood. This symbolizes the fetching of goods from outside the yard of the
traditional house which will be brought back to the yard together with the water
of life, which has been drawn from the kin group's sacred water source. One of
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the bundles of firewood is carried by an individual male who is dressed especially
for this ritual.
An interesting aspect of this drawing of the sacred water ritual is that the
hamlet head must always direct his gaze to the place of origin (using his index
finger). The head of the hamlet is thus always looking in the direction of the
setting sun, where the centre of the Oenaem of Miomafo area was located (west).
His hands and feet are used to help express the story he is recounting as a sign of
respect to the source of life. The following extract is the first 69 lines of T-21 of
Appendix 5, which tells the origin of the three kin groups chosen in this analysis,
and is conducted by the hamlet head.
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.

Hai atoin Oenames
eim moko
upnuku Oenaem
ma leolnuku Oenaem
es Noetoko, pah Miomafo
eim mok
hai kulik ma nakaf
esle Uskono

We are the people of Oenaem
[we] came from
the trunk of Oenaem's mango
and the trunk of Oenaem's orange
at Noetoko the area ofMiomafo
came together with
our leader and our head
who is Uskono

09. Un unu
10. hai mtok mbi Noetoko
11. mok hai atukus
12. ma mok hai anonot
13. es nake tnak
14. moen leukina
15. ma atoin leukina
16. esle Us Olin
17. ma esle Kaesnube

A long time ago
we settled in N oetoko
together with our shepherd
and together with our guide
who is known as
the sacred man
and the sacred person:
such were Us Olin
and Kaesnube.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Our names are
the great warrior
and the great destroyer
the people of a great warrior
we are the guardians
and we are the fence
of the ruler of Oenaem and U skono.

Hai kanmin
Meo naek
ma sapa naek
atoin meo naek
hai meik bilu
ma hai meik bahan
neu usif Oenaem ma Uskono
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25. Le afi 36
26. eim moko nae
27. oras hai meo Lopo
28. mpoi moko sonaf Oenaem
29. lek kai neik manu nu
30. esa naofna muti
31. esa naofna mtasa

That long time ago
[we] came from there
at that time we, the warrior Lopo
went out from the palace of Oenaem
we were replaced by two chickens
the first one is white feather
the second one is red feather

32. Maon nua in i
33. mi'hake sin ma mi'na'te
34. neu Uis Neno, apinat-aklahat

36. es natuk ma nanon
37. he mtoit manikin
38. ma he mtoit oetenen

These two chickens
we lifted and offered
to the Lord, the bright and the
Almighty
Lord, the giver of food who looks after
[us]
who shepherds and guides us
in requesting coldness [blessing]
and in requesting prosperity

39. Maon nua'in in na'a
40. makose neu
41. meo Lopo in ansaona

The blood of these two chickens
is rubbed towards
warrior Lopo's chest.

42.
4 3.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Oke te
hai umina nfe hanaf
mnak:
"Hoeee meo Lopo"
mpoi ma mnao nai
lof ka mitfa es
he nah nanko
ma ka titf es
he niun nanko

And then
our trunk gave a few words
as follows
Hey warrior Lopo
go out and walk
you will not see anybody
who eats you
and you will not see anybody
who drinks you.

51.
52.
53.
54.
5 5.
56.
57.
58.

Lof mpol mupea
Kusa nok Oenae
hai meonba meo naek
ma meo kalilik bian
es nak kai tnak
Lopo-Masu
Tikam-Tapaon
Baunam-Faen Taono

You will destroy
Kusa and Oenae
our warriors are great
and smart warriors
which are named
Lopo-Masu,
Tikam-Tapaon,
Baunam-Faen Taono.

35. Usi ahaot-afatis

59. Hai es meo naek
60. esle Nai Lopo
61. hai es mpao kobe
62. ma hai es mpao autuf
63. suna siki ma neopote

We who are great warriors
such as N ai Lopo
we as guards of the passages
and we as guards of the hills
clogging passages and secret doors

36

Afi means yesterday, however here it refers to the ancestors ' time, a long time ago or in early
times.
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64. hai biul bese
65. ma hai es bah bese
66. he mikin anin
67. ma he mikin manas
6 8. he anin kaisa nfu
69. ma he manas kaisa nhoe

we as guardians of the iron gates
and we as guardians of the iron fence
to prevent wind
and to prevent sun
so that the wind does not blow
and the sun does not dry.

It is easy to recognize that the lines in this text contain detailed information about

the ancestors of the first kin group of Abun village. It is common for kin groups
to proclaim their role in the past in this way. 37 The people of Abun explain that
their ancestors came from Oenaem ofNoetoko in Miomafo district (lines 1 - 5). 38
This extract directly mentions that Uskono (lines 6-8) and also Us Olin //
Kaesnube (lines 9-17) became the co-leaders for the past long journey of groups
of the people from the origin place, Noetoko. Lines 18 - 24 identify the position
of N eonbasu as a great warrior, 'our names, are the great warrior and the great
destroyer' (hai kanmin, meo naek ma sapa naek). They are further described as
the ' guardians // the fence' (meik bilu II bahan) to protect the leaders on the long
Journey.
Such direct identification of the real name of the courageous ancestor of
Meo Lopo (lines 21, 41, 45, 56, 60) is mentioned several times to emphasize the
important role that this figure played. 39 It is common to emphasize the role of the
ancestors by mentioning the 'better side' of their actions. However, Abun people
never mention their ancestors in isolation from the names of other kin groups. 40

37

For instance, Mc William among the Amanuban people with the Nabuasa name group (1989 ,
2002) ; and also Usfinit about Insana (2003).
38
For more information of Oenaem, see the section Building a traditional house later in this
chapter.
39
See T-25 Appendix 9 entitled Th e war between Biboki andBelu.
4
For instance, Abun people mention some name groups from Insana, see T-19 Appendix 3 lines
91-98 , 359-360, 706-716, 732-738 , 1008-1028, 1056-1062.

°
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Later, the water from the clan's source, known as 'sacred water' (oe leu or
oe makana), will be placed in the traditional house. This sacred water is sprinkled

to anoint participants as they enter the yard of the traditional house. Receiving
this water offers purification from danger, and is commonly believed to cleanse
(na 'saop) 41 a person from attacks by disease and other maladies. A group of

women will also ritually take some of this sacred water to mix with raw rice,
which will be cooked for the reception in the traditional house. This sacred water
can be seen to satiate the thirst (of the ancestor spirit), while 'the sacred wood'
(hau makana) is like a provider of warmth and fuel for cooking raw food

obtained from the forest. For those who provide the meal in a traditional house, it
is prohibited to use ordinary water and wood; it should always be sacred water
and sacred wood.

5. Animal sacrifice
Soon after the performance of the sacred water ceremony, the moment arrives for
the animal sacrifice. The placing of goods and possessions around the ritual post
precedes this performance. Here, the ceremony is performed at the 'hard tree'
(hauteas),

42

outside the traditional house, and then continued inside the traditional

house, under the ancestors' post (ni saplae). 43 The sacrifice of the animals is seen
as a sign to conclude the ceremony. There a saying 'to sacrifice animals in order

41

This concept will be further explained later.
This issue will be explained later.
.
43
While performing these ceremonies, a married couple sit in front of the traditional house, as
guardians who also symbolize bridges between the living and the dead.
42
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to conclude a matter' (tlol muit he ta 'maten lasi), which means that 'killing
animals' is the final ceremony before having a meal together. 44
On the lap of each male sits a bundle of firewood. This wood comes from
a tree which yields wood for charcoal (usapi, or kesambi, B.I.). On the laps of the
women are earthen pots with water from the kin group's sacred source. Their
procession to the traditional house has been preceded by the offering of areca-nut
and betel. This areca-nut and betel is taken one by one and then offered to the
ancestors. After the inauguration of two couples in the house, they, together with
the appointed elders, walk three times around the masculine post (outside the
traditional house) while the hamlet head continues to tell stories, as mentioned
earlier. An animal (usually a big pig) is then killed in front of the hard tree. This
action dramatizes the experience of the ancestors during their journey from the
place of origin to the current precinct. Soon after that, all participants step
forward in an orderly manner to stand in front of their respective houses, and the
kusambi wood is bound with coarse twine. After a group of traditional elders

make an announcement, two married couples sitting in front of their houses are
invited to enter.
Another interesting aspect of this ceremony is the presence of two pieces
of white cotton, like a fine clothesline, tied between the house and ritual post.
This cotton thread is a symbol of kin group origin, as one thread represents the
direction from where the kin group originated, 45 and the second thread represents

44

Alex Manbait told me that the origin for the killing of animals is seen as an expression of the
deeds of the warriors in winning the war against enemies. In this respect, traditionally on the way
from the scene of a war to the village, people would bring with them the heads of the enemies in a
long and cheerful procession.
45
Alex Manbait explained that the two lengths of cotton represented the hard condition of the
Biboki and Insana areas in times past.
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the direction of the historical arrival of the group of warriors from the centre of
the Oenaem area (see T-19 Appendix 3 and T-21 Appendix 5).
One of the links in the long chain of animal sacrifice rituals is a particular
ritual, usually referred to as ' saving the animal' s chest' (tatek ansaof). After the
hamlet head retells another tale, the next animals are killed under the protecting
post. 46 This ceremony involves the hamlet head stepping forward, while offering
the animal's chest section to the ancestors. By doing so, he represents all kin
group members in conveying to the ancestors matters connected with the
everyday life of the kin group. People of the area refer to this ritual as 'our
virility' (taton hit atoinka), wherein one of the ritual helpers conveys to the
ancestors the meaning and goals of the celebration being conducted. As part of
this event, the elders identify and renew their own status as ancestor warriors.
Usually on the day following the animal sacrifices, gong dancers from
other areas come and attend the celebration. 47 All those who come to dance have
to be registered, because they will be rewarded with dishes of food available
usually early in the morning, approaching dawn. This traditional gift is known as
the 'flat basket tray' (tnau tupa). When the respective dancers come to the door
of the traditional house, the master of the house gives them a dish of food (rice
and as much pork and chicken as possible) in a basket. The division of this food
is preceded by an oral recitation in which the hamlet head announces in front of
the dancers the purpose of striking the gong at this ritual. The following is an

46

According to Schulte-N ordholt the masculine post is outside of the traditional house (1971:
144); however, according to Biboki people, this post should be named as the 'protecting tree'
(h au naesba). See further explanation later about the ' Hard tree - protecting tree '.
47
When I attended the building of the traditional house at Abun village, warrior dancers from
Insana, Miomafo and Belu came and took part in the house ceremony. I was told that the arrival
of people from elsewhere was proof of the power of the Abun traditional house.
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example of the stories recited by the hamlet head at the traditional house, which
is taken from T-19 Appendix 3 (lines 347 -365).
347. Natua nan
348. maon mama ma pua mama
349. neu tio ma neu ok mama
350. ne' nanoebe neu
351. neno Maubes-funan Maubes
3 52. nok naen in meo leu'kin
3 53. ma nok naen in atoin leu'kin
354. es Pupu ma Tonbes
355. es Fel ma Ta'ole,
356. Hitu ma Taboy

[They] prepared
areca-nut and betel
placed in the betel and areca nut bowl
which was forwarded to
the sun Maubes and the moon Maubes
together with their sacred warriors
and together with their sacred people
who are Pupu and Tonbes
Fel and Taolin,
Hitu and Taboe

357. Nok naen sin
358. meo naekin ma sapa naekin
359. es meo Mis a, meo Keke, meo
Anin
360. Sumu ma Taslulu, Kase ma Tah
Mate
361. munoebe nfin
362. meu biam ma meu ho talan
363. es neno Oenaem ma funan
Oenaem
364. nbi leolnuku Oenaem
365. ma nbi upnuku Oenaem

Together with
their great warriors and great destroyers
who are warriors Misa, Keke, Anin
Sumu, Taslulu, Kase and Tah Mate
forwarded it till the end
to friends and your partners
the sun and the moon Oenaem
in the trunk of Oenaem's jeruk
and in the trunk of Oenaem's mango.

This passage48 makes clear that the coalition of Biboki and Insana - placing the
emphasis on the role of Meo Lopo - asked for support from the raj a Oenaem of
Miomafo. The aim of reciting such a passage is just to show the importance of the
strong networks between kin groups in order to support each other. At the end of
this recital of past tales, the speaker (hamlet head) advises people to take care of
each other and to respect their neighbors in their daily lives.

48

The first ten lines of this passage can be compared to the section Level of speech and meaning
ofgenre name in Chapter III.
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6. Displaying the sacred objects

The central focus of this stage is the 'ancestors' post' (ni saplae) in the traditional
house, to which all people' s attention will be drawn. The ceremony starts by the
placing of the following objects into the traditional house; 'betel purse' (aluk),
'areca-nut and betel bag' (aol mama ma kabi), 'palm leaf baskets' (kasui, kohe
and snipi), 'Dutch coin' (noen bena, noen fatu), 'head-hunting sword' (suni),
'lance' (auni), 'gun, rifle' (kenat), 'pieces of iron' (bes tuka), 'boar's tusk' (faef
konej), 'deer horns' (bib lusa in sunkina), 'lower jaw of pig' (faef sui 'fa), 'stone

of the ancestor' (fatu unu), 'sacred object' (le 'u), 'whorl' (ike), 'whorl resting
place' (suti), 'cotton mangle - small press used for removing cotton seeds'
(bninis), 'breast beam of weaving-loom' (atis), 'one or two laths used for making

odd and even strands run cross-wise' (sial),

'small basket used in harvesting'

(apuj), 'roller' (uta), 'fire place' (tunaf), and 'small rectangular basket used in

sacrificing and for serving important guests' (kelili). All these objects are the
ancestor's heirlooms, which are claimed as the kin-group's heirlooms. Some
manufactured properties of the ancestors are also claimed as 'sacred objects' (leu);
these can be Dutch coins, jewelry, a piece of metal and so on, which are believed
to be a source of power to their owners.
The people of Biboki believe that if one comes and looks at all these
objects, it is not only out of respect for those materials but, more importantly, it is
because this is a way to obtain support from the ancestors. 49 To support this
49

As mentioned in Chapter VI, everybody who would like to do any business always first comes
and puts something in the areca-nut and betel bag under the ancestors ' post - inside the traditional
house - with a request for help from the ancestors. When I was a child, with my parents, we
always came to the traditional house to do this. We would offer money and areca-nut and betel
while uttering a request for the blessing of the ancestors. The power comes from the ancestors for
this performance. I witnessed many people obtaining what they requested from the ancestors , for
instance to achieve progress in a certain kind of work or to have wealth or to be safe on a journey.
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important event, people perform a ceremony of 'mortar standing' (eus 'an nhaek).
This is performed by several people in front of the traditional house. People place
a mortar with a ' young coconut' (noa mnuke, kelapa muda B.1.) not far from the
'hard tree'. A group of warriors in full traditional dress dance around the hard
tree, while eating. An elder cuts up 'the body and chest of the slaughtered pig'
(mus-mus ' ina), which has been placed under the masculine post (outside the

traditional house).

A portion of the meat is eaten hurriedly by the group of

warriors, under the command of the hamlet head. They assume a half-sitting
position and, whilst eating, must pay attention to the orders of the hamlet head, as
if he were giving orders about the impending arrival of enemies. For example,
the hamlet head shouts: 'Attention! The enemy is coming!' The warriors must
then immediately stand to attention and direct their eyes to the left and right (like
soldiers in wartime), especially in the direction from which the enemy attack is
likely to come. Because of this heightened state of alertness, the warriors quickly
jump upright while holding any piece of meat which has not yet been placed in
their mouths. Role-playing like this continues until the warriors have consumed
all the prepared dishes. These actions are also an affirmation of the significance
of the masculine post as an important site, which must be guarded from attack
from outsiders.
Finally, one of the wamors takes some meat and then eats it while
standing. A group of elders in front of the door then stand to signify everyone' s
departure. Now, after feeling secure from enemies, everyone leaves the

At the district level, those who yearn to have a good position as a government employee always
come to Tamkesi, offering money and materials at ' the palace of Biboki ' (Sonaf Nena Biboki) in
Tamkesi. However, at the kin group level, people can just come to the traditional house in Abun
village.
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traditional house. The warnors, who traditionally would have cut off their
enemies' heads (which would have been placed in the traditional house in times
past), now suddenly jump out and grab the young coconut by its stem and cut it
off. After cutting the coconut under the masculine post, a group of warriors, who
are inside the house, run outside and seize all the goods which are outside near
the masculine post. These goods include the mortar and pestle, which are
immediately seized. The meat that has been piled under the masculine post with
the cut coconut is brought into the house and then the warriors leave the house,
one by one, to dance.
Those remaining in the house are in a full state of alert. This final stage is
known as the 'mortar standing' (eus 'a nhaek). The mortar stands in front of the
traditional house to be used in a ritual conjuring up all the ancestors, from all the
ages, since the very beginning of time. This ceremony is interesting because the
mortar is decorated - local people say this mortar is a representation of a human
being - and some young coconut juice is placed in the 'mouth of the mortar' .
This standing mortar symbolizes a human being (or in this context, the enemy)
who would have been beheaded by the kin group's warriors in the past. So, it
demonstrates the power of the ancestors that now is kept in the traditional house.
All the processes of this stage of ceremony are then brought to a close by the
preparation of the traditional meal, which symbolizes that after this communal
meal people can go back home to pursue their daily work as usual.
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House and the roots of life
The preceding discussion supports the concept of a traditional house as the place
where people can take care of their lives. In this regard, the traditional house
functions as the root of life in terms of making people's everyday lives secure. In
daily speech, the house is automatically linked to a certain name (uem kanaf). so It
is generally true that an Austronesian 51 'house' has a particular value in people's
everyday life. As Fox notes in his work,
The house, as a physical entity and as a cultural category, has the capacity to
provide social continuity. The memory of a succession of houses, or of a
succession within a house, can be an index of important events in the past.
Equally important is the role of the house as a repository of ancestral objects that
provide physical evidence of a specific continuity with the past. It is these
objects stored within the house that are a particular focus in asserting continuity
with the past. (Fox 1993a: 1)

For the people of Biboki, such a house is most important for the continuity of
community life, and it is known as 'the place for looking after the root of life'

(bale he tpao ma taloitan hit ba 'ka). People believe that a house functions as the
meeting place not only for the entire family - father, mother and children - but
also for the living and the dead. An old person from Abun village told me that a
house becomes the preferred shelter for the spirits of ancestors. Sometimes the
50

According to the Biboki point of view, a thorough discussion of a 'name' (kanaj) should also
include an explanation about hamlet (and even also about kinship).
51
Based on Austronesian house terms, Fox notes a range of similarities and differences in
Austronesian cultural traditions associated with the house. The lexically constructed forms of
these house terms are rumaq, balay, lepaw, kamaliR and banua. This study is an important
analysis of the inside of the Austronesian house through which Fox highlights the 'within-ness' of
the traditional house (Fox 1993a: p. 16). In terms of the conception of origins, Fox comments on
Waterson's work to emphasis the botanic metaphor of 'trunk' and 'tip' which, according to Fox,
occurs not only in rules about the correct 'planting' of house posts but as a way of talking about
kinship (p. 17, see also Waterson 1990: 124-129). Fox's work also highlights a feature of the
traditional Karo house that is common to a wide variety of Austronesian houses, well exemplified
by among Minangkabau and in Borneo (Fox 1993a: 18). The point that attracted my attention
occurs in the section Comparative Postscript (p. 170) in which Fox discusses the centre of a
traditional house by pointing out 'hearth' (tunaj) within three different cultural contexts: Roti,
Amarasi and Ema of Timor (Belu). I will further discuss this issue in the section Hearth and the
beginning of life, based on the Biboki context.
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ancestors are considered to be the root for the current generation, resident in the
. . 1 h ouse. s2
tra d1tlona

Regarding the role of the house to the present generation, let us go back to
analyse the local expression mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: 'the
sharpness of adze and machete // good whorl and its resting place' 53 (fani ma
benas naaik and ike ma suti nkeo). The first line, 'the sharpness of adze and

machete' refers to the position of a man within a house. Those men who cut wood
in the forest use a sharp axe and machete. Philosophically, such an expression
describes the role of a house as being the place for parents to look after their
children until they are adults. The second line, 'good whorl and resting place'
refers to the main task of a woman, who works in a house with the whole of her
attention to look after the house.
Meanwhile, these paired terms Jani II benas and ike II suti 54 allude to good
relationships within a house. From a moral perspective, these words direct
everybody to act according to his/her position, both in a house and within social
life. Metaphysically, the terms Jani II benas refer to male and ike II suti to female,

52

For this reason, people often think of the traditional house as the source for their everyday lives.
Traube explains the house of the people of Mambai as a source of life by defining the following
issues: the concept of local people about a house, its cosmology, manifestation of the houses, and
so forth (Traube 1986: 66-71).
53
Resting place refers to a flat plate that used in order that a whorl can spin in it.
54
The first time I recorded this concept, I noted that it was a reflection of the appropriate gender
category. The distinction between 'adze // machete ' (fani II benas), which refers to the ' outside'
(man e') can be ' male ' (mane) , while 'good whorl and resting place' (ike II suti) refers to the
' inside' (nanan) and also can be ' female ' (feta). When I was in the field, an old man told me
three other expressions: ' diligent cup // lazy work, lean on the back // to let garden go, to use the
cleaning equipment // to use the machete ' (makoe tiba II peh mepu,· nehe kote II tafuib Zele,· tofa
tabes II benas tabes). The first, makoe tiba, peh mepu, literally means those who always drink
palm juice (sopi) will not have enough time to do their work. The second, nehe kote, tafuib Zele,
refers to those who always sit around in the public places, so that they will not have enough time
to look after their fields. The third, tofa tabes, benas tabes means those who are always working
hard in their fields. See also an explanation of Idiom in Chapter IV.
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which can further be understood to indicate that male represents the ' outside' and
female represents the ' inside' of the house.
People believe that peace and prosperity will come to a house, and of
course to the society as well, depending on the conduct of a man and woman in
community life. To put it simply, the community life will be good if the men and
women know their own tasks at home. This concept can help one to understand
the following common phrases: 'Work harder please, to better rebuild the face of
your house' (meup ma'tani5 5 hele' ho uemla nmui human ma masan),· 'work
harder to have a better life' (meup ma'tani hele moinma naleok),· 'work harder
please, to obtain the best life in the future' (meup lek leko hele neis namuin

mupein alekot ma amliat). 56 A conclusion that can be drawn here is that the link
between Jani II benas and ike II suti can create a better life for the present
generation.

House and the concept of life
If you come into the traditional house with a pure heart, the ancestors
automatically guide you to a better life, and, as proof of this phenomenon, your
invocation and request will be granted. The kindness of the ancestors opens
55

A similar sentiment can be found in the Old Testament: "Those who sow in tears, sing as they
reap" (Psalm 126:5). This refers to the actions of those that always think seriously and work hard
to build the future for both individuals and a group of people. At each gathering, the elders always
encourage the youth by using such sayings. In front of young people, the elders not only tell
suitable stories from the early times, but also explain their own experiences in working hard to
earn money for daily needs. In this regard, once, when I was together with people in a traditional
house and I asked about why they were acting as they were, they just said, 'From the beginning
we do so ' (nakobaha un unu palmelu hai moe onnane). To my next question about why they
follow the past generation' s conduct, without having a long discussion they said, ' Yes ..... this is to
look after our root of life' (moet le ije, he mpao ma mpafa hai ba'mina). If people do not bother to
come to the traditional house, it means they are damaging their lives.
56
It is a honor for a man if he always helps his father work in the field and fells trees in the forest
to build a new field (see Appendix 9, lines 628 et. seq.) . In a similar way, a woman hopes to help
her mother at home to do the spinning.
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people's eyes and also, most especially, their hearts to properly acknowledge the
intimate link between ' trunks ' (uf) which cannot be imagined without a ' tip '
(tunaf) and ' flower ' (sufa-kaun). Thus the traditional house functions to gather

together all the generations, from the trunk to the tip and the flower, from the
beginning until the current generation, from early times until now.
In relation the capacity of a traditional house as a precinct to gather
together all its members, Petrus Senu provided with the following passage.
Text 14a: A passage about the traditional house

01.
02.
03.
04.

Uem leu
nabuab to ma tafa
nako paha nakan
tala ntea paha haena

The traditional house
gathers all the people
from the head of the land
until the feet of the land

05. Nako hauba biana
06. tala ntea fatba biana

From one side of the tree
to the other side of the stone

07. N aka mans a saena
08. tala ntea mansa moufna

From the rising sun
to the setting sun

09. Nako funna bolan
10. tala ntea funna tesan

From the rising moon
to the setting moon

11. N aka taes atoni
12. tala ntea taes bife

From the masculine sea
to the feminine sea

13. N aka autuf bian
14. tala ntea neten bian

From the side of the hill
to the other side of the hill

15. Nako nuuf nae
16. tala ntea tassi nianna

From a mountain
to the coast

17. Nako pah main unu
18. tala ntea tabu ij e

From early times
to the present day

19. Nako abitin mis'oknin
20. tala ntea atoksin ije

From those in the dark
to those who are sitting here.

The passage reaffirms that a traditional house has a critical role in gathering
people to live together. According to local belief, if one wishes to build a
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prosperous community life, the only way that is open is to live within the
community and to maintain unity with others. Based on this local perspective, the
concept of living in the community refers to living within the frame of the

. . 1 house. 57
tra d1tlona
There is a strong belief that in so far as a person truly lives in such a
community, the possibilities for creating a better daily life will be opened. The
concept of unity among people from the past, the present and the future is
expressed by 'generation to generation' (tete-tete, or batan-batan), a concept
which can be found throughout the passage: 'people' (to ma tafa), 'from the head
// the feet of the land' (paha nakan II paha haena), ' other side of the tree// other
side of the stone' (hauba biana II fatba biana), 'the rising sun// the setting sun'
(mansa saena II mansa moufna), 'the rising moon // the setting moon' (funna
bolan II funna tesan), 'masculine sea// feminine sea' (taes atoni II taes bi.fe), 'the
side // another side of the hill ' (autuf bian II neten bian), 'mountain// coast' (nuuf
II tasi nianna), 'the early life// the present day' (main unu II tabu ije), and ' those
in the dark // they are sitting here' (abitin mis'oknin II atoksin ije). All these
expressions affirm the position of a traditional house as a space for the
community members as a whole. 58
The traditional house has a central position for people whenever they wish
to arrange their needs. It is the centre for the religious practices of the people of
57

Sometimes it was very difficult for me to understand the people's point of view regarding the
role of a traditional house. The local people have a strong belief that the traditional house is the
centre of all knowledge, so that the owner can come into this house to gain whatever knowledge is
required for daily needs. In this regard, an unexpected question always came to my mind during
my research: how one can believe that people gain knowledge from the traditional house, since
there are no books there? This question nagged me for a long time and led me to enquire further
about their strong belief in the remarkable position of the traditional house in ordinary people's
lives.
58
See Schulte-Nordholt (1971: 412-422) for a discussion of the relation between immobile-active,
masculine-feminine, and so forth in the context of the thinking of the Atoni Pah Meto .
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Biboki. They believe that not only do their ancestors reside in this place but also
the Supreme Being is there. That is why this place is called 'the sacred house'
(uem le'u), or the house of the kin-group (uem Jam, [rumah suku, B.1]). A

traditional house is therefore seen to be the center of the people's lives and, most
especially, the foundation of hope in the local people's discourse. They just say,
'The traditional house is a place to identify each person's linkage' (uem Jam on
bale he es esat nahian in usak tukna). Because of that, this house becomes a key

factor to help everybody to order their daily life: starting from the beginning of
life (baby), through adulthood until the return to the hereafter. Throughout life,
all important and ordinary events should be celebrated at this site. Thus, people
always arrange to spend time visiting this place with various intentions. As a
matter of fact, the traditional house is the most appropriate place for meetings not
only between those who are still alive and those who have died. It is said, 'All
generations, we gather together' (tete-tete hit bua-bua kit).
A traditional house for the Biboki people is a place where each group has
its social links with others. All the strategies to forge relationships with other
groups (between kanaJ and kanaf) are usually begun at this place. Here people
can gain for themselves the spirit of sister-brother and younger-elder in order to
arrange their daily affairs. The house also becomes the center for educating the
younger generation, and the traditional guidance and education of the young
generations are normally carried out in the context of the house. 59 To refer to this
function of a traditional house, people have a saying, 'the house to plant good

59

That is why the people from several traditional houses that I visited impressed on me how
seriously they respect a traditional house. I visited numerous cult houses including those in
Tamkesi, Heut'utan, Lurasik, Ponu, Kaubele, Abun, Manufui, Maslete, Banain, Tunbaba, Oeolo,
Tualeu, Nilulat, Annas, Kapan and Soe.
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seed' (ume he tsenfini alekot) or a 'place to plant good things and the best things '

(bale he tsen aleokta ma amliata). That is why the elders always warn the
younger generations to respect this place. In relation to this concept, people of the
area have the following saying:
Uem fam on
bale mafut nekaf
ma bale aleoktam amliat60
he tanon ma taloitan
sufa ma kaun
in monin in tolon 61

A traditional house is
a place to tie hearts
and a good place
for directing and looking after
the young generation
their life

The key point of this short passage is the phrase 'a place to tie hearts and a good
place' (bale mafut nekaf II bale aleoktam amliat), in which the traditional house
functions as the best way to look after the origins of life within the current
generation's lives. There is a glorious saying which expresses the moral teaching
that should be observed when people perform a ceremony at a traditional house:
'guard your mouth, so that you don't speak evil to others' (mpao ho fefam ha

kaisa muuab amleut neu atone bian). 62 This saying refers to the ancestors'
teaching to keep one's tongue from evil and to refrain from speaking deceit. 63
The elders or hamlet heads take this setting seriously into account when
educating the young generation to respect others.

64

People believe that a

traditional house is 'the center and the middle of the land' (paha aisutin ma paha

tnanan), even though it is not placed in the actual middle of the district. This
60

The uab Meto words aleoktam amliat have the same meaning, which is good.
The uab Meto term in monin in talon refers to the notion of life and growing up.
62
This saying is not only uttered at the cult house but also at ordinary people' s houses and even in
public places to show how this teaching is important in social life.
63
The same idea can be found in the Old Testament: "Keep me far from the way of deceit"
(Psalm 119:20).
64
From all my experiences while recording data, I concluded that the meetings at a traditional
house were admirable because every parent encouraged their children to attend this ' free ' school.
This relates to another perspective; the Biboki have a strong trust in the traditional house as ' the
centre point of people's energy and stamina ' (atone in matanik ma infesuk), the place from which
one can gain power for daily affairs.
61
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notion of cosmology considers the house as a place of special blessing from
which all good pours into people's daily life.

Hard Tree - Protecting Tree
In front of a traditional house there is 'a hard tree' (hau teas) or 'protecting tree'
(hau naesba), 65 which is the centre point of all the performances connected to the

natural religion of the people. This is the centre of reference 66 and starting-point67
of the local people's philosophy of life. For that reason, people come to this place
when performing a ritual at the traditional house. Physically, it is a significant
structure with three branches, which is placed in front of a traditional house. All
the Atoni Pah Meto groups have this kind of post - with various names - marking
the site to offer sacrifices. 68 In fact, two posts are erected in front of a traditional
house, one of which has three branches. People place stones around these posts in
65

People of Abun village use the term 'protecting tree' (hau naesba) or 'hard tree' (hau teasa) to
refer to this post. Several name groups in Northeast Biboki call it 'the outside tree' (hau monej),
for this post is located outside the traditional house. The Uab Meta term monefhere does not refer
at all to Schulte-Nordholt's (1971: 144-145. 429) explanation about 'masculine post II maternal
post' (hau monefII ni ainaj). Regarding the term used for 'the maternal post' (ni ainaj) or, in this
context, the paired term 'male post II female post' (ni atonja II ni bifela), which are located inside
the traditional house, see further above, Figure 8.3. There are various names to call this post. The
people in Tamkesi village (Biboki) often say the 'place to gather the people' (ai tosa), for all the
people must gather around this post when performing a ceremony. Middelkoop (1960:23) among
the people of Kapan used 'tree sprout' (hau tola) to describe the function of this location as a
meeting place for the living and the dead. Cunningham (1964, reprint 1973), among the Amarasi
people, used ' male tree or outside tree' (hau mane). Meanwhile, Schulte-Nordholt (1971) used
'masculine post' to refer to the same post. However, based on my findings among the people of
Abun village, it should be called 'the protecting tree' (hau naesba). In this thesis I use 'protecting
tree ' .
66
This place becomes the centre of reference because when performing a ritual, the head comes to
this place to invite all the ancestors. This post becomes the symbol of unity of all people: the
living and the dead.
67
This place is called the starting point because when performing a ritual or ceremony, it should
start from this precinct. Rituals and ceremonies have no meaning if the hamlet head does not
come first to this place. ·
68
For the people of Biboki, each family has a protecting post in front of their house, reminding
them to value the ancestors and, at the same time, maintaining their relationship with the Divine.
However, at present only a few people continue to observe this custom of having a protecting tree
for an ordinary house, even though all the traditional houses throughout the Biboki area still have
this kind of structure.
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an attractive design to support them, which symbolize all people from all ages
who come and meet at this place. They put a flat stone between these three
branches, which becomes an important place to make offerings to the ancestors.
All the ' offerings ' (teksa) are usually located upon this stone. They also tie to
these two posts together with 'palm fiber from the sugar palm' (naoba) as a
symbol of being together in unity (see Plate 0.2 and Plate 8.1 b ).
There is a strong belief that the protecting tree gives strength to all the
people, so that they can overcome challenges. Traditionally, this pole can give
protection to the people who come to that place and symbolically, it marks the
center of the area since they say, 'this place is to remember all the conduct of our
ancestors who from the beginning made a long journey, and safely arrived here'
(bale le ije he nboka kit neu bei nai sin nao unu, tala ntea le ije he napenin ao
mina ma ao leko). However, not all the people can meet in this place, since

women are forbidden to gather there. On one occasion of performing ceremony in
such place in Abun village, I questioned the head hamlet regarding the
prohibition on the presence of women in this place. The people simply said that
according their ' tradition and custom' (nano ma tusi), this place belongs only to
men. Later, Alex Manbait, the speaker and my key informant, explained that from
the beginning of the time of the ancestors, the women could never come close to
this place; if they disobey, he said sternly, they would experience trouble in their
family life (for married couples) or would not obtain a good husband (for the
girls). According to this tradition, this post was called 'male post' (ni monej) or
'male tree' (hau monej).
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Regarding the three branches of the post, it 1s claimed that people are
reminded of 'the three trunks and the three roots' (un teun and baan teun) 69 by
reference to these three branches. 70 In relation to this structure, Schulte-Nordholt
maked an interesting comment:
... .I discovered that in Insana and Miomafo too a sexual relationship exists
between heaven and earth with the same central meaning in the world view
and religious thought of the Atoni as it has in Belu. For the Atoni this
marriage is visualised in the sacrificial pole, hau monef, with three prongs.
Uis Neno Mnanu, the longest one, the tall Lord of Heaven, who is far away,
represents heaven, and Uis Neno Pala, the second one, the short Lord of
Heaven, represents earth. She is close by. They are related to each other as
male and female and the rain is the sperm through which Heaven
impregnates Earth. (Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 153)7 1

Later Alex Manbait told me that the tallest one refers to the Supreme Being, the
middle one to the ancestors, and the third one to the current generation. 72 This

69

In relation to this expression regarding the three trunks and the three roots - Liurai W ehali,
Liurai Lekusaen, and Liurai Sonbai - and in relation to these three names, Schulte-Nordholt
mentions Djabi, Besi and Fai Kune (1971: 264.409). For more discussion, see further the section
An early source in Chapter II.
70
Why should there be three branches? This was my question addressed to the hamlet head at
several places I visited. Most of them were afraid to explain this phenomenon for it was already
banned by the Catholic Church. Around 1940-1950, according to the people of Abun village, the
Catholic Church ordered the destruction of protecting tree at traditional houses. Some kin-groups
however did not destroy them, including the people of Abun village where I conducted my
research. The informants, who did not agree to have their names mentioned publicly, told me that
the traditional explanation of the existence of these three branches went against the teaching of
Catholic Church about the Trinity. In contrast, those who still maintain these three branches told
me that they are the sign for the Trinity in the teaching of the Catholic Church.
71
The terms Uis Nena Mnanu and Uis Nena Pala were discussed in the previous chapter. It is
held to be true that all the ceremonies will be successful if started from this precinct. Traube,
working among the people of Mambai (East Timor), explains the nexus between ' heaven' and
' earth' in a wider context. Interestingly, based on their traditional expressions she tried to gain
insight into the Mambai people's point of view. Dealing with these terms, she notes the ' heaven'
as the masculine principle of mobility that opens and extends the cosmos, and the ' earth' as the
feminine principle of the cosmos, which designates the social unit of ritual action as ' houses ' . She
bases her analysis of the cosmology and the cosmogonic understanding of the local people upon
these two words (Traube 1986: 77-78. 108. 147).
72
Schulte-Nordholt noted that the people of Kiupasan used the terms Uis Nena Mnanu and Uis
Nena Pala. However, I would say that generally people have three branches and not merely two,
as indicated in the picture {1971: 144-145). My former parish priest - Fr. Henk van Wissing SVD
(deceased) - told my father that the people of Kiupasan were the first group of people who
followed the Catholic Church to ban all the traditional houses. In one version, Alex Manbait
explained the essence of the two branches of a protecting tree - which is placed at the well saying that one branch is known as ' the trunk water' (oe uf), and the other is 'the tip water' (oe
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protecting tree thus becomes an important location where all the generations can
gather and make a thorough preparation in order to have a ceremony in the
traditional house. People say, 'the meeting at this location is just to prepare to
enter the traditional house' (tolas nbi bale ije on he taloitan he ttam ok oke kit teu
hit uem leu). For this purpose of gathering together all the people around this
precinct, an animal - it can be a pig or a bull - is slaughtered in this place while
reciting a tale of the past. The aim of killing an animal is to give support for the
current gathering of people, which is known as 'to help them joining this
community' (nhanafa sin, he nabua nok kit).

73

This expression reveals the local

belief that since the current generation is gathered around this post, all the
processes of performing a ceremony at the traditional house will run without a
hitch because ' all the generations are present' (ok oke tamnou) with 'one breast //
one heart' (ansaof mese II nekaf mese). People also say 'this post looks after all
the generations' (ni ije nnae kit ok oke tete-tete neu tete-tete, batan-batan neu
batan-batan). This expression refers to the function of the post, which to collect
all the people together to support the current community life.
Philosophically this pole becomes a site to affirm the connection between
' the living // the dead' (amointin II amaetsin), ' those who died in hard time //
' those who died in the village' (maet mane ' II maet leko), ' those in the travel //
those in the village' (anao lalan II apao kuan), 'human being // everything in the
world ' (hit atoni II sa 'na ok oke nbi naija fafos) . 74 This affirmation of unity
becomes the core of the ceremony and because of that is highlighted by the
tuna.I). The first term refers to the ancestors or the early times, and the second refers to the present
people.
73
Cunningham claims that this pole is called a ritual post, which set in the yard next door to the
traditional house (1964 {1973 }: 220-221 ).
74
This term ' everything in the world' refers to the universe.
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hamlet head when reciting tales in this location. I recorded 40 lines of Alex
Manbait' s speech when performing a ceremony at the protecting tree 75 in Abun
village as follows:
Text 14b: A passage about the protecting tree

01. Hoeeee Kolo mnasi
02. mok maen tua mnasi
03. ma mok maen aina mnasi
04. ma ho talam ho biam.

Hi the old [ancestors] Kolo
with your father ancestors
with your mother ancestors
and with all your friends.

05. Mata teme ahunut
06. ma mata teme amunit
07. fe matma tan meuben
08. fe nekma tan maisianen.

The earlier closed eye
and the latest closed eye
open [your] eyes, for the day has
dawned
open [your] heart, for the light is come.

09. Onsaa eim ok oke kit
10. on he mibuab eim nai
11. ma mnibun eim nai
12. mfonat ma m'abut eim nai.

Come, we are together
join with us here
and gather with us here
come closer next to us.

13. Au am nasi-ain nasi
14. on maet mone ok oke
15. ma maet leko ok oke
16. m'abut ho leala ok oke.

My father ancestors-mother ancestors
who died outside [of the village]
and who died inside [of the village]
gather all your people.

17. Meik kit neka kia
18. ma meik kit ansao ma'tani
19. mnibun apao kuanin
20. lo he bua bua kit.

Bring to us your strong heart
and bring to us your firm breast
gather all the guardians of the village
so that we are only one.

21.
22.
23.
24.

Lole abitin netna
ma le abitin noela
eim he takeson
ma eim he tahelan.

Those who are in the hill
and those who are in the river
come to arrange the plan
and come to conclude [the meeting].

25.
26.
27.
28.

Ije lo ka tamtaufaben
ma ije lo ka tapipfaben
fun lo he tamen
ma lo taut hit ni hone.

We are not afraid anymore
and we are not scared
because we will enter
and [we] will touch [with forehead] our
post of life.

29. Al ala kit ok oke

Only all of us together

75

In former times all the speeches at the protecting tree should be followed by ' scattering the rice '
{tpisi mnes) as is described in Schulte-Nordholt' s work (1971: 144).
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30. tete-tete neu batan-batan
31. nakobaha netnam noela
32. nakobaha autfa biana.

all the generations
from the hill to the river
from behind the mountain.

33. Lo esle ansaoka mes ' aha
34. ma nekka mes ' aha
3 5. autuf-autuf tamnou
36. neten-neten tamtissen.

We are one breast
and we are one heart
[all of us from] from the mountain
[all of us from] the hill.

37. Ije lo ka tsoe tein fa
38. ma ka tamit teinfa lalnen
39. a .. . ije lo haepka namtasen
40. ma haepka mes'aha ben.

[In this place] we cannot choose again
and we cannot look for the way
for we have red saliva
and [we have] one saliva.

This passage is clear enough to follow, with its emphasis on the remarkable
position of the protecting tree as the place to gather people 76 in order to enter the
traditional house. The key point to be understood from this passage is line 28:
'touch [with the forehead] our post of life' (taut hit ni hone) that is located inside
the traditional house. This is a reference to the three linked posts inside the
traditional house: ' ni atonja II ni bifela II ni saplae ' (male post // female post //
ancestors ' post), as can be seen in Figure 8.2.
Let me further explain the lines of this passage. These lines are performed
by the speaker - in this case the hamlet head - to make peoples' hearts flutter by
wiggling his hands, feet, eyes and his whole body during the performance. For
instance, when uttering the first eight lines (01-08) the speaker uses a louder
voice in the hope that all the ancestors can hear his voice especially from far and
hidden places. Similarly, sometimes the speaker stares in a particular direction west and east - to emphasize the place from which the ancestors came. To
continue this performance , the speaker gestures with his hands as a command to
come closer to the traditional house (lines 09-16). The key point of being together
76

The invitation here is addressed to all the people including the women; however, when
performing this ceremony in the front of protecting tree, all the women are banned from attending.
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is reinforced by urging people to come with a firm heart (lines 17-28), which
reminds all the people to make appropriate preparations before entering the
traditional house. Soon after this stage of the performance, the speaker is proud to
pronounce lines 29-36 as a proclamation to the public about the nature of the
current gathering. In this stage, people have an expression 'we are complete
already' (ije lo tamnou' hen) for all the people have now arrived. As the speaker
performs this passage, people move step by step together to the current place in
order to make a proper preparation for entering the traditional house. The last
four lines (3 7-40) become the invitation to go straightaway into the traditional
house to actually perform the ceremony.
Based on local discourse, it is said that the phrase 'the people are entering
the traditional house' (atoni ntam neu uem leu) represents the idea of totality
throughout the cosmos. Hence, the protecting tree becomes the bridge to link
macrocosm and microcosm in terms of uniting human beings and the universe.
The protecting tree reveals the central power based on the gathering of the living
// the dead and human beings// the universe. This is acknowledged as 'protecting
tree has indeed its strength, because everything in the world gathers at this place'
(hau naesba hau ma 'tani teb-tebes, fun sa 'sa 'na es naijan ije niubnon es ije). 77

This passage, initially performed at the source water, can be performed again in
front of the protecting tree before a ceremony.
596. A fun onsaa
597. paha nobaha temen
598. ma niffa nfunam natef
599 .nbela' ma nkia'en
600. Mutonon ma mulialpom
77

It is because

the entire land
and the entire water
was peaceful and solid.
Let people know and introduce
yourself

See the following account which is taken from fourteen lines ofT-22 Appendix 6.
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601. ha lulu' ko oebanan faen

to direct the way to go back.

602. Mtam meu ni
603. ma mtam meu baki.
604. Muta mhat mubalam
605. ma muta mpao mubalaha
606. tea in neonna 78
607. ma tea in faij a
608. lo on neik koa'tes

Enter [and sit] under the post
and enter into the place for offering.
after arriving, wait for [us] there
After arriving, wait for [us] there
at its day
and its night
in which there will be a shouting [for
joy]
609. ma lo on neik sites
and there will be a singing.
610. kaha te sailumtes
If not, there will be a whisper in the
heart.
Briefly, this passage emphasizes the function of the protecting tree as an
appointed location for people to gather together as a living community (lines 596601 ). 79 This is expressed as 'enter [and sit] under the post // enter into the place
for offering' (lines 602-603). Lines 604-610 tell of long process of arriving at the
current place as a suitable gathering place.
It is common that, while performing the ceremony, the speaker tells
stories and tales of the past although this is sometimes quite tedious. At the end of
his speech, the speaker usually urges all those in attendance to recite together the
following brief words of praise:
N ai mnasi, nai mnuke
monet mibabua
minaoba, miteaba
lasi manekan
ntala ntea
pah pinan funam natef
ela, ela, ela ela, ela
tabe ok oke!

[Hi] all the elders, all the youngest
live always together
to tell, to spread
the word of love [from the trunk]
until everywhere
all over the world
ela, ela, ela, ela, ela
kind regards to all of you!

78

This idiom ' at its day and night' (tea in neanna ma tea in faija) refers to an appointed time that
only the ancestors know. The hamlet head knows it also, after having a special relationship with
the ancestors in connection with a confidential affair.
79
As among the people of Keo in Central Flores, this place becomes an altar to offer sacrifices to
the ancestors. Tule, among the Keo people of Ngadha (Central Flores) discusses in great detail
about ' two sacrificial posts ' (pea) that are erected upon an altar stone (nambe) . He writes: "The
post, ..... is buried in the ground, with the base originally surrounded by a pile of stones. In
modern times , both the p ea of Worowatu and that of 'Udi have been surrounded by a cement
base" (Tule 2004: 110-111).
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The aim of this invocation is simply to reassert the protecting tree as the center of
the people's life. The nexus between the three posts inside the traditional house
and the protecting tree outside the traditional house is that all these posts are
fundamental to people in performing a ceremony at the traditional house. The
people of Abun village have special terms for these two different types of posts,
saying that 'the post outside' (ni mane) refers to the 'protecting tree' (hau
naesba), and 'the post inside' (ni nbi ume nanan) refers to posts inside the
traditional house, as indicted in Figure 8.2. People believe that unless a
preliminary ceremony is performed under the protecting tree, the whole process
of performing a ceremony at the traditional house means nothing. There is,
therefore, an important link between the protecting tree 'outside' (mane ') and the
posts 'inside' (nanan), and together they become 'outside // inside' (mane' II
nanan), which signifies to the idea of completeness.

Hearth and the beginning of life 80
It is not only posts that are extremely significant in a traditional house but also

the 'hearth' or 'fire place' (tunaj). This is a sacred place for each person because
it is the starting point of life. Life begins from this place, when a woman gives
birth, and for more than three months after this she is supposed to remain beside
the hearth with her baby. Close to the fireplace, there is a bed for the mother to
look after her baby. This period of time, according to informants, is holy, not only
for the baby but also for the parents and even for the community as a whole.
After a baby is born, the hamlet head or one of the mother's brother groups comes
80

In this section I not only refer to the hearth in a traditional house but also in ordinary houses,
usually used traditionally by a mother as the best place to look after her baby after giving birth.
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and performs a ritual to welcome the new life, the baby. The mother' s brother
cuts the umbilical cord immediately after the mother gives birth. 8 1 Later, the
mother' s brother secures the placenta (liana oilna) at the head of the bed, close to
the pillow, for a few days.
The ancestors here, according to the people of Biboki, are represented by
the placenta, which becomes a link to the community of the ancestors. The
placenta should be respectfully kept for several days and then, after perfarming a
special ritual called 'to bring out the placenta' (tapoin liana oilna), 82 the placenta
will be moved to an appointed place not far from the village. Usually people put
this placenta into a decorated broken cooking pot and then store it in the branches
of a kusambi tree. This kind of ritual is believed not only to look after the future
of the baby and to request the ancestors' blessing, but also to secure the whole
community from disaster.
The food that is provided to the mother who gave birth is cooked at this
hearth as well. All the food that is brought by the neighbours, who come to visit,
should also be heated first at this hearth. The charcoal of the hearth is always
taken into account by the people to give warmth to the mother and her baby. This
place is extremely sacred because this marks the beginning of one's life. People

81

See also an explanation about the people of Amanuban (McWilliam, 1989: 177). Traube,
working among the people of Mambai, East Timor, also mentions in her work the incorporation
rites of a newborn child near the sacred hearth at a cult house (Traube 1986: 79) .
82
Once I attended this ritual at a village near Abun of Manufui. Generally the wife-giving group,
called Atoin Amal, brings the placenta, and several young women strike the gongs while dancing
(called bsoot tapoin liana olin). The aim of this performance is not only to introduce the baby to
the public but also 'to let the ancestors know' (h e niutna msat nahinan) that the newborn child is
now entering community life.
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believe that nobody should come and make a noise near that place since it is here
that the parents start to educate the baby.83
As an important component of recognizing the significance of a hearth of
both the traditional house and the ordinary house, there follows an explanation
about the three closely related natural symbols: stone, water and tree.

STONE, WATER AND TREE
In practice, these three natural symbols are fundamental to Biboki life. This can
be seen, first, by looking at everyday reality and then at the discourse of certain
rituals. 84 People use stone to fence fields and to protect their plants from animals.
Also in the early times, the ancestors lived near a rock to avoid fiery heat. 85 The
term 'fiery heat' refers to problems in general, and most especially to warfare. As
a human being, every person needs water, not only for drinking but also for daily
needs. Environments need water to survive. Trees are also part of the
environment and are important to people for their daily needs. Because of the
importance of stone, water and tree, many places are designated by such names.
At the sacred level, 'sacred stone' (faot makana), 86 ' sacred water' (oe
makana) and 'sacred tree' (hau makana) are extremely important and these three

terms are related to ritual performances. Alex Manbait told me that without tree,
stone and water, the performing of rituals means nothing. This notion is based on
83

People from Oenitas, northern Biboki, told me that in this place an old lady should sing a
·special song (with a special ceremony) to welcome the baby after a mother gives birth, in order to
arrange the future of the child.
84
The account of these three items - stone, water and tree - merely refers to the paradigm of
performing rituals in a traditional house or in a significant place.
85
The people of Biboki express fiery heat as 'burning and hot' (maputu ma malala). The opposite
of this phenomenon is ' coolness and coldness' (manikin ma oetenen), which refers to health and
prosperity or well being, as discussed in the Chapter VIII. .
86
Sometimes, people just use kana, which is similar to and has the same meaning as makana. The
terms are then fao t kana, oe kana, and hau kana.
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the local belief that, at whatever level, a person can obtain something good from
these three things. These three elements become the path through which the
source of life can come and support the development of a human being.

The presence of stone
The ancestors originally chose a particular stone, which is kept under the
protecting tree located in front of the traditional house. This stone represents the
ancestors and sometimes, at this place, people offer a plea to the Supreme Being.
This is known as 'sacred stone' (faot makana), where people put things as the
offerings to the ancestors. 87 Sometimes this stone is considered as a tool which is
used to link the living and the death. It is also seen as the ancestors, known as
'this stone hatches us' (fatu ije npean kit,) as it represents the ancestors who gave
life to the people in the community. In the annual ritual of the first harvest, the
hamlet head offers a sacrifice upon this stone to draw people's attention to the
origins of life. As a result, blessings should pour down on the land and upon all
the people of such a traditional house.
People often say, 'our stone, our lord' (hai fatba hai tuafin), which
identifies the current stone with the presence of the trunk, or 'our trunk of stone'
(hai faot uj). These two expressions, in fact, point to the extraordinary position of

the ancestors as a source of life for the present generation. Every household
I

places a stone, which is called 'flat stone and fence stone' (faot bena ma faot
baki),

88

after performing a special ritual in the traditional house, under the

87

See, for a valuable insight, T-22 Appendix 6 lines 407 and 408.
This flat stone and fence stone is known as 'the shadow of the trunk stone' (faot uf in maofaa),
which refers to the people's view of the power of the principal stone located in the traditional
house that is present also in the stone of the ordinary houses.
88
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ancestor post (ni saplae) located inside the traditional house 89 and also in the
ordinary house called here 'mother post' (ni aina). It was said that in this place
each man can perform the daily ritual for his family. 90 Some husbands, together
with their wives and children, often gather around this place to perform the ritual
of sacrificing an animal in order to request help from the ancestors and the
Supreme Being. People told me that they often come there not only to sacrifice an
animal but also just to hear stories from their parents about the past.
People trust the power of this stone, keeping in mind the belief that if they
put their hands upon the stone, 91 the ancestors will guide them (and all their lives)
in the way of peace. 92 Three phrases illustrate these notions: 'Our stone our
name' (hai fatba hai kanmin), 'our stone our part of the navel' (hai fatba hai usak

tukmin), and 'our stone our fate' (hai fatba hai uamin), where stone represents
name, navel refers to past generation, and fate refers to the links between
generations.
People claim that their name will be lost or that they will have serious
difficulties if they do not respect the stone, following the wishes of the ancestors.
That is why the hamlet head reminds people to respect the stone with a saying,
' Hi people, be aware of looking after your own stone' (hoeeee es esat mpaobaha
89

See the preceding explanation of the section Building a traditional house, titled Animal
sacrifice in this chapter.
90
When I was a child I myself witnessed my parents performing a ritual at the same place.
Usually, before going away for a long time, for instance to take part in educational activities far
from the village, my father killed a red chicken to ask the approval of the ancestors One day I
took part in this ritual with my father, who killed a young pig to avoid disease.
91
I was told that putting one's hands upon the stone means you really trust the ancestors and the
Divine. Those who come to do so should look at the sky and direct their thoughts to the ancestors
and the Supreme Being; in line with the saying 'really trust with heart and soul' (toe maneo neik
nekan ma ansaon).
92
I am aware that the teaching of the Catholic Church bans this notion, and also the putting of the
hands upon the stone. According to the Catholic Church, people should come and trust in Jesus
Christ as the Lord from Heaven. I, however, honestly, at that time, did not direct the people which
was the best path to follow, whether they should follow the traditional belief or trust in the
teaching of the Catholic Church. I acted in this way to learn what they really believed.
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ho fatba). Based on these accounts, they believe that a house means nothing

without a stone, for the power of a house lies in the.presence of the stone. 93

Yearning for water
People bring sacred water into the traditional house to mark the process of
purification of the villagers. After performing a special ritual, the water is taken
93

To complete the explanation about 'stone', below are some notes on other ways that people use
stone in daily life:
After felling any kind of tree, people usually place a stone upon the trunk of the tree. This
stone, according to the people ofBiboki, becomes a sign to identify who has felled the tree.
After birth, the umbilical cord of the baby is cut and tied. Prior to putting the placenta on the
sleeping platform, one should first put it on a flat stone, and then on the mother and her baby.
The stone signifies the 'name' (kanaj) or the ancestor's image, which will be seen in their
dreams.
Usually, if people want to move to another place, they should first take some round stones,
the number being equal to the number of those who are currently moving. These are then put
in a bag with the words ' Hi (you) get up , and let's go ' (hoe mfen nai he tnaoben). This stone
is the spirit of those who will move to the new place.
If someone is traveling, and they think the sun will soon set, they sometimes choose a stone,
saying as follows: ' Take a stone and parcel it, so the sun will look after us (and) not set,
therefore it is not night yet' (maitmankit fatbes ma ambe he mansa pao kit, kai fe "l}mouf - he
fe kai nfai) . After saying this, people believe that the sun will not set before they reach their
destination.
If someone is working in the field and he or she wants to go home early, this person can take
a stone and throw it in the direction of the sun, saying, 'Hi sun, be quick to set, we want to
go back home, we do not want to continue this work' (mouf lab-lab, hai he mnaoben, hai ka
meup mi'sek'onfa ben). People believe that the sun will follow the wish of those who do this
action.
A flint stone and its shavings (which come from lontar-palm) , together with a piece of iron,
function as a match for creating fire.
A stone can also help a child with his/her parents on a long journey. If the mother keeps a
stone, the child will not defecate during the journey. The function of the stone is to look after
the child.
If there is a strong wind, one can hang four stones in the granary, and at that time it will
become quiet and the situation will return to normal.
Stone defends people from difficulties. People 'pound stone' (tut fatu), which is a way for
people to take an oath to separate from others. Following tut fatu, there are rituals of upoin
aen ho fatba ' taking out your stone', which means to excommunicate someone from the
community.
Stone becomes a signal to close the door to certain people. People always put a stone at ' a
border' (nakat) . This stone is the spirit of those who own each part of the region. People
sometimes use the termfaot nakta ' the border of stone' .
People put a flat stone and fence stone in the bed as a signal of the ancestors' presence.
Before sleeping one should make quiet contact with the ancestors in order to ask for aid.
With regard to travel, if someone is not sure about their journey, they can randomly choose a
stone from around them. If they choose ' a round stone' (faot bubu), it means their travel
plans can be continued. This stone is a symbol that something can move from one place to
the next. But if they choose a flat stone (faot bena), they will cancel their plan to travel as,
naturally, afa ot bena cannot move to another place.
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from a place which belongs to a particular kin-group and is used to protect people
from diseases, problems, curses and crises. This phenomenon is known as
' turning down ' (ta 'saob), or ' scattering' (npisi). Firstly, 'turning down' originally
means to carry out an act (ritual) in order to free someone from a danger. In this
sense, water can deliver people from danger. Local people just say, ' water gives
coolness and coldness ' (oe nfe manikin ma oetenen). Alex Manbait and Petrus
Senu told me that people in a critical condition, due to disease or for some other
reason, could have this ceremony. It is also given to a bridegroom and bride
during the marriage ceremony to look after them. The hamlet head 94 can perform
this ritual at any stage in a person's life to seek blessings from the ancestors and
the Supreme Being. Regarding this phenomenon, people recited the following
source to me:
Lasi le ta' saop
on he nkaos naen
maputu ma malala
nope mahabu
menas ma bunuk
maufinu ma amleut
sanat ma penu

The aim of 'turning down'
is to avoid
burning and heat
cloud and vapour
disease and curse
danger and damage
sin and fault

The key purpose in this short passage is to highlight the function of ' turning
down' (ta'saop) . In relation to this notion, Biboki people have another expression
known as ' turning down (with water) to look after the life' (ta 'saop he taloitan
ma tpanat monik). That is why in moments of unhappiness people always

perform this kind of ritual, not only in the traditional house but also in the
ordinary houses. People also have an expression, ' turning down (with water) to
secure the future of life' (ta 'saob he tpanat main amunit). This practice aims to
94

Not only a hamlet head but also the parents can do this for their children.
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deliver a person from any illness; for instance it is used to protect young married
couples and those who have experienced a hard time. It is called 'to pour down
(with water) in order to avoid all the disasters ' (ta'saop he ta'aib taen maufinu
huma-huma).

Secondly, 'scattering water' (npisi) has a similar role, where it serves to
request ' coolness and coldness ' (manikin ma oetenen). People believe that once a
hamlet head performs the ' scattering water' , all the participants will gain a
blessing from the ancestors, known as ' scattering (with water) to obtain coolness
and coldness ' (npisi he tapein manikin ma oetenen). Generally this custom is
performed at all stages of peoples' lives, and young coconut water can sometimes
be used. All the events throughout a human being's life are supported by
performing the scattering with water, so people can feel safe in the community.
Generally, water (oe) is a supporter of life and an essential need for
everybody. The local people believe that a hamlet will be secure if there is a well
nearby. The first life appeared from the ground close to a well, so the source of
life is related to a well. There is a saying to express this custom of uniting a
hamlet with a well, 'the hamlet has no face and price, if there is no well around'
(kuana ka nmuifa human ma masan, kalu ka nmui oe mata). 95 Therefore, the

source of ' a name group' (kanaj) is an area of land close to water. All the people
who settle a hamlet with a well will automatically obtain special blessings from
the ancestors.
Everywhere and anywhere, humans yearn indeed for water. Everyone
knows that there is no life without water. All the process of recovery always
95

See the preceding explanation of the section How to build a hamlet, where spring water
becomes the first objective to identify before starting to build a hamlet.
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includes water as a symbol. In the local discourse, this symbol is used to describe
' drinking water' (tiun oe) in referring to general acts of life. Linked to this, water
is used to complete a ritual when a person dies, both to protect the lives of the
living from danger and to secure the progress of the deceased on the way from
the earth to the ancestors' place. In this sense, people use another important
expression ' water looks after our roots ' (oela npao hita ba 'ka). When performing
this ritual, the first step is 'pouring the water' (tis oe), meaning the provisions for
the journey to the after life.

Under the shadow of tree
The third important symbol hau (tree, wood) is metaphorically considered as the
place at which a person can have a rest to get strength from the ancestors. From
the ordinary experiences of local people, those who are traveling never come to a
shelter just to have a rest; they just lean in the shadow of a tree to obtain strength
and a new perspective to continue their life. This is known as ' the shadow of tree
gives to us strength, so we can arrive [at the destination]' (hau mafo nfekit
ma 'tani he tea labaha). Such an ordinary experience has become linked to the

protection of the ancestors.
The word hau has particular values and meanings. It can symbolize a life
force as, for instance, ' sacred tree' (hau makana). A tree is a symbol of life, for
the flow of life comes from 'the trunk' (hau uj) and it flows to the 'branch' (tlaej)
towards the ' the flower and fruit' (sufa ma kaun). This imagery illustrates the
dynamics of life flowing from one generation to the next. In this case, the tree is a
source of life, especially as a sign of fertility. It is also used as a sign to reinforce
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a promise or an oath. A tree can mark an oath; for example, it can be used as a
border marker to delineate the limits of one's land. In oral traditions,
endangerment is illustrated by the term ' dried wood' (hau meta), which implies
that a person might kill another person. People sometimes use trees as medicine
for healing the sick, which involves a process of dreaming about a specific type
of tree that can cure a specific kind of illness; this phenomenon is usually known
as 'wood with a meaning' (hau kana siuf).

CONCLUSION
The house is important 1n the community life of people. People regard the
traditional house as their root of life for all the heirlooms of the ancestors are
stored there. One can trace the people's concept of life based on a study of the
traditional house, which creates insightful perspectives about their ideas of life.
For instance, the hearth, both in the traditional house and the ordinary house, can
be seen as symbolic of the beginning of life, for at this place a mother gives birth
to her children.
Dealing with the remarkable place of a hearth, three related natural
symbols - stone, water and tree - become important in performing rituals among
the people of Biboki. Stone represents the ancestors and sometimes can be a link
to the Supreme Being. Water portrays the flowing of blessings from the ancestors
to the present generation and tree is metaphorically used to depict the flow of life
from the ancestors up to the present people and even until the next generation.
Based on local discourse, a thorough discussion of a traditional house
(and the ordinary house) should be linked to many of the customs relating to
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marriage and social life. The nexus between these two aspects of Biboki beliefs
and practices is supported by oral tradition, which highlights that this
interconnection is the foundation for creating a prosperous community life.
Dealing with this relationship, the following chapter will discuss Biboki marriage
practices and social life.
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CHAPTER NINE
MARRIAGE AND SOCIAL LIFE

INTRODUCTION
The expression, 'banana and sugar cane have their trunk; maize and paddy have their owners '
(uki ma tefu 1 nmui in una, pena ma ane nmui in tuana) highlights the remarkable role of

marriage and social life among the people of Biboki. The paired 'banana// sugar cane' and
'maize // paddy' in this context bring to mind that, for all levels of life, marriage and social
life are the conditio sine qua non of building a community life. Based on such expressions,
this chapter will analyse Biboki marriage and social life by discussing two issues: marriage
practices including the types of marriages, and the role of marriage in social life. 2 The core

1

As mentioned in Chapter VI (Section about How to establish a hamlet, and most especially the passage about
hamlet, T-10 lines 03-04), the local expression 'banana// sugar cane' (uki II tefu) refers to male//female, which
in ordinary discourse would occur with other paired terms: 'cassava' // 'sweet potato' (laku II loli), 'juice palm //
pork' (tua menu II sis Jaji). These paired terms literally refer to people' s daily affairs; however, they are often
metaphorically used to describe relationships among people or, in this case, 'social life' in a living community.
They usually explain the ideal relationship among the people at whatever level. In the next section Marriage
practice, one of my key informants explained in great detail two kinds of marriage systems, mentioning as well
the idiom uki II tefu. Therefore, 'banana // sugar cane' and 'maize// paddy' refer to the people in both a family
and a society. People told me that originally these idioms expressed the fact of marriage and social life as the
kernel of living in a community. See as well Middelkoop in his work among the Molo community of west
Timor entitled Gegevens over het Timoresche Adathuwelijk (1931: 266.285), in which he wrote that if in a
family the parents have children, the parents of the women have to get one child, either a girl or boy, who is then
called 'the banana shoot // the sugar cane shoot' (uki ana II tefu ana). Fox in his work To Speak in Pairs says
that 'banana // sugar cane' is an illustration of a common metaphoric inheritance which occurs in many ritual
languages of eastern Indonesia (Fox 1988a: 25 , the introduction section). Among the people of Amanuban,
Mc William mentions ' to take back the young banana, the young sugar cane' (seib nafani uik ana ma teuf ana),
which according to him: " ..... [this expression] represents the affirmation through marriage of an earlier alliance
between two kanafand the closure of a marriage cycle" (Mc William 2002: 181).
2
I would like to compare the work of Rev. Middelkoop (1931 ), who described in detail marriage and kinship
among the Molo people, and the work of Mc William (1989, 2002) among the Amanuban people. In this respect,
I also refer to the work of Pain Ratu SVD, who made a case study of marriage rites for Catholics in the area of
the Atoni Pah Meto. It is not my intention here to focus on the practices of a wedding ceremony (as Middelkoop
did) or to consider in great detail the procedures of wedding rites according to the Catholic point of view (as
Pain Ratu SVD did). Pain Ratu, in his Master's thesis entitled An Adoption of the Adat Marriage Rites of the
Dawanese People of Timar, Indonesia, as a Proposed Marriage Rite for Dawanese Catholics (1973) made an
interesting comment on the findings of Middelkoop dealing with the procedures and practices of the adat on
marriage ceremony, and most especially the marriage proposal of the Atoni Pah Meto (Pain Ratu 1973: 18-30).
It seems that Pain Ratu based his work on his pastoral experiences in Oeolo-Nilulat (Miomafo) , while also
quoting from the work of Kruyt (1923) , Middelkoop (1929, 1931, 1958), Heijmering (1844) , Cunningham (1964,
1966, 1967) and Wortelboer SVD (1955). In terms of pastoral discourse, Pain Ratu's work makes a strong case
for further elaboration to develop the future pastoral approach throughout the area of the Atoni Pah Meto.

matter to be considered here is how people express their knowledge of marriage and social
life relying on expressions and sayings. In this sense, I will discuss the meanings underlying
the texts and expressions of the local people in terms of tracing local people' s conceptions
about living together in a society. Material for this section was taken from people of Abun
village where I based my studies about the traditional house, as mentioned in the preceding
chapter. 3
The reason I chose Kuan Abun to decipher the marriage practices and social life of
Biboki people was because, although there are common elements that can be found
throughout Biboki area, the Abun people have still retained several original elements in their
practice of arranging marriage. Even though most - more than 99 .9 % - of the Kuan Abun
people are Catholic, they however still base all the steps of marriage arrangements on their
traditions. 4
This section also discusses areca-nut and betel in relation to the concept of
bridewealth, the phenomena of ' sacred things' (leu), 'secret knowledge or ordering' (nano),
and 'proscriptions ' (nuni), which are fundamental to the people of Biboki; and ideas of rank
relationship.

3

Three name groups forming the foundation of this study are Neonbasu, Lakamnasi and Naitonis, which are
known as ' the great male ' (mane naekin), with each name having its own position as follows: Neonbasu is
known as ' the great warrior of Oenaem' (meo naek Oenaem), which is the origin name group of another two
fellow name groups. In the old times, there was only the Neonbasu name group, called ' cat II destroyer' (meo II
sapan), and his presence represented the chief warrior of several places around Molo and Miomafo, such as Suti
II Kaba, Tili II Faefnoem, Lepo II Bijaepasu, Salu II Miomafo, Lemon II Noenaum, and Noetoko. Until now
people from these areas still use Kolo as the ancestors ' name for Neonbasu. Lakamnasi is known as ' he who
looks after the fire and makes the lamp ' (aho et ai ma a pin paku) . This expression refers to the remarkable
position of Lakamnasi as the guardian of the palace of Upfaon of Manufui. This name group also keeps the key
to the palace, meaning that without the presence of Lakamnasi, the rituals at this site can never be performed.
Naiton es is known as ' he who talks and speaks ' (in natoen ma namolok). In relation to these three specific
names, see T-20 Appendix 4 lines 17-19, 29-33 , 96-97 ; T-24 Appendix 8 lines 299 , 370-371 and T-25 Appendix
9 lines 86-89.
4
It often happens that after celebrating a Catholic ceremony - for instance, the Eucharist - people then perform
a ritual in the traditional house, explaining that ' we do like this to let the ancestors know' (maut hele bei nai sin
msat nahinen) .
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MARRIAGE PRACTICES
Regarding the practice of marriage, 5 Abun people usually follow the traditions and norms of
the Catholic Church in general, but actual practice in everyday social life is still influenced by
customs handed down from the ancestors. Generally, there are five steps in arranging a
marriage, starting with 'an engagement' (pius sulat), followed by 'to knock at the door' (tleuk
ena), to propose to the woman, to fulfill the adat law, and ending with the wedding ceremony

at a Church. Although this section does not deal specifically with these five common steps of
arranging a marriage process, I will, however, take into account 'types of marriage' as a
significant issue in the community life of the people of Kuan Abun. Before moving to the
explanation of this process, I present some images of marriage according to the local people.

Images of marriage
The institution of marriage is not a matter for the husband and wife only; it involves all the
members of the name group (kanaj) from both sides: the husband's family and the wife's
family. In terms of ordering a marriage proposal, the husband is seen as the 'trunk' (uf) for
his role within the new household as the foundation of the family life; and all the husband's
family is called the origin of life of the children of the forthcoming family.
The marriage system creates alliances phrased in terms of forming a 'sister// brother'
(feta II mane) relation between two name groups. In this sense, the wife-taking group is called

'female' or 'sister' (feta), and the wife-giving group 'male' or 'brother' (mane). They respect
each other in everyday social life as 'one blood sister and brother' (na ' mese feta ma mane).
Marriage rituals give the ancestors the opportunity to reside with the new married couple in
5

Fox (1998) has made an investigation of the practice of exchange and alliance among the Atoni Pah Meto
group by analysing the position (and findings) of researchers such as Kruyt (1923), Fischer (1957), van Woeden
(1968), Cunningham (1964, 1966, 1967), Schulte-Nordholt (1971) , Fox (1995) , Mc William (1989) and Ataupah
(1990). An important point to be noted in Fox's view is ' thus at a global, linguistic level, the Atoni kinship
terminology is notably symmetric; at a local level, in practice, there is a strong tendency to contract marriages
asymmetrically. Over time, marriage relations that tend in one direction can, however, be reversed (Fox 1998: 6) .
Earlier, Middelkoop (1931) explained in great detail the marriage practice among the people of Molo.
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their household. In this regard, people consider marriage to be the foundation of life and the
path through which life can be secured. That is why the arrangement of a marriage by
performing rituals is culturally significant, and is said ' to plant the foundation of man and
woman' (nsenan atoni ma bi.fa sina' ba 'kina) so that 'they have a better life' (sina ' moinkin

nalekon). This expression supports local people' s eagerness to perform all the marriage ritual
processes following in the ancestors ' footsteps. For this reason, if there is a misunderstanding
in the marriage process, people will say 'this condition will damage the flower of the sugar
cane and ruin the flower of the banana' (ije !of naleun teuf sufa ma nasitab uik aposet).
As Leach (1961: 42) has argued, marriage is ' a bundle of rights' and Abun people
view marriage as ' a bundle of the hearts of a woman and man' (mafut nekaf bi.fa ma atone),
saying 'marriage ties the hearts between husband and wife to look after each other' (laes

matsaosa on lasi mafut nekaf bi.fa ma atoni he nmanpenen tukam tuk ma nmamnaun panim
paen). This expression refers as well to the notion of the 'bundle of the hearts of two different
names' (mafut nekaf kanaf nok kanaj). 6 By saying so, people are declaring that a marriage is
an act that is to be considered by all the members of the name group (see Figure 9.1).
Figure 9.1: Consideration of a marriage practice

Note: This Figure shows the notion of Biboki people about marriage practice. The man and woman
represent all their family, both name groups and both hamlets.

6

Another expression to describe the essence of marriage practice is the ' bundle of the hearts of two houses'
(mafut nekaf ume nok ume). See further explanation later about a ' bundle of the hearts of two different hamlets'.
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The essence of the marriage practice lies in the understanding of the concept that all the
members of a name group are involved in the marriage arrangement. Abun people - and also
Biboki people - must consider the three following elements of marriage practice:
Firstly, it is thought that marriage is the only way to legalize the union of a man and a

woman within society. People believe that a marriage is based on the desire of a woman and a
man to marry each other, called 'the desire of a female and male' (bife ma atoni sin
ma 'lomin). 7 How can one know with certainty the fact of the desire of a man and a woman to

get married? People just say it is seen from the support of the parents of both sides, meaning
as far as the parents - which implies all the family - of both sides have a positive feeling and
are in agreement, this situation will be considered as a true sign of the desire of a man and a
woman to get married. The parents and the family from both sides then continue to support
these two persons during each of the several steps of the marriage process.
Secondly, in relation to the fact that marriage is seen as 'the bundle of hearts of two

different names', local people sometimes consider a marriage as the best path to 'bundle of
the hearts of the two hamlets' (mafut nekaf kuan nok kuan). In achieving this concept of
bundling two hamlets, both parents have to arrange a meeting between the two hamlet heads.
After the meeting has been conducted, and during the preparation time, both the man and the
woman should let all the people know that they are to marry each other. This is known as 'to
let people know of the wedding rites' (laes mantonan neu matsaos).

7

The Catholic Church emphasizes this matter as an important aspect to consider when deciding whether a
woman is able to marry a particular man or not. If there is an extraordinary problem, the Catholic Church
usually asks questions based on this aspect in reaching a decision. Recognition should be given to Middelkoop
for his important study based on his experience as an assistant preacher at Kapan in Molo, in which he put
together the local peoples' views about the wedding ceremony. He started his analysis with the proposal of
marriage, in which people usually begin by preparing the proposal that is made by a man. According to
Middelkoop, at Lotas, in the region of Annas, the following is said: "When a boy likes a girl, they first talk with
each other. The young men and girls here enjoy talking with each other very much. Their parents are also
pleased when their children want to marry" (Middelkoop 1931: 239).
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Thirdly, mamage also refers to the 'bundle of the hearts of the ancestors and the

living' (mafut nekaf hit amointin ije tok mis oknin) 8 because in this way of thinking all the
people, including the parents on both sides, must put areca-nut and betel together with a coin
in the traditional house. This is called 'to let the ancestors know' (ta 'sine bei nai sin) to
approve the current marriage practice. 9 The offering to let the ancestors know J.?USt first be
put in the traditional house under the masculine post and after that are shared among all the
participants, a ritual known as 'exchanging areca-nut and betel' (sin malo'en puah manus)
which marks the agreement of the people to this current marriage. This performance becomes
an important event at which all the people are joyful because of the current gathering between
the living and the ancestors.
In local discourse, marriage gives rights and duties to both the husband and the wife,
not only to protect the children born from such marriage but also to serve and respect each
other as human beings. After the arrangement of a marriage rite, the wife usually must move
from her own natal house and become a member of her husband's clan house, where she has
to live for her whole life. 10
People respect marriage as a way to fully support a person's life as a human being.
Based on the traditional marriage practice, the following actions are prohibited: premarital
sex (nao nsan or nasanab), 11 'touching' (nmanaan or nmahukun), and 'kissing' (nmanekan or

8

Regarding this concept, people very often say 'to bundle of the hearts with the lord who cracks and hatches'
(mafut nekaf tok apean ma alikin). To mark such a notion people attend the performance of a ceremony in a
traditional house.
9
In the late 1950s, according to Alex Manbait, this ceremony of letting the ancestors know should be performed
before all the steps of marriage practice. Although influenced by religious leaders - in this context the Catholic
Church' s orders - this ceremony has changed, and not only Abun people but also people throughout the Biboki
area often adapt this stage of the ceremony in order to take account of the current condition of the people. That
is why after arranging a marriage practice - for several years - people from both sides may perform this
ceremony, which is called ' to welcome the new woman' (thel bife f eu) into the traditional house of the husband.
1
For further discussion, see as well T-24 Appendix 8, lines 316-353.
·
11
Nao nsan or nasanab literally means, 'take the wrong way', which refers to a person who does not follow the
rules of marriage. Other idioms include ' to run over a rule' (tanhai lasi), and ' to collide with the norm' (ta'keut
lalna). The people use these idioms to refer not only to those who engage in premarital sex but also to those who
break the rules.

°
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nmene'). 12 Those who behave wrongly are regarded as being shamed (namaebaha atone), and

are then described by the expression, having 'put rubbish on their eyebrow' (ntao ma 'puat
neu matak toenna) or, alternatively, having 'put rubbish on the heart of our name group ' (tao
ma'puat neu hit kanka). The only way to solve such disgrace is by performing a certain ritual

in a traditional house known as 'rebirth of the name' (tamonib ta 'Jani kanka) or 'restore the
name' (taloitan ta 'Jani kanka) . .

Types of marriage
Marriage practice can be understood if we carefully examine relevant idioms and phrases in
context. These terms will be analyzed to trace an understanding of marriage. In relation to
this analysis, this section deals with four types of marriage among the people of Abun,
namely (1) 'marriage outside [of the traditional house]' (matsao npoi), (2) 'marriage inside
[of the traditional house]' (matsao ntam), (3) 'marriage in the place' (matsao nbi baella), and
(4) 'marriage by abduction' (matsao mnaenta [matsao Jui], 13 kawin lari: B.I.).

1. Marriage outside (Matsao npoi)

Marriage outside [of the traditional house] (matsao npoi) means a man marries a woman from
outside of his kin house or name group (kanaj). The man and woman thus are from different
kanaf, so before the marriage process is conducted they (the man and woman) have no

kinship links, for they come from different name groups. In this situation, the wife (and

12

It is unusual for Biboki people to kiss each other in public, and young men and women are banned from
kissing each other publicly.
13
The term matsao Jui is not a polite term to talk about such types of marriage. People just use the Indonesian
language to refer to it (kawin Zari).
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children) becomes a member of the kin group of the husband. Alex Manbait gave me the
following explanation: 14
Text 15: A passage about marriage

01. Matsao npoi
02. nane on oetnok ma tnuanok
03. he tatam to ma tafa
04. neu ume adat
05. Fun onnan
06. tkaos oe kana
07. ma tkaos faot kana

'Marriage outside'
means that [we] go out
to gather people
into [our] traditional house.
In this regard
[we] put down the sacred water
and [we] put down the sacred stone.

08. Oke msat
09. tkaos taen nono
10. ma tkaos taen tusi

Then
[we] put down the prohibition
and [we] put down the custom

11. Oke tle
12. tasaeb oe kana
13. ma tasaeb f aot kana

After that
[we] raise up the sacred water
and [we] raise up the sacred stone.

14. Nane le hit kanka 15
15. ontak hit malak
16. ma hit liota
17. ok oke sin lalna on ije

That is our name
it is our mark
and our sign
all the ways are like this

18.
19.
20.
21.

Ahunta, onofhau no'o
nane on tasaeb bunuk
ma tasaeb hau no'o
on neik tala'

Firstly, to draw the tree leaf
that is to put sacred things
and put tree leaf
this means one prohibition.

22.
23.
24.
25.

Okete mnono
on pua pas in
ma maon pasin
neu bife ma atoni

[Secondly] then to order
we arrange the areca-nut
and we arrange the betel
for the woman and the man

26. Ije on faes tais bete
27. tbaen manukat
28. ma tbaen ma'mu'it 16

It is to clean the clothes
it is to value the weariness
and it is to value the fatigue

29. Okete, tio
30. a nane on puah oenun 17

[Thirdly] then, bamboo cup
which contains the juice of areca-nut

14

Several times I heard this passage when there was a ceremony in a traditional house. Based on this fact, I
categorise such a passage as part of the traditions of the wedding ceremony, which have been handed down from
generation to generation.
15
The uab Meto word kanka is metathesis of kanaf
16
In In d onesian,
.
· susu z·bu.
azr
17
It is extremely hard to translate these terms literally (lines 30 and 31) because, here, people use metaphors to
describe the third stage of a marriage process among the people. This refers to the next line of the passage.
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31. ma manus oenun

and the juice of betel

32. Oke ntein
33. tle' kabi namtek

[Fourthly] and then areca-nut and betel box [for
the woman] is prepared

34. ma nahe tnabenon

and a plaited mat is prepared.

35. Ije onle lasi-lasi
36. naheteb ma natalab sin.

This means all matters
are concluded and closed.

37. Oke ntein
3 8. maka naklati
39. ma sisi nak lati
40. neu liana ok oke
41. ma ntein neu
42. noin mese ma muit mese.
43. on he tasaeb ut
44. ma on he tasaeb liot

[Fifthly] and then
is [the time for] providing rice
and [time for] providing meat
to all the children
and also
a Dutch coin and an animal.
this is to store pounded maize
and to store pounded maize.

All the lines of this passage describe the steps of the first type of traditional Abun marriage
practice, which is the common practice throughout the Biboki area. The first seventeen lines
of this passage (lines 1-17) raise the key issue of marriage: marriage is not only a union of
'man' and 'woman' but also of all family members on both sides. The passage indicates
general knowledge of a marriage and relates to gathering people into a traditional house (lines
1-4). This notion deals with the local perception of marriage as the way of extending social
relations with another name (kanaf or ume), based on the local tradition known as 'replacing
the bed frame [equipment of a bed]' (taloitan nefu-hala). A significant action, which is
compulsory when 'putting away the family name' (lines 5-10), is called ' to put down the
sacred water' II 'to put down the sacred stone' (tkaos oe kana II tkaos faot kana) and 'to put
down the family nano' II 'to put down the custom' (tkaos taen nonolltkaos taen tusi). 18 These
expressions highlight the role of the 'wife' who puts away all her father ' s tradition in order to
take over a new tradition under which the husband and wife will live forever. The wife (and
her children) then takes the husband's family name (kanaf) and comes under the authority of
Therefore, the custom becomes the foundation for a man and a woman, and of course all their family from both
sides, to arrange all the steps of a marriage arrangement.
18
See further explanation of ' family nano ' in the next explanation.
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the husband's traditional house. Kruyt (1923), Middelkoop (1931) and Pain Ratu (1973) used
the term 'to put down the prohibition' (tkaos nano) to refer to the same aspect of marriage
·
19
practice.

The text elaborates the common five steps of local marriage practice: 20 (a) 'to raise up
the leaf (onof hau no 'o, [lines 18-21 ]); (b) 'to order' (mnono, [lines 22-28]); (c) to offer the

'bamboo cup' (tio, [lines 29-31 ]); (d) 'to provide the areca-nut box and open the mat' (kabi
namtek ma nahe na 'benon, [lines 32-36]); and (e) 'soft rice' (maka naklati, [lines 37-44]). A
detailed explanation of these steps will follow.

a. 'Draw the tree leaf (Onofhau no'o)
After ascertaining that 'a boy and girl like each other' (an mane ma an bife nma'lomin kuk), 21
the parents on both sides can start the preparations for the wedding proposal. Whenever a
young man falls in love with a girl, he will arrange a time to meet his girl friend. Sometimes,
for instance, they arrange meetings at a feast, or in a market, or a public place. Each later lets
their own parents know about this special relationship and their intention of getting married. 22
The parents from both sides then seriously question the man and woman about their desire to
get married.

19

This is the term - tkaos nano - Fox (1988a: 7) used to elaborate the nexus between 'name' (kanaf), 'the trunk'
(uf) for ' the trunk of stone' (fatu uf), ' the trunk of tree' (hau uf), 'the trunk of water' (oe uf), quoting Mc William
(1989, 2002) and Ataupah (1990).
20
I was told that these five steps are the stages of the payments of the bridewealth as well.
21
Occasionally it may take quite a long time for a man and woman to get to know each other before a wedding
proposal. However, usually it does not take very long.
22
Middelkoop's work among the people of Molo drew my attention to this issue when he gave a meticulously
detailed analysis of the preparation for the proposal in a wedding ceremony. He writes: "Wanneer een jonge
man verliefd is op een meijse, en hij 'savonds haar komt opzoeken, dan blijft hij plakken in haar huis of lopo tot
diep in den nacht en de ouders gaan slapen. Ook het meijse gaat ter rust op de lopo-zoldering" . [trans:
Whenever a young man falls in love with a girl and he comes to visit her in the evening, he stays on and on in
her home or lopo until well into the night and the parents go to bed. The girl too goes to bed in the lopo attic.]
(Middelkoop 1931: 240). In this regard, ' the granary' (lopo) becomes the first space (or place) for both boy and
girl to arrange their proposal for a wedding ceremony. Later, all the parents use the same place for further
discussion about such married affairs.
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The climax of this stage comes when the parents of the man propose to the girl in
front of the women's whole family. They should bring puah manus, 23 which is Rp 250,00024
in cash, and one Rijksdaalder (a 2.5 guilder piece, called by the local people a ringgit). Puah
manus in this context does not refer to 'areca-nut and betel', but to the bridewealth (belis, 25
B.I.). After giving a short speech, the Dutch coin is promptly put on the neck of the girl. This

is known as 'placing the prohibition' (tasaeb bunuk) onto the girl, as a sign (like a mark on an
animal), that she is partnered with a man. It is said that if a man would like to propose to a
girl, he generally has to 'look first at the neck of the girl'; if there is a Dutch coin there, it
means that girl belongs to somebody who has already proposed. If there is no coin, that girl is
available to be married.

b. 'To order' (Mnono)
It is common to perform a ritual for the transition from one group to another or from one

social situation to the next. 26 In Biboki it is said that such a ceremony should be conducted to
decrease trouble. In relation to this stage, the girl is directed to follow the custom of her
husband, known as 'giving the path' (tfene lalan) into the traditional house of the wife-taking
group. According to local discourse, it is also called 'opening the way' (tasoen lalan), so that
the bride may not get sick or have troubles. The uab Meto term tasoen lalan can be
understood as 'cleaning the road' (tapasib lalan) from all the troubles and challenges. People
23

Kruyt (1923: 368) mentioned that Insana and Biboki used the term 'its price, its reward' (in upan in fenz) to
refer to the bridewealth; however according to my findings in the area, the people of Biboki do not know this
usage. See further explanation about this in the section Features of bridewealth, areca-nut and betel.
24
In the original wedding ceremony, according to the people of the area, Indonesian money was not known in
Biboki society. The only valid currency was Dutch coins, which were commonly used in trading. See further
Zondervan (1888:378).
25
Middelkoop writes, "Nogmaals zij opgemerkt, dat het word ,,belis" niet Timoreesch is; waar het op Timor
door Timoreezen gebruikt word is het leenwoord" [trans. Again it should be noted that the word 'belis' is not
Timorese, where on Timor it is used by Timorese, it is loan word.] (Middelkoop 1931: 282).
26
Van Gennep discussed this issue in great detail by describing three major phases, (1) separation, (2) transition,
and (3) incorporation, for which everybody has to attend rites during his/her life. The purpose of conducting
such rites is to enable the individual to pass from one defined position to another, which is equally well defined
(Van Gennep 1960: vii-viii. 3.). For further discussion, see also Hocart, who argues that one of the main
purposes of practicing rituals is to secure life. He writes "Ritual is not merely a quest of life, it is a social quest"
(Hocart 1936: Lxiii. 52. 60. 262).
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have a traditional expression for this stage, 'areca-nut for cleaning // betel for cleaning' (pua
pasin II maon pasin), to express the idea of directing the girl in her move from her natal

house into her husband's traditional house. To smooth this transition, the families from both
sides have to meet to discuss whether or not in the past they have had any serious problems.
For this performance, the wife-taking group should provide Rp 250,000 and five Dutch coins
(5 ringgit) . A payment of Indonesian rupiah is given to acknowledge the exertions of the
mother; this is known as 'the reward for the mother' (aina honi in pusa, or in Indonesian 'air
susu ibu '). Traditionally, rewarding the mother's efforts was expressed as 'giving back her

dry sago 27 and dry taro' (nfe nafani in put meta ma mae meto). 28 A Dutch coin is also to be
offered to the ancestors. This is known as 'bringing to the ancestors' (ta 'naat neu bei ma nai
. , ) 29
szn
1.

The uab Meto word mnono is a verbal form of the word nano (to order, to arrange,
following a tradition). In marriage practice, 'placing the family nono' 30 (pan nano) is the final
stage after putting the Dutch coin on the neck of the girl. The Dutch coin becomes the
evidence that such girl now belong to a man. Also this ritual indicates that the husband and
wife have become members of the wife-taker's traditional house. This is described as 'her
name has entered already' (kanna ntamen) into the husband's traditional house, and she
automatically becomes fully part of her husband's traditional house. According to local
discourse, the fact of entering a traditional house metaphorically means that the newly

27

Sago is made from the gewang tree, which is cut into pieces. In times of extraordinary hunger, people pound
pieces of gewang tree into powder. See also the section Food crops in Chapter II.
28
The use of 'dry sago and dry taro' reminds people of the kindness and the service of the parents in looking
after the newly married couple, after they left to stay in the wife-taking group ' s house.
29
In this case, the ancestors are regarded as the origin of life for the present people, who always obtain their
blessings. People therefore let the ancestors know about an intended marriage, so the newly couple can have the
ancestors ' approval.
30
Regarding the meaning of the uab Meto term nano, another explanation is offered later. After a serious
discussion with Prof Fox, who knows the background of the Atoni Pah Meto, he proposed that one possible
translation of the nano might be ' secret knowledge'. See further the explanation, later in this chapter, about
nano, nuni and leu.
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married couple has to follow all the customs which belong to the 'name' (kanaj) of the
husband.

c. 'The Bamboo cup ' (Tio)
This step involves making a request to the ancestors, conducted at the 'ancestors' post' (ni
saplae) 31 of the man' s traditional house This request is for the ancestors' special blessing for

the young married couple. For this purpose, the man should provide 2,500,000 Indonesian
rupiah, 12 Dutch coins (ringgit) and a large cow, which are all offered to the girl's parents
(wife-giving group). The key speaker (generally the hamlet head) presents the following
prayer to the ancestors while scattering uncooked rice in front of the heirlooms at the
ancestors ' post. 32
Text 16: Passage invocating the ancestors

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

Temen Suti3 3 tuan
he ......... .
temen Ipis tuan
he .......... .
temen Lepo tuan
06. he ..... ...

Welcome the Lord of Suti
yes ..... .
welcome the Lord of Ipis
yes ...... ..
welcome the Lord of Lepu
yes ........ .

08. Polin mnes [ntek nbi nekan
nanna, lo he ntoit sa]

Scattering the uncooked rice [while
mentioning silently in his heart the
purpose of the evocation]

08. Hoe au nai Tae Molo Mnasi
09. on nij a tuan ki ma baki tuan ki

Hi, my ancestor Tae Molo Mnasi
you are the lord of the land and the
lord of the fence
with my ancestor Liklao and Beli
you are the maker of fire and the
lighter of our lamp
in the early night and early day
[We] ask you and hope from you
you are the empty bag and empty
betel-nut box

10. mok au bei Liklao ma nai Beli
11. on ahoet ai ma on apin paku ki
12. nbi fai unun ma neon unu
13 baiseunki ma lo naen ki
14. hi es aol luman ma kaeb luman

31

For further information about the ancestors ' post (ni saplae) , see the section Building a traditional house, subsection Adding the roof and rafters in Chapter VIII.
32
This prayer was told to me by Alex Manbait and Petrus Senu on the occasion of the arrangements for the
marriage between a Neonbasu [husband] and a Naitones [wife].
33
Suti, Ipis and Lepu are the origin places of the three name groups Neonbasu, Naitones and Lakamnasi.
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15. Neno ije ma fai ije
16. nao omen ma tael omen
17. sene nahanen ma tufut nahanen
18. nesu nasoinen ma enon
masoinen
19. usnaubsin ma upuit sin
20. Ok aen amkina ma ainkin
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

on ni esa ma baki esa
lasi nalekben ma toni nalekben
ne konal ma feten
sufa ma kaun
sae pua kebe ma maon tuka

26. Tsiom sin ma tataim sin
27. tautun sin ma tanakab sin
28. on tam ni tuafben ma, baki tuaf
ben
29. tol nijaben ma tol baki ben
30. nunuh napij en ma baki nan es en
31. oe kana saelen ma faot kana
saelen
32. es Suti naek ma Suit34 ana
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Ipis naek ma Ipis ana
Lepu naek ma Lepu ana
poep sin ma mnae sin
poh sin ma neh sin
fufkina manikin ma botkina
oetene

3 8. On ahoet aij en ma on apin paku
ben
39. on apaot ben ma on ahata sen
40. aloitan oef ma aloitan nafuf
41. neu noka ma neu mabe
42. namtetun nai ma namnin nai
4 3. mfe sin mainikin ma mnona sin
oetene
44. lasi nonnat ona le ije, lasi tauna
ona le ije

34

This day and this night
we come and we step forward
the bell has rung and the drum has
sounded
a gateway has opened and a door has
opened
welcome them and respect them
Together with their fathers and
mothers
as the pole and the fence
we have good speech and discussion
to deliberate and protect
the flower and the fruit
for a piece of areca-nut and betel
Receive and take them
bring and give them
we have already belong to the owner
of the pole and the owner of the fence
[They] are gathering around the post
and fence
a banyan tree has its string and a fence
has its contents
[it] has sacred water and sacred stone
There [are] the great Suti and the
lesser Suti
the great Ipis and the lesser Ipis
the great Lepu and the lesser Lepu
water them and look after them
touch them and grasp them
their forehead coolness and their head
coldness
[You are] the maker of fire and lamp
[you are] the guard and the shepherd
to replace water and to replace hair
for tomorrow and for the evening
to have wealth and be prosperous
bring to them coolness and coldness
this is the end of the speech

The word Suit is a metathesis of Suti.
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The key theme of the passage is an acknowledgement of the ancestors, expressing the hope
that they may look after the new married couple and approve of their new household. The
following three important points can be seen from the passage:
Firstly, it is an acknowledgment by the current gathering of the presence of the

ancestors (lines 1-6). Suti is the origin place of the inhabitants of Babu-Bifel village, which
was the capital town of southern Biboki, Manufui. 35 The terms 'the Lord of Suti' (Suti tuan),
' the Lord of Ipis ' (!pis tuan), and 'the Lord of Lepo' (Lepo tuan) are all linked to the
Neonbasu name group. 36 The celebrants signal this by 'scattering uncooked rice' (tpisi mnes)
in front of the ancestors' post, while silently mentioning the intention of the evocation (line
7). 37 Uncooked rice is a metaphor for people's everyday life, referred to as 'this is our effort'
(ije hai ma 'mui 'ta). In lines 8-10, the speaker directly mentions the names of the ancestors,

which is directly followed by reference to their role in protecting the current generation (lines
11-12). Symbolically, the empty bag and areca-nut and betel box represent the ancestors
(lines 13-14). 38 The presence of areca-nut and betel box is linked to the custom of mentioning
these places - Suti, Ipis and Lepo - and is important to show to the people the approval of the
ancestors.
Secondly, the hamlet head requests the blessing of the ancestors, inviting them to

bless the young married couple (lines 15-30). It is very common that at a gathering, the local
people express their desire to come before the ancestors. When requesting the ancestors'

35

There are several name groups included in the title of 'Kuan Babu-Bifel' : Neonbasu, Naitonis, Lakamnasi,
Kaesnube, Uskono , Naicea, Maoloenunu, Tamelab, Naimasu, Nainoe, Naijes, Boekletes, Faimnasi, Musi and
Malomnasi. Later, eighteen other name groups came to the area: Pakaenoni, Nainaif, Naiheli, Naipaut, Tmaneak,
Amfotis, Alupan, Talue, Nailake, Naisau, Banusu, Ustetu, Usboko, Amteme, Tsiompah, Aoskase, Taslulu and
Toeneno. Originally, the lord of Kuan Babu-Bifel was an Ambanu name group; however, the area was given by
Raja Biboki to the name groups from Babu-Bifel people of Oenaem. See Chapter II.
36
Dealing with these three place names, see T-22 Appendix 6 lines 309, 310 and 356. See also section Hamlet:
location of the past in Chapter VI.
37
The people of Biboki told me that in the early 1950s the Catholic Church banned ' the scattering of uncooked
rice' as this was seen as an animistic ritual. Middelkoop (1931 : 273) earlier mentioned that before slaughtering
an animal, rice was spread over the stone altar while a certain prayer was recited.
38
For further discussion about these items, see section Building a traditional house, sub-section display ing th e
sacred objecst in Chapter VIII.
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blessing, people commonly describe their difficult conditions, which they eagerly ask the
ancestors to alleviate. Lines 15-19 of the passage express the notion of the present people
coming together with all the people of the village (lines 20-21). The paired uab Meto words
'post' (ni) and ' fence ' (bald) refer to both the wife-giving and wife-taking groups, which is
immediately explained in the following lines (22-25). The help from ancestors only comes if
there is agreement between both groups, known as ' concluding speech to obtain coolness and
coldness ' (tatalab lasi he tapein manikin oetene). For this reason, the hamlet head openly
says, ' we have good speech and discussion' (lasi nalekben ma tone nalekben) as an
explanation for the present situation. The core of this passage can be seen in line 26, 'receive
them and take them' (tsiom sin ma tataim sin); the extended families from both sides know
that the new married couple is to be part of the husband's name group (lines 27-30).
Thirdly, the lines 31-44 highlight the expression of unity, which is considered by local

people as the key to social life. Lines 31-34 affirm that the family nano of Suti-Ipis and Lepo
will be the property of the wife, who, together with her husband, now belongs to the
traditional house of the wife-taking group. Lines 35-37 link to lines 26-27 and contain the
request of the hamlet head to make the daily life of the newly married couple secure. The
protection of the ancestors is expressed by 'water them and look after them' (poep sin ma
mnae sin) and 'touch them and grasp them' (poh sin ma neh sin), which culminates in line 37

'their forehead coolness and their head coldness ' (fufkina manikin ma botkin oetene). The
remaining lines (lines 3 8-44) continue the invocation to the ancestors. 39

d. ' Put the sirih box and open the mat' (Kabi namtek ma nahe nabenon

After informing the ancestors, the families on both sides can organise the next step: ' to place
the areca-nut and betel box ' // ' to open up the mat' (kabi namtek II nahe nabenon), which
39

It is so difficult to interpret the meaning of these lines that one could wrongly understand them as addressing
the role of the new married couple.
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completes the marriage arrangements. In this step, the wife-taking group should provide Rp
3,000,000 , 24 Dutch coins (ringgit) and 2 large cows to the wife's family as the progenitor
(atoin amaf). Many people will come to attend this ceremony, known as ' to pull in the new
woman' (he! bife feu) , during which the husband and wife go in a procession from their
ordinary house to the husband's traditional house. In this stage, the hamlet head stands in
front of the traditional house, bringing an areca-nut and betel box to begin the transition
ceremony which is marked by ' taking off or doing away with the family nano' (kaos nono). 40
In this event, the wife returns the sacred water, sacred stone and custom of her natal house so
she is ready to live according to the new ethos of her husband's traditional house. 41
Before entering the husband' s traditional house, an atoin amaf of the wife-giving
group 'removes the family nano' (kaos nano) of the bride' group, which is promptly followed
by the act of 'putting on the family nano' (tasaeb nano), which involves ' taking the sacred
water' , 'sacred stone', and custom of the husband. 42 After performing all these actions, the
husband and wife are able to enter the traditional house in which they together can ' touch
their foreheads on the ancestors' post and stone' (poh ni ma poh bald). This signals that the
newly married couple fully belongs to the traditional house of the wife-taking group. By
dojng this, the couple affirms the traditional house and its ancestors as the source of welfare
for their daily activities, and that later they should come to the traditional house in order to
ask help from the ancestors. This is the core of the performance, known as ' concluding the
matter and closing the speech' (naheteb lasi ma natalab tone).
40

Kruyt discussed the wedding ceremony in a few places in great detail, for instance in Putain (Annas),
Amanuban , Mollo, Niki-Niki, Ma'lenat, Amarasi and so forth (Kruyt 1923: 361), of which he writes, "A few
days (usually four) after the marriage is concluded the couple go to pay a visit to the man's parents. In Mollo,
the parents-in-law give the bride on the occasion a smooth copper arm band, which bears the name kasoe nano ,
'the taking off (over the head) (as with a sarong) of the family name', because her children will carry that of the
father" (translation from the Dutch text) . When doing research on Biboki, I took time to visit the area of Annas
where the local people told me about what Kruyt wrote regarding marriage, saying it was ' to direct new woman
[into the traditional house of husband]' (hel bi.fe f eu) in the Biboki context. For further information see
Middelkoop (1931: 258) and Pain Ratu (1973 : 38).
41
For many ordinary people it can be difficult to provide enough money and to complete other preparation s (for
a feast or any other offering to the ancestors) to completely enact this stage.
42
See also Pain Ratu (1973 : 38) among the people ofMiomafo .
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e. 'Soft rice' (Maka naklati)

This step, 'soft rice' (maka naklati), 1s also called 'to store pounded maize and to store
pounded maize' (tasaeb ut ma liot) upon the high place. In general terms, this is a metaphor
for closing events, 43 and refers to the provision of a meal. For this purpose, the husband and
wife should provide Rp 1,000,000, a large pig and a Dutch coin (ringgit) as a thanksgiving
offering. This Dutch coin protects the relationship of the family on both sides: the husband as
the origin group, and the wife as the progenitor group. 44 It is said, 'this money becomes the
bridge for us all' (loit ije on neik nete neukit ok oke), so we will always be one even though
{we are) in different communities.
To complete all the steps of the marriage arrangements, most especially in connection
with the bridewealth payment, an atoin amaf (MB) performs the following prayer near the
ancestors' post (inside of the traditional house). 45
Text 17: Passage invocatin g the ancestors (a continuation of text 16)

01. Hoe mnasi mnune
02. ahunut ma amunit

Hi, the elder and the younger
the preceding and the current generation

03.
04.
05.
06.

In the present time
we come and stand
in front of your face and eye
to let you know and explain

Nbi le oras ije
hai eim ma mhaek
mbi hit humak ma hit matak
he miton ma milile neu kit

07. Fun hit an mone ma hit an
feto
08. ntokon baelnen ma nabuab
nen
09. he mfe sin manikin ma
oetene
10. neu sin monik ma sin tolon
11. he mfe sin ao mina ma ao

Our brother and sister
had their place and gathered already
give them coolness and coldness
to their lives and their future
bring them good health and good body

43

In local discourse, a meal is the last event to close each of the gatherings at a traditional house. In this regard,
people 'put back' (nhibak na 'Jani) all the equipment in its original place, which is metaphorically expressed by
the term ' to store pounded maize and to store pounded maize' (tasaeb ut ma liot).
44
As Fox has indicated (l 980a-c, 1988c, l 996c-d), the people of Biboki use the notion of progenitor (wife and
her family), called 'those who give birth' (ahointina) and origin (husband and his family). It is not common to
use the terms wife-giving group and wife-taking group. I heard a quiet comment from the fieldwork site that
claimed that these terms (wife-giving group and wife-taking group) are not polite in reference to the position of
a woman in a society. However, in this thesis, I use these terms because the literature does so.
45
This text was told by Petrus Senu as the continuation of passage 16, as discussed previously.
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leko
12. neu noka ma sine
13. he napein alekot ma amasat
14. neik sin suti-fani ma benas
15. he nkeo ma naaik
16. he nait nfe ma nona
17. neu sin sufa ma sin kaun
18. neu neno neis namuin
19. he na'nae ma nasbeb

for tomorrow and the day after
may they obtain wealth and blessings
with their spinning, adze and machete
let them be faster and sharper
give and also provide
to the coming generation
for their future
[that they] be great and grow strong

This prayer is addressed to the ancestors (lines 1-6) to let them know that the man and the
woman (line 7) have married (line 8), and it expresses the role of the ancestors as the source
of 'coolness II coldness' (manikin II oetenen). Such 'coolness // coldness' is portrayed in
' their lives and their future' (sin monik ma sin talon, line 1O); in 'good health and good body'
(ao mina ma ao leko), 46 (line 11); and in activities like spinning (for a woman) and using an

adze/machete (for a man) (lines 14-15). The remaining lines of the passage describe how
these blessings should be inherited by the future generations of the name group.

2. Marriage inside (Matsao ntam)
The second type of marriage is 'marriage inside [of the traditional house]' (matsao ntam).
Not everyone can follow the steps described in performing the wedding ceremony,
particularly in regard to bridewealth. In some cases, for economic reasons, the wife-taking
group is not able to pay the bridewealth. In such circumstances the obligation of the man as
the head of the new household can be transferred to the woman. This is known as 'to hand a
man over to the woman' (na'naat atonja neu bifela). So, in this case, the man ' does not pay
the bridewealth' (ka tbaenfa belis), and the atoin amaf (the bride' s mother' s brother) takes
over the obligation of the husband. This means that the husband and all the children follow
the line of the mother' s family.

46

This idiom literally is translated by ' good feeling of life ' (ao mina), and ' good body that grows well ' (ao leko).
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Even though there is no bridewealth, the husband's family should pay five Dutch
coins (ringgit) and a bracelet, called ' the request for areca-nut and the request of betel' (pua

mantotis ma maon mantotis). This money informs the ancestors of the marriage. The payment
should be put in the ancestors' bag (poh neu aluk ma kabi) in the traditional house of the bride.
In daily affairs, the new married couple do not follow the order of the husband's family and
the husband's family never recognizes such married couples as members of their name group.
Later on, the family of the husband may discuss this issue with the wife's family to
arrange that the married couple become part of the husband's family. For the husband' s group
to welcome back the married couple, the husband' s family should pay a substantial amount of
money to the wife-giving group, called 'the smoke of maize and the smoke of the long bean'

(pena masu II Jue masu) 47 because 'one day and one night, you have forgotten us' (nenbes ma
faijes, ho mupnikan kai). This payment becomes the way to direct back the married couple to
the husband' s traditional house. Actually this payment is a reward for the wife's family,
which the husband' s family had avoided recognizing during their period of hard times,
known as 'the dry sago and the dry taro' (put meta II mae meta). In local discourse, sago and
taro are relied upon by people during a time of 'extra-ordinary hunger' (sipu naeka, or lapar

luar biasa, B.I.). Therefore, this expression is used metaphorically to describe the hard efforts
of the wife-giving group 48 while looking after the married couple outside the traditional
house of the wife-taking group. After this payment, the hamlet head is able to perform a
ceremony to transfer authority from the wife's line, to place it in the husband' s line. This is
called ' to replace the path' (taloitan ta 'Jani lalan) in order to 'overcom e troubles ' (taaib taen
/-

maufinu).
47

Sometimes it happens that a few name groups are strict about such marriage traditions. Many traditional
disputes occur because of this , since there are different perceptions between wife-taking and wife-giving groups
in relation to the amount of money which should be paid by the wife-taking group to the wife-giving group.
48
Once, when recording data at a small village in north Biboki (Manumean) , people told me about many
traditional disputes based on such issues. People quarrel with each other because they have different perceptions
regarding the payments for the reward of a wife's effort which, according to local discourse, can become the
source of many unresolved traditional disputes.
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3. Marria ge in the place (Matsao nbi baella) 49

' Marriage in the place' (matsao nbi baella) means either that the married couple comes from
one traditional house (ume mese), or they come from different traditional houses which at that
time reside in one hamlet/village (kuan mese). The term baella is a metathesis of bale ' place' ,
and in this context means kuan 'hamlet ' . Originally, people distinguished this type of
marriage from a 'marriage inside' (matsao ntam), though today people often fail to
distinguish between them. Thus in social practice, the two expressions - matsao ntam and
matsao nbi baella - are used interchangeably. People consider these two expressions as

having the same meaning.
When the married couple is from one traditional house, the local people call it
'marriage between sister and brother' (matsao fetof nobaha naof) because they have a
relationship within the name group. However this term does not refer to the fact of a marriage
between siblings as there is an absolute ban on sibling marriage. Abun people say that sibling
marriage is like 'eating back our own blood' (tah ta 'Jani hit na 'a kuk), 50 and so such a
marriage is termed ' to cut [our] fate' (tkeut uaka), or 'to damage our part of the umbilical
cord' (naleun usak tukna), or 'to damage [our] life' (taleun moenka). Marriage between male
and female siblings will bring curses upon the name group, known as 'to spread troubles '
(nasanut maufinu), because all the members of the name group will immediately suffer

misfortunes after such a prohibited marriage. Practicing this kind of marriage is called '' to
seek wounds' (taem papa), and 'to seek trouble and suffering' (maem maufinu ma menas). 51
This marriage practice is prohibited as incest which, according to local discourse, ' damages
the trunk of tree' (taleun hau uf). This refers to the custom that a man and a woman of ' one
trunk tree' (hau uf mese) are forbidden to marry each other. Incest and adultery seriously
49

Througho ut the Atoni Pah Meto area, people practise this type of marriage.
The expression ' eating back our own blood' {tah ta 'Jani hit na 'a kuk) can mean to cut off the future of life,
which means there will be disharmo ny in later life. This reaction is like that of the Amanuba n people
(Mc William 2002: 167-168) dealing with the same facts of marriage.
51
The hamlet head always imposes a heavy penalty on those who ignore the rule of incest.
50
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disturb the social order; therefore people should perform rituals to secure life from such
troubles.
In social life, people have another expression to describe this banned form of marriage,
'to eat back the tip of the sugar cane II to damage [until it dies] the flower of the banana' (nah

na 'Jani teuf tunaf II na 'maet uik apoesta). This refers to the consequences for a family who
practices an incestuous marriage. 52 This is also known as 'to damage the life of banana and
sugar cane' (taleun uki ma tefu in monin). 53
'Marriage in the place' can include the practice of exclusive and ordinary cross-cousin
marriage. However , although this is seen as a way to continue the blood of the first
generation (known as 'to order the flow of blood' (tanon taloitan naa), according to local
discourse it is considered to 'cut off the life-giving (power of the) mother's breast' (keut ain

hone in susna). In the past such marriages could take place, and, even further, a man could
get married to his FZD and MBD, marriages which currently are forbidden because they
'damage the tip of sugar cane II to ruin the banana shoot' (taleun teuf tunafII tasitab uik ana).
When such marriages did occur, the hamlet head had to perform a ritual 'to clean the blood'

(tameu na 'a), 'to look after the place that the blood flows' (talloitan ta 'Jani naa in saina), or
'to replace the navel' (taloitan uska). At present, this type of marriage no longer takes place.
Below are examples of 'marriage in the place' (matsao nbi baella) recorded from
Abun village, practiced among two groups from among three different name groups: (a)

52

The term ' sister' and 'brother' here is not sister // brother in blood, which is known as incest. From the late
1950s, the Catholic Church banned this kind of marriage (Catholic Canon Law - CCL - Number 1074). It says,
"An impediment is said to be public, when it can be proved in the external forum; otherwise, it is occult" (see
further Sheehy, G. c.s. [ed.] 1995: 589-590). In a wider commentar y of the text it says further: "Of course some
impediments are of their very nature public in that they are based on facts which are themselves public, e.g. the
impediments of consanguinity and affinity, sacred orders, public propriety, legal relationship ..... " (see p. 590).
However I was told by the people in the field that this kind of marriage custom can function to continue the
power of a hamlet or a house.
53
Regarding these terms 'banana // sugar cane' , see for further discussion the section How to establish a hamlet
in Chapter VI.
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Neonbasu, Lakamnasi and Naitonis 54 (Figure 9.2a) and (b) Kaesnube , Nainoe and Naijes
(Figure 9.2b). For the first group (Figure 9.2a), Neonbasu exchanges women with both
Lakamnasi and Naitonis, while for the second, Kaesnube exchanges women with Naijes and
N ainoe (Figure 9 .2b ). These marriages in each group constitute symmetri c exchange. 55
Figure 9.2a: Marriage in the place (1)

Neonbas u

Lakamna si

Naitones

An important point here is that 'marriage should follow its norm and its rule' (laes matsaos

natuin in nano ma in tusi). In the case of direct exchange, the husband (and his family) pays
no bridewealth. 56 The atoin amaf therefore 'does not tum down the name water// does not
tum down the name stone' (ka tkaosfa oe kana II ka tkaosfafa ot kana), where 'name water//
name stone' refers to the family magic in terms of kaos nano and pan nano. In this context,
the married couple does not change their tradition and custom because, although they are
from different traditional houses, they are from the same village. Abun people have several
expressions for this fact of no payment of bridewealth, 'enter into the place of post and the
54

Alex Manbait told me that name groups of Insana that practice such matsao nbi baella are [1] Uskono
Aonone-Us kono Kole and Insan Tuan; [2] Nai Suan and Uskono Lolo.
55
Needham, in his work The Transformation of Prescriptive Systems in Eastern Indonesia , claims that the
people of Timor practice a symmetric system of marriage (1984: 221-222). Among the people of Ema of west
Timor, Clamagiran d (1980: 136) describes the system of marriage alliances between the western and the eastern
core houses of the area in relation to the chiefly core houses. This is a brilliant comparativ e study based on her
idea of a core house (umar no apir), which is 'the minimal society unit of Ema society' that fixes the network of
marriage alliances (see as well Fox 1980a:11-12). This system is quite different to the marriage practice among
the three name groups in Biboki, as can be seen in Figures 9 .2a and 9 .2b.
56
For further discussion about bridewealth , see the next explanation.
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place of fence ' (tam teu nija opun ma bald opun), and ' [we] are not thrown out to the poison
place and the damaged fence ' (ka tpoelnokfa teu nausa lds 'es ma bald bat 'es) referring to the
idea that marriage practice in the place is a matter of remaining in one's own place.
Figure 9.2b: Marriage in the place (2)

Kaesnub e

Nainoe

Naijes

In contrast to 'marriage in the place', there are two different name groups who for years have
had a 'traditional dispute' (laes suli) and, as a result, they are banned from marrying each
other. They are the Lakamnasi and Pakaenoni name groups: a Lakamnasi girl (or man) cannot
marry a man (or girl) from the Pakaenoni name group, and vice versa; this situation applies
as well to the Uskono and Kaesnube name groups, as can be seen in Figure 9.3 below.
Figure 9 .3: Banned marriage in the place

Lakamnasi

Uskono

Note: The informant from Kuan Abun told me that, from the ancestors ' time, these two different
name groups never exchanged in marriage practice. This is called ' closed site // closed stable' (tilo
teme II oa ' teme) referring to the impossibility of seeking a way out, in terms of opening an
opportunity for these different name groups to marry each other.
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Marriage with the sister of a brother-in-law is generally permitted. Such marriage is
termed 'marriage on the edge' (matsao panaf) and is believed to ' rebuild the name' (ta'hake'
kanaj). Generally the mother's brother (atoin amaj) 57 is responsible for the future of a

marriage, through which the family can look after the children. The mother's family also has
the responsibility of conducting the ceremonies of the cycle of life.

There is another marriage practice along Biboki people known as 'a half coconut shell
marriage' (matsao panu), 58 which concerns the marriage between children from the male line
(man) with children of the female line (woman): FZS marries FBD. In this case, in the early
times FBS could marry FZD. This marriage practice is known as 'to put back half coconut
shell' (tatalab ta'fani panu). Regarding this marriage practice, it happened in the late 1940s
that FBD can marry FBS, but later this practice was banned because the marriage occurs
within a name group (kanaf). 59

4. Marriage by abduction (Matsao mnaenta)

Marriage by abduction is rare among the people of Biboki in general, and most especially in
the Abun community. However, people who live on the border of northeast Biboki and Belu
told me that in the early times men and women from both sides married each other in this
way. At that time it was too difficult to arrange well-organized negotiations to deal with the
payment of bridewealth. In addition, there were frequent misunderstandings between wife-

57

Atain amafliterally means ' people father '; metaphorically, people to be treated with the respect due to a father.
See Cunningham 1966: 78, Kruyt 1923: 360.
58
See as well for further discussion the work of Middelkoop, who did research among Molo people, and most
especially reviewed in great detail the ' marriage practice' in which ' choice' is conducted by parents (1931: 248249).
59
Marriage between FBD and FBS is banned because this is ' marriage between sister // bother' (matsaa f eta II
mane). As mentioned in preceding explanation that this is sibling marriage known as ' eating back our own
blood' (tah ta 'Jani hit na 'a kuk). However, according to my findings in Abun society, for the sake of ' to put
back half coconut shell ' (tatalab ta 'Jani panu), this marriage can be performed.
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taking and wife-giving groups regarding their perception of marriage practice. Therefore
many men and women from both areas practiced this type of marriage. 60
In cases of marriage by abduction, once the full details of the married couple' s
situation is known, the parents on both sides generally solve this marriage problem by
following the norms of the husband's traditional house. In the meantime, the husband should
be responsible for paying an amount of money to the wife-giving group, the precise amount
depending on an agreement between the atoin amaf of the bride and the atoin amaf of the
groom. This is known as 'to replace the fence' (taloitan bahan) in order to 'look after the life
of the flower and fruit' (he tpanat sufa-kaun in monin).

Features of bridewealth, areca-nut and betel
For the Biboki people, bridewealth is believed to be a traditional life insurance through which
the husband's family acknowledges the woman who has entered and become a full member of
his origin house. People consider bridewealth to be the 'food for the coming day and the
coming night' (mnahat neu neon amnemat ma fai amnemat). 61 The people of Biboki have an
interesting expression to refer to the significance of bridewealth, which in daily speech does
not relate to the payment of an amount of money but refers to the notion of 'looking after and
supporting our lives' (nhuk ma nnae hita' monik).
There are other similar expressions dealing with this notion of the payment of
bridewealth: 'this (payment) does not buy and sell' (ije ka tma 'sosa fa) because 'this is to
secure the future of a married couple' (ije he tpanat amatsaosin sin monik) or 'this is to look
60

However, this custom is not comparable to the situation Middelkoop reported among the people of Kapan in
South Central Timar who followed the rule of marriage by abduction (1931: 258-262) . It was said that if such a
situation arose, parents from both sides worked hard to solve the problem by performing a special ritual. They
believed that ' this type of marriage would cause diseases and problems ' (matsaos ije nasanut menas ma maufinu)
for both traditional houses. Other sayings refer to this condition as ' to damage [our] root [of life] ' (taleun ba 'ka),
' to damage the banana and sugar cane' (taleun uki ma tefu), and ' to mix the blood ' (taselo tasitab na 'a). To
avoid this situation, people held a ritual to secure life (see further Hocart 1952: 51-52.59).
61
Numerous scholars, including Kruyt (1923) , Middelkoop (1931 , 1982), and Pain Ratu (1973) , have discussed
in detail the complex role ofbridewealth and the Atoin Amaf in marriage.
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after the supports of the bed' (ije taloitan nefu-hala). By the use of such expressions, people
show the obligation of the origin group (husband' s family) to respect the progenitor (wife' s
family). The amount ofbrideweal th depends on the status of the woman in social life.
Referring back to the practice of bridewealth payments within the custom of matsao
nbi baella, even though in this type of marriage practice people do not pay bridewealth, the

wife taking group should still pay some amount of money, known as ' to let the ancestors
[men] and [women] know' (taton bei ma nai sin). For this intention, the payment includes a
large white pig and a '25c Dutch coin' (tael mutin mese). This payment aims to respect the
ancestors, known as 'touching post II touching fence' (npoh ni II npoh bald), 'touching bag II
touching sirih box' (npoh aluk II npoh kabi), which is to address the ancestors as the source
of life. A short passage which expresses the intention of such a payment is as follows: 62
01. Ije onle totes mese
02. he nait manu nhoe ma fafi nait
nhoe
03. he nait uki naseun baen
04. ma he nait tefu naseun baen
05. he ntol ni ma ntol baki
06. tol ni naeuk
07. ma tol baki natef
08. on ntoit manikin ma oetene

This is like a request
so that chickens multiply and pigs
multiply
so that [the fruit of] the banana is
scattered
and so that [the stem of] the sugar
cane is scattered
in order to guard the post and guard
the fence
guard all the edges of the pole
and guard all the sites of the fence
requesting coldness and coolness

This short passage of eight lines details the beneficial consequences of the payment of
bridewealth for a marriage in place, so that the wife-taking group should pay an amount of
money as a guarantee of a better life for the newly married couple.

62

This passage was related by Alex Manbait in relation to the explanation of the custom of the giving of
bridewealth.
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Generally, the higher position of the woman, the more the amount of the
bridewealth. 63 It is important to provide areca-nut and betel (see Zondervan 1888: 406), and
then an amount of money and a Timorese garment as a gift, as 'the price' (in Juana). In
relation to the payment of bridewealth, the people of Biboki have an interesting phrase,
'empty areca-nut and betel' (puah manus luman), which means that even though the young
man and his family have not paid all the bridewealth yet, the couple can live together as
husband and wife. The full belis will be paid later, 64 since the parents and the family on both
sides (wife-giver and wife-taker) have agreed to postpone payment by providing instead a
'bottle of palm-juice' (tua hotel mese) and an amount of money, known as 'the bottle's plug'

(nobaha in sunna). There is another related expression, 'the old areca-nut and betel' (puahmanus mnasi), referring to the payments of bridewealth. In this sense, 'areca-nut and betel'
can be both a real areca-nut and betel and also representive ofbridew ealth.
Areca-nut and betel are always significant within a marriage practice arrangement,
and on numerous different occasions people exchange 'areca-nu t and betel' (puah ma

manus). 65 The phenome non 'of giving and taking areca-nut and betel' is common in people's

63

However, bridewealth was originally conceived as a special gift to secure the seed of life, which poured from
the ancestors to the new household. Therefore, people did not recognize the payment of any specific amount of
money.
64
See as well Pain Ratu (1973: 23), who quoted Middelkoo p (1931: 240. 282). Mc William, among the
Amanuban people, uses the term 'hot water and hot fire' (oe maputu ai malala) to refer to the same concept
(1989, 2002). See also Schulte-No rdholt among the people ofManama s ofMiomafo (1971: 116).
65
Kruyt (1923) mentioned areca-nut and betel in various contexts: in marriage (pp 356.358.36 2 and 368); in
giving a name to a child (p. 382); in daily life (p. 383); in offering a sacrifice to the ancestors and the Supreme
Being (p. 392.409.43 7); in the context of a warrior known as meo (p.442); in building a house (p. 452). Based
on expressions of the people's daily life, Middelkoo p (1931, 1980) mentioned puah manus in relation to the fact
that the Timorese do not have the custom of paying dowry in the marriage process. Schulte-No rdholt (1971: 116)
explains the custom of the people of Manamas (Miomafo ), who use the payment of 'the empty (or young) arecanut and betel' (puah manus luman or mnuke). A Divine Word Missionary priest, Fr. Niko Seran SVD wrote an
article which was published in Agenda Budaya Pulau Timar 2 entitled Nilai Sirih-Pinang Dalam Komunikasi
Harian (The use of Areca-nut and Betel in Daily Communic ation). Even though this article is based on
information from the people of Waiwiku [South Belu, Timor, eastern Indonesia], Seran writes in great detail
about the practice of 'giving areca-nut and betel' (puah manus) among all the Timorese people. He mentions
three values of this customary;firstly, in daily life, people use it often to shape a relationship with others. In this
way, areca-nut and betel can help everybody to express feelings and experiences including daily problems.
Economica lly, people can earn money for their daily needs through planting and then selling areca-nut and betel.
Secondly, areca-nut and betel have a significant role in rituals and traditional ceremonies . They become a bridge
between the living and the dead, the present and the past generations. People always bring them as well as their
offering to put at the ritual post or at the traditional altar (the protecting tree in front of the traditional house and
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daily life. Symbolically, areca-nut signifies a woman, and betel refers to a man. 66 In everyday
affairs, when meeting a friend, people use areca-nut and betel to affirm friendship ties. If
somebody is on the way to a place and meets others, they spontaneously greet each other and
then take and give areca-nut and betel. The people say ' they take and give to each other'

(sinan malo 'en), which parallels the condition of a dialogue.
The purpose of areca-nut and betel, in this sense, is to make people aware of the
presence of the ancestors, who come to join the present generation in their current activities.
67

This is known as 'to remember the ancestors' [man and woman] lives ' (ta 'hake ta 'Jani bei

ma nai sin moinkina). That is why, after taking areca-nut and betel, people should be joyful
as all are gathered together. In this situation areca-nut is chewed with betel (leaf or fruit) and
lime to redden the lips. The red spittle of those who chew areca-nut and betel indicates this
situation: ' our spittle is red because all of us are gathered' (hit haepka mtasa, fun bua bua

kitten). In the ordinary discourse, 'red lips' (lulu mtasa), 'red spittle' (hape mtasa) give a
person 'a beautiful face ' (humna namas).
The concept behind the areca-nut and betel can traced in the following passage,
recorded from Petrus Senu when he was explaining the significance of the use of these things
in the context of building a traditional house.
01. Poe he tnao,
02. taton ma talile;

To go out
[we] use [it] to let [people] know and to inform

03. Temat tfaen msa,

Also to come back [from travel]

at the male post inside the traditional house) , which can bring the people peace and calm. Thirdly, in a marriage
arrangement, from the beginning of the introduction between a young woman and a young man until the
wedding ceremony, areca-nut and betel play a remarkable role to help people. At the time of the introduction,
for instance, the woman and man give each other areca-nut and betel, so they can easily express their feelings
and what should be taken as a conclusion of intimacy after the first step. Thereafter, people always use it in all
the steps of a marriage arrangement (Seran 1992; 131-138). Dealing with its uses in community life, people
sometimes use both betel leaf and betel fruit, but within this text I generally use 'betel' without adding, ' leaf or
' fruit ' .
66
Mc William (2003 , personal communication) notes that it is similar among the people of Amanuban: areca-nut
is female, and betel is male.
67
I was told that from the beginning, areca-nut and betel were given by the ancestors to plant in the present area
so that people could pick them to remember the ancestors. In this regard, the rituals are always perfo rmed first at
the source of sacred water, which is called the well of the ancestors.
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04. taton ma talile;

[we] use to let [people] know and to inform

05. He tna saam sa,
06. taton ma talile;

Also to handle whatever ,
[we] use to let [people] know and to inform

07. He tokom sa,
08. taton ma talile;

Also to have a seat
[we] use to let [people] know and to inform

09. He tmoe saam sa,
10. taton ma talile;

[And] also to do whatever
[we] use to let [people] know and to inform

11. Lialla ma tonsa
12. esleije

To inform and to let [people] know
is like this

13. A fun afi unu
14. tern toko
15. pah Oenaem ma nifu Oenaem
16. nfe naen kit
17. puah Oenaem ma manus
Oenaem

For in the beginning
[we] came from
the land Oenaem and the water Oenaem
we were given
areca-nut of Oenaem and betel of Oenaem

These lines describe the common use of areca-nut and betel, stressing the idea that daily
affairs would not go smoothly without them. 68 All the current activities of people, which is
metaphorically expressed in the lines 1-10, have to begin by exchanging areca-nut and betel.
The term 'we use it to let people know and be joyful' (lines 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10) refers to the
positive role of areca-nut and betel in community life.
People always say that areca-nut and betel bring happiness to the people, known as 'to
inform and to let [people] know' (line 11), and also 'coolness and coldness' (manikin ma
oetenen), as indicated in the following passage:

01. Hele sin ok oke
02. napein manikin ma oetenen
03. on ao mina ma ao leko.
04. Nek ma'tanis ma ansao ma'tanis
05. nahat ntea ma ninut ntea
06. He nakin ma namaof sin
07. he ntiut ma npao sin

So that all of them
gain coolness and coldness
which bring good health and well-being.
Strong heart and strong chest69
to eat enough and to drink enough
For protecting and covering them
to guard and to watch them

68

This short passage from T-23 Appendix 7, line 292 , and T-19 Appendix 3 lines 572-575 highlights the uses of
areca-nut and betel. Areca-nut and betel are a part of the historical event which was experienced by the warrior
Lopo (T-19 Appendix 3 lines 576), and so they are commonly used to mark many events in the life of the
current generation (lines 1 - 10 above).
69
Chest here refers to the soul.
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08. neu sin monik ma sin tolon
09. neu fai mnutu ma neno mnutu
10. neu noka ma neu sine
11. on nak
12. neno amnemat ma fai amnemat

for the sake of their life and their growth
in the night of danger and in the day of danger
in the future and in the coming days
as said
the coming day and the coming night

The key phrase in this passage is 'coolness and coldness' (manikin ma oetenen), 70 which is
expressed in various ways such as 'good health and well-being' (line 3), 'strong heart and
strong chest' (line 4), 'to eat enough and to drink enough' (line 5), 'protecting and covering
them' (line 6), and all the lines 7 up to 12. Sometimes speech is not sufficient to express this
kind of feeling; it should be expressed through people taking areca-nut and betel and telling
each other stories and sharing their daily experiences.

SOCIAL LIFE
Marriage is a step on the path for a proper social life. After the arrangement of a marriage
ritual, the newly married couple begins to enter social life. In the process of becoming part of
a society, there are three important norms for people. These are norms identified by three
complex categories: 'sacred' (leu), 'secret knowledge or ordering' (nano) and 'proscriptions'
(nuni).

Le'u, Nono and Nuni
These three terms, le 'u, nano and nuni, are intimately linked to each other within the world of
the people of Biboki; they characterize life in their social system. This section deals with the
following questions: What does a person think about 'that which is sacred' (le'u)? How do
people perform a common ritual involving the secret ordering of knowledge called nano?

70

Dealing with the understanding of the blessing from above, Schulte-Nordholt also noted the idiom ' coolness
and coldness ' in his work (1971: 62, 85 , 502). He, however, put another interpretation on the same text (1971:
55 , 58) that uses "coldness and coolness".
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Which is the way for a society to ' to have a proscription' (nuni) ? To what extent are these
acts important? The best way to answer these questions is to start by examining the meaning
of each word.

1. 'Sacred' (Le'u)

The fact of ' sacred things ' (le 'u) or, according to Schulte-Nordholt ' hidden power' , 1s
important in the natural religion of the Atoni Pah Meto 71 and the people of Biboki 1n
particular. For an in-depth understanding of how people in Biboki view this issue, one can
analyze the meaning of numerous expressions: 'That is sacred, do not touch (it)' (nane le 'u,

kaisa mu'te'be); ' That is sacred, do not come closer' (le nan le 'u, kaisa mpaumake); ' Do not
mention it, for it is sacred' (ka matekafa lafu-lafu, nane le 'u); 'There is its time and path'

(nmui in olsa ma in lalna). All these expressions indicate that people must behave properly
when confronting a sacred thing or a hidden power, which is either kept in a traditional house
or at a special site.
All the property that is commonly kept in a traditional house is seen as ' sacred' (le 'u),
for this is the wealth of the ancestors. All things that are kept under the masculine post and
the ancestors ' post are called le 'u. Anything related to a former time is usually seen as le 'u as
well. All parts of rituals are le 'u, which is why people should respect them, although
sometimes people follow a ritual out of fear, for it can affect their future. Psychologically,
this respect is given to avoid any accidents. For those people who honestly respect their
cultural heritage, these rituals and proscriptions can be a path to ameliorate problems in daily
71

Middelkoo p links the meaning of le'u with what Otto called in his work Das H eilige, ' das Numinose'
implying both ' mysterium tremendum ' and ' das fascinans ' (1960: 26). Middelkoo p wrote about the
phenomeno n of leu among the people of Kapan in Molo. His views were later taken into account by SchulteNordholt (1971: 72) . Middelkoo p notes that for the people of Molo, le 'u also means medicine. In this sense, he
further explains about le 'u nano (fertility magic in a broad sense, including human beings), le 'u f enu (medicine
and ritual performances applied in pregnancy and child birth), le 'u abanat (leaves of trees, used to attract and
tame wild buffaloes), le 'u kinat (secret magic for preparing the right dyes to make woven cloth), and le 'u musu
(enmity magic, a vast complex of ideas and feelings , constituting a subject in itself). All this information was
based on interviewing local people from Kapan, Molo (Middelkoop 1960:26, 1963 :23 , 1982:156-157). See also
Mc William among the Amanuban people (1989: 181 , 1996: 154, 2002 : 131).
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affairs. 72 Sometimes le 'u can be used to put a person in danger and, in this sense, le 'u is used
to threaten people. 73
According to the account of Alex Manbait, a le 'u may be an object, an ancestral
heirloom, that has proven in the past to be able to give strength to those who are in trouble or
who have had problems. Le'u cannot be handled by just anyone. Only the head of the name
group, or the speaker of the name group, or certain other people who are specially chosen,
can handle the actual le'u and these people take care of the sacred object, its location position
and its existence. There are prohibitions and punishments to make sure that the le'u is
regarded highly and always valued.
Those people who have a le'u object can use it to defend and to protect people. Of
those who do not respect le 'u or do not give them proper value, it is said, "they cut their own
destiny" (sin nkeut uakin), or "damage their own root" (sin naleun kun sin ba 'kin). 74 Those
who do not care at all about sacred objects are described as "they do not care about the next
generation" (sin ka nfaluilnanfa moen muni), while those that give value and proper respect
are called 'people who look after and care for their life' (atoni npao ma naloitan ina' monin).
Parents educate their children by using the term 'sacred' (le 'u), instructing the
children to be careful and take care of what the parents wish their children to do. For example,
if a child acts improperly in society, the parents would say, 'hear please, that is sacred; do not
do that again in the future' (mnen, nane le'u; kaisa moe mtein nbi fai amnemat), reminding
the child to behave properly. By saying this, the parents believe that the children will fear to

72

The people told me that the continuation of cultural heritage is possible if one honestly practices both ritual
and proscription. Metaphysically, this is the golden path to take care of the root of life and at the same time to
maintain the flow of life.
73
In relation to this, as mentioned earlier, Middelkoop (1963 : 26) and other scholars took into account le 'u musu.
74
Other expressions that are used are ' disturbing their way and path' (s in nkoek nasitab sin lalna), ' their life
goes wrong ' (sin moenkina naon san), or ' their destinies are damaged' (sin uakin namleu). I have heard stories
of some families who for the moment are very poor and always fail to make progress in whatever they attempt.
The people told me that this was because in the past their name group did not take care of its sacred objects in
the traditional house.
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do something wrong in the eyes of their parents and the society. Thus, the term sacred is also
used as a strategy to warn and guide children.

2. 'The ordering of secret knowledge' (Nono)

Literally, the word nano means 'to order' (tanon), in expressions such as ' to arrange well'
(tanon taloitan), ' to build a network' (tanon natuin), and 'to do following the steps of the

ancestors' (tmoe natuin bei nai sin helta). 75 In this section I refer to the first meaning of this
term, to order. As a noun, it refers to an ' order' that is often kept secret within a name group.
Some simple questions can be asked here: 'Why should a person order something?'
' What is the benefit of ordering something?' People in their daily affairs deal with these
questions by saying, 'What is the purpose of ordering [something]?' (tanon he saa?) They
then say, "Everything should be ordered to make better our everyday lives' (tanon he taloitan
hita' monik neno 'fai). Based on this context, nano is extremely beneficial for people's daily

life, linking as well to the self-identification process that occurs when people perform rituals
in a certain way, known as ' placing the family nano' (panne nano). 76 Those who follow such
rules are said 'to have a certain name' (nmui kanna hen), or 'to have a certain face' (nmui
humna ma masna ben), and people say, 'he/she has already a name because he/she has been

directed under the traditional rule' (nmui kanna ben, fun nanon naneben). Generally, all those
people who are properly directed and also have a name obtain a better life after taking part in
the relevant procedures.
The people of Biboki believe that everything has its order, expressed as 'everything
has its nano' (sa'sa'na nmui in nano), and there would be chaos on the earth if human beings
75

In daily use, the word nono can be understood differently depending on the context of the speaker. Sometimes
nano means ' to order', but one can also say ' in the gorge' (esaha no 'no), or ' a strong forest creeper planted
around the garden' (nano nae nma 'taen) (see Schulte-Nordholt 1971: 59, footnote number 45), or ' do not think
pessimistically ' (kaisa mnon nono-nono), or 'be well-organized ' (manono lek-leko). These expressions highlight
the importance of the context of the speaker when analyzing the meaning of this word.
76
Middelkoop (1960, 1982) discusses this phenomenon in great detail in his work, as do Schulte-Nordholt
(1971 , 1980), Mc William (1989, 2002), and Fox (1998).
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did not care at all about this order. Once an old person from Tamkesi village told me that this
practice relates to the essence of the presence of the ancestors. Since the ancestors come
among the present generation to order everything properly in keeping with the cosmos, every
person should take part in this process and each person should be involved in ordering
everything. In a different way, Schulte-Nordholt, in his work about the agricultural system of
the Atoni Pah Meto (1971: 52-89), also touches upon this issue. All the rituals should be well
organized and conducted by the appropriate people. If not, it is out of nano, which will affect
the present and also the next generation; for this there is a saying, 'ordering should follow the
ancestor, to serve the next generation's life' (no not tatuinaha bei nai sin helta, on tpanat sufa'

kaun sina monik ma sin talon). Therefore each person should be involved in performing
rituals to order everything.
Usually people refer to the whole of 'tradition and custom' as nano ma tusi (see T22 Appendix 6 lines 475-477) which encompasses all the traditions of local people that are
(sometimes) hidden and are only understood by the elders of a name group. Norms and rules,
in this case, refer to all the rituals and ceremonies (also traditions and culture) that can be
used to identify a person or a group of people. That is why people should obey the norms
within the name group. Put simply, nano refers to the 'secret knowledge' containing
traditions or sayings 77 (and orders and rules) that are stored in the frame of a name group and
are never to open to the public.

3. 'Proscriptions' (Nuni)

The third of these norms is known as 'proscriptions' (nuni). Both nono and nuni are strategies
to ensure people behave properly towards a sacred object (le'u). Proscription, in local
discourse, means all the prohibitions that are intimately related to their origin of life. People
77

Fox (2004, personal communication) notes the same regarding the meaning of nano. He has encouraged me to
do further in-depth research in terms of making a thorough analysis of the fact of nano in the Atoni Pah Meto
community through the Timor Island.
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should follow the rules of nano and nuni because the ancestors have followed all these within
their life. 78 In daily discourse, people say ' that ritual is sacred' (nano nane le'u) and ' that
proscription is sacred' (nuni nane le'u),· therefore ritual and sacred things should be respected.
For daily business, and most especially to keep people alive, the hamlet head always advises
everybody 'to direct (perform rituals), so that [we] obtain good life' (tanon hele' moinka
naleok). They believe that 'ritual and fasting keep our lives' (nano ma leu nane npao ma
npafa hai moinmin). People adhere to the voice of the hamlet head because this is a way to

obtain well-being, both personally and in community life.
Morally, each hamlet head guards and warns the local population of the hamlet to
observe their obligations to perform rituals and to uphold the proscriptions. If people try to
avoid respecting these, accidents will immediately occur. Proscription is the main factor
which backs up the power of nano (see T-24 Appendix 8 about nuni, lines 409 et.seq.). When
people perform any ritual (the practice of nano), proscription becomes the comer stone to
keep in mind and to obey in all aspects of daily business. Sometimes, in social life or in a
person' s life, nano does not work (or means nothing) because people do not heed the
proscription.
If someone has transgressed these rules (le 'u, nano and nuni), the hamlet head should
perform a ritual to avoid the possibility of incurring curses, danger, threats or other hazards.
The ritual has two forms: 'to tum down' (ta'saob) or ' to scatter' (tpisi). For the first (ta'saob),
people believe that the sacred water (oe le 'u) has the power to liberate a person who is in
danger because he or she has disobeyed a proscription. Water can neutralize the power of a
curse. The second one is 'to scatter' (tpisi) with water, which aims to extricate people from
any

CTISlS.

78

I was told that those people who do not take care of nano (also le'u and nuni) will be cursed with diseases or
crises. My informant told me as well that he witnessed such people suffering from the loss of their property or
falling ill because they failed to respect such things. More than that, people would die due to the power of these
things.
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In social life, if something goes wrong, for instance in family life, people will trace its
cause to the way the rituals of a marriage were conducted. To solve a particular problem in
the society, people look back to see whether all the details of the marriage ceremony were
well-organized (from the beginning) or not. If there is disharmony or something goes wrong
during the marriage preparations, people will say ' the marriage has no root' (matsaos nane ka

nmuifa baan), because such marriages cause disharmony, or ' the root of marriage is not deep '
(matsaosa ba 'na ka ntam fa). In relation to this, if something wrong happens · in the
community, people promptly question whether leu, nano and nuni are being respected or not
by all the family members.

Rank-networks and terms of relationship
Marriage plays an important role in creating networks among the people, both now and in the
past. Marriage extends social relationships to another 'house' (ume) or 'name' (kanaf) . As a
member of a society and in relation to the ranking and networking, marriage becomes the
core means to link people to each other within communi ty life. People simply say, 'based on
the marriage practice, which way you call that people' (natuin laes matsaos, ho munsa 'an liat

nae). This expression recognises the marriage practice as a key institution that functions as a
bridge to build networks among people.
In relation to the presence of a newly married couple in a society, the wife' s family
becomes the ' father ' s people' (atoin amaj) 79 who plays an important role in the life of all the
family members , and most especially in the future of all the children. The atoin amaf (MB)
has a key function in social life, 80 as institutionally he looks after the married couple. At a
traditional house, an atoin amaf functions as the guardian of all the members of one kanaf,

79

Atoin amaf is the mother' s brother. Generally Abun people - and throughout the Biboki district - regard all
the mother' s family as atoin amaf
80
In general, an atoin amaf plays an important role in the life of the Timorese (Kruyt 1923: 360).
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and gives advice to all its members. Even though he looks after members of his sister' s name

(kanaf), however in some wider family affairs the people need his involvement to offer a
speech when a certain ceremony is being conducted. For instance, in relation to the children,
an atoin amafhas to secure the children' s lives by offering a prayer while ' touching them on
the head' (npoh sin botkin) when 'blowing the coolness and coldness' (nfu manikin ma

oetene). This act aims to direct children toward a good way of life and if any problems occur,
the atoin amafhas an obligation to solve them. An atoin amafhas responsibility to ' avoid all
the diseases' (naaib menas huma-huma) by conducting the family ritual on behalf of the
children. The atoin amaf may arrange a home ceremony, called 'to direct back' (tanon tafani)
the wrong acts of marriage (taloitan ta fani amleut) and to follow the steps of the ancestors'
will, when problems occur in the society.
An important aspect of kinship 81 is 'Who is suckled 82 first' (sekau esan nsus nahun). It is
extremely important among the people not only to establish kinship but also to identify the
position of each person within a family. This identification also refers to the precedence
within a house. Those who are younger should be under the supervision of the elders. This
principle operates, for instance, when people arrange a ritual. There are other expressions
which help to illustrate the Biboki people's concept of lineage. People often say, 'We are one
umbilical cord' (hai usaf mese) 83 and they also say 'our part of the umbilical cord' (hai usak

tukna), which refers to those with whom they share the same lineage. The concept of ' one
navel ' occurs very often when people speak of the name group that established a hamlet. 84

81

The notion of kinship can be understood in both a narrow and a broader sense. In the narrow sense, it refers to
connections between parents and children: ' father and mother in blood' (ama ma aina hone). In the broader
sense, it refers to the whole conceptual and social field relating to marriage.
82
This notion is based on a baby who suckles from the breast of his/her mother, the elder usually suckles earlier
while the younger ones follow. A parallel question is ' who was the first to see the light' (sekau es napin
matan 'a nahun) .
83
There are two different terms used which have the same meaning: hdi usaf mese (the first person plural) and
hit uska mese (the second person plural), meaning we are ' one blood' (nah mese) (McWilliam , 1989, 2002),
kit a sesaudara (B.I.).
84
People usually use this phrase when facing challenges in social life. By saying this, a way to solve the
problem will readily open.
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Although in public people do not treat 'kin' differently, if however they are performing
ceremonies at a traditional house, only those who have a lineage tie can come to the
traditional house to take part in such ceremonies. In this respect, the traditional house is a
meeting place in which to identify a people's lineage. 85
The idea of kinship can be traced from the concept of hamlet. There is an expression
"Each hamlet has one name" (kuanes kana' mese), meaning that all the inhabitants of a
certain hamlet are connected to each other as if they were sister II brother. Although a hamlet
is sometimes occupied by several name groups, they are still regarded as one family. In this
sense, the name is linked to the hamlet. In addition, 'each name group has its place' (kanfes
nak naen in bael takas) and 'every name has its place to settle' (kanfes nak naen sin bale
fnekan). The idea behind such expressions is that name and place can be a path to trace

people's identity within a community. In the marriage practice discourse, the wife-giving
group can be identified as 'female' (feta), and the wife-taking group as 'male' (mane). In
addition, the wife-taking group can be seen as the 'trunk or origins of life' (uj), and the wifegiving group as the 'branch' (tlaej).
The significant principle of relationship for the people of Biboki is based on agnates,
although affines do sometimes influence the nexus between people in social life. All persons
with whom a person acknowledges any kind of kinship are kin, but the agnatic line is still
considered the 'source', 'trunk', or 'root' (uf) of all forms of kin relationships. Affinal
kinship grows both through marriage and consanguinal descent.

85

'The origin hamlet' (kua mnasi) refers to the first place where the ancestors came from, and represents the
place of the trunk. This is expressed by the phrase 'to meet our trunk' (taeuk hit uka). Uka is a metathesis of uf
(trunk). Generally, people go to the origin hamlet to seek the blessing of the Supreme Being. People believe that
at the origin hamlet everybody can obtain peace, calm, life, charity, prosperity and love. For a discussion of the
notion of uf, tlaef and sufa~kaun, see Fox (1996c) in his article The Transformation of Progenitor Lines of
Origin: Patterns of Precedence in eastern Indonesia" in Origins, Ancestry and Alliance, Exploration zn
Austronesian Ethnography. Also see Schulte-Nordh olt 1971: 95-96 and Cunningham 1964 {1973 }: 207.
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In family life, the father is generally known as ama and the mother as aina, 86 with some
variation (as can be seen at the Terms of Relationships in Appendix 11 ). Arna and aina are
key terms which can be linked to other kin categories. For example, the people use 'lifegiving father' (ama hone) and 'life-giving mother' (aina hone) to refer to their own father
and mother (by birth). The father's eldest brother is known as ama unu, and the mother's
eldest sister as aina unu; while ama nana refers to the father's younger brother and aina nana
to the mother's younger sister. People use the term ama liso or ama ikun for the father's
youngest brother and aina ikun or aina liso for the mother's youngest sister. Arna is also used
for a father's father's brother and a mother's sister's husband. Below are several items taken
from the Appendix 11: Terms of relationships.

Table 9.1: Terms of Relationships
Amahone
Arna unu
Amanana
Arna liso/ ama ikun
Arna
Aina hone
Aina unu
Aina nana
Aina liso/ aina ikun
Aina
Mone
Fe (fela)
Tata
Oli (ole)
Unu
Nana
Ikun
Peto
Nao
An hone
Anah
Upu

=F
= FestB, FFestBS
= FyB, FFmiddleBS
= FystB, FF youngestBS
= FFB, MZH, WF
=M
= MestZ
= MyZ
= MystZ
=FBW,HM
=H
=W
= eB, eFBS, eMZS, WeZH (m.s.)
eZ, eFBD, eMZD, HeBW (f.s.)
= yB, yFBS, yMZS, WeZH (m.s.)
yZ, yFBD, yMZD, HyBW (f.s.)
= estB, estZ
= yB, yZ
= yestB, yestZ
= Z, FBD, MZD, WBW (m.s.)
= B, FBS, MZS, HZH (f.s.)
=SD
'
= BS, WBS, WBD, BD, WZD
= SS, SD, DS, DD

86

In South Middle Timor, people use inaf or enaf Kruyt (1923 :349-350) describes the customs of marriage
links with the people of the Atoni Pah Meto within the area. See as well Cunningham (1973) and SchulteNordholt (1971).
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A key term of relationship used by Biboki people that portrays both rank and networks is
' sister // brother' (feta II mane). This expression is not only used within formal discourse but
also in ordinary speech. Feto-mone is widely used to describe the relationships between
brothers in a house, and also to define the following: (a) to depict the relationship between
different hamlets, villages, regions and kingdoms, based on the relation to the origin place of
the wife-taking and wife-giving groups. The hamlet [or village, or region, or domain] of a
wife-giving group is called feta, while mane refers to the wife-taking group. It is also used (b)
to explain the relationship between the living and the dead of a region: the livings are called

feta and the dead are called mane. This connotation can be seen in the performance of prayers,
where the ancestors are called mane and the living are referred to as feta. This term is often
used (c) to illustrate the friendly relationship between 'human beings' and 'the environment',
as for example the realm and the world. In this sense, a human being is feta and the
environment is seen as mane. Philosophically, these terms aim (d) to promote the spirit of
moral force, social emotion and mutual understanding of the people since they encourage a
special force in social life. In this regard, they are used as well (e) to clarify the closeness and
the oneness among everything in the world. These terms give the user an idea of unity with
others in the world.

CONCLUSION
Marriage is not only a matter for husband and wife. It involves all the members of the house

(kanaf or ume). Inherent in people' s understanding of marriage are the rights and duties of a
married couple to respect each other. The people of Biboki have an expression to describe
this notion: 'marriage binds the hearts of husband and wife together so they will care for each
other forever ' (laes matsaos on mafut nekaf atoni ma bi.fe tala ntea nabal bal).
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Even though most Biboki people follow the Catholic Church arrangements for a
marriage practice - wedding ceremony - the various types of marriage still occur throughout
the Biboki district. Within these marriage practices, local people perform their oral traditions
as the way to show both the networks among human beings - such as between two name
groups and between the present people and the ancestors - and also to link to the world of
living beings.
Biboki people metaphorically consider the marriage process as the way to plant the
seeds of bananas, sugar cane, maize and paddy. This is expressed as 'to take care of its seeds'
(muloitan lek-leko fini inbe). By saying this, a man and woman who are ready to get married

are seen as the seeds for the future of a name group. In terms of this botanical idiom of
'banana II sugar cane' and 'maize II paddy', the man and woman are referred to by the
expression 'those who will sit in the new house' (sin atok uem feu) to 'look after the root of
the banana shoot II the sprig of the sugar cane' (npao uik ana ma teuf ana sina ' ba 'kin).
Performing the appropriate rituals, guided by an understanding of the ideas of the
'sacred' (leu), 'secret knowledge ordering' (nano), and 'proscription' (nuni) becomes a
central concern for maintaining both the existence of a living community and creating a
prosperous community. This is the way to look after the future generations, known as
'looking after the life of the flower and fruit' (mpao sufa-kaun sin monin).
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSION

This thesis deals with the significant role of oral tradition in the life of the Biboki
people. Oral traditions are fundamental to the way people trace and develop their
ideas of life. Oral traditions are used to recount events in the past and in the everyday
life of present-day society. Variation is a key notion particularly in relation to the
many forms of oral traditions. While acknowledging this variation, the chapters of this
thesis have been inspired by the fundamental and remarkable coherence of these oral
traditions in Biboki society.

A Beacon for Human Beings
First of all let me now, on the basis of this thesis, confidently assert that oral traditions
are an important tool for illuminating the lives of particular cultural groups. Oral
traditions promote an emphasis on the importance of human dignity since people use
them to explain the background of the relationships between human beings and the
wider universe. Throughout the preceding chapters the fundamental role of oral
traditions within the life of the Biboki people is repeatedly affirmed.
The portrayal of being a human that is elaborated in Biboki oral traditions
links language games and daily experiences. All the acts of people in the community,
from the beginning of life until life after death, are articulated in oral traditions to
create linkages to the ancestors ' epoch. This elaboration, on the one hand, aims to
portray the flow of ' the seeds of life' from the past to the present time (and then on to
the future) and, on the other hand, emphasizes the close relationship between the
present community and the ancestors of the past. In this respect, oral traditions convey

a vivid acknowledgment of the cycle of life. Within this nexus, human beings become
the core agents in ordering and improving their community life.
Philosophically, oral traditions touch people' s hearts since the performer can
use a range of genres to portray more effectively and affectingly the condition of the
present community and the ancestors ' style of living. So oral traditions become a
valuable way to analyze aspects of human identity, as seen and 'universalized' within
a particular culture. Oral traditions become a prism to decipher human values. Events
and paradigms of the life are drawn together in one frame to depict the significant
value of human beings.
The Biboki people have an expression, 'the tale gives a light to us, regarding
our lives and things in the world' (nuun nfe kit matana mese ntaman hita manek ma

Zale naijan ije ina ' mae 'na). Oral traditions, by their nature, deal with the interests of
the ancestors, who are believed to affect the present generation, thus touching the
condition of life of the coming generations. The people of Biboki speak of 'telling the
story to look after the future generation' (tanu 'un he talaitan batmuni). Thus they
strive consistently to revitalize past communal life.
The orientation of living together within the framework of relationships ' sister II brother' (feta II mane) and 'younger II elder' (alif II tataf) - is always spoken
when people perform their oral traditions. When performing oral traditions,
participants are reminded to behave properly, respecting each other and working
shoulder-to-shoulder in overcoming problems. This tenet of living together as sister II
brother recursively guides people both in passing on these traditions to the next
generation and in basing their lives on their cultural heritage. The daily discourse of
people, such as greetings, leave-taking, conversations, commanding and requesting,
narrating, folk-telling are all elaborated in the oral traditions.
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The Splendour of Human Activity
The variety of genre within this oral tradition creates pathways by which local people
pass on to others significant ideas about living together. The strategies of performing
oral traditions that are available to a person or a name group to transfer a message and
pass on ways of living can be displayed in various styles, depending on the location,
situation and the intentions of the performer. For instance, in a traditional house, the
ancestors' heirlooms give inspiration to the performer in telling particular tales. In this
setting, a perfarmer gains support and inspiration from the ancestors in recounting the
genealogy of ancestral names, 1 linking them to the places where the ancestors lived or
through which they travelled. The Biboki people are born into these encompassing
traditions, so that everyone is able to listen attentively to the insights of each
traditional story. If they do not, then troubles, it is believed, will come upon them.
Those who refuse to follow the traditions are seen as harming the future: 'if you do
not want to follow [hear the oral traditions], you will die' (kalu ho ka mloem he

mutuin, ho !of maet). Indeed it is believed that the future of a community depends on
whether or not the village members continue to perform their oral traditions. It is said,
'you really cut your fate, for you do not follow the ancestors' speech' (ho mkeut ho

uama, fun ka mutuinfa bei nai sin molka). So oral tradition has great power over the
people.

1

Fox explains how the local people of Roti order the ancestral names to trace their genealogies. He
writes, "A genealogy is therefore an ordered succession of names, with a first name repeated in a
succeeding generation as a last name. In reciting a genealogy, a Rotinese begins with the name of an
apical ancestor and proceeds in a direct line to the name of the father of the individual for whom the
genealogy is intended" (Fox 1971a: 42). Later, he extended this notion of reciting place names to
introduce ' topogeny' (the ordered succession of place names). He writes, "I see the recitation of a
topogeny as analogous of the recitation of a genealogy. Both consist of an ordered succession of names
that establish precedence in relation to a particular starting point - a point of origin. In the case of
genealogy, this is a succession of personal names; in the case of a topogeny, this is a succession of a
place names" (Fox 1997b: 91).
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Naturally, the performer of oral tradition urges his listeners to follow in the
footsteps of the ancestors, even though the audience may not fully understand what it
is they are performing. 2 Reciting traditional stories is essential if the present society is
to obtain the blessings of the ancestors. It is hoped that by reciting such stories, people
will be led to practice what the ancestors have done and thus become more prosperous.
Put simply, people depend on their oral traditions to identify their social-moralpsychological proximities with the world of other living beings.

Oral Tradition as the Path to Origins of Life
Biboki people think of oral tradition as the path for tracing their origins of life as they
recount the history of their ancestors' lives. Telling a traditional story can lead people
to go back to the ancestors' epoch to obtain a new perspective that can better support
the present paradigm of life. In these accounts people not only recite their ancestors'
names but also repeat the place names and events in which the ancestors are
considered to have taken part. Just as McWilliam (1997, 1998, 2002), in his work
among the people of Amanuban, talked about the 'gate and path' (eno ma lanan) of
narrating, Biboki people have an expression 'to open the door for us and to open our
eyes' (nasoin kai eno ma nfoa hai matmin) to refer to their conception of the role of
oral tradition.

2

When recording materials to complete this thesis, several times I found that the hamlet head recited
oral traditions to demonstrate to the public the importance of respecting the ancestors. However, after
each of these performances, many people would say they understood nothing at all from such
recitations. I then asked why they bothered to go to such ceremonies, and they explained that they were
afraid of curses and troubles if they did not attend. This fundamental reason for maintaining a good life
in the community becomes one of the key reasons why the local people continue to follow the custom
of performing oral traditions in the traditional house.
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With the help of oral traditions, the performer, together with the audience,
constructs a map of the region concemed,3 including its hills, 4 streams,5 gardens, sago
stands, 6 and other resources, in order to trace the history of the area. 7 So the history of
the whole area, not only including events but also the customary way of life
encourages ordinary people to remember their inheritance including the wider world
of living beings. The study of oral tradition is, thus, a valuable way to trace
indigenous people's beliefs and its implications for the re-structuring of their society. 8
If we spend time considering how people describe the past (for instance, see T-9 in
Chapter VI, T-18 Appendix 2, T-19 Appendix 3,

T-21 Appendix 5, and T-22

Appendix 6), it could be said that 'local discourse', the way people talk to one another,
is one of the fundamental activities upon which a community is formed and
identified.

9

Oral tradition opens the way to how people communicate among

. themselves and arrange their daily activities.
Biboki people have an expression, 'a story is a small light by which we are
able to see and change our lives for the better' (nuun onle matan ana mese he tapen
ma taloitan hita monik he naleok). This saying also refers to the local custom of
performing stories as a medium through which to educate the younger generation.
This is known as 'speaking to replace the road, and to cleanse that which is bad'
(tamolok he tasoen lalan ma tapasib taen ma 'puat).

3

For instance see T-9 (Chapter VI) lines 05-06, 09-30, 37-38, 40-41 , 45-49, 52-54, 69-73 , 75-77, 80-81,
86-97, 121-123, 125-126, 130-135, 142-145.
4
See the whole ofT-9 and T-18, Appendix 3.
5
See for example T-19 Appendix 3 line 786 and T-21 Appendix 5 lines 113 and 209.
6
T-19 Appendix 3 lines 994-997.
7
See Fox's work among the Rotinese in relation a similar role of oral tradition (Fox 1997a: 15).
8
See T-9 Chapter VI, T-21 Appendix 5, and T-25 Appendix 9, which highlight the strategies of local
people to create peace among themselves.
9
Regarding this point of view, Bove writes: "Discourse provides a privileged entry into the post
structuralist mode of analysis precisely because it is the organised and regulated, as well as the
regulating and constituting, functions of language that it studies: its aim is to describe the surface
linkages between power, knowledge, institutions, intellectuals, the control of populations, and the
modern state as these intersect in the functions of systems of thought" (Bove, 199 5: 54-55).
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Challenge and Opportunity
Despite the current emphasis on modernity, the observance of oral tradition still
createa a beautiful mosaic through which people obtain the values on which to build
their local community. It is claimed that people may not respect traditions - in this
case oral traditions - because they only deal with the past and most especially the
backward period of the early community. Yet in practice, people now, have no sure
basis on which to ground their daily activities. They are searching for the roots of
their lives. Current developments have to use oral tradition as a framework to support
the present society. In whatever level of life, people need roots on which to ground all
their current activities. This is expressed as 'to establish our lives upon our roots'

(tahakeb hita' monek nbi hita' ba 'ka). The people of Biboki consider the cultural
heritage stored in their traditional houses to be their true roots. Therefore, it is
essential to direct the younger generation to respect traditional places and objects, as
well as rituals and stories, as remarkable signifiers of the values of their cultural
heritage.
Regional autonomy is a popular theme in the current development of the area,
and throughout Indonesia. Here oral traditions can support the development of
regional autonomy by identifying the real needs of local people. Stories, legends and
folklore can be an invaluable source of information in the management of a genuinely
effective program for supporting well-organized regional autonomy. Of course,
people need inputs from science and knowledge to apply theories of development;
however oral traditions often provide a deep understanding of both the ecology and
the background of people and communities.
If it is truly based on local tradition, a regional autonomy project can offer a
golden opportunity to enlist the hearts of the people, by giving positive value to the
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natural character of both the cultural heritage and the present condition of people. Yet
it may not be easy to convince people of this because they are under such pressure to
be modem. The younger generation cannot avoid the attractions of modem life. The
wave of modernity is a strong influence on the present generation. It seems that
popular culture dominates the attention of the younger generation and attracts them to
base their daily lives upon it.
To address this problem, the current education curriculum throughout
Indonesia, particularly in preliminary and high school, must be redrawn to take full
account of 'local input' (muatan local, B.I.), which encompasses local perspectives of
history, sociology and anthropology. The best way to respect humanity and marvel at
ordinary people's lives is to study the oral traditions that can bring a positive
influence to the younger generation in seeking the roots of their lives.
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